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Abstract

NASA soft-landed two Viking spacecraft on Mars in the summer t,f 1976. These were
the free world's first landings on another planet. This report provides a final,

comprehensive description of the navigation of the Viking spacecraft throughout their

flight from Earth launch to Mars landing. The flight path design, actual int]lght control,

and postflight reconstruction ale discussed in detail. The report Is comprised of an
introductory chapter followed by five Olapters which essenually correspond to the

organization of the Viking navigation operations, namely, Trajectory Descriptton,

Interplanetary Orbit Determination, Satellite Orbit Determination, ._haneuver Analysis,
and Lander Flight Path Analysis. To tile extent appropriate, each chapter describes the

preflight analyses upon which the operational strategies and performance predictions

we,e based. The inflight results are then discussed and compared with the preflight

predictions and, finally, the results of any postflight analyses are presented.
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Introduction
W.J. O'Neil andR. P. Rudd

The free world's first landing on another planet was transmitted tens of thousands of televisi_,n pictures and IR
accomplished by the Viking i Lander when it flawlessly observations of Mars obtained by the Orbiters' own science
soft-landed on the Martian plain Chryse Planitia at 04:53 PDT, instruments. Comprehensive discussions of tile _cience data
July 20, 1976. Less than two months later, the Viking 2 obtained by the Landers and the Orbiters are presented in
Lander performed an equally magnificent landing on the Ref. 1.
Martian plain Utopia Planitia at 15:37 PDT, September 3. It is

particularly significant that the very first attempt at such an Tbts pubhcation presents a linal, comprehensive report on
extraordinary feat was completely successful. Viking 1 landed the design, control, and reconstruction of the flight paths of
within 30 km of its target more ihan 300 million km from all four Viking vehicles. The initial work on the iltght path
Earth, Viking 2 landed within 10 km of its target. Both landers including the specification of requirements on the flight
have transmitted a tremendous amount of high-quality sci- hardware was done by the Viking Navigation Working Group
entitle data to Earth via relay links with their parent vehicles, (NWG) from 1970 to 1973. in 1973 the Viking Flight Path
Viking Orbiter 1 and Orbiter 2. Both Viking spacecraft con- Analysis Group (FPAG) absorbed the functions and most ofsisted of a Lander attached to an Orbiter. The Orbiter was

the membership of the NWG. The FPAG continued the flight
desired to carry the Lander into Mars orbit, observe path design, developed the navigation strategies, procedures,
candidate landing sites with television and infrared (IR) and operational software and, ultimately, performed the
instruments, deliver the Lander to the required position and

inflight navigation. Viking navigation included the precise
velocity to begin its descent, and to subsequently relay data determination of the spacecraft trajectories (classically re-
from the Lander to Earth during descent and throughout the ferred to as orbit determination), prediction of the trajec.
Lander's 90-day surfa_ mission. By "station-keeping" the tories, design of the propulsive maneuvers required to effect
Orbiter in a near Mars-synchronousorbit (24.6-h period), the the necessary trajectory changes, and calculation of the Lander
Orbiter flew over the lander once each Martian day maintain-
ing a 30-60 minute communication link during which it descent guidance parameters.
received and recorded Lander data at 16 kbps. Between the
daily links the data was played back to Earth at g kbps. In The FPAG was a multi.agency team led by the Jet
addition to relaying the Lander data, both Orbiters also Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) with members from JPL, Langley

"a_ '!
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[{e._earch ('enter, Martin Marlett:t Arrow,pace (%. (;enera[ l>rojcct routinely utiii/ed attitude maneuvers ol tile _!*_acecr:fft

['iccnnc ('u., and An,d',tL_.,d ,',,ledmnl_.:, A_,¢_.I,II,.'.',,ln_.. I igwe', t,, _,_,clcomc the ph_,,_ical hm:tatx<m,,, eft the Orb:act ,.c:m
la and Ib present the I_I:'AG a,, it exi',,ted during the prlm'.lry plathnm in _rder tc_ pt_mt the science nl.qrument',, In any

mlS',l,mS. Figure la hsls tile metnbershlp tff each team :rod direction alld/or allgll rill In',trtllllellt taster ill a pleferred way
g,ves the affih;itiem uf each nlember in recogmttoll of the artmnd Its b_,remght. The design ot these "nem-pr,_pulslve"

Colltrlbutl_ll of his org:llll/:lll_ll. ()tie t'_f int., tlloSt stgllllic'.lnt maneuvers w,l,',,a t>ltlt le_.ponslblhty _|" tile O.",IATT and the

taclt)rs contrlbutu'l_ t_ the fantail',, cohe_,ive nllh_ht _q_er,lthm Orbiter Science Sequence Teanl (OSST). l+m:dly, the ()MAIT

_f the FPA(; was that _,\cel!ent wt_rkmg relatlem.,,hll',, were al_,- generated all Vlklllg Spacecraft/Orbiter tr;llectory data
developed over tile mare,' reals tile |'PAG worked a', a le,nn in _equlred hv the ProJect.
preparing for alight. Dur,ng tile alight all members were

cu-h_,:ated and functluned as :l tultt Wllhout regard to "l-i,c prmcq_al mat;curer t_t_ls t,t tile OMAqT were tile

company afl'lliatlon. Midcourse Maneuver Operations Program [MMOP}, tile Mars

Orbit lnsertton Oper:ltIons Program (MOIOP}, and tile blars

Figure Ib identifies the functltms _ffeach FPAG team. Tile O:b_t Trim Operahons l'rogram (MOTOP}. I:ach prugram had

Interplanetary Orbit l)eternunation Team (IPODTI was re- a design and analysis capabihty including Monte Carlo simula-

sponsiblc for trajectory dcterminat_,m and prediction to the lions _-ith approprmte _,pproxlmations for prethcting trajec-

point of engine igmtion l-r Mars Orbit Insertion (MOI). The rely control accuracy and propellant expenditure statistics.
Each program also had a single maneuver, htgh-precisionSatellite Orbtt Deternunathm Team (SATODT)was re.spon-

ruble for these t'unct_uns after MOI. Tile SATODT was al:;o targeting ,:apabdity. The JPL n-body, duuble-prectmou trajec-

responsd_le for detenninm b,tile I;,ndcd location ¢,t'e,tcll Lander tory program, DPTRAJ, was the principal trajectory tool and

_ based on radio tracking, of the Lander. Radtometric tracking was tile Project standard fur l]ight path computamms except

: data (two-way doppler and range) provklcd by tile JPL Deep for the -, ,_sphenc phase of tile Lander descent.
Space Network (DSN) was the princq>al data type used m the

orbit determination process. The Tracking Data Ctmdltzoning ."t,.. " ,nder Fhght Path Analysis Team _LFPAT) was
T.'am (TDCT) was resp,msible f<_rediting and calibrating the respon_mle for the design and control of tile Lander fhght

data for use in the JPI Orbit Determination Program (ODP). path from separation to touchdown. '[hts involved the
The ODP was the pn:nary orbzt determination tool. All the precisi<m targeting of the Lander's deorbit maneuver, genera-

FPAG software operated in the Univac 1108 computers at tion of the attitude to be commanded at key points ahmg the

JPL. During the Mars approach pha_s, optical tracking data trajectory, and specificatton of timed backup commands for
were also extensively used in the OD process. The optical data critical events to be sensed onboard. All the Lander descent
were obtained by imaging either Mars or its natural satellite commands were stored in the Lander's Guidance, Control and

Deimos against the star background with the Orbiter television Sequencing Computer (GCSC) days before separation, S, with
system, a routine update performed at S-39 hours and, as required,

updates at S-9.5 and S-3.5 hours. Following separation the

The Orbiter Maneuver and Trajeoory Team (OM._TT) was descent was completely autonomous - no command could be
responsible for developing the maneuver strategies and design- received by the Lander until it was _,, the Mars surface.

ing each individual propulsive maneuver reqtured to deliver the Basically, the Lander attitude commands were 3 X 3 trans-
Viking Spacecraft to the proper position and velocity +',,, formation matrices relating the desired attitude to the

initiating the Lander descent. The orbit defined by this Lander's attitude at the instant of separation. Attitude changts

position and velocity was known as the "separation orb:t" - were specified for the deorbit maneuver burn(s), beginning of
the key navigation interface between the Orbiter and the descent coast, mid-coast, pre-entry, and entry. Attitude

Lander. Specification of the separation erbit was a joint control was maintained with an RCS hot gas system until
responsibility of the Lander Flight Path Analysis Team 0.05 g was sensed. After 0.05 g, aerodynamic stability main-

(LFPAT) and the OMATT. The strategy for achieving the tained pitch and yaw control; an RCS was required for roll

separation orbit was complicated by the necessity to observe a control all the way to touchdown. It was crucially important

variety of candidate landing sites under stringent observation to maintain the proper angle of attack with the RCS to the

conditions prior to the Project commitment to land. The 0.05 _ point. This was accomplished by initiating a pro-

OMATT was also responsible for the postlanding strategies and trammed pitch maneuver in concert with the pre-cntry
individual maneuvers required to _tation.keep the Orbite, with attitude command.

respect to the Lander to maintain adequate relay geometry

and, alternati'_ely, to desynchronize the Orbiter, causing it to The LFPAT targeted the deorbit maneuver and generated

"walk" around the planet in order to obtain global science the attitude command parameters using the Lander Targeting

observations. Unlike its predecessor, Mariner 9, the Viking Operations Program (LTOP). The Lander Trajectory Simula-
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tion (LATS) program was tile F.oject standard f,,r c_mpul:J organi:,atl,,n. 'File figult, is included here to show the relation-
; tion of the Lander's descenl thr,_ugh tile Mars atnaosphcr,:, slups betwcet_ the FPAG and tile other elements of the VFT.

LATS was a six-degree-of-ficedom, high-fidelity simtdatitm The total membership of the VFT cxceedett 800 people during
including the Lander's atlilude c_mm,1 system response theprmlary n'tisston.
characteristics. The LFPAT used LATS to verify the descent
guidance parameters generated by i.TOP. These parameters The FPAG was instrumental in ,teveloping an operational
were independently checked to the 0.05 g point by OMATT scheduhng format that resulled in working schedules providing
using DPTRAJ and auxiliary software• External to FPAG, the considerable detail (event ttmes resolution to 10 mini yet
Lander Support Office (LSO) at Martin Marietta Aerospace m remarkable clarity for tens of days of the mission at a glance.
Denver performed a complete simulation of the descen! based An example schedule in its actual working form is shown in
on the GCSC command load using the Viking Control ;rod Fig. 3. These schedules were unique in providing for imme-
Simulation Facility (VCSF). The VCSF contained a I_ybrid diate reconciliation of trajectory events (e.g., time of peri-
analog-digital facility utilizing bit-by-bit simulation, apsis), command windows, and personnel schedules (particu-

larly metabolic considerations).

The LFPAT was also responsible for reconstructing the
Lander trajectory from separationto touchdown using teleme- The remainder of this introduction is devoted to an
tered onboard measurements from the IRU and pressure and overview of the Viking flight path design followed by synopsis
temperature probes in conjunction with bes' estimates t,f the of the inflight nawgation activities on both Viking missions
separation state vector and the landed location based on ratho from launch to landing.
tracking data. The PREPR (Preprocessor for Lander Trajectory
and Atmosphere Reconstruction) Program was used It', smooth Please note that a corn _lete list of acronym definitions is
the telemetered data and compensate the IRU data for cg given in an zppendix to this Introduction. Most readers will

; offset affects, it was also used to fill data gaps with shnulaled fred it nec ssary to refer to this list for terminology used
data from LATS (subsequent processing required continuous throughout the remainder of this report.
data). The Lander Trajectory and Atmosphere Reconst ruct_t,n
Program (LTARP} was then used to estimate the trajectory
based on the "sensed" data file prepared by PREPR and the
estimates of the separation state and landed location provided I. Flight Path Design
by the Satellite Orbit Determination Team. As stated carlier, each Viking spacecraft consisted of a

Lander attached to an Orbiter. The Orbiter was designed to
Finally, the LFPAT was responsible for predicting the carry the Lander into Mars orbit and perform a series of orbit

performance of the Lander-to-Orbiter relay links. The Postland trim maneuvers to deliver the Lander into the separation orbit.
Relay Link Program (RLINK) was the primary tool for this. The requirements for site observations pre.landing and daily
RLINK solved the geometrical problem of determining the post-landing Lander to Orbiter relay radio transmissions die-

path of the Lander-to.Orbiter line-of-sight through the antenna tated the design of a Mars synchronous separation orbit with a
gain patterns of both vehicles based on the input trajectory of periapsis altitude of 1500 kin. The Mars synchronous orbital
the Orbiter and the input attitudes of both vehicles. The period is 24.6 h. The period control accuracy requirement
resulting predictions of link margin (in dB) vs time were used was ---4rain to ensure adequate relay communications geom-
to establish when to turn the Lander transmitter and Orbiter etry for at least five (Mars) days after landing without any
receiver on and off. reliance on Lander transmitter or Orbiter receiver timing

adjustment commands from earth. The tolerance on periapsis
The foregoing has merely identified the primary functions altitude was -50 km, +150 kin. The lower limit was based on

, of the FPAG teams. In subsequent chapters of this report, relay considerations; the upper limit on constraining landing

each team reports in full detail its inflight and postflight dispersions.
activities, including all per_.inent numerical results. (The only

f exception is the Orbiter Science Sequence Team; its activities The Lander was designed to perform a deorbit maneuver
are reported in Ref. 2.) Each chapter is essentially self- shortly after separation from the Orbi "_r while in the
contained and the sequential order of the chapters is arbitrary, separation orbit to effect its descent and atmospheric entry.

Consequently, the reader may direct his immediate attention The relationship between the separation orbit and the descent _
to the chapter(s) of his primary interest, trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 4. Dunng descent the Lander's '_

, •, electrical power was supplied by batteries which were charged

: Figure2, which was extracted from Ref. 3, presents a by the Orbiter prior to separation. Battery capacity con-
functional description of the total Viking Flight Team (VFT) strained the maximum allowable descent coast time (from

' i

r

I (Text continues on Page 13)
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separationtoentry)to5h.To provideadequ']temar_n with 0 -2 -4 .._ -8 10 -_z -14 -,_
respect to aerodynamic structural and thermal loads and eELaog
:kipout in Ihe presel_ceof trajectory dispersions and any one
(,f the five "equally likely" Martian design atmospheres, the Fig. S. Accelalbk)area conmtrllinta
targetable entry corrid,_rwas constrained to he the flight path
angle range from - 16.2 to - 17.4 deg at 800,0OO ft altitude at a
speed less than 4.625 k/s. The Lander Capsule RCS mounted requi-ed net mc_emem of less than 150 m/s. S,nce i, was

undesirable to use long coast times and tw,_-burn deorbiton the aeroshell, which -xas used for attitude control during
descent, was also used to impart |he deorbit velocity incre- maneuvers, the extreme uprange .:apabdity was to be av(,ided

as mdicated in F_g.5. The ab(), margin considerations dic-ment. Approximately 85% of the RCS fuel was allocated fi)r
deorbit yielding a maximum vekx:ity increment capability of tared a "preferred" targetmg regzon wherein the Landercould

be targeted to land up tu three degrees away i'rom the orbzt;56 m/s. Finally, to assure adequate relay communication
flora the Lander to the Orbiter throughout descent and for plane and 2.5 deg downrange or uprange .ff the midpoint. The
I I minutes after landing, the Lander was to be 20 deg ahead targeting controls were the direcnon, magnitude, and loc'ltion
(i.e., downrange)of the Orbiter at *.hemoment ot entry. (in the separation orbit) of the deorbit .aaneuve. Since the

accessible landing area was "'fixed" to the separath)n orbit as
illustrated in Fig. 6. the separahon orbit had to be controlled

The constraints on the foregoing parameters - coast time, to "capture" the landing site within the access,hie areaso that
entry flight path angle, deorbit velocity increment, and lead the Lander could reach the site w,thm the ca_abihties and
angle - determined the accessiJ-le landing area with respect to constraints describedabove.
the separation orbit as illustrated in Fig. 5. PER is the down.
range surface angle from the separation orbit periapsis: XR is
the arc distance awa)* from the separation orbit plane. One The elevation of the Sun at the landing site a_ the time or
degree of Mars surfa,:.eangle is equivalent to about 60 km. landing was a crucial parameter in the orbit desig,. The best

observations of the landing area would be obtained when theObserve that the maximum achievable crossran_ was con.
strained by the 5.h Codst limit and the maximum available Orbiter/Lander spacecraf was flying over the accessible area.
deorbit velocity of 156 m/s. The downrange limit was date,. Following landing, the relay links would also occur in this
mined by the shallow entry and the 156.m/s limits: uprange by overflight region, and real-time television from the Lander was

Io be obtained during the links. Conseque,,;ly, "IVimaging ofthe steep entry and the 5.h coast limits. Actually the cross.
ranlle capability was son%,whatarbitrarily reduced to :1:3deg to the landing area both from orbit and on the mrface neces-
avoid the rapid growth in landing dispersions which would strafed a sun elevation angk (SEA) at landing that would yield
remit beyond +3 deg. Also, as the coast time increases, the ipxal shadowing. As shown in Fig. 7, the lan,_ingSEA and the
required deorbit velocity lnc.-ement decrees. In order to landing site latitude uniquely deterndned the landing point in

entry mass the maximum deorbit velocity increment inertial _'e.
of 156 m/mwas to be expended. Therefore, for long coasts it
would have been necessary to use a "two.bum" deorblt Tha ballistic approat.h to any planet is alonl a hyperbola
numeuver totalling 156 m/s but desilncd so that the second whose focus is at the planet's cartier and whose inbound
bum would partly cancel the effect of the first yielding the asymptote approximates the straight line motion relative to
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DEtaIL T- NOTE: [ INERTIALF

SIS

Fig.8. @_It planeanlgn

t.._ DEORtlIT BURN

possible approach trajectory contains the S-vector; therefore,
Fig. 6. Aceeluliblearea fixedto orbit the plane can be changed only by rotation about the S-vector.

A coplanar orbit insertion maneuver is the most efficient

transfer from the hyperbolic "flyby" trajectory to Mars orbit.

___x N Accordingly, the orientation (0 around S) of' the approach

trajectory plane was controlled with midcourse man,_uvers to
TOSUN contain the inertial landing point in the plane as illustrated in

/ INERTIALI \ Fig. 8. Thus, the vertical impact point, the inertial landing
/_ LANDING [ \ point, and the planet center uniquely specify the orbit plane.

SOLAR / P,. _._ "'_e.- _ l _, The orientation @of the orbit within its plane was controlled
POINT_ [x'_rtr,,_"_.,..!/ _ to center the accessible area over the landing point (Figs.8 and

) 9). The approach trajectory was targeted to minimize the orbit
inseqion velocity increment required to transfer to the orbit

prescribed above. As illustrated in Fig. 9 this was essentially a

tangential transfer. The insertion velocity increment for
Viking 1 would nominally be about 1250 m/s- 85% of the

S'/:A-SUNELE total Orbiter capability. Viking2 would require about
: 1100 m/s for insertion into a 28.7-h orbit initially.

An aiming plane passing through the planet center and
Fi9. 7. InertlnlhmdlnOpoint perpendicular to the S-vector known as the "B-plane" is used

to avoid nonlinearities in targeting. The approach trajectory is
controlled by controlling the point at which its asymptote

the planet as the spacecraft enters the planet's sphere of pierces the B-plane. This is the point at which the spacecraft '_
_ influence. The "S-vector" which is parallel to the asymptote would fly through the B-plane if the planet has no mass (i.e., if

and passes through the planet center is fundamental in the there were no gravitational bending). The vector in the B-plane

orbit design. It corresponds to what would be a vertical impact from the planet center to the asymptote is known as the
trajectory as shown in Fig. 8. The Earth.to.Mars interplanetary "B.vector"; it corresponds to the semi.minor axis of the

, trajectory, which is uniquely determined by the launch and hyperbola. Knowledge and control of both the B-vector and
arrival dates, establishes the S.vector. The plane of any the time of arrivalare the essence of interplanetary navigation.
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SEPORBIT

PER_OO _,e-_ commands were calculated on the ground and the execution

24.6h--_/_a 4"_ errors of the spacecraft in performing the maneuver. In
V _"_ \ \ concert with the control requirement, the B-vector knowledge
Ir16 "_*,_ '_ 2hFROMP_RJAPSPS requirement was set at 3deg and 500km. The Viking2

t _ " _'_' _ X_ requirements were 7 deg and 500 km and 5 deg and 350 kmVE,llCA "_,, \ /-- MIN
IMPACT N ^ "L __ ' _// ALT: 15o0 kr_ for control and knowledge, respectively. The requirements
TRA.IECTO_V"___ S ,_j ._/]V tANDE_ differed because the geometry of the two missions differed
------_'-_ "_,_ /_CCESSIBLE(IN-PLANE_ significantly.

AePROACHrRA_CTO,_ _/%,,S,,_'._._ 2_ _1¢_.._ In the foregoing discussion 'he landing point was treated as
APPROA_-AS_'MPT(DTC--_\-IN----SERTIr_N_ I..A_DTIING_ S a point in inertial space specified by site latitude and sun

.._UR,N m, SITE .._ elevation. The timing of the spacecraft in orbit had to be
_------_2_J" precisely controlled so that t,te intended landing site on the

Fig. 9. Viking 1 orbitinNrtiondesign Mars surface would, in fact, be under the Lander at the
moment of touchdown. The parameter "timing offset" was
introduced to achieve tiffscontrol. Consider the meridian fixed

The Viking i B-plane is presented in Fig. 10. In this view to the center of the Lander accessible area as illustrated in
the planet appears as it would to an observer on the spacecraft Fig. 11. Timing offset was defined to be the time required tbr
during the approach. The T-axis in the B-plane lies in the the spacecraft to reach this "inertial" meridian after the
ecliptic and is used as the reference direction for measuring 0. landing site has crossed it.
(R completes the fight-handed R-S-T frame.) The edge of the
trajectory plane coincides with the B-vector; thus, the aim The Viking l in-orbit maneuver strategy for acquiring the
angle 0 completely orients the trajectory plane. The Viking l landing site is depicted in Fig. 12. To obtain adequate site
B-vector was to be controlled to within 5 deg and 700 km of certification observations of the intended landing area the
the target, resulting in the approach control accuracy re- timing offset had to be less than one hour. To capture the site
quirement zone shown. This control requirement would ensure within the Lander accessible area the offset of the Orbiter at
that even in the presence of 0.99 orbit insertion errors, the Zhe landing periapsis was to be 8 +8 min. Recall that the
orbit could be adjusted with small orbit trim maneuvers within Lander leads the Orbiter during descent; therefore, the
the site acquisition propellant budget to achieve the required nominal Orbiter timing offset had to be positive at landing. To
separation orbit, i.e., to correct periapsis altitude to within the expedite site certification and land 15 revolutions after
allowed tolerance and to capture the landing site within the insertion, the strategy was to:

f Lander accessible area. The orbit insertion errorswould be due (1) Control the arrival time at Mars such that the timing
to errors in the knowledge of the approach trajectory 0.e., offset immediately after insertion (i.e., periapsis-0)
"orbit determination" errors) at the time the insertion would not exceed 15min.

i"t. 103 km SPACECRAFT'AT / / _,,/,v \
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(2) Insert into a very nearly Mars synchronous orbit such acquisition orbit trims. The foregoing presented the "pre-
that the 8-rain offset would result at periapsis.l 5. launch" site acquisition strategy for Viking 1. The Viking 2

strategy, which was significantly different, is described in the
lo aid the understanding of Fig. 12, consider a l-hour Maneuver Analysis chapter.

subsynchronous postinsertion orbit (i.e., 23.6-h period). The

spacecraft will complete its first revolution in 1 hour less than The salient features of the flight path design and control
a Mars day; thus the landing site will be 1 hour west (timing strategy as it existed at launch have been presented. The actual
offset = - 1.0 h) of the meridian when the spacecraft is at the inflight performance will now be discussed.
meridian. The converse holds for the supersynchronous case,
and the problem is completely linear. The knowledge re-

quirement for generation of the orbit insertion commands II. Viking 1 Inllight Synopsis
discussed earlier and the spacecraft execution accuracy en-
sured that the 0.99 error in the postinsertion period would not Viking 1 was launched by a Titan llIE/Centaur launch

: exceed 3 h. A "phasing" maneuver was scheduled at Periapsis- vehicle on August 20, 1975, on the l O-month journey to Mars
2 to change the orbit period such that the timing offset would depicted in Fig. 13. The launch aimpoint was intentionally
be zero at Periapsis-5. A "synchronizing" maneuver would be biased about 0.3 million km from Mars as shown in Fig. 14.
performed at Feriapsis-5 to drive the offset to +8 min at The arrival time was biased about one day late. These biases
Periapsis.15. Owing to their smaller size and the vast im- satisfied the following constraints: (1) the probability of
provement in orbit determination "knowledge" once in orbit, impacting Mars with unsterilized hardware was to be less than
these trim maneuverswould be at least a hundred times more 10-6; (2) the first maneuver was to exceed 2 m/s to ensure

accurate in period control than the insertion maneuver (i.e., propulsion stability; and (3) the maneuver attitude was to
1 rain vs 3 h). An orientation' correction maneuver was allow communication over the spacecraft low-gain antenna.
scheduled near Periapsis.7 to move the accessible area in the
improbable event it was not accurately positioned with the The crosses (+) in Fig. 14 show the variety of orbit
approach and insertion maneuvers. A fourth maneuver was determination solutions obtained during the first few hours
scheduled to correct the periapsis altitude and perform any after launch. By 12 h after launch sufficient tracking data
appropriate vernier timing adjustment in the revolution pre- (doppler and range) were available to determine the solution
ceding Periapels-ll. Final orbit determination and Lander very well. All subsequent solutions were nicely clustered
targeting and commanding would then be performed between within the area indicated; thus, the Centaur injection errorwas
Perialnis-11 and Perialnls-14 as indicated in Fig. 12. This about 20. The first midcourse maneuver scheduled for launch
maneuver strategy guaranteed acquiring the landing site within plus seven days was targeted directly to the center of the
the 150m/s velocity budget allocated for navigation disper- approach control zone discussed earlier (and to the t'mal
Jtom; 2S m/s was suballocated for midcourse maneuvers, desired arrival time). This zone lies within the dot on Fig. 14.

! 12Smls for Insertion maneuver adjustments and the site An enlargedview of the zone is shown in Fig. I5, wherethe3o
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orbit determination and execution errors for the 4.7 m/s the periapsis altitude would be about 150 km lower, but this
midcourse are displayed• The major orbit determination error error would be easily correctable with the inorbit maneuver
source was the uncertainty in the solar pressure force that strategy described earlier. Accordingly, tile short-arc radio plus
would act on tile spacecraft throughout its journey to Mars. optical solution was adopted wsthout reservation. Fig. 16
Tiffsuncertainty could be reduced only after several months of presents this final premaneuver solution and its uncertainty.
tracking, at which point the solar pressure coefficients could Observe that the 3o uncertainty would be well within the
be accurately estimated in the orbit determination process, approach control zone following the maneuver since the
Note that the orbit determination and maneuver execution execution error would be negligible. Note also that the
errors were comparable and their combined total was small interplanetary delivery error (i.e., the error prior to the
enough to avoid planetary quarantine biasing and was well approach midcourse) was about 1800 kin, corresponding _o
within the earth departure control requirement. The departure about 1.5o with respect to the delivery accuracy pre&cted for
control requirement was set at 6000 km to ensure that the the departure control. Most of this error was due to solar
approach midcourse maneuvers would be sufficiently small pressure prediction error as expected.
that their errors would be inconsequential compared to the

approach orbit determination errors. After about a week of When the propulsion system was repressurized two days
post-midcourse tracking, it was clear that the actual execution before tile midcourse, the pressure regulator in the propellant
error was indeed small and no further maneuvers would be feed system leaked such that the pressure buildup by the time
required until Mars approach, of orbit insertion would be much too high for safe engine

operation. It was possible to avoid this buildup by again
Dunng the nine-month interplanetary "cruise," the naviga- seahng off the pressurant supply with a pyro valve as it had

tion emphasis was on refining the trajectory and observational been sealed throughout interplanetary cruise. However, if this
models. These refinements were very important to providing were done, the mission would be lost if the last pyro "open"
the capability to do "radio.only" redetermination of the valve did not open when commanded just before insertion.
trajectory between the two scheduled approach midcourse Consequently, it was decided to leave the system open and
maneuvers. This effort resulted in significant adjustments of reduce the pressure with large approach midcourse maneuvers.

: the solar pressure coefficients and the Australian tracking Accordingly, two maneuvers of 50 and 60 m/s were executed
station locations. The effort also produced a "best" long- at 9 and 4 days before arrival, respectively. The approach
(tracking) arc estimate of the trajectory utilizing all available midcourse tlaat had been designed to correct the navigation
tracking data. This long-arc estimate provided the baseline for error was only 3.7 m/s.
encounter operations.

in order to minimize propellant cost, these two maneuvers

The encounter operations schedule provided for approach were designed as retro maneuvers to reduce the approach
: maneuvers at both 30 and 10 days before arrival. A series of speed and thereby reduce the insertion velocity requirement.

observations of Mars and stars by the Orbiter television
camerzs was scheduled prior to each maneuver opportunity.
These observations were used to aid in the orbit determina- - ^ a

/ S.t, 10 kin/

tion process but were not to be relied upon to meet navigation / 6 ,/ a
requirements. The first optical series confirmed tire long-arc / I // t
radio solution, and it was then clear that a single approach / / _ VtnAtPRE-

midcourse at 10 days before arrival would easily correct the _" MODELLING& / I I/ MIDCOURSE
existing delivery error. The final delivery error would be / DAtA INACCURACIES-..,J I ,I/ ESTI_t_,TC&a_

_ essentially the orbit determination error at the time the
i midcourse was calculated. Therefore, the lO.day midcourse
I

was preferred since the second optical series could be analyzed 6 APPROACH / /N. -_/_.W

prior toits design. _ CONtROt / / %./ _..
"_ ........... NI / / _ _'3o FIRST........ / /,\

' _ / N_ / /'k \ ACCURACY

. The short-arc (_3 weeks)radio and optical orbit determi. _: /_'___7

I nation solutions ",d not agree as well as expected with the
long-arc radio-only solution. Therewas more confidence in the

I short-arc radio plus optical. Furthermore, it was fully demon-
! strated that if this solution was used in targeting the approach
q midcourse while the long-arc radio was actually the right

solution, the consequences would be minimal. In this event, I_11.16. Viking1Imeq_lane_rydell_ry
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The insertion requirement would be reduced about 1 m/s for
every 2 m/s of retro during approach. However, these retro ¢"
maneuvers would also delay the Mars arrival by about 6.5 h so 6500 /.
that at least the first part of the site acqmsltion/certificat]on [ 6500 _y 7000 ,_o

/AMC'I ,_/ ,,.-AMC-1 .

strategy discussed earlier (Fig. 12) was now invalid because the 13oER,O;f_/__.x_¢A,_04":06m,
initial timing offset would be +6.5 h. To get back to the .
original timeline as quickly as possible without any further / .." / j_--_-.. ;C--AMC-20tUV[R'¢'_
propellant penalties, it was decided to insert into a 42.5-h _ 7eo0[-_//" / / / \/\ (22_, %.

orbit so that the spacecraft v,ould nominally overfly the . 1_ AMC-0/ _/ / /'X \MJSS. 30kin "_
landing site at the end of the first revolution- the 6.5-h _'_ "/'/] 12_--'/"""_ / /^ / _'_-_c-2 ,7

arrival delay plus the 42.5-1]period would be equivalent to two ' /
revolutions in the synchronous orbit. The first orbit trim
would be pertbrmed during this overflight to synchronize the 3,JERROR.,,

orbit (i.e., reduce the period to 24.6 h). The periapsis at the
end of the first revolution was called Periapsis-2 to maintain I(.arc,_ - _z':w6"'i-_--_._ _

the original relationship between periapsis numbering and AMC_APPROACHMIDCOJRSF MANEUVER

r.fission events (e.g., trim-I was still scheduled at "Peri-
• ,")__',tapsls-. ). Fig. 17. Viking1Marsapproachcontrol

An important factor in the decision to do the large
maneuvers instead of closing the propulsion system was the inertial location. The olbit period error was only 8min;
excellent actual performance of the optical orbit determina- therefore, it was possible to attempt achieving the sep ation
tion process. Radio data alone could not adequately redeter- orbit directly _dth the single trim at Periapsis-2. The altitude
mine the approach trajectory in the few days between these was already, well within tolerance at 1513 km. The initial orbit
maneuvers, but the optical data could. If the optical process is contrasted with the separation orbit in Fig. 18.
had not been working so well, it is unlikely that these large
maneuvers would have been attempted. Figure 17 illustrates The principal difficulty in directly achieving the separation

: the maneuver performance. The predicted delivery error ellipse orbit with the first trim was accurately predicting me timing
for each was dominated by the spacecraft execution error owing offset at Periapsis-15. Because of uncertainties in the Mars
to both the large size of the maneuvers and to the excellent gravitational harmonics the actual orbital period in each future
orbit determination performance. The aimpoint was moved revolution was rather unpredictable. However, the Mariner 9
progressively away from the planet due to the increased derived gravity field proved to be very accurate, and after
bending of the trajectory that would occur at the lower several revolutions of tracking, it was clear that the first trim

: approach speeds and also due to the larger initial orbit. Note had, in fact, perfectly acquired 1he primary landing site as
that both maneuvers were executed very well. The final illustrated in Fig. 19. It is seen that the primary site AI at
delivery error was less than 30 km in the B-plane and less titan 34.0°W 19.5°N had been captured virtually in the center of
10 s in arrival time. A third ser:es of Mars/stars observations the accessible area for a July 4 laading. Only 10 m/s of the
between the maneuvers was indeed instrumental in achieving 150 m/s navigation velocity budge1 was expended (to correct

: this accuracy, navigation errors)in acquiring the A1 site!

A series of observations of the Mars' satellite Deimos Several days before the last prelanding scheduled trimoppor-
against the star background was used as planned to precisely tunlty near Periapsis-I1. the A1 site was abandoned because
determine the final approach trajectory for calculation of the features observed in the site area implied hazardous terrain. A
orbit insertion maneuver commands. The last observation was new site AIR about 100 km southeast of AI was then

made 37h before arrival and incorporated in the orbit considered. A trim was designed for the opportunity near
determination as quickly as possible. The updated estimate Periapsis.! i to cause the AIR to "drift" to the center of the
was then used to calculate updated insertion commands, which entry corridor for the July 4 landing. Lander descent trajec-

: were transmitted to the spacecraft at 16h before arrival.The tories were targeted to AIR for separation orbits with and
updated estimate was in error by less than 10 km based on without the trim. Before a decision was reached whether or

postflight analysis, not to trim before descending to AIR, it was decided that
AIR was too hazardous and that a safer area probably existed

The insertion maneuverwas extremely accurate. The lander to the northwest. Accordingly, a maneuver strategy was

i assessible area was positioned within 0.1 deg of the ideal developed to start a westward migration with a period trim at t

19
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APPROACHASYMPTOTE INSERTIONBURN-' _ " -PRIME LONGITUDE,degWEST
,.c,. LANDING

FINALAIM: B• 10,lO0km- ' i"_' SITE Fig. 19. Viking 1actualgiteacquisitions

FI_..18. Viking1Marsorbitinsertion
III. Viking 2 InflightSynopsis

Viking 2 was launched by a Titan lllE/Centaur launch

Periapsis-16 followed by an orbit orientation trim near vehicle on September g, 1975, and targeted for a Mars arrival

Pefiapsis-19 to move the accessible area as far north as prudent date of _ugust8, 1976. The ll-month journey to Mars is
based on observations yet to be made. When it became clear illustrate I in Fig. 22. As with Viking 1, the launch aimpoint
prior to Periapsis-16 that the accessible area should be moved was bias:d to satisfy planetary quarantine requirements, to
one degree north, the strategy was modified to combine the assure tl,e first midcourse maneuver would exceed 2 raps, and
orientation adjustment and the start of the migration into the to guarantee two-way communications during the first mid-
trim near Periapsis-19. The actual landing site was selected course maneuver burn. Figure 23 shows this intentional bias-
during the migration; its coordinates 47.5°W 22.4°N war- ing, the 99% launch vehicle dispersion ellipse and the early
ranted resynchronizing the orbit at Pedapsis-24. Thus the site orbit determination history.
was captured in the accessible area for a July 20 landing as
shown in Fig. 19. The crosses (+) in Fig. 23 indicate the orbit determination

solutions obta;ned during the first few hours after launch. By
10 hours after launch, the orbit solutions had stabilized and

The orbit determination performance was exceptionally further premidcourse solutions were clustered within the area
good throughout the entire site acquisition phase. For ex- indicated. The Viking 2 Centaur injection performance was
ample, the time of Periapsis.19 was predicted within one
second ei#t revolutions earlier. All three of the prelanding approximately 20.

trims were executed so accurately that their errors were truly The first midcourse maneuver for Viking 2 was scheduled
inconsequential, for 10 days after launch. A velocity change of approximately

8 raps was necessary to achieve the required f'mai Mars
The final Landertargetingresulted in a nominal entry flight encounter conditions. However, for reasons to be described,

",, path angle of- 16.9° (only 0.1° from ideal), a 3.1-h coast time, this first midcoursemaneuver was targeted to a different set of
• and utilized a 156-m/s single.burn deorbit maneuver. The Mars encounter conditions. This resulted in the necessity to
: navigation parameters transmitted to the Lander computer execute a near Mars midcourse maneuver to achieve the

39 h before separation included attitude command matrices required final Marsencounter conditions. Figure 24 illustrates
for deorbit, descent coast, preentry, and entry. The parachute these two sets of encounter conditions. The "target for MOI"
deployment altitude, terminal descent ignition altitude, and point is the required rmal Mars encounter condition to
the altitude-vs-velocity descent guidance profiles were set at establish the proper Mars orbit for landing site reconnaissance
the standard values. Following separation the Lander executed and landing. The "M/CI target" is the aimpoint for the first
a flawless, autonomous descent as illustrated in Fig. 20. midcourse maneuver.
Fig. 21 presents the Viking 1 landing accuracy, Observe that

. the Viking I landed within 30 km of Its target, which Initial maneuver analysis indicated that the first midcourse
corresponds to a Io landing error. The Viking 2 landing maneuver could be targeted directly to the required £malMars
accuracyof 10 km Is also shown, encounter conditions while still satisfying the required plane.
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-6°°r- maneuver dispersion ellipse and its orbit determination and
/ 3o" INJECTION
/ DISPERSION--_ execution error components. The biased aimpoint was selected
Y \ to (1) assure that the probability of being on an impact
] I*9.6 h AND SUBSEQUENT _ trajectory following the first midcourse maneuver execution

-400_ SOLUTIONS8/909:21----_ _ was less than 1%, (2) maximize the ability to achieve a Mars
/ INJECTION .,..,)_/ orbit if the spacecraft could perform only the insertion

.ann[- AIMPOINT / .._ + 4-_,.

""t TCA: s/aJ76 /J./z_i, _.- _• 7 .h maneuver but no more midcourse maneuvers, (3) assure that
-- J 13:01GMT_. ///\ _I �7.Jthe Mars approach midcourse maneuver spacecraft attitude/ \ /// \ 8,9,o:23

-200l- ",,,,A/// X__..I would provide communication in the burn attitude, and (4)
J F'-MARS _'):r/_ 8909.25 minimize the additional AV expenditure resulting from the
I/CAPTURE / /

was 8. 1mps.

i,

200 300 400 3 500 600 700 800

200_ As with Viking 1, the major orbit determination error at
1 the time of the maneuver was the uncertainty in the solar

pressure force. After about a week of postmidcourse tracking
it was clear that the actual maneuver execution error was

Fig. 23. Viking 2 Iluech Iccurlcy indeed small and no further maneuvers would be required until
Mars approach.

The navigation activities during the interplanetary cruise

r _ ''''XS TARG ET FOR MO I

-4000 phase for Viking 2 were similar to those for Viking 1.
jl_ F-GUIDANCE Short-arc solutions weregenerated on a weekly basis including

"2000 r _ _1 I_ SUCCESSZONE the previous three weeks' doppler and ranging data. These
| I I I I I 1 weekly trajectory estimates were used to prepare tracking
I 2oo0 6000] ,000 ,_0o ,8000 predicts for the DSN stations providing mission support. Every

-_ three to four weeks a long-arc solution was generated including/ $ @ T, ken

• 2000- / f M/C-IAIN_OINT all of the doppler and range data after the near-Earth
,* / o midcourse maneuver• Comparisons of these short- and long-arc

4000-

solutions and the consistency of the solutions as the data arc

6000 - J _ MARSIMPACT increases provided the means for validating the orbit determi--.__ ._.-- oAmUS nation process and verifying the orbit determination models
a000 (e.g., station locations, solar pressure). These analyses com-

bined with the Viking 1 cruise orbit determinations resulted in
Fig. 24. Vlkln O 2 mkleounmaimpoints the adjustments to the solar pressure coefficients and the

Australian tracking station locations•

tary quarantine probability of impact constraints. However, The encounter operations began 40 days before Mars
because of the size and orientation of the midcourse maneuver arrival. Extensive radio and optical tracking data processing
dispersion ellipse, this could result in the spacecraft being on a was completed during this 40-day time period in support of a
Mars impact trajectory following the execution of the ma- near-Mars midcourse maneuver 10 days before encounter and
neuver. Should this be the case (approximately 20% proba- the Mars Orbit Insertion (MOI) maneuver. During the en-
bility, Fig. 25), a decision would have to be made to either (1) counter operations phase, the optical navigation tracking
execute a second near-Earth midcourse maneuver to correct schedule for Viking 2 differed from the Viking 1 schedule. For
the execution errors of the first maneuver or (2) leave the Viking 2, three sets of star.Mars-star triads were scheduled
spacecraft on the Impact trajectory until Man arrival,correct- prior to the encounter-mlnus.lO.day midcourse maneuver
lng the error with a near-Mars mldcoune maneuver. Since it rather than the two sets for Viking 1. This allowed an early
was almost a certainty that at least one Mars approach optical-only orbit determination for comparison with the radio
mldcourse maneuver would be required in any event, and the and radio-plus-optical solutions, and was important for

. AV penalty for biasing the near-Earth mldcoune maneuver to Viking 2 because of the concern over degraded radio tracking
avoid impact was relatively small 0eu than 5 raps), it was data as a result of increased solar plasma activity. This
decided to bias the targeted Mars aimpoint. This biased increased plasma activity was due to the smaller Sun-Earth
almpoint is indicated in Fig. 26 along with the mldcoune spacecraft angle for Viking 2 (Viking 2 encounter occurred
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closer to solar conjunction than the Viking I encounter), in days before ncounter. As a result of the excellent Viking 2
addition to the different optical navigation tracking schedule approach orbit determination performance, the planned ma-
for Viking 2, revised long-arc radio tracking data processing neural update at 10 hours betbre encour_ter was not required,
procedures wele implemented based on postencounter analysis Post.encounter trajectory reconstruction verified tile B-plane
of tile Vikil;g I radio data. These revised procedures resulted error of less than 40 km for the encounter.minus-6-day orbit
in much improved long-arc radio orbit determination solutions determination.
over the Viking 1 experience. These solutions exhibited close

agreement with the shurt-arc radio only and radio-plus.optical Because of the pressure regulator leak experience on
solutions. The Viking2 Mars approach midcourse maneuver Viking I, the ;',yro.valve for repressurizing the fuel and
was executed a_ encounter minus I0 days. The AI' for this oxidizer tanks for Viking ? was not fired until about 13 hours
maneuver was 9.2 raps. Because of the pressure regulator before MOI, This was accomplished without incident, and
problem on Viking I, it was decided to delay repressurizing although a small leak was indicated after the repressurization it
the orbiter propulsion system until as late as possible before was not a factor in the orbit insertion operations.
MOI. As a result of this decision, the encounter.minus-IO-day

maneuver was performed in the "biowdown" mode. The The MO! maneuver was accomplished on August 7, 1976
propulsion system pressurization from the near-Earth ma- placing the spacecraft in a Mars orbit inclined 55.2 deg to the
neuver was sufficient to allow the 9.2 mps near.Mars maneuver equator, with a periapsis altitude of 1519 km and a period ot
to be executed without additional pressurization. Figure 27 27.623 hours. These parameters compare with the targeted
illustrates the near.Earth midcourse aimpoint and the achieved values of 55.0 deg, 1500 km and 27.414 h. The dispersion
B-plane conditions, the difference being primarily a result of from the targeted values were all within the expected
the solar pressure modeling error. Also shown is the Mars tolerances.
approach midcourse (AMC) maneuver targeted aimpoint, the

achieved B-plane conditions and the final Mars approach The target orbit period of 27.414 h for the post-MO! orbit
control accuracy requ;rement zone. was selected to allow a landing site survey to be conducted

over 360deg in longitude bet,veen the latitudes of 40 and
Following the successful completion of the near-Mars 50deg north prior to landing site selection. With the super.

midcourse maneuver, additional optical navigation observa, synchronous orbit the spacecraft progressively "walked"
tions consisting first of star-Mars-star triads and then Deimos. around the planet in 40.deg steps. At each periapsis passage,
star angle frames were acquired. These observations combined low-altitude observations of a region of the planet displaced
with continuous radiometric tracking data coveragewere used 40 deg from the previous periapsis passage could be obtained.
to first confirm the midcour_ maneuver execution accuracy This provided the opportunity to evaluate two of three
and then to determine the maneuver parametersfor the MO! specified potential landing areas for VL-2. These three
maneuver. The preliminary MO! maneuver parameters were potential landing areas were m the longitude regions of BI
determined based on radio and optical tracking data to six (345 to IS°W), B2 (90 to 1400W) and B? (200 to 2700W).

While VO-2 surveyed the B2 and B3 sites, the B! site was
surveyed with VO.I from its synchronous orbit over the VL-I
landing site. Figure 28 illustrates the inertial ground tracks of/-'- &Me _IM_HIEVED

d_°t_ r_.,_-AJv_c _A_pOl_r the two Viking orbiters.

_FINAL A_AJ_SAmIOACH
-2000 I "_ _,,. CONTROL ACCUSACY

_._ _'-.... ItEOUISE/_Nr ikcalt_ of the +12-min orbit perioderror, the orbit was
2oo0 -i_.om . _-../4,ee0 s •v. _. "walking" around the planet at a rate approximately 2.9 degt t I • "_ L

" X "_. _ per revolution faster than desired. That is, at each periapm

MAtS \X\__.AIC_a/C_D_N_ passage the spacecraft was progressively 2.9 deg further west

UOACT/ from the nominal plan. in order to eliminate the effect of this

_...._ orbit perioderror andregainthe nominaltimelineandlanding

40oo _wo._T site survey profile, a trim maneuverstrategy employing
maneuvers on rays 2 and 6 was executed. The first of these

O TMG[TED mlllleuvenlreducedthe orbitperiod by approximately19rain;
"--- _ ,_c_seveo the secondmaneuverresultedin an orMt with the nombud

, m mbl! period. Thus, between rays 2 and 6 the tobit was
• _ "walking" st a rate approximatelyt.5 dell per revolutionless-_O_:H Mmcouts_

._ thandesired.Whenthe numeuveron rev6 wu completed,the

Iqg.17. 14MnB_!enldemu_Wgmd _ INevecl effect of the initial orbit lad beennullified.periodelTor This
t
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vo 1 _ vo 2 _ Accordingly, an areawas selected in the B3 region specified a's
,;_OUNOrRAcKs _O_ _ 48.0°N ±1.5° a[eographic latitude and 226.0°W ±2.0° iongi-sePteM_r_, 19v6 /Z_,_- _,_,,

a_ove t,_ SUN_._ "_-- _ in order to establish the separation orbit to reach this
landing region, trim maneuvers near periapsis on revs 16 and
18 were planned, with landing to occur near periapsis on
rev 25. Since the landing site was currently specified as a
region and not a point, the maneuver strategy was to "center"

changes could be used for down-track adjustments and (21 VL
cross ranging could be used for out-of-plane adjustments.

Fig. 2q illustrates this alignment of the lander accessible area

and the specified landing region.

In order to center the lander accessible area within the

specified landing region, an increase in latitude of the PER

Fig.2|. VOI anti VO_ groundtrscks point was required. This was combined with the orbit pe-it_d
changes necessary to establish the proper spacecraft landing
rite time-space relationship. MOT3, executed on rev 16,

strategy provided reconnaissance of the B2 region on revs4 decreased the orbit period by 3 h 21 man and increased the
through 8 and the B3 region on revs9 through i 1. In addition latitude of PER by 1.$ deg. MOT4 executed on rev 18
to correcting the orbit period, the periapeis altitude was also increased the orbit period to be Marssynchronous and further
corrected to the desired 1500 kin. increased PER latitude by 0.3 deg. These two trim maneuvers

were also executed whale maintapting Sun/Canopus acquisi-

The orbit geometry and nature of the trajectorycorrections tion, providing the benefit of reduced maneuver execution
to Ix made resulted in an opportunity to exect,te these errors.
maneuvers in a unique manner with some definite advantages.
it was found that each of these maneuverscould be executed Satellite orbit determination activities during this time

while maintaining a Stm-Canopusacquired spacecraft attitude, period consisted of generating both _ort-arc (single rev) and
This had the advantage of eliminating the usually necessary long.arc (multi-rev) solutiom. The Viking 2 supersync orbit
spacecraft turns to achieve the burn attitude. By eliminating
these turns, the ird_erentspacecraft riskin leaving the etL;_iial

references was avoided u well as the possible need for the .c,_.t(¢._

spacecraft roan, into , battery shire mode if the yaw turn /--_l "_: "",_ �-a"]_q,,,_ ._, ,,_. o,i___i___poldtionedthe toLtrpanek too far from the astatine.The major sl ...... _r _'_-_ i .-*._- "

pointing contribution to the maneuver execution errors and p --L- , ...... , "_

tm revt 2 and 6 were successfully executed in this Sun- _ _t_ I -
Canoptm aeq_red attitude, a technique that was used a _ ___.__.l' rJX_, ] I I_,_ _ I I _,'_.-----_

numberof times throughout the rem,inde, of the mi,mon __ 47_-__ _ i _ I\! [ ! i t\ !-_'__I

tev6 resulted, 8s dettsned, in the sp_ecraft b..ng in the
middle of the BI hmdinl relJmt when it posted thro_h the /_ I I t __z _ 1

rev 19. if the telected hndin8 site had been in the B! relton, 8 flii55 5 _t

on,. t9 ,,dad to I i I I i t I l i I I_
acqu_ the final Imdin8 ot_t with the tync rmmeuver

w|$r LONG|IUDi, de_
_ccurrin8 tm rev 21. However, re_mmsbunce dat8 indicated
dut both the BImd B2 mtiom were too hanrdom. _ 20. Vlld_2 Itm_ll_

tt
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period, while provldmg data for updating the Mars gravity field, This resulted in the loss of the real-time Lander teleme:ry
made prediction less accurate than Viking I because of tile during tie,cent because of the off-Earth pointing of the olbtler

varying terrain at each periapsi: passage. This increased the high.gain antenna. Fortuna*ely, in accordance with tile nora-
importance of late updates to key site certification observa- inai plan, the Lander-to-Orbiter relay data were recorded on

lions and trim maneuvers. After the MOT 4 sync maneu' ar tile Orbiter tape recorder and played back after landing when

was executed the prediction capabihty improved to the same the Orbiter roll attitude was reestablished. During the time

level as that achieved with Viking I. period when real-time telemetry was nt_t available, Lander
events were monitored by observing the changes in the relay

At separation minus 84 hours, the final landing site location link reception. These changes were monitored on the grot:.,d

was _lected 225.9°W and 47.O'N. Lander deorbit and via the Orbiter enMneering low-rate channel transmitted over
descent parameters were then de_ermined and transmitted : the Orbiter low-gain antenna
tile spacecraft at separation minus 39 hours. Landing occurred
near periapsis on rev 25, September 3, 1976. Lander targeting

tc achieve this landing site consisted of an entry angle of - J7.0

deg and a cross range ofO.I deg. The coast time was 3.1 hours Reconstruction "_f the "Lander trajectory following the
and the Lander lead angle at the time of entry was 20 deg. Orbiter replay of the Lander rela2,, data confirmed near

nominal performance with a landing acculacy of l0 kin. This

At Lander separation, an anomaly in the Orbiter attitude was illmtrated in Fig. 21 along with the 99% landing disper-
control system caused a Io_s of the Orbiter's roll reference, sJon ellipse.
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Appendix

Definitions of Terminology

A/S aeroshell IPL hnage Processing Laboratory
ACS Attitude Controi System IPODT Interplanetary Orbit Determination Team
AGC automatic gain control IR infrared

AMC approach mid-course IRTM infrared thermal mapper
APF argument ofperiaps_s IRU inertial reference unit

ATBS accelerometer thermal bias shift ISDR Intermediate System Data Record
BER bit error rate JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory

CA in-plane pointing angle kbps kilobits per second
CBE current best estimate L/D lift-to-drag ratio

CD drag coefficient LAN longitude of ascending node
CL lift coefficient LATPER latitude of PER

CLA out-oSplane pointing angle LATS lander trajectory simulation
CMD command LCAST Lander Command and Sequencing Team

CMSOE command sequence of events LFPAT Lander Flight Path Analysis Team
DECSET downlink decommutation and decalibration set LGA low gain antenna

DN datanumber LPAG Lander Performance Analysis Group
DPODP Double Precision Orbit Determination Program LRC Langley Research Center

DPT Data Processing Team LS landing site
DPTRAJ Double Precision Trajectory Program LSG Lander Science Group

DR downrange LSO Lander Support Office
DRVID differenced range versus integrated doppler LSS Landing Site Staff

DSG Data Support Group LTARP Lander Frajectory and Atmosphere Reconstruc-
DSN Deep Space Network tion Program
DSS Deep Space Station LTOP Lander Targeting Operations Program

E encounter LTR lander trajectory reconstruction
E entry M Machnumber

EDR Experiment Data Record M/C midcourse
EEM emergency early maneuver MAWD Marsatmospheric water detector
EMA emission angle MCCC Mission Controland Computing Center
EME Earthmean equator MCCF Mission Controland Computing Facility

._ ERT Earthrecei_ed time MCD Mission Control Directorate
ESLE equivalent stationlocation error MCR midcourse correction required
EXEC execution MDR Master Data Record

FCG Flight Control Group MEQ Mars mean equator
FOV field of view MLVA master list of Viking anomalies

" FPAG Flight Path Analysis Group MMOP MidcourseManeuver Operations Program
GCSC Guidance Control and Sequencing Computer MOI Mars orbit insertion

GDS Ground Data System MOIOP Mars Orbit Insertion Operations Program
GMT Greenwich Mean Time MOT Marsorbit trim

GRE ground-reconstruction equipment MOTOP MarsOrbit Trim Operations Program
• HGA high gain antenna MPG MissionPlanningGroup

I inclination MPS mission profile strategy
l injection MSL mean surface level

IC initial conditions MTCF MissionTest Computing Facility
• " ICL initial computer load MTVS Missionand Test Video System
! INA incidence angle OD o_bit determination

INC inclination ODP OrbitDetermination Program
IPF Image ProcessingFacility OIT Orbiter ImagingTeam
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OMATT Orbiter Maneuver and TrajectoJy Team SEP Sun-l-arth-Probe

OMSI_T optxcal measurement set SKI statl(m keeping t,im

ONP Optical Navigatiou Program SMA.SMMA senll-nlajor a\ls
OPAG Orbiter Perlbrmance Analysis Group SMB,SMIA selm-nunor axis

OSCOT Orbiter Spa_.ccraft Ope!atlou_ 'l'eanl SNR _lgnai-to-nui_e _all_)
OSG Orbiter Science Gloup SOE sequence of events

OSST Orbiter Science Sequence Team SOL Mars day

OWLT one way hght time SPFPAD Spacecraft Performance and Fhght Path Anal_s_s
P/B playback Directorate

PAO Public At]airs Office SPM shadow prediction mt,del

PCR Profile Chang,z Request SS(; Science Steering Group
PDT Pacific daylight time STL science test lander

PER true anomaly of landing site with respect to VO TCA tmle of closest approach
separation orbit TD touchdown

PFR Problem Failure Report TDCT Tracking Data Condltl,)nmg Team

PMC Problem Managelnent Center TDLR terminal descent and landing radar

PP post processor TIGN tmle of ignition
PO planetary qaarantine TM telemetry

PREDIX DSN Prediction System TSAC tracking syslem analytic calibration

PREPR preprocessor _orlander trajectory recons)ruction TSEP time of separation

PSA partial step algoritlun UAMS upper atmosphere mass spectrometer
PTC Proof Test Capsule UTC Universal Time Coordinated

PVRA path-vary-regress-accum VCSF Viking Control and Smaulat)on F:_cillty

q dyr.amic pressure VDL Viking Data Library
Q heat load VFT Viking Flight Team

(2 heating rate VIS Visual Imaging Subsystem
QSS quasi-statistical sum VISA Viking Incident. Surprise. or Anomaly Report

RA right ascension VL Viking Lander
RCA radius of closest approach VLB1 very long baseline interferometry

: RCMP reconstituted mission profile VLC Vaking Lander Capsule

RCS Reaction Control System VMCCC Viking Mission Control and Computing Center
RDR Reduced Data Record VMCOE Viking modified classical orbital elements

RLINK Post Landing Relay Link Program VO Viking Orbiter

RPA retarding potential analyzer VPSS Viking Project S_mulation System
RSI radio science investigation XR crosslange

RTI real-timetmagmg ot angle of attack

S,SEP separation /3 angle of sideslip

SAMPD Science and Mission Planning Directorate 3' flight path angle

SATODT Satellite Orbit Determination Team 7E flight path angle at entry
SEA Sun elevation angle AV velocity increment

SEAPER Sun elevation angle at PER _u amidal rotation

SEDR Supplementary Experiment Data Record 0 amling angle in B-plane

?
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TrajectoryDescription
D. L. Farless, L. H. Dicken, and R. E. Diehl

I. Launch Phase launch are presented in Table 2. Nominal Centaur parking
orbit coast time for this launch was 18 rain 13 s.

The two Viking '75 spacecraft were launched by Titan IIIE

booster vehicles with Centaur D-IT high-energy upper stages. Both launches were essentially nominal, well within

The two launch vehicles were the third and fourth Titan/ expected dispersions. Table 3 presents post-separation geo-
: Centaur combinations to be launched and were designated as centric orbit elements for both spacecraft. These data are

vehicles TC-3 and TC-4. The launch trajectories utilized a2

parking orbit coast phase between two Centaur thrusting

_ phases. Both launches were conducted from Launch C ,mplex T_de 1. VIIdng 1 launch trlqectorynmtk event IIM
LC-41 at the Air Force Eastern Test Range.

Mark Event Nominaltime Actualtime

Viking 1 was successfully launched on August 20, 1975, 0 Launch 21:22:00 21:22:00.6
after a nine-day delay. The delay was caused, first, by failure i Heatshieldjettison 21:23:40 21:23:40.2

. of a thrust.vector-control valve in one of the Titan solid rocket 2 StageI ignition 21:23:51 21:23:51.0
3 Stage!/Oseparation(jettisonSRM) 21:24:02 21:24:01.9

boosters and later by a discharged battery on the Viking 4 $tagelshutdown 21:26:!6 21:26:19.7
: G,Diter (VO) which necessitated replacement of the entire 5 staseljettison 21:26:i7 21:26'?.20.4,!

spacecraft with the second spacecraft. Liftoff came at 21 h 6 stagellignition 21:26:17 21:26:20.37 JettitonCentaurstandardshroud 21:26:28 21:26:37.3
22 min 0.6 s GMT, only 0.6 s after the nominal open-window s stagen shutdown 21:29:40 21:29:40.9
launch time for this day. Launch azimuth was 96.57 deg, and 9 stageIljettimn 21:29:46 21:29:54.6

I0 Centaurfirstmainenginestart
the required Centaur parking orbit coast time was 15 min 20 s. (MESI) 21:29:56 21:30:05.9

• Table 1 shows the nominal and actual Mark Event times for 11 Centaurfirstmainenginecutoff
' the Viking I launch. (MECOI)/park orbit insertion 21:32:03 21:32:11.6
', ! 2 Centaursecondmainenginestart

(MES2) 21:47:23 21:47:33.0
: Viking 2 was launched 20 days later on September 9, 1975, 13 Centaur tecond main enginecutoff

after several days of delay because of trouble with the orbiter's (MEC02) 21:52:44 21:52:48.0

S-band radio subsystem. Liftoff came at 18 h 39 rain 0 s, once Launchdate: 8/20/7S
again fight on the open-window launch time at an azimuth of taunehtime: 21:22:00
96.51 deg. Nominal and actual Mark Event times for this Arrivaldate: 6]19176

aO
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TIII_I 2, _dll_ 2 IlUll(_ lral_Sl_lo_yinalt_ iiWilll |181 _- VIKING 1
-500 _L_ \ ACTUALINJECTION

t _CA: 6 20 76 23:19GMT

\

Mark Event Nominaltime Actual time VIKING 2

0 Launch 18:39:00 18:38:59 96 _ -400 ACTUALINJ[CTION

I Heat shield jettison 18:40:40 18:40:40.0 _o \\ TCA: 8, 9 76 09:19 GMT .... \
2 Stage I ignition 18:40:51 18:40:52.0 \ _

_3_3 Stage I10 separation(JettisonSRM) 18:41:02 18:41:0?.9 O

4 Stage I shutdown 18.43:16 18:43:21 0 *_ O _- VIKING 1

INJECTION A(MPOINT5 Stageljettison 18:43.17 18.43:21.6 TCA - 6/20/76 17:07 GMT
6 Stage n ignition 18:43 17 18.43:21.8 -200 -
7 Jettison Centaurstandardshroud 18:43:28 18.43.33 3
8 Stage il shutdown 18:46:40 18:46.50.0 O

MARS9 Stage IIjettison 18:46:46 18:46:53.2 IMPACT-100 - VIKING 2
/_ VIKING 2

10 Centaur(MESi)firstmare enginestart 18:46:56 18:47:05.1 RADIUS_ / MOI AIMPOINT INJECTION AIMPOINTTCA = 8/8/76 13:01GMTI I Centaurfirst main engine cutoff
(MECOI)/parkorbit insertion 18:49 09 18:49:13.2 _ ] I I _1____ _% t t

12 Centaursecond mainengine start -200 -100 _100 200 300 400 500 600

(MES2) 19 07:22 19:07:27.0 \x__ VIKING 1 ^13 Centaur second mainengine cutoff B • T, 103 km
(MEC02) 19:12:25 19:12:27.8 MOI AIMPOINT

Launchdate: 919175 NOTE: TCA ISTIME OF CLOSESTAPPROACHON THEHYPERBOLA
i._unchtime: 18:39:00

Arriv:! d-'.te: 817176 I_. 1. TargmKl _ _Imwd InJec_tlonIlmpolntll
Vikinglaunchu

Table 3. Orbital data

(Earth mean equator and equinox of 1950.0 coordinate rehtmnce)

Injection oroit elements
Post-separation geocentric orbit elements front launch polynomials

Parameter Viking 1 Viking 2 Viking 1 Viking 2

Epoch, GMT 8/20/75, 21:52:43.4 9/9/75, 19:12:24.0 8/20/75, 21:52:44 9/9/75, 19:12:25
Periapsis radius, km 6,561.0 6,557.1 6,562..7 6,558.8

: : Semi-major axis, km -18,842.2 -26,502.4 -18,849.7 -26,466.1
Eccentricity 1.34 82 1.2474 1.3482 1.2478

Inclination, deg 29.29 29.31 29.34 29.39

Longitude of ascending node, deg 104.48 83.56 104.40 83.52
Argument of periapsis, deg -159.71 -148.66 -159.66 -148.64

: Time past periapsis, s 136.9 130.9 138.6 134.6
Trajectory energy, km2/s 2 21.155 15.040 21.146 15.061
Declination of outgoing asymptote, deg -10.48 -2.63 -10.47 -2.63

based on the best orbit estimates obtained prior to the near- II. Interplanetary Phase
Earth midcourse maneuver on each spacecraft. For com-
parison, the injection orbit elements, based on the nominal JL HellocmlRric Orbit De_ription

launch polynominals, are included in Table 3. Figure I is a The two Viking spacecraft were inserted into Type II
display of the injection targets and actual achieved injections Class II interplanetary trajectories from Earth to Mars.That is,
in the B-plane. Also shown are the final targets required for they traversed more than 180 deg of true anomaly from
the nominal Mars Orbit Insertion (MOI). The injection aim. launch to encounter and arrival occurred after apoapsis of the

: points were biased away from these MOIaimpoints to insure transfer orbit. Plots of the two trajectoriesare shown in Figs. 2
i that planetary quarantine (PQ)requirements were met in con- and 3, along with positions of the Earth and Mars. The

• , sideration of expected launch vehicle dispersions, to guarantee pre-near-Earthmidcourse maaeuverheliocentric orbit elements !

i a minimum required AV for the first maneuver, and to insure for the two Viking interplanetary trajectories are presented inthat the spacecraftattitude for the firstmaneuverwould allow Table 4. The epochs of these conditions are the times of the
real-time communications during the burn. tirst midcourse maneuvers. The total central angle traveled

31
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Fig. 2. Viking 1 helloce_rlc tmlecto_ Fig. 3. Viking 2 heliocentric trajectory

; Table 4. Heliocentric orbit elementll
(Earth mean orbit piane areaequinox of 11_.0 coordlnm retWence)

Pre-midcourse Post-midcourse

Parameter Viking I Viking 2 Viking I Viking 2

' Epoch, GMT 8/27/75, 18:30:00 9/19/7S, 16:30:00 8/27/7S, 1°:59:12 9/19/7' 6:59:12

Periapsisradius, km 149.778x 106 IS0.584 X 10' 149.779 X 10' 150.5_ x 106
Semimajor axis, km 199.644 × 10 _ 200.168 × 106 199.728 × 10' 200.29J × 106
Eccentricity 0.24978 0. 24771 0.25008 0. 24813
Inclination, (leg 4.48 2.92 4.48 2.92
Longitude of ascending node, deg 146.72 165.82 146.72 165.83
Argument of peri_ psis, deg 198.70 185.02 198.68 !84.97
Time past periapsis, days -10.0899 5.5947 -10.0076 5.6439

_: 32
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from launch to encounter for Viking 1 was 201 deg in C. Solar Pressure Effects
304 days and for Viking 2 was 203 deg in 332 days.

The effect of solar radiation pressure acting on tile Viking

Launch occurred on the descending node of the transfer spacecraft throughout the interplanetary phase of tile Iralec-
orbit in each case. so the majority of the trajectory was flown tories is to cause a change in the encountei point relative to
below the echptic plane but en(ounter with Mars was above Mars ol about 20,000 kilometers. 'llus elfecl was allowed fol

in targeting the launches and lhe near-Earth M/C maneuvers bythe ecliptic plane. It is interesting to note that, although
Viking 1 was launched first and encountered Mars first, calculating the solal pressure effects using the best estimate of
Viking 2 actually passed Viking 1 and reached the orbit of the solar radiation constant and the dimensions of the span.e-
Mars first. Mars having not yet arrived at this point in its orbit, craft, llowever, several nmnths into tile mission, solution for
Viking 2 continued on to apoapsis of its heliocentric orbit actual solar pressure effects indicated nmdificalion to the
before encountering Mars on the way back toward the Sun. spacecraft solar pressure model to allow for _olal radiation
l¢_anwhile, Viking 1 was overtaken near apoapsis of its hello- impingement in areas of tile spacecraft not previously included
centric ellipse by the faster moving Mars. in the model. These changes caused the encounter points for

both spacecraft to move by about 1000 km relative to Mars.

B. Near-Earth Midcourlm Maneuver
Effects O. Interplanetary Trajectory Data

Both Viking launches required that the aimpomt at Mars be Time history plots of several parameters relative to tire
biased away from the planet. For this reason, at least one interplanetary trajectories are presented in Figs. 5 through I0

for Viking 1 and in Figs. ! 1 through 16 for Viking 2. In eachmidcourse (M/C) maneuver, executed shortly after launch, was
mandatory. For both spacecraft, one near-Earth M/C, 7 to 10 case, the first two figures plot geocentric range and range rate,

the next two figures plot geocentric declination and rightdays after launch, was sufficient to meet all mis.;.on require-
ments. In the case of Viking 2, the M/C maneuver was also ascension (relative to Earth equator and equinox of lqSO.O),
biased away from the desired final target as discussed in and the last two figures plot heliocentric and areocentric
Maneuver Analysis. Figure 4 is a sketch of the B-plane at Mars range. All data are plotted against calendar date.
',howing the achieved post-M/C encounter points along with
the targeted aimpoints for the M/C designs. Table 4 lists the

post-M/C heliocentric orbit elements for Viking 1 and III. Encounter Phase
Viking 2. These are the best estimates of the two-body inter-
planetary orbits for the two Viking spacecraft. Only one encounter phase M/C maneuver was planned for

Viking I, to take place I0 days before encounter. However, a
leaking pressure regulator valve was encountered when the
pyrotechnic squib valve, which sealed off the high pressure gas

_F MARSIMPACTRADIUS supply during cruise, was opened shortly before the maneuver.To reduce the pressure accumulating in the propellant tanks,
\d _ VIKING 2

'_ / MOIAIMPOINT tWOM/C maneuvers were executed, one on June 10, 197o, at
op TCA= 8/7/76

11:52GMT 11:00 GMT, about 10 days before encounter and another on

_- ?,l m3km June 15 at 14:00 GMT, about 4 days before encounter. Since• t t these maneuvers had to be large - about 50 meters/second -
5 I 10 t5 p to achieve the required reduction in propellant tank pressure,

I VIKING 2
- / POSlM/CACTUAL / they were used to reduce the Mars-relative velocity of the

•,/ TCA= 8/7/76_12:21 GMT--" spacecraft. This delayed the arrival time by a total of over 6

,'_ -// _v/"IKING 2 hours and also decreased the required MOI maneuver AV.
o 5 _ BIASED M/C AIMPOINT

o TCA = IhS0 GMT Table 5 presents areocentric encounter orbit elements for
(,; - !

_'_--'_iC_@'_¢_ Viking l before the approach midccurse maneuvers and after ;

each of the two maneuvers. The changes in the encounter orbit

UA1Lx30GMT geometry were dictated by changing MOI requirements as

; i 10- -- VIKING1 detailed in the Maneuver Analysis chapter of this document.
! MOI AIMPOINT

: _ TEA=6/19/76 16,25GMT Viking 2 required only one encounter phase MIC

IqO.4. Tmllsml anti uhiwa¢l mnklmmmomansu,w almpoNm maneuver - the leaky valveproblem was precluded by waiting
Y

for _ until shortly before MOIto open the squib valveand doing the

i
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Table5. Areocentricorbit elements
(Mars meanequatorand eqtJinoxof date coordinatereference)

VIk]n_ I V:kmv 2

I'rc-,fl_pr,*J_'h Po_,loal_pro,ich I),_',t-,qh,, ._h Prc-:qq)rl_,l_.I1 I)o',t-,Ipl)_,l_.h
P;ir,lm,:tLr %1,/(" _.UCI M/(' 2 Nt/(" M/('

R,0.hu'. of cll_,c_t appro:..h, km 5 I 7().9 55 I() 5 5561.6 I I I "72. "/ 5()_I 7

Semlnl;i]or_l\t'_,km -5774.6 -6()O'_.N 6279.7 6184.9 6167.1
I'_c,cntrwtt._, 1.8t_55 1.9175 1.8X51, 2.N_)64 I _ 191b
Inchn._tsc,n. dog 36 44 _8.4,1 38 !)', 42 81 55.1
I,onglludc _,1,l_t.L'l|dl(l_.' m_dc. dep 116.76 132. lN 12q N7 53.89 36.52
Ar_zumentof pcrtapsi,_,dot: 25 71 12 98 15.38 57.82 P,I t_,_
"rimeol i)crl.lp_,l_pa'_.,.lgc.(;%t"1 h/i t_,76 h/1 tU76 6/I _1'76 8/( 7/76 N/I)7 76

| 16"31 2 _, 21}37 50 22 _;4:11'1 12'21 13 II 45 1_5
[ Ilypcrt:ohc c\L. c'.._, vt'lo_lty, kin/_ _ "_..7_3 2.671b 2.612 2.(,31 2.635
i .....................

t
M/C m the blowdown mode. The M/(" maneuver was executed which the second penapsis w_uld have occurred if the nominal

_8, 1 atabout I0 days before encounter on July "_' t)7t_, f)l O0 mission profile hz_d been I'oll,,_,ed. h_ t_rder t_t preserve tl_c
GMT. Table 5 lists the aerocentnc orbtt eleme,ts at encounter day/rev number sequence _vhich had previously been estab-
before and after the M/C. lished, the first rcv ol V_kmg I was labeled rev 2 and there was

no rev !. Thi_ is lhe rea,_on Tahle 6 begins w_tl_ rev number 2.

IV. Mars Orbit Phase Viking 2 was insertc I into Mar, orbit seven weeks later on

On June It), 1976, at 22:5 _) (;MT, V_kmg I wa', inserted August 7. 1()7(_. at 12 0 t) GMT af'er a 3t)-mm MOI motor

into a htghly elliptical orbit about Mars 'filer a 3N-rain MOI burn. Table 7 lists the rev-by-rev orbit elements for thts space-
motor burn. The orbit elements alter MO! tbr each orbit craft through the end of the nominal nllssion.

rew)lution up to the end of the nominal mission are presented

in Table 6. The definition of rev number _sas follows: A rex, is Periodic dtscontmuities may be observed m the normal

i measured from apoapsis to apoapsis with apoapsis being the progression of the orbit elements in these tables. These wall

start of each rex'; i.e., apoapsis number I prt'cede._ periapsts usually be the result of MOT maneuvers, as between xevs 2 and
number I. Orbit insertion is assumed to occur on rev 0 so that 3 in Table 6. A hst of MOT maneuver execution times is

the first apoapsis is the start of rev I. An tamed|ate exception included here as Table 8 to a_d in _dentifymg these points.

to this rule was made with Viking i. Because of the large This hst is complete regardless of the absence of some MOT
approach M/C maneuvers executed wah this spacecraft, numbers• A number of trim maneuvers were planned and

Viking I was inserted into a 42.5.h-period tobit instead of the designed but never executed. Some other, generally small,
planned 24.6-h orbit. The period was reduced to 24.6 h by a dtscontinuities in the orbit elements are attributable to up-

Mars orbit trim (MOT) maneux,er near periapsis at the end of dates in orbit determination solutions, lack of tracking data. or

the first full rex'. This periapsis would normally hax,e been poor orbit determination due to noisy data during solar
numbered "1'" but it occurred on the GMT day and time at conjunction.

,I

i

m
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Toi_ 6. VO-1 Mare oft)It olemonto

Apoapsis/Pertapsls
Rev. No. Period, h RCA, km INC (MEQ). LAN (MIOL API-(_fl_()),

GMT date and tzmc, 1976 deg deg dog

2 6/20 20:16:56 42.35210 4907.19 35 888 129.7960 39.7596
6/21 17:28:15

3 6/22 05:47:19 24.66124 4907.10 37.8787 129.6765 39.9378

6/22 18:07:55
4 6/23 06.27:40 24.65884 49o7.03 37.8849 129.54 ¢4 40. I 125

6/23 18:47:26

5 6/24 07:07:06 24.6564(? 4906.96 37.8911 I 1o.4145 4o.2872

6/24 19:26:48
6 6/25 07:46:24 24.65393 4906.89 37.8975 129.2837 40,4619

6/25 20:06:01
7 6/26 08:25:32 24.65143 4906.81 3/.9039 29.1531 40.6365

6/26 20:45:05

8 6/27 09:04'32 24.64889 4906.73 37.9104 29.0226 4o.811 I

6/27 21:24"00
9 6/28 09:43:22 24.64633 4906.65 37.9169 28.8922 4t).9856

6/28 22:02:45

10 6/29 10:22:03 24.64374 4906.56 37.9235 28.7620 41.1601
6/29 22:41:22

i I 6/30 I 1:00:35 24.64113 4906.46 37.9301 28.6319 41.3346

6/30 23:19:49
12 7/01 11:38:57 24,63850 4906.37 37.9368 28,5019 41.50_1

7/01 23:58:06

13 7/02 12:17:I0 24,63586 4906.26 37.9435 128.3720 41.6835
7/03 00:36:14

14 7/03 12:55: i 3 24.63320 4906.15 37.9502 i 28.2423 41.8579
7/04 01:14:13

15 7/04 13:33:07 24.63052 4906,04 37,9570 128. I126 42.0322

7/05 01:52:01

16 7/05 i4:10:51 24.62784 4905.92 37.9638 127.9830 42.2o65
7/06 02:29:40

I7 7/06 14:48:25 24.62514 .905.80 37.9706 127.8534 42.3808
7/07 03:06:30

18 7/07 15: 25:10 24.62280 4905.74 37.9757 127.7264 42.5505

7/08 03:43:51
19 7/08 16:02:28 24.62012 4908.62 37.9876 127.5949 42.7449

7/09 04:20:38

20 7/09 16:43:52 24.77574 4906.92 37.6949 ! 24.7660 44.8918
7/10 05:06:44

21 7/10 17:30:!7 24.77270 4906.70 37.7165 124.6130 45.1146
7/I I 05:53:28

22 7/! i 18:16:33 24.76986 4906.54 37.7235 124.4851 45.2906
7/12 06:39:39

23 7/12 19:02:38 24.76700 4906.38 37.7306 124.3578 45.4665
7i!3 07:25:39

24 7/13 19:48:34 24.76415 4906.22 37.7277 124.2390 45,6123

7/14 015:11:31
25 7/14 20:31:03 24.65140 4902.50 37.7007 124.1978 45.8188

7/15 06:50:35

26 7/15 21:10:02 24.64859 4902.33 37.7078 124.0713 45.9953

7/16 09:29:29
27 7/16 21:48:$ I 24.64579 4902.17 37.7148 123.9451 46. _717

7/17 10:05:13

28 7/17 22:27:30 24.64300 4901.99 37.72:8 123.8189 46.3481
7/15 10:46:47

29 7/18 23:05:$9 24.64022 4901.81 37.7288 123,6928 46.5244
7/19 11:25:11
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'r_ e (¢o.t_

Apoapsls/Perlap_i_ IN(" _MI O). LAN 4MI'O). API 4MEQ).
Rev. No. Permd. h R('A. km

(;MT date and tim_'. 1976 deg deg dog

30 7/19 23.44:18 24,63744 4901.63 37.7358 23 5669 46.71}t18
7/211 12.03.26

31 7/21 111}.22:31 24.63667 4902.19 37.7424 23.4365 46.8761
7/21 12'41:37

32 7/22 I)1:1}0' 37 24.f_3391 491}2.1ttl 37 7493 2 _ 3 IC_8 47.¢_524
7/22 13 19 38

33 7/23 I}1 _8 34 24.63115 49oi.81 37.7562 23.1852 47.2286
7/23 13 57.30

34 7/24 1}2.16' 21} 24.628411 49o 1.6o 37.7631 23.tl596 47,41H 8
7/24 14.35 I I

35 7/25 02:53:57 24.625_5 49_1.4o 37.771}11 22.9341 47.581 I
7/25 15'1243

36 7/26 1133 I. 23 24.62291 49Ol. I 9 37.7768 22.8r}87 47.7572
7/26 15 51H_5

37 7/27 04 118-411 24.62o16 49t}t).97 37,7836 122.6833 47.9334
7/27 16 27 17

38 7/28 _M.45'47 24.61742 491}0,76 37,7905 122.551'_ 48.11196

7/28 17 t;4 19

39 7/29 O5 22 44 24 6146_ 49ol}.53 37.7972 122.4325 4,_."_58
7/29 17,41. I I

411 7/31t 11559 32 24 61194 491111._t_ 37.81;41} 122 3072 48.4620
7/311 18.17.53

41 7/31 116"36 09 24.611919 4900.O7 37.8108 122.1818 48,638 I
7/31 18.54.26

42 _/01 117.12 36 24 6_1644 4899.83 37 8176 122.05¢_4 48.8143

8/01 19 30.48
43 8/02 07,50 13 24.611569 4900.09 37.8143 121.9410 48.9604

8/02 20:07-01
44 8/03 08:28:06 24.63793 4898.84 37,901 I 121.7756 49.3066

8/03 20:43:03

45 8/04 09'06:26 24.63777 4898.80 37.9009 ! 21.7778 49.3035
8/04 21:25:34

46 8/(}5 09:44:36 24.6351}7 4898.50 37.91174 121.65311 49 479{)
8/115 22:03:411

47 8/06 10: 22:37 24.63237 4898.21 37.9139 121.5282 49.6545
8/06 22:41 : 36

48 8/07 I 1:00:28 24.62968 4897.90 37.92113 121.41135 49.8301

8/07 23:19:22
49 8/08 I 1:38:I0 24.627f_) 4897.611 37.9267 121.2788 50.1_156

8/08 23:56:58
50 8/09 12'15:42 24.62432 4897.29 37.9330 121.1542 50.1812

8/10 00:M:26
51 8/I 0 !2:53:04 24.62165 4896.97 37.9394 121.0296 50.3568

8/il 01:11:43
52 8/I I 13:30:17 24.6 !898 4896.65 37.9457 120.9050 50.5324

8/12 01:48:51

53 8/12 14:07:20 24.61632 4896.33 37.9520 i 20.7804 50.7080
8/13 02:25:49

$4 8/! 3 14:44:13 24.61366 4896.01 37.9582 1211.6559 50.8836
8/14 03:02:38

55 8/14 I$: 20:57 24.61 i 00 4895.68 37.9645 120.5313 51.0593

8/15 03:39:17
$6 8/15 15:57: 31 24.60833 4895.34 37.9707 120.4066 5 I. 2349

8/16 04:15:46
57 8/16 16:33:56 24.60567 4895.01 37.9769 120.2820 51.4105

8/17 04:52:06

lm
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Teble S (contd)

Ap_up,q,,/Pcrl,qv,r. IN('_'qi 0). I _.,NC,,II (.)_. _.PI IMI ()L
Rev No. Period h R( 'k,km

(;'q] d.d,_and haw. 19"7_ de,, d,.':" de,,

_8 8/17 17 10 II 246(1299 4894.66 X- 98_1 12_1 1'_7_ '_1 '_t,2
8/18 _5 28 17

59 8/18 17 46 !7 24.6 12 4894 32 37 9893 I?l 11_2'_ _;I 7(,I_
8/19 I)6 1t4 17

60 8/19 [8 23 13 24 _,976_ 4893 9 ' 37.91_58 I1_ ,)1P77 51 9_7';

8 '21) 06 41l 118
61 8'211 18 87 59 24 59494 4893.62 :_8*ttll7 j19 7_28 52 1132

8/21 07 15 5_1
5 L.4 4891.27 18.(1_p79 I'P (,_7_ _'_ '.'4NR62 8/21 19't3 35 24 t"'_ .........

8/22 (Iv'5 I 22

6 a 8/22 2(I Iio ll2 24 58954 4_192.92 38 11141 19 5328 82 4645

8/23 n8 26'43
64 8123 2{|.44 19 24.58682 4S92.56 :_.(_2_1_ 19 48_7r, 52.649;1

8/24 09'01 ._6

65 8,/24 21 19:27 24.584(_9 48922H 38u265 192,_21 '_28157
8125 o9 16''_I

66 8/25 21 54 24 24 58115 4891.84 38J)327 19 I g7ll 52.qtII4
8126 Iit I1 5o

67 8/26 22 29 It 24.57g61 4_91 .17 :_8t1_88 19.Hll4 _ I_,7_

8/27 IH 46 33
68 8,27 23 11349 24 57586 4S91 I_| 38 i 4_.H I.',;,m5_ _ _ _426

8/28 11"21 l|6
69 8/28 23'38 17 24."731_| 48'm ;3 38 n512 IN 7g_m .',_, s IX2

8/29 11.55 29

"70 8/_o I_L12 35 24.57033 489_1 16 3_ (1574 IX6541_ " :,6938

8/3O 12 29.41

71 8131 01| 46 43 24.56756 4889.99 38 I)616 IS 5278 5., 8693
8/31 13:03 44

' 72 9/l)1 (}I20.40 "4.56179 4889.62 38.|1697 18 4HlY '_4.lM49

9/01 13.37'37
54...0,473 9/l)2 O1.54:28 24.562l_1 4889.24 38 ||759 18.2751| _ '

9/02 14: I 1:20
74 9103 02:28:06 24.55924 4888.87 38 _|820 18.1482 54.3959

9/113 1444:53

75 91l)4 I)3:Ill :34 24.55648 4888.49 38.(1881 18.|1213 54.5714

9104 15.18:16
76 9/I)5 03:34.52 24.55373 488_.. 1I 38.0942 17.8942 54.7469

9/05 1515 !:29
77 9/06 04:1)8:00 24.55099 4887.73 t8.11)1)2 I 17.7668 54.9224

9/06 16:24.32
78 9107 li,l:411159 24.54827 4887.35 38 HI62 II7 6391 55.0978

9'/07 16:57:26

79 9108 05:13:01 24.54397 4886.8o 38.1260 117.5068 55.2883

910_ 17:29:20
110 9109 05:45:34 24.54113 4886.43 38.1320 I17.3787 55,4637

9/09 18.O1:411

81 9/10 06:17:56 24.531131 4886.05 38.1379 I17.2504 55.f_391
9/10 18134:05

112 9111 06:$0:09 24.$3550 48115.47 38.1538 I17.1219 55.11244

9/II 19:0li:14
83 9112 06:02:33 21,87715 4885.17 3111295 116.9917 56.0344

9/12 16:$9:03

B4 9113 0J:55:10 21.1176911 481_.82 311.1321 116.8512 56.2054
9/13 14:81:29

$5 9114 O! :47:49 21.8779_ 48_'.l..t 7 38.1297 I Io. 7192 56.311tl

9114 12:44:10

40
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Table 6 (contd)

Ap.'apsis/Per:apsl_, INC (MI_Q). LAN (MI,Ol, API (MI,,()),
Rev. No. Period, h RCA, km

GMT date and tm_e, 1976 deg deg de_-

86 9/14 23:41_.33 21.87928 4884.18 38.1279 116.5934 56 5552

9/15 111:36.55

87 9/15 21:33:17 21.87912 4884.22 38.13119 116.4682 56.73311

9/16 08:29:40

88 9/16 19.25 56 21.87615 4883.81 38.1374 116.3309 56.9122
9/17 06:22:14

89 9/17 17:18:31 21.87634 4883.22 38.1359 I 16,1862 57.(_898

9/18 (_: 14:49

90 9/18 15:11: 13 21.881104 ._882.02 38.1282 116.11534 57.2693
9/19 02:07:37

91 9/19 13:04:00 21.87961 4882.64 38.1297 115.9277 57.4505
9/2(I 00: 00:24

92 9/20 10:56:42 21.87727 4882.42 38.1043 115.7753 57.6303
9/20 21:53:02

93 9/21 08:59:57 22.22920 4825.90 38.3090 115.7176 57.9874
9/21 20:06"5 l

94 9/22 07:13:42 22.22968 4885.43 38.3025 115.5870 _8.1616

9/22 18:20:36

95 9/23 05:27:32 22.23107 4885.14 38.3000 115.4602 58.3349

9/23 16.34:28
96 9/24 03:41:76 22.23192 4885.16 38.1004 115.2467 58.5102

9/24 14:48'23
97 9"25 03:08:11 24.64537 4909.35 38.1579 115.0810 59.7747

9/25 15:27:33

98 9/26 03:46:50 24.64313 4909.09 38.1634 114.9552 59.9485

9/26 16:06"08
99 9/27 04:25: 21 24.64092 4908.82 38.1690 114.8295 61;.1224

9/27 16:44:35
100 9/28 05:03:44 24.63874 4908.56 38.1744 114.7038 60.2964

9/?8 17:22:54

101 9/29 05:42:00 24.63658 4908 30 3g. 1799 114.5782 60.4703

9/29 18:01 06
102 9/30 Or '20:08 24.63444 4908.05 38.1852 114.4526 60.6443

9/30 18 _:10
103 10/01 06:58:09 24.63243 4907,74 38.2104 114.3375 60.8217

10/01 19:17:07

104 10/02 07:36:02 24.63033 4907.49 38.2157 114.2120 60.9956
10/02 19:54:57

105 10/03 08:13:47 24.62824 4907.24 38.2209 114.0865 61.1696

10/03 20:32:38

106 10/04 0t,. 51 : 25 24.62616 4906.99 38.2261 113.9610 61.3437

10[04 21 : 10:12
107 10/05 09:28:55 24.62409 4906.74 38.2313 113.8355 61.5 ! 78

10/05 21:47:39
108 10/06 10:06:18 24.62202 4906.49 38.2364 113.7100 61.6919

10/06 22:24:58

109 10/07 10:42-34 24.61996 4906.2_ 38.2415 113.5844 61.8661

10/07 23:02:10
1I0 10/08 11: 20:42 24.6 !789 4905._,) 38.2466 113.4588 62.0404

10/08 23:39:14
_11 10/09 11:57:43 24.61582 4905.74 38.2517 ! 13.3331 62.2147

10[10 00:16:11

112 10/10 12:34:44 24.61419 4905.52 38.2304 113.1893 62.4120

10/11 00:53:10
113 10/11 13:11:31 24.61213 4905.31 38.2354 113.0635 62.5865

10/12 01:29:53

41
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T_e 6(contd)

Apoap_is/PervapsJ_ INC ¢MI.Q), LAN (MI,Q), API qMEO),
Period, h RCA, km

Rev. No. GMT date and tune. 1976 deg deg deg

14 10/l 2 13:48: I 1 24,61005 4905,(19 38,2405 112.9376 62.7609

10/13 02:(16:29
15 10/I 3 14:24:43 24,60795 4904.87 38.2455 112.8117 62.9355

10/14 02:42:58

16 10/14 15:01 08 24.60584 4904.65 38.2505 12.6856 63.1101

10/15 03.19.19
17 10/15 15:37:25 24.60370 4904.43 38.2556 12.5594 63.2847

10/16 03:55:32

18 10/16 16:13:35 24.60153 4904.20 38.2bq6 ;2.4332 63.4594

10/17 04"31:38
19 10/17 16.49:36 24.59934 4903.98 38.2657 12.3067 63,6342

10/18 05:07:35

120 1O/18 17: 25:30 24,5971 I 4903.75 38.2708 12.1802 63.8090
10/19 05.43:25

121 10/19 I .q:01 : 16 24.59485 4903.52 38.2759 12.0535 63.9839

10/20 06:19:06

122 10/20 18:36:53 24.59254 4903.29 38.2810 I 1.9267 64.1589
10/21 06:'_4:40

123 10/21 19"12:22 24.59020 4903.05 38,2861 11,7996 64.3339

10/22 07:30:04

124 10/22 19:47:42 24.58780 4902.81 38.2913 I 11.6724 64.5089
10/23 08:05:21

125 10/23 20:22:54 24.58536 4902,57 38.2965 I 11.5450 64.6840
10/24 08:40:28

126 10/2,1 20:57:57 24.58286 4902.32 38.3018 I 11.4174 64.8592
10/73 09:15:26

127 10/25 21:32:51 24.58030 4902.07 38.3071 111.2896 65.0345

10/26 09:50:15
128 10/26 22:07:35 24.57768 4901.82 38.3125 111.1615 65.2097

10/27 10:24:55

i 29 10/27 22:42: I 0 24.57499 4901.56 38.3179 I I 1.0332 65.3851
10/28 10:59:25

130 10/28 23:16:35 24 57224 4901.29 38.3233 I 10.9046 65.5605

10/29 ! 1: 33:45

131 10/29 23:50:50 24.56942 4901.02 38.3288 110.7758 65,7359
10/30 ! 2:07:55

132 10/31 00:24:55 24.56652 4900.74 38.3344 I 10.6466 65.9114
10/31 12:41:55

133 11/01 00:58:49 24,56355 4900.45 38.3400 I 10.5171 66.0870

11/01 13:15:44
134 11/02 01:32:32 24,56050 4900.16 38.3457 110.3873 66.2625

11/02 13:49:22

135 1 ![03 02:06:05 24.55736 4899.86 38,3515 110.2572 66.4382

11/03 14:22:48
136 i 1/04 02:39:26 24.55414 4899.55 38.3573 I I0,1266 66.6138

11/04 14:56:03

137 ! 1/05 03: !2:35 24.55084 4899.23 38.363 i 109.9957 66.7895

11/05 15:29:06
138 11/06 03:45:32 24.54746 4898,90 38.3690 109.8644 66,9652

11/06 16:01:57

139 11/07 04:18:17 24.54399 4898.57 38.3750 109.7326 67.1409
11/07 16:34:36

140 11/08 04:50:49 24.54043 4898.22 38.3810 109.6004 67.3166
I 1/08 17:07:02

141 i 1/09 0." 23:08 24.53680 4897.86 38.3871 109.4677 67.4924
11/09 17:39:14
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! Table6 (contd)

I Apoapsis/Pempsis INC (MEQ), LAN (MEQ), APF (MEQ),
Rev. No. Period, h RCA, km

GMTdate and time, 1976 deg deg deg

142 11/I0 05:55:14 24.53309 4897.49 38,3932 109.3345 67.6681
11/10 18:11:14

143 11/11 06:27:06 24.52930 4897.11 38.3993 109,2008 67.8438

: 11/11 18:42:59
144 11/ 12 06:58:45 24.Y2544 4896.72 38,4054 109.0666 68.0195

i 11/12 19:14:31
145 11/13 07:30:10 24.57.153 4896.31 38.4115 108.9318 68.1952

11/13 19:45:49
146 il/14 08:01:21 24.51756 4895.89 38.4176 108.7964 68 3708

' 11/14 20:16:52
: 147 11/15 08:32:17 24.51356 4895.47 38.4237 108.6605 68.5464

11/15 20:47:41

I
I
t
l

43 +'
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Table 7. VO-2 Mars orbit elements

Apoapszs/Periap_l_ IN(" _MI O), I.AN (MI'O). API (MI O).
Re_. Nt,. P,,.'trod, h R('A, kill

GMT date and tune, 1976 tleg tlcg tlc_

1 8/I}8 01:27.53 27.623 4912.2 55.17 36.37 69.32
8/08 15:16:35

2 8/09 05:05:11 27.620 4912.4 55.18 36.28 69.36
8/09 18.53:53

3 8/10 08 33:16 27.313 4893.0 55.20 36.07 66.77

8/10 22.12:40

4 8/I 1 11"52:10 27.317 4892.9 55 21 36.11() 69.81

_,/12 01:31:41
5 8/12 15: 11 : 26 27.325 4893.0 55.21; 35.9(I 69.86

8/13 (/4:51:12

6 8/I 3 18:30.49 27.321 4892.8 55.21 35.80 69.911
8/14 08' 1t/:28

7 8/14 21:52"53 27.413 4895.(t 55.21 35.72 70 02

8/15 1135:17

8 8/16 I11: 17:44 27.415 4895.3 55.20 35.63 7,).dS

8/16 15:00:12

9 8/17 04:42'45 27 J,19 4895.3 55.19 35.53 70.15
8/17 18:25:20

10 8/18 08:07:56 27.420 4895.3 55.19 35.43 70.20
8/18 21:50:33

11 8/19 I 1:33:(14 27.417 4895.6 55.19 35.33 70.25

8/20 01:15:36

12 8/20 14:57:57 27.412 4895.7 55.20 35 24 7II.3 I

8/21 04:40:20
13 8/21 18:22:51 27.417 4895.7 55.19 35.15 70.37

8/22 08:115:23

14 8/22 21:48:07 27.424 4895.8 55.18 35.04 70.42
8/23 I 1:30:52

15 8/24 01 : 13:25 27.418 4895.8 55.19 34.94 70.46

8/24 14:55:59

16 8/25 04:38:23 27.413 4896.0 55.19 34.85 70.52
8/25 18:21:31

17 8/26 06:22:43 24.040 4818.3 55.65 34.78 72.66

8/26 18:23:57
18 8/27 06:25:12 24.042 4818.6 55.65 34.70 72.71

8/27 18:26:29

19 8/28 06:45:15 24.622 4883.0 55.39 34.40 73.65
8/28 19:03:56

20 8/29 07:22:35 24.622 4882.9 55.38 34.38 73.66

8/29 19:41:16
21 8/30 07:59:56 24.622 4883.3 55.38 34.29 73.73

8/30 20:18:37
22 8/31 08:37:17 24.622 4883.6 55.38 34.2n 73.79

8/31 20:55:58

23 9[01 09:14:38 24.622 4884.0 55.38 34.11 73.86

9/01 21:33:20

24 9/02 09:52:00 24.623 4884.4 55.38 34.02 73.92

9/02 22:10:42
25 9/03 10:29:23 24,623 4884.8 55.38 33.93 73.99

9/03 22:48:05

26 9/04 11:06:51 24.626 4885.5 55.39 33.85 74.03
9/04 23:25:39

27 9/05 11:44: 26 24.626 4886.0 55.39 33.77 74.09

9/06 00:03:15

28 9/06 12:22:02 24.626 4886.4 55.39 33.68 74.15

9/07 00:40:51
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Table 7 (contd)

Apoapsis/Permps]_ INf' _MI.Q), LAN (MkO), API, IMI,Q).
Rev. No. Period, h R('A, km

(;MT date and time, 1976 tlc_ deg deg

29 9[07 12:59:39 24.626 4886.8 55.39 33 59 74.21
9/08 01 : 18:28

30 9/08 13:37' 16 24.627 4887.2 55.39 33.50 74.28
9/09 01.56:06

31 9/09 14.14:55 24.627 4887.7 55.39 33.:11 74.33
9/10 02:33.46

32 9/10 14'52:35 24.628 4888.2 55 39 33.32 74.40

9/11 03:11:26

33 9/I 1 15.30:21 24.628 4888.6 55.39 33.23 74.46
9/12 (13:49:(19

34 9/12 16:08:00 24.628 4889.0 55.39 33.14 74.53

9/13 04:26:52
35 9/13 16:45:44 24.629 4889.5 55.39 33.05 74.59

9/14 05:04:37
36 9/14 17:23:30 24.629 4890.0 55.39 32.95 74.66

9/15 05:42"25

37 9/15 18:01,18 24.630 4890.5 55,39 32 86 74.73

9/16 06:20:14
38 9/16 18:39:08 24.630 4890.9 55.39 32.77 74,79

9[17 06:58.05

39 9/17 19:17: Ol 24.631 4891.4 55.39 32.68 74.85
9/18 07:35:58

40 9/18 19:54:55 24,632 4891,8 55.39 32.59 74.92

9/19 08:13:53

41 9[19 20:32:52 24.632 4892.4 55.39 32.51 74.97

9/20 08:51:52
42 9[20 21 : IO:52 24.633 4892.9 55.39 32.42 75.03

9/21 09:29:53

43 9/21 21:48:54 24.634 4893.3 55.39 32.33 75. I0

9/22 10:07:'.. 7

44 9/22 22:26:59 24.635 4893.8 55.39 32.24 75.16
9/23 10:46:03

45 9/23 23:05:07 24.636 4894.3 55.39 32.15 75.22

9/24 11:24:13
4b 9/24 23:43:20 24.637 4894.9 55.38 32.04 75.31

9/25 12:02:27

47 9[26 00:21:35 24.638 4895.4 55.38 31.95 75.38

9/26 12:40:44

48 9/27 00:59:54 24.639 4895.9 55.38 31.86 75.44
9/27 13:19:05

49 9/28 O1:38:17 24.640 4896.4 55.38 31.76 75.50

9/28 13:57:30
50 9/29 02:16:44 24.641 4897.0 55.38 31.71 75.53

9/29 14:38:27

51 9/30 02:57:44 24.643 4925.5 55.34 31.27 75.89
9/30 15:17:01

52 10/01 04:56:43 26.794 4902 3 74.90 54.60 68.34

10/01 18:20:16
53 10/02 07:44:16 26.794 4902.3 74.90 54.60 68.34

10/02 21:08:07

54 10/03 10:32:07 26.800 4902. I 74.89 54.56 68.28
10/03 23:56:08

55 10/04 13: 20:13 26.802 4902.0 74.89 54.51 68.22

10/05 02:44:19
56 lC '05 16:08:19 26.800 4902.2 74.89 54.44 68.18

10/06 05:32:21

4S

!
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Table 7 (contd)

Apoap,',i,_/Penapsl_ INC (MFQ), LAN (MEQL API' (MEQ),

Rev. No GMT date and tm_e, 1976 Period, h RCA, km deg deg deg

57 10/06 18:56:08 26.793 4902.6 74.89 54.40 68.13
10/07 08:19:56

58 10/07 21:43:35 26.788 4902.6 74.89 54.36 68.(19

10/08 11:07:15

59 10/09 00:31 "06 26,795 49(t2.5 74.88 54.31 68.06

10/09 13:54.59
60 I0/10 03: 19: I0 26.806 4902,6 74.87 54.27 67.99

10/10 16:43:23
61 10/11 06:07:31 26.805 4902 6 74.88 54.25 67.86

10/11 19:31.42
62 10/12 08:55:33 26.795 4902.4 74.89 54.21 67.80

10/12 22:19:27

63 10/I 3 I 1:43:06 26.789 4902.7 74,90 54.16 67.76

10/14 01:06:48
64 10/14 14:30:32 26.791 4903.0 74.90 54.12 67.73

10/15 03.54:19

65 10/15 17:18:15 26.798 4902.9 74.89 54.07 67.68
10/16 06:42:13

66 I0/16 20: 06:23 26.802 4902.7 74.88 54.03 67.6(I
10/I 7 (19:30:29

67 10/17 22: 54:31 26,8(I 1 4903.0 74.88 53.98 67.54

t0/18 12:18"35
68 I0/i 9 01:42:25 26.795 4903.4 74.89 53.94 67.48

10/19 15:06:18

69 10/20 04: 29:56 26.788 4903.6 74.89 53.90 67.44
10/20 17:53:37

70 10/21 07:17:21 26.791 4903.5 74.89 53.85 67.41
10/21 20:41: I 1

71 10/22 10:05:16 26.803 4903.6 74.87 53.79 67.37

10/22 23:29:24
72 10/23 12:53:36 26.807 4903,8 74.87 53 75 67.29

i(I/24 02:17:5 I

73 10/24 15:41:48 26.799 4903,7 74.87 53.71 67.2 I
10/25 05:05:48

74 10/25 18:29:70 26.790 4903.8 74.88 53.67 67.17

10/26 07:53:14
75 10/26 21 : 16:55 26.790 4904.2 74.88 53.62 67,13

10/27 10:40:39

76 10/28 00:04:32 26.796 4904.3 74.87 53.58 67,09

10/28 13:28:28
77 10/29 02:52:29 26.801 4904.1 74.87 53.53 67.03

10/29 16:16:33

78 i0/30 05:40:37 26.802 4904.3 74.86 53.48 66.97
10/30 19:04:43

79 10/31 08:28:39 26.797 4904.7 74.87 53.41 66.96

10/31 21:52:36

80 11/01 11 : 16:17 26.790 4905.1 74.87 53.36 66.91
11/02 00:40:00

81 ! 1/02 14:03:40 26.789 4q' _5.I 74.87 53.32 66.88
11/03 03:27:22

82 ! 1/03 16:51:21 26.800 4905.2 74.86 53.27 66.83
11/04 06:15:22

83 11/04 19:39:35 26.808 4905.4 74.85 53.23 66.76
! 1/05 09'03:51

84 ! 1/05 22: 27:54 26.8(12 4905.4 74.86 53.18 66.69
il/06 !1:51:59

sup
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Table 7 (_omtd)

Apoapsts/Pertapsts INC _MI',Q), LAN _MEQ), API' _MI,Q),
Rev. No. Pcrlod, h R('A, km

GMT date and time, 1976 dog dee deg

85 1/07 01 : 15:44 26.792 4905,5 74.87 53.15 66.63

1/07 14:39:32

86 1/08 04: 03:14 26.789 4905,7 74.86 53.14 66.49
1/08 17:26:56

87 1/09 06:50:45 26.794 4906.0 7_.86 53.10 66.45

1/09 20:14: 36
88 1/10 09:38:36 26.8(10 4906,2 74,85 53 _)_ 66.43

1/10 23:02:38

,; 89 1/11 12:26:42 26,803 4906.2 74.85 52.99 66.36

I 1/12 01:50.49

90 I/12 15:14:47 26.799 4906.6 74.85 52.94 66.31_

1 1113 04:38:48

) I 91 1/ 13 18:02:32 26.792 49(}7.1 74.86 52.9o 66. 25

t 1/14 07:26:19

i 92 1/14 20:49:57 26.788 49(17.2 74.8_ 52.86 66.22
1/15 !0:13:37

93 1/ 15 23: 37:29 26.796 4907.3 74.85 52.82 66.18

1/16 13:01:23

Tlble 8. Mars oft)It trim (MOT) maneuver execution times

Ignition

Time

Spacecraft Maneuver Date (GMT),
1976

V-I MOT 1 6/21 17:26

V-1 MOT 5 7/09 00:40

V-I MOT 6 7/14 07:12

: V-I SKT 2 a 8/03 03:00
V-2 MOT 1 8/09 17:16

V-2 MOT 2 8/14 08:31

. ; V-2 MOT 3 8/25 17:48
V-2 MOT 4 8]27 20:26

V-1 MOT 7 9/11 19:04
V-I MOT 8 9/20 22:15
V-I MOT 9 9/24 15: !0
V-2 MOT 5A 9/29 04:33

V.2 MOT 5 9/30 21:08

aThis trim was for lander relay station keeping purposes
• and wu labeled SKT for that reason.
'r

f
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V

Interplanetary Orbit Determination
K. H. Rourke,N.Jerath,C. H. Acton, W.G. Breckunridge,J. K. Campbell,C.S. Christensen,

A. J. Donegan,H. M. Koble,N. A. Mottinger,G. C. Rinkur,andF. B.Winn

I. Introduction the major system errors. Section IV surveys the software

This chapter presents a general description of the Viking system established for the orbit determination data processing.
interplanetary orbit determination activity extending from Section V discusses the orbit determination strategies
launch to Mars encounter. The emphasis is on the technical emplo'/ed for Viking, including strategy rationale de_eloped
fundamentals of the problem, basic strategies and data types using a simplified model of the spacecraft-based optical
used, quantitative results, and specific conclusions derived observables. Section VI describes the salient results of the
from the inflight experience. Special attention is given to the launch, departure, and cruise orbit determination operations.
use of the spacecraft.based optical measurements and their Section Vll describes the long-arc radio data processing results.

Section VIII describes the inflight solar pressure modelfirst application as a principal navigational data type for an
interplanetary mission. The optical-based orbit determination improvement resulting from inflight analysis. Section IX

in fact was the primary contributor to the exceptional describes the operational processes required to reduce raw
interplanetary navigationaccuracy experienced by both Viking spacecraft-based observations into data usable for orbit
missions. The Viking application of optical orbit 4etermina- determination. Section X describes the collection of inflight
tion relied in large part on the technology developed and approach orbit determination results and evaluates their
demonstrated by the Mariner9 Optical Navigation Demonstra. accuracy with respect to precision post-flight reconstruction
tion (Refs. 1-3). results. The complete set of interplanetary OD solutions are

compiled and tabulated in Section XI. Section Xil discusses

the DSN station locations at some length and Section Xlli
The contents of this chapter can be summarized as follows: contains an analysis of satellite ephemeris related issues.

Section !1 presents a brief delcr_ption of Viking navigation. Section XIV concludes the article with some general state-
related interplanetary events. Section I11discusses the princi, ments drawn from the Viking inflight experience, with
pies of the vadou= orbit determination _stem elements. The emphasis on conclusions that may assist orbit determination
de=cription includes the identification and quantification of efforts on future interplanetary miuions.

41
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II. Mission Description ,o'km

Table 1 and Fig. 1 depict the prime interplanetary o,_,,t MASS
determination related events that occurred during tile Viking _o 20o-

1

missions. The cnUcal events for navigation and orbit determi- -_t...00"-°_ oct I _ I
nation are the execution of the spacecraft midcourse correc- ,,,,_"- I_ ,,,_ EARTH

tion (M/C) and Mars orbit insertion (MOI) maneuvers. The 0 _/,,'_c_1 5 _ 4'_ 0_"departure corrections were required to remove expected _ ,uG_
launch vehicle errols. The apploach ntidcourse corrections 0 /" OPEC1

were needed to remove errors in tile departure corrections, in _ o Jury.... +_____
the trajectory prediction, and ir. general to ensure the required -or [ OJAN I 10O 200 _0_k,_
accuracy of the delivery of the Viking spacecraft to Mars. ,t

:.,rT_,a.. " O JUNE I
During the Viking 1 approach, two corrections were made 6 OFEBI
before insertion instead of the normally expected single

o ,_f7

correction. Tile second correction, executed just 4 days before v'¢__ s OM*R _PR OtvtAvI
Mars encounter, was not necessary for navigational purposes, om,,_¢ 9 i0 1
but was required to relieve propellant overpressurization e,-_Nr,., _a,j._
caused by a valve malfunction onboard the Viking I space-

craft. Following the approach M/C. the interplanetary orbit _A_T-'_ !
determination activity was completed with tire deli.:'ry of _b_ i _
estimates supporting the computation of the Mars o_bit

insertion maneuver commands. Fig. 1. Mission events

For each maneuver, the accuracy of the specific orbit
estimate used to derive tile maneuver commands directly the available navigation observationsOadio tracking data from
affected the accuracy of the maneuver itself. For approach and the Deep Space Network and onboard _ptical observations

orbit insertion maneuvers, the orbit determination accuracy from the spacecraft) were incorporated into best esumates.

largely determined the accuracy of the post-maneuver The best estimates were passed by the Interplanetary Orbit
trajectory. Determination Team to other elements of the Viking Flight

• Path Analysis Group for the maneuver analysis and the

At the times indicated in Table 1, best orbit estimates wele ultimate generation of spacecraft executable commands.

required in support of maneuver calculations. At these points,

Table 1 also lists events aiding the direct navigation
support, includir, g navigation model refinement and the

Table 1. Minion events spacecraft instrument checkout and scan calibration activity.

The instrument checkout and scan calibration activity were
Event Viking 1 Viking 2 crucial to the preparation for obtaining the spacecraft-based

optical measurements.
I. Launch 8/20/75 9/9/75
2. Initialestimate L + 3 h L + 3 h

. 3. Final departure M/Cestimate 8/25175 9/17/75
_' 4. DepartureM/C 8/27/75 9/19/75 IlL Orbit DeterminationSystem

5. Orbiter instrument checkout 10/13/75 10/9/7S Fundamentals
6. S,'an platform calibration I 219/76 2/13/76
7. Solar pre.uremodelupdete 3110176 3110176 The orbit determination system used for Viking has as
8. Scan platformcalibration 2 4/11/76 4/14/76 inputs ground.based radio metric and spacecraft-based optical

9. Navigation model finalization 4/25/76 4/25/76 obse,-vations. These input data are then "fit" in a !east-squares

10. Start planetary operations 5/10/76 (, 29/76 sense to obtain a "solution" of the spacecraft state (position11. Start optical navigation 5117176 716176
12. FinalapproachMIC-I estimate 6/6/76 7/25/76 and velocity) at a reference epoch. This "solved for" state is
13. Approach M/C-I 6/10176 7/28/76 numerically integrated to obtain an estimated spacecraft

: 14. Finalapproach M/C-2 estimate 6/14/76 trajectory.
15. ApproachM/C-2 6/15/76

_; 16. PreliminaryMOlestimate 6/17/76 7/31/76 The orbit determination process requires three sets of
_. 17. Final MOIestimate 6118176 $16176

lg. MOI 6/19/76 817176 models: traiectory models determine the spacecraft trajectory

in an inertial coordinate system; observation models relate the
!

t
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observations to tile spacecraft trajectory;filter models deter- where p is the range, Jo is tile transmitted frequency, and c is
mine how the observations are fit to obtain the solution, the speed of light.

Range is given by the round-trip transmit time of a signal
: A. Trll_llclon/Models i'rom the station to the spacecraft and return, Thus:

The equations of motion of a spacecraft in tile solar system

are given by p(freeeivp ) = trecetve _ l transmit

r(t) = f lr(t), t]

Ir ( tr ) - r_(t_,c)lwhere r is the position vector and t is time. The terms in tile = ---- c
acceleration function f include gravitational forces of tile sun,
the planets, and their satellites. Tile parameters in this model

are the masses of the respective celestial bodies and their Ir(ts/C)- r(tt)l
positions relative to the spacecraft at any given time. Their + c
positions are obtained by planetary ephemeris interpolation.

There are also nongravitational accelerations. Solar pressure + relativatycorrections,
is the major such acceleration and depends on the spacecraft
mass, size, and orientation, as well as on reflectivities of where r (t t) + r (tr) are position vectors of the station at
various spacecraft components and the orientation and dis- transmit and receive times, and r (ts/c) is the position of the
tance of the spacecraft with respect to the Sun.'lhere can also spacecraft at the time the signal is received there and
be uncontrolled outgassing, e.g.. attitude control leaks. In the retransmitted toward Earth. To obtain these vectors requires
case of Viking, venting of air and water vapor from the lander an ephemeris interpolation to find the position of Earth,
parachute and bioshield insulation was also a significant effect, knowledge of the station location, and knowledge of UT and
The third type of spacecraft acceleration is caused by the polar motion (Earth rotation rate changes and Earth wobble).
engine firingwhen a maneuver is performed. See Ref. 4 for a detailed discussion of radio observational

models.

B. Observation Models
Radio metric data is affected in two ways by the media

For each observable obtained, a computed observable is through which the radio waves pass. First, the Earth's
calculated, based on the current oominal spacecraft trajectory, troposphere slows the velocity of a signal passing through it,
The two are differenced to form a "residual." The vector of which is especially important at low elevations where the
residuals forms the right.hand side of the data equation that signal path through the atmosphere is comparatively long. All
the f'dter uses. The length of this vector is minimized in a radio metric data are corrected for tropospheric effects with a
least-squares sense when a solution is formed. Following is a seasonal model that is a function of tile spacecraft elevation
brief summary of how the observables arecomputed, angle.

C. Radio Data Mo_l| Second, there are charged particles both in the Earth's

There were two types of radio metric data used in orbit ionosphere and in clouds of space plasma streaming outward
determination for Viking. Doppler is a measure of the from the Sun. A modulation on a carrier signal (for example,
difference in frequency of the carrier signal received from the the modulation used lbr the rangemeasurement) is slowed by
spacecraft compared to that transmitted. The observable is an an amount proportional to the total number of electrons
average of this difference over some sample time 7".it can be encountered along the propagation path. An approximation
¢xpre,ed in terms of range rate or _.lifferencedrange between for "his "group velocity" is
the spacecraft and station as:

V ,c(l-l/2K_)

.__ _ '+TI' _r _
-/'12 wherec is the speedof light,N isthe electrondcnsity,/is the

carrier frequency, and K is a constant. 1"hesmall velocity

f, f,t+ T/2)-c,(t-7"/2)] decrease, due to plasma, increases the transmit time asscen In• "T" "" the range observable by an mount

SO
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if fsraao..- _' Table 2 0e_cribes tile process used to transform an inertialAt = 1/2 K Sic Ndi + (rflNdl_ vector fn,m the spacecraft to an object into line and pixel"-_ numbers. The optical measurements syst,.m and tile end-to-end
/

_,Jsraaon(rt) _'SIC / processing of the measurements are described in detail inSection IX.
The phase velocity, which determines the doppler observ-

able, is similarly influenced by plasma. The phase velocity is E. FIRer Mo_I'II
increased, however; i.e.,

The filter used in the Viking Orbit Determination Program
(ODP) is a minimum variance filter. It is formulated as a

in two modes: a batch or weighted least-:quares mode where
all data are used together for a solution, and a sequential mode

The total phase change is the integral of Vp along the where the time span of data is divided into smaller batches. In
propagation path the sequential mode, there are stochastic parameters whose

values change from batch to batch, but are statistically
correlated. Details on the application of estimation techniques

¢=fVdt=c(i+l/2_fNdt) to orbit determination are given in Refs. 6 and 7..It
In obtaining ,, solution, a list of parameters to be estimated

and a list of parameters to be "'consittered" are chosen. "lhe
The net change in electron content along a propagation estimate list includes the spacecraft state (position and

path can be determined by differencing integrated doppler velocity at some epoch) and possibly paramelers from the
from relative range. This procedure takes advantage of the trajectory and/or data models (e.g., solar pressure parameters,
opposite, but equal, influences the plasma has on group and station locations, and Mars mass or ephemeris). "Consider"
phase velocities. Tlds difference is called DRVID (for Differ- parameters are not solved for in the solution, but are
enced Range Versus Integrated Doppler)and was used h. parameters whose uncertainty increases the uncertainty
correct P'e doppler data in some of the solutions discussed in (eovariance) of the solution.
Section X.

The range observables must be _.,,libratedfor the transit
time of the range signal within the ground station and within Tat)le2. _
the spacecraft. This calibration is measured and computed for
each pass of data. _ " _o+[gl* ll/+lFI Vcl

Pc " [Cl*lPJ .[AI .[RI .7, I

O, Op_k_l| _ _ _ = Imagelocation(lineandpixel_
; - locationof VisualImagingSystem IVIS)lineof sight(line

The optical observables used in Viking orbit determination ".
and pixe!)

are a "line" number and "pixel" number of the optical center
of an image of either Mars or Deimos. The line and pixel K = VISscanrastertransformation,linearpart (lineandpixel/millimeter)

numbers give the location on the "IVraster formed by one of
a - nonlinear distortion err, a function of image position.

the vidicon cameras onboard the spacecraft, These observables
along with the camera pointing direction give an angular F_c tram)
measurement between either Mars or Detrain and • fixed F = optics model,transformsfromv c to image position tram)
inertial direction, ffc • unit vector to object in camera coordinates

C = transtormationfor cameraalignments..t scanplatform

A camera optical model relates the electromagnetic image e - transformation,scan platform wrt spacecra,t body

to the theoretical phydcal lmaF. A camera alignment model, coordinate.,includesgtmbalangks
attitude control telemetry, and star images are used to A = tramfonnationfor attitudecoatroir.,otion of spacecraft

, determine camera pointing direction. The Mart limb model tmdywrtspacecraftnominalorientation
defines the line and ptxel of th¢ planet center given an Image R " transfolmabonl'..ominertial/referencecoordinates to space-

i of a disc or partialdisc. The Marsand satellite ephemertdesare craft nominalorie._ation

needed, along with the spacecraft epheme_, to give the 7,1 = unit vectorto ob/_ectinincrtial/refercncgcoordinates
inertial direction needed for the computed observable.
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Tile a priori statistics of bnth !he estimated and ¢¢msider consists of Inputs: Sectitm 11, dahz preparallCm: Sectlon Ill, the

parameters ,re,st he chosev. The observation set tu be included mainline processing: and Section IV is a list of decisJ,m.smad_
in the solution ahmg with tl;e observamm weights must be % the urbit determinatmn ,malvst.
selected, if the sequentialfilter mode is used. the batch sizes.
the correlation time. the ._t t)l"sl,,)chastic parameters, and the
a tmoti stall,,tics also must be dmsen. This process was m+plemented for Vikin, b> tile orbit

determination software system described iv _ction IV. The

F. Orbit Determination Process maj,r elements of this system, which actually consist of
subsystems of separate UNIVAC _108 c<mlputer programs, are

Figure 2 illustrates tile orbH deternunatlon process by the ()rbit l)etermination Program (ODP), the Optical Naviga-
describing tile data flow between lhe three sets of models tion Program (ONP), and the Optical Measurements Set
discussed. It is dwlded into four bt,ri/ontal sections. Section I (OMSI:TI.
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J

G. Critical Orbit Determination Inputl (3) ,_pacecr;ifta l_1_)rI _,j:lr t',re,,_,lJre c,_¢tficwnt', ,,,ipphcd

The t_rhlt dcterminali_m pruce+,s requires, 1|1addltn.n to the hy Viking spacecrall Cil_lilC.Crll;_ t_er'_mm.'].

<.+hservai_.m dat;i descrlh ,l prevlous+y, ll1['Jt|t x';dues for nutner-
14) l)emm.,, +alellxle ephenlerp_ supl+hcd hi,'re'_e:tn.hsup-

t)tJt, Itmd.Ii]++lh;_ I +,'t_lISl;]lll,_ illltJ |+,+Jraltzcier',, required hv the porlqd b} + Abe Mar, ner t) Optlcal NiJ',,lg;itlt_ll ])eliltmstr;i-

traj¢ctory and t)hserva_+t>ll hind+Is. The fllt)st critn¢+ll t>l" these tmn I Rcl + X).

lllpt.ts, tllt)+e lllosl slrt)llgly _i+'+;,,+llll_ ;flu tvrhiI defcrmllhlllt;n

t+tlll,Ut. _Ir+ Stllllmari/ed h+:h+w,ah)ht: wlth thell +_,,r/t s['._lldlll_ (5) T+lllZtl+..,+ pt)[Llr motion, ail,l lrall._itll+.+,it>ll /lle_.]I,l _.,jlj,++r;,
external .S()tlr_.'c_.

tn,m supplied hy the t,;it+klrl_ ,'+ySleln 3n;Jlytl¢ ca!ihra-

(I) Planetary ,.:l'dlelner]+ '+lnppIled h> the JPI pl;inehtr> tl-n element ()f the JPI. OpelatJtms Nupport Office.

+:l'_hcnlerl._ develt+pn1¢iil prt+_r in_.

12) Irackai+_ st,limA+ It_¢almn._. supphed h+x th,, N:'_SA A¢curucy values I+,+r lhc.',c d+ita and the a_+_+..,atcd eflcct.'. ,m

()fi]¢¢ of tracking and l)at,i ./_+,.'tltllSlllt)ll. t)rhtt deterlnnnati,m ure de,+crd+edin the f, Hh_v,+'Ing +.,uhsectitm.
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H. Orbit Determination Errors tion, and tracking data plotting and printing, l_ese links

The error in an orbit estimate results from an accumulation generally communicate by UNIVAC 110g mass storage files.

of a la;ge number of identified error oources. Each error The primary task of the software systenl wa_ to generate

influences the estimation accuracy to a different extent trajectory estimates based cl radio data and optical data. The

depending on the mission phase, observation set, and estinia- four types of solutions generated were radio solutions, optical
tion process. Although a large comprehensive error model was

solutions, radio plus optical solutions, and optical plus radio a
used during flight for error analysis, relatively few errors are

really significant in their ultimate influence on orbit determi- priori solutions. The software interfaces used in generating
these solutions are shown in Fig. 3. A detailed summary of the

nation accuracy. These errors are listed :n Table 3. Each major software inputs and outputs is givon in Tables 4 and 5. For
error is identified, its one-sigma level is given, and the

definitions of the programs and intermediate data files see
corresponding orbit determination error is indicated. Two Table 6.
error levels have been indicated for the optical observations.

The larger is the conservative value adopted before flight to
For the ODP and the ONP, the large number of inter-

a_ow for some performance variations in the optical measure- mediate data files and solution Fries were systematically and

ments system. The smaller values are consistent with the values efficiently stored on and retrieved from magnetic tape by the

observed during flight. "FARMER," an autt;mated file management system. Mass
storage data files remained on the computer system for

IV. Orbi; Determination SoftwareSystem approximately 24 h before they were transferred to magnetic
tape. For the ODP, the solution information was automatically

The basic functions of the orbit determination process are extracted from the Salient Information File and stored in a
described in this section in terms ._f their .mplementation in data base at the time of transfer.

the Viking orbit determination software system including the

ODP, OMSET-, and ONP. These programs are actually systems The operation of the orbit determination software system
of subprograms or links ,hat perform indi,,idual orbit determi- was typically controlled by the use of computer demand

nation functions, e.g., trajectory integration, solution genera- terminals. During the encounter phases, at least three corn-

Table 3. Orbit determinationsystemerror model

Observation Errortype/lo error Descripti,_- Major
type estimate error

/
5

Radio: doppler and range [ t.ivalent station location error(ESLE) Errorsm the radio measurements 300 to 500 km
Distance from Earth's spin axis: I 5m ctue to either physical uncertain- at E - 10 days
Height off equator: 15m ties in tracking station locations
Longitude: 3m or location like effects dtte to

errorsin time, polar motion or
.transmissionmedia .:alibrattons

Solar radiation
Reflectivity peraxis: 5% -- 1000 to 1500 km

d, launch

. Nongravitational acceleration
Constant acceleration: 1.2 X l0 "12 kin/s2 Errorsdue to gas leaks and A/C tO0 km

: Stochastic acceleration: 0.4 X 10 -12 km/s 2 imbalance at E - I0 days
: Planetaryephemeris

Earth'srelativeerror: 50 km -- 50 km
Datanoise

= Doppler: 1 mm/s, 60-s count --- 50 to 100 km
Range: 1Sin -- at E - 10 days

Optical Data noise Errorsdue to random center location, 60 to 30 km
Line: 1 to 0.5 pixels pointing determination, and teleme- at E - 10 days
Pixel: 1 to 0.5 pixels try error

! Center findingbias (Marsob_)
Line: 2 *o1% of targetradius Irreduciblebias in determining center 70 to 35 km
Pixel: 2 to 1% of ta,get radius from limb ooservations

Satellite ephemeris 50 to 15km 50 to 15 km

S4
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I Table 4. OD software inputs

OPTICAL
DATA

- ODP OMSET ONP
'" Planetaryephemeris file E E E

OMSFT PV file 1 I I

Card images of user optional Inputs I I lProgram control card file l I l

I I PROCFSSFD

RADIO OPTICAL Optical regres fde l !

DATA DATA Lock files of nominal values 1/

_ _ Planetary ephemeris partials file E E

ODP ONP

Radio regres file !

_ Star catalog file E E
Pomtlng related engineering telemetry F

RFGRE', REGRt$ Optical data file E

Picture data hardcopy E

Satellite ephemeris parameters 1

IJ ODP ] O P ]1 OataP', ture sequence file containing geometry 1

I,Ao,o----1
i RADIO COVARIANCF J OPTICAL I ophcal

SOLUTION SOLUTION Radio covariance file I

, m _ _ Nott," E indicates an external Input and I indicates an internal input

] to the OD software system
ODP ONP

i
CONVENTIONS.

[ RADIO PLUS]OPTICAL I OPTICALPLUSRADIO I _'] the need to ensure that the Viking prelanding Mats orbits wereSOLUTION SOLUTION -PROGRAM acquired with sufficient accuracy within specific propellant
allotments. The table includes associated radio accuracies

Fie. 3. O_lt determination tottware interltmes assuming the nominal Viking error model (Table 3). In each

ease, the major error affecting the capability at that time is
identified. The accuracies and capabilities are shown in Fig. 4.

The radio capab,iities satisfy the requirements on a 99% basis.
puter demand terminals were used on the UNIVAC 1108 to

operate the ODP. OMSET, and the ONP concurrently. A In 1972, following the successful engineering demonstra-

typical operat *_1 sequence for the encounter phase is given tion of spacecraft-based optical navigation by Mariner 9,
in Table 7. Viking adopted optical navigation as a backup to enhance

navigation reliability. This was not done because of specific
concern over radio orbit determination, a function which had

V. Orbit Determination Strategy performed without difficulty in previous interplanetary flights.

Optical Ol_it Determination Instead, optical orbit determination was adopted as a relativelyA. RIKIio and
inexpensive means for complementing radio orbit determina-

The Viking mission was designed requi_g only radio orbit tion which, for Viking, would be operating under demanding
determination. The Project requirements on interplanetary circumstances, including stringent navigation requirements vs a

!" , orbitdeterminaqonreflectthis as shown in Table8. Require- ratherunfavorableradionavigationgeometry.Furthermore,it
ments on B-plane accuracy are given for the midcourse was recognized that the optical capability provided the
maneuversat Earth departure, Mars approach,and for the oppot,' ity to greatly improve navigationalaccuracy. This
Mars orbitinsertionmaneuver.The ,equirementsarebasedon improvementwould providethe attendantbenefitsof simpli-

i

55 L
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Table 5. OD software outputs

ODP OMS!T ONP

User selected tiles of mter;nediale X X X
calculations

Radio regres file X

PV tile X

Radio solution, co_anance and residuals X Table 7. Typical operations sequence

hard,, opy .......

Radio covariance file X Generate radio _olutton_

Generatc pV file for OI)P, OMSI'T. and ONP
Plots of image geometr_, X X

Get radio data and cahbratnm,,

Updated optical observation model X Generate radio regres with OI)P

Processed optical data file X Anal5 ze radio data residuals
herate PV/regres ]t necessaIy

Line and pixel res]duals X X Generate radio ,,olution xuth ODP

Updated satelhte ephemeris parameters X l)ehver radio covanance file to ONP

Picture sequence file X Generate multtple rad,o solunons

Optical regres file X Process optical data
Get PV hie irom ODP

Optical solutmn, eovanance and residuals X Get opticai data and hardcopy

hardcopy Do video image extraction

Do image center finding.,

Note: Residuals and solutions were often summarized as plots Do pointm,., error calibration
Analyze optical data resJdt*als
Deliver OMSFT data file to ONP

(;ererate optical s()lullons
Get PV file from ODP

Get processed optical observanons from OMSI T
Generate optical regres with ONP

Dehver opt]cal regres to ODP
Table 6. OD Ioftwllm glossary Generate optical soluuon with ONP

Analyze optical data restduals

Farmer A system of programs used for automaUcally Get radio covariance file from ODP
cataloging, storing, and retrieving mass Generate mulnple optical solutions

storage files on magnetic tape Generate radio plus optical solutions
Get PV file from ODPODP Orbit determination program

Processes radio metric observations and Get radio regres from ODP

ONP-processed optical observations to Get opUcal regres from ONP
generate radio-based and radio-plus-optical Generate radto plus optical solution with OI)P
orbit estimates Generate new PV file, deliver best est.nate

OMSET Optical measurements set Evaluate above solutions against short- and long-arc solutions
Processes raw optical observation data to Select best solution

generate processed optical observables Generate new PV file with ODP
Deliver new PV file to all users

ONP Optical navigation program

Processes optical observables to generate Note: Multtple solutions are generated by varying the data set, param-
optical-based orbit estimates

eter list or weights, or filter option,:
PV file Contains probe ephemeris plus variattonal

pa.'tials as sum and difference arrays

Radio covariance file Contains radio covarianee and state vector
used as a priori by the ONP for optical-

/ based solutions

;_ Regres file Contains computed observables, residuals,
and data partials

- Salient ;nformation file Contains a record of the major computa-
tions made by each ODP link during a run

N
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Table 8. Mission requirements and radio capability

Planned target Req,Jlrement l_,adl,, capal_lhly
Major

Pa*ameter B, km o, deg TCA IABI, knl IAol, deg fICAI, s SMAA, km SMIA, kill 0SMA A, dog 's I- s error2 ........................................

Viking 1

Departure M/C 9,737 47 16:24.45 5,1100 ClrculaI 900 1.200 3(IU 129 26(} Solar
r,t dill tIOFI

pressure
model

Approach M/C 700 5 900 250 60 77 55 1 SI.I

MOI 5()0 3 15 145 10 70 5 I SLI

Viking 2
Departure M/C 11,959 15 I 1:51:41 5,000 Circular 900 1,500 3(10 160 24n Solar

radiation

pressure

model

ApproachM/C 9,421" -13.6" 11:51:41" 500 7 9(151 485 40 05 215 FSLF

MOI 350 5 15 250 5 91 5 ESLI

*Planned target at time of Departure M/C. Final target was modified slightly on approach.

B " T, 103 km

6 7 8 9 I0
r-"-_ I I t I I

3o" MOI

II PLANE_(APPROACH C_ PAB(LITY-_ _O/-CH M_C

MARS _YMPr_._

CAPTURE %
RAD,US _ _. - _,w(

oXX I \ ECLIPTIC) "

_'l *o_ ELLIPSE 8- 30"APPR

1 03 9 _ VIKING I

S. POLE 5 REQUIRE-

-. t0g \ _ ...... /._.vLNcstss
• -I \ / ZON, .,.
,m , _Vl REQUIIEME NT ._E

Fig. 4a. Mission requirsmenta and radio capability: departure "6
- el

-2
iI

3or MOI
CAPA|ILITY --."

VIKING 2
I I_ I I i

ORIGINAL pF.GI!I IB i :: . , lo I, ,l
OF POORQU/_L1T_ i. T,,_.

Fig. 4b. Million requlremntt in_ aKIio capability: approach
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fled n_dssion operations and increased fuel reserves, wtfich This did in fact allow orbit estimates based on only the optical
ultimately enhance science return, data. As indicated in Section X, the "'optical-only" estimates

generally agreed well with the radio only and the radio plus
Tim detailed mechanics of the Viking optical observa...'s optical estimates. The agreement between the basically inde-

are given in Section III. The specific geometric configuration pendent means for determining the approach orbit greatly
of the optical observations during .pproach is shown in Fig. 5. enhanced the confidence placed in the final orbit determina-
The standard conceptualization of the optical observable is tion results.
givenby

B. Approach Observation Schedules
X

¢)=_ Figure 8 displays the approach observation schedules
planned and executed for the Viking 1 and Viking 2 missions.

(see Fig. 6). The angle measurement ¢)applies to either the line Each s_'.hedulecovers the 40-day period before each encounter
or pixel effective angle observation. The position measurement (termed the "planetary operations phase," during wltich the
X is the corresponding B-plane displacement. For Viking, the most intense preorbit insertion preparations took place).
line and pixel B-plane displacement correspondence is, to a fair
degree of accuracy, represented by Du-ing this time, the Earth-based doppler and range

tracking coverage was virtually continuous. The optical .')bserv-
ations included the star-Mars-star triads and star-Deimos singleLine: -B • T frames discussed in Section IX. A total of 35 triad ob_erva-

Pixel: B • R tions was scheduled for each Viking delivery. The observations
were concentrated at the end points of the 20-day arc

preceding the "final" (E-10 day) M/C. That dislribution was
(see Fig. 5). An extension of the optical model proved very optimal with respect to the strength of the observations. The
helpful: Viking 2 scl_edule included a data set midway between the

endpoints to permit a preliminary optical-only determination.

X-.XT= (X) 1 A" The number of observations was considerably larger than- ,_T _^/ T /_ necessary for accuracy. The redundancy was included to allow
for the possibility of lost observations and to provide
sufficient data for residuals analysis.

where T = time to go. For an approaching spacecraft,/_ = V**.
the planet-centered hyperbolic excess velocity.

Following the approach midcourse maneuvers, additional

Tiffs extension describes the way spacecraft normal velocity triads were planned to _low rapid orbit redetermination
and B-plane displacement intluence the observation. The capability as well as a means for dostmaneuver camera
velocity produces a bias, while the B-plane displacement pointing validation. After the final triads, the sequence of
produces _. lIT signature. If observations are taken at two Deimos-star observations was scheduled to support orbit

times, T l and T2, X and X are determined unamb;guously, insertion. These observations were carefully planned to pro-
The expression for the accuracy in "estimating" Xis given by vide good coverage of the satellite orbital motion, permiLting

separation of satellite ephemeris errors from spacecraft trajec-
tory errors in the estimation process.

: 1 - C. Orbit Estimation Strategies

There exists a large degree of flexibility in obtaining
interplanetary orbit estimates, and the process of arriving at a

S_- Fig. 7 and observe the importance of increasing observa, final best estimate supporting a critical midcourse maneuver is
: tion arc length (AT= T! -/'2). by no means straightforward. The procedure generally consists

of obtaining a large variety of solutions based on varying
- This illustrates the important tact that the optical observ- treatments of the available data sets. A summary of the more

able permits separation of the trajectory displacement from important data treatments is presented in Table 9. A perfor-
eithec optical bias or velocity errors, provided that observa- mance analysis of some of these treatments is given in Section
tions are obtained over a sufficiently long data arc. For this X. During flight, thorough analysis of these results then

/ reason, long optical data arcs were planned for Marsapproach, identifies, and hopefully resolves, any problems with particular

U
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Table 9. Data treatment Vl. Orbit Determination Results

Obs_at,on s_'t', A. Launch/Earth Departure Phase

Short arc radio 121d:.y,) The launch/Earth departure phase of tile mission exteii .;¢d

I)oppler plus range from launch to tile first trajectory correction maneu", is,1)opplcr only
Ravge only which were made 7 days and 10 days after laun_:h, on Viking 1
DopFlc plus range with DRVID cahbratlons and 2. respectively. The ptlrpose of tile maneuvers was to

Long arc _ad]o(',election of all prevlou_ data) relnove tile nol_lillal planetary quarantine bias and tile ]aunc]l
Doppler plus range erl or.
Range only

Radio plus optwal
Optical Viking 1 was launched o, August 20, 1975. with Trans-

Orbit determination fdter Mars Injection (TMI) occurring at 21:52:48 (JMT. Viking 2
Sequenlml filter was lat, nched on Septenlber 9, 1975, with TM1 occurring at

_,'_eightedleast square', 19:12'28 GMT. Figures 9 and 10 show for each spacecraft the

Solution vector Mars B-plane with the injection aim points and the launch (orS/C {state)
State, solar pressure (SP) injection) dispersion ellipses. Tile sequence is also shown of
State, Deep Space Station (DSS) location', orbit determination solutions from 1 hour past up to several
State, SP, DSS days past TMI. These solutions are summarized in Table 10 for

State. range biases both spacecraft along with the one-sigma uncertainties mapped

Data weighting to tile Mars B-plane. Note that during the first fe_ hours past1-mm/s doppler, 1 pixel optical (nominal)
3-mm/s doppler. 0.5 pixel optical {account for charaed parncle injection, angle data (ground trackil)g antenna hour angle and

corrupted doppler, good optical measurements, declination) were used. As the spacecraft-stati,,n range

performance) increases, tile altgle data are no longer useful and were riot
Radio and optical data corqbination used again.

Direct radio plus optical

Radio consider covariance and esumate plus optical The major drror source contributing to tile uncerlainties

shown in Table 8 is nongravitational acceleration uncertainty,

in the form of solar pressure uncertainty. It is not possible to

estimate solar pressure effects in the early launch/Earth

data sets and ultimately leads to the selection of the final best departure phase because the bwerse distance squared signature
estimate, of a solar pressure acceleration error cannot be distinguished

: from a possible constant gas leak. Thus, a Ifigh reliance must
Special consideration was given to the particular character be placed on the r_ominal solar pressure model. The first few

of the radio and optical orbit estimate accuracies. Generally, estimates also have a significant uncertainty due to the

the radio estimates proved to be very accurate in B'T(~lO-km uncertainty in the assumed Earth gravitational constant.
errors) and relatively inaccurate in B.R ("200- to 400-km Finally, ,,s the spacecraft-station distance increases, the sensi-
errors). The optical.only errors were equally distributed in B.T tivity of orbit estimates to station location errors tends to
and B'R and generally much more accurate than the radio increase.

solutions in B'R. The optical solutions were very inaccurate in

TCA, however. These factors provided the following set of B. Crui_ Pllalm

criteria that proved very successful in obtaining accurate and
reliable final estimates: This portion of the interplanetary flight followed the

departure correction maneuver, and terminated at start of
(1) Final B.R is consistent with the optical-only B'R. planetary operations, 40 days before actual encounter. The

basic activities during this phase are the provision of:(2) Final B.Tis consistent with the radio B.T.

(1) Ongoing updates and assessments of the spacecraq
(3) Final TCA, accounting for the radio correspondence of

orbits for the primary purpose of predicting tracking
B'R and TCA variations, should agree with the radio

antenna pointing and transmitter frequency.
TCA.

(2) Best.estimate trajectories to support planning and

This is not to suggest that the £mal estimates were constructed calculations for the Mars approach maneuvers follow.

ad hoc, or by hand. Instead, data weighting and f'dtering ing.

specifications were modified, usually slightly, to produce radio (3) Evaluation of the overall accuracy level of the orbit

plus optical solutions that satisfied the above criteria, determination system.

6O
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DISPERSION--_ALL SOLU1,10_S
AFTER I * 12nr I + 9,6 h AND _. ,./

-401 6 20 INJECTION i SUBSEQUENTD,SPE'_S,ONS .,_L SOI.U_,ONS i///

/ INJECTION _ /

" _ += ! ,,--MARS /_.F/ a/909:25
._ 6/20 I / CAPTURE /// ......

"= -200 -100l--/ RADy//

_'.1,1ON
AIMPOIN1,

TCA = 6,20/76

MARS 17:07GMT _ II .r, 103 km
CAPTURE

RADIUS --_

L___ Fig. 10. Viking 2 launch phase solutions
-100 r00 200 300 400

r.. 1", 103kin

ioo

Fig. g. Viking 1 launch phase Iolutions

Tlble _0. Launch departuresoluUons

bata span,
from injection DSS Data B • R. km B • T, km TCA SMAA. km SMIA,km 0, deg _T

6/20/76
Vikin3 I nominal -210,270 162,760 17:07

1 h 42 Doppler,angle -240,500 L05,960 20:55 28,270 4,710 127 1t'57m
3.5 h 42, 44 Doppler,angle -272,040 157,930 22:50 14,100 515 121 Ih 5m
6 h 42, 61 Doppler -277,470 164.500 23:19 9,180 420 125 39m
9 h 42, 61 Doppler, range -275,740 163,360 23:12 1,610 260 130 7m
6 days 43, 61, 11 Doppler,range -277,200 164,500 23:i9 1,137a 250a 135a 5m

8/9
Viking 2 nominal -163.290 339,730 13:01 b

1.6h 42 Doppler,angle -299,550 555,650 09:2_ 22,370 1,680 155 58m
7.3 h 42, 61 Doppler -311,600 602,400 10:23 44,020 350 153 2h 2m
9.6 h 42, 61 Doppler, range -301,560 581,580 P "18 1,670 275 161 4m
5 days I1, 12, 42, 43. Doppler, range -301,810 581,900 0_:20 I,O5Ca 290a ;,.,_a 3.3m

61, 63
10 days 11, 12, 42, 61, 63 Doppler, range -301,870 582,110 09:21 2,290a , 335a 158= 5.8m

aStatton location uncertaintiesadded to errormodel, bTcA date is 8/8 for this entry only
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One of the tasks to be accomplished during cruise was to B. r, _,
determine the nongravitational force environment of the soo06000 6500 z00o zso0

I I 1
spacecraft. Specifically, it was necessary to determine to an

accurate level the solar pressure model for the spacecraft and SOLUTION DATASPAN
simultaneously monitor the tracking data for any indication of F_OM TO 8[S'TPI_[-A/V_C-I

ESTIMATE __I_

a large attitude control gas leak or other acceleration anomaly. A 8/28,75 9,4 75B 8,2a/75 9 23,75
A large solar pressure modeling error of 5% will accumulate c 9,_ 75 _020,zsD 10/6/75 10/27,75

approximately 1000 km in position error by Mars encounter ss0o- _ ,0,'12,,rs i,,, z5 Q
time. The goal was to increase the accuracy to perhaps 2%by F ,2/7/75 122875O ,2,21q5 I II,76 I

H ,, 4,r6 ,/24 76 _/the inflight processing of tracking data. For the Mars mission, _ i _,,8,76 2,,8j76 KN
months of tracking data were required to achieve this levd of - J 2,2276 3/14/76 Gj

solar pressure model accuracy. *, K 3/7 76 3/28/76
L 3/21/76 4/11/76 4 HM 3/20, 76 4/17 76 F E
N 4/4, 76 4/, 5, 76 ,_

Typically, item l was satisfied on a weekly basis by 6000- o 4 ,, 76 5,276 /P 4/t 1/76 5/9/76

processing a "short" data arc, which included the previous 3 c_ 4,2sn6 s,,6/76 X°./' W

weeks of two-way doppler and range data. The term "long - /

arc" was applied to data spanning the entire cruise phase. Each

arc length shows different characteristic sensitivity to possible ORBit
error sources; treating the two data arcs separately provides a l DETERMINATION

good measure of the overall orbit determination performance. 6500-- j ACCURACYAT

g E - 10 da),t,
Figures 11 and 12 show a partial history of short-arc solutions
mapped to Mars for each spacecraft. A description of the -A
long-arc processing follows in the next section.

Fig.11. Viking1cruisesolutions

VII. Long-Arc Radio Data Processing parts. Also, long arcs contain the slowly varying I/R 2 solar

This section presents a special description of the inflight pressure acceleration signature, and can thus be most effec-
and postfiight processbg of the Viking 1 and 2 radio data arcs tively used to evaluate the nominal solar pressuremodel. This
spanning the entire interplanetary cruise. In summary, the last aspect is discussed further in Section VIIi.
orbit estimates using the long radio data arc, did not behave as
well as -.xpected on Viking 1. The Viking 1 B-plane estimate The actual inflight results from :he long arc radio process.
was in error by nearly two sigma, even allowing for the later ing were mixed. The last few long-arc estimates were
application of ionosphere corrections to the tracking data. The uniformly accurate in ecliptic B. T as was to be expected (see
Viking2 estimate was quite accurate, however, owing to Section V) but not in B.R (see Fig. 13). The real.time
modifications to the long-arc strategy determined from solutions from the Viking 1 long arc data were m error by
analysis of the Viking I long arc post Viking 1 encounter, several hundred kilometers at the time of the approach

maneuver. Figures 13 and 14 summarize the history of long

A. Inflight Pl'OC_llog arc solutions for each mission. Note that the final Viking 1
inflight estimate (point E in Fig. 13) was in error by -250 km

The long-arc data processing was performed every 3 to 4 in B'R relative to the delivered "best" estimate obtained from

weeks and generally followed the outline of the short.arc short.arc radio and optical combined processing, This error
processing activity. These data sets generally included all data constituted more than a "2.5 sigma" bias. See Section X for

: (20-min doppler samples, 3 or 4 range points per pass) further discussion of the approach orbit determination results.
collected to date, from the near.Earth midcourse on but prior

to any approach midcourseburns. Based on analysis of the Viking 1 long.arc solutions
following Viking 1 MOI. the Viking 2 long-arc solutions were

It had been expected that the processing of the long-arc improved by implementin_ the following strategies:
data would produce stable and accurate radio-only trajectory
estimates throughout the cruisephase and help verify the orbit (1) Adding Faraday calibrations for Earth ionospheric

. solutions based on early approach optical data. The long data charged-particle effects (solution F of Fig. 14). This
ares provide more of a heliocentric trajectory determination, resultedin the removal of a 90-100 km bias in B.R.

and as such are less sensitive to equivalent station location (2) Introducing a constant nongravitational acceleration to
error (ESLE in Table 8) effects than the short arc counter, absorb unmodeled error effects, and subsequently
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converging tile long arc trajectory t,sing a sequential solutions. These events were verified pt)stflight by the Viking
filter fit (solution G of Fig. 14). spacecraft learn, and the effective velocity increments resulting

were acc_)t,nted tot. I'tgurc 15 sh_)ws tile nummal doppler
In contrast to Viking 1. the resulting Viking 2 long-arc residuals from tile inflight data. Note tile slight initial _lope in

estmmtes were much i,nproved, and in fact strongly supported the plot. indicating a somewhat con, ant. unmodel:d space-
the final best approach estimate. The sequential filter, state- craft acceleration. Also nute on the ph)t reference to tile two
only fit of the long data arc to the final data set I0 days from .lUml_Sin the residuals, which occurred on 10/30/75 and
encounter was nearly coincident with the delivered short radio II; '3/75. These jumps were traced postflight by the space-
arc plus optical result, cr'.aft operatk)ns team and were attributed to two planned

events. The first jump, on 10/30/75. was attributed t¢)a quick
B. Post/light Processing venting of :,tm'._sphericpressure from the GCMSinstrument in

As mentioned above, tile ::ccuracy of the mflight Viking 1 an nnknown direction. The second juntp was due tt) venting of
long-arc orbit determination was less than that expected propellant pressure fn,m the lander, also in an unknown
initially, as measured ag,,inst the near-Mars short-arc radio- direction as part uf a planned lander checkout sequence. The
plus-optical data solutions. Good solutions of B'T and TCA tw,_ jr, raps arc seen to have a fairly small magnitt, de, on the
were obtained; however, the _I.R solution, as mentioned order of 5 mllz along tile Earth line-of-sight direction, or
earlier, was in error.by approximately 250 km. The following about 0.3 ram/s, and thus, even if ign_red, have only a small
remarks summarize the efforts made to rectify the Viking 1 effect on the solution. Two impulsive velocity increments were
long arc solution, introduced to account for the jumps, and as shown in tile

second entry of Table I l, the Mars B-vlane coordinates

The dynamical environment for the interplanetary cruise is changed by only -7 km and -13 km in B'R ,and B'T
considered to b_. favorable for obtaining good radiometric- respectively. Figure 16 shows the final doppler res,duals after
based heliocentric orbit determination. Between the Earth including the effective velocity impulses. As a matter of
departure maneuver and the Mars-approach maneuvers, tt_.e interest, these same events also occurred for Viking 2, but in
spacecraft translational motion resulting from gravitatior_,l the opposite sequence. Figure 17 shows the lander checkout
and solar pressure accelerations could be modeled in a occurring on 1!/21/75, when propellant was vented, and the
straightforward fashion. The contribution to the translational GCMS venting occurring on 11/25/75. The larger slope in the
dynamics from the attitude control system vas minimal, initial doppler residuals in the figure is due to the lander
owing to the use of coupled attitude thrusters. One notable bioshield venting, which was documeuled inflight, it was
but minor exception was the venting of atmospheric pressure
from the lander during the Earth departure phase and later

TIb_ 11. B-pl.,nesummaryof Viking1poMflqlhtkDng-a_dataventing during planned checkout tests. (The events are
discussed in more detail in the material to follow.) proce_ng

Thus it was felt that with some further attention to detailed 13• R B• T

postflight processing, the long.arc solution could be made I.inalinflight solution (long-arc) 5.520km 7,300 km
compatible with the veryaccurate near.Mars radio-plus-optical
solution. Such a solution was finalb' obtained by accounting Postfltght long-arcimprovements aB • R AB• T
for tile following phenomena: I. Orbnreferencedto tmproved 59 km -9 km

ephemerisDE-96

° 1. The orbit solution was referenced to the improved 2. Est;,,aatevelocity incrementsdue to space. -7 km -13 km
planetary ephemeris DE-96. Thisephemeris was available ;or craftoutgassmgon 10/30/75and 11/13/75
use during real-time flight operations and was evaluated at that 3. Addcalibrationsto account for +31km +3 km
time using shoa data arcs. To accomplish the postflight ionosphericeffect_

reproce,tng In a reasonable fashion, the doppler data was 4. Reestimatesolarpre,ure +15Okm +14km
compressed to 2-h samples, from the 20-rain inflight sample coefficientsusingdataset derived
rate. A station location set compatible with DE.96 was from items1-3above
obtained, and the trajectory recomputed based on DE-96. The
first entry of Table 11 shows a change of +59 km in B.R and n • a S • T TCA(UTC)
-9 km In B.T for the switch from ephemeris DE-84 to DE-e6. Final postflight solution 5,752 7,295 6/19/76 16.31:21(long-arc)

2. Two spacecraft outgasstng events were identified from Bestintlightsolution 5,774 7.28q _,/19/76 16:31:23(radio+optical)
plots of the doppler and rat,re residuals based on inflight

M
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confirmed postflight that tire venting did cease at about the Table12. Comparison of solutions for Viking l solar pressure

time shown in :be figure, parameters

3. Calibrations based on Faraday rotation data obtained Assumed constants

from tile DSN were introduced to account for ionospheric Solarfluxconstant: 1.01X 10 9 kg-km3
effects on the doppler and range data. Figures 18 and IOshow, m2s 2

resnectively, the uncalibrated z,._2calibrated doppler residuals. Spacecraftbusareaprojecnonin X-Yplane: 26.607m2
The calibrated residuals are much smoother in general; the (includessolarpanels, scan platform, lander, miscellaneous
larger level of apparent noise at the end of the data arc is structure)
probably due to space plasma effects, which were more "Radiusof high-gainantenna: 0.737m
pronounced during the approach phase and not removed by
the Faraday correction. In tile case of a hmg radiometric arc Depth of high-gain antenna: 0.244m

thes" effects can be assumed to be random and near-zero mean Final l'inal
a _,1were not e',-' ":tly accounted for in the long-arc process- inflzght po_tflight

,.., Figures , md 21 cor:lpare, respectively, tile range solutions soil:lions
reslduals for the uncalibrated data and the calibrated data. _ --

Spacecraftbus
b:("e _hat the difference is not strictly due to the correcting of
the range data itself for ionosphere, which is on the order of Z-axiscoefficient(GR) 1.173 1.183X-axiscoefficient(GX) 0.060 0.0

"- 1-2 meters, but is due to the effec' "_fthe doppler calibrations Y-axiscoefficient(GY) 0.036 0.el
on the orbit solution. The range residuals are from a combined
doppler and range fit, where the effective doppler data weight Interiorsurfaceof high-gain antenna
dominated the range data weight. The third entry in Table 11 Specularreflectivity(MUF) 0.05 0.05
indicates that the application of ionospheric calibrations Diffuse reflectivity(NUF) 0.10 0.08
increments the B-plane position by +31 km in B'R and +3 km
inB.T.

tions, in which case formal requirements for these data

4. After including the above adjustments and reconverging should be included in project planning, or from
the trajectory, the solar pressure coefficients were reestimated, dual-frequency or DRVID tracking observables.
Table 12 compares the final infiight and postflight solutions.
The final entry in Table 11 shows that the revised coefficients

accounted for the largest B-plane change, +150 km in B'R and VIII. Solar Pressure Model Improvement

+14 km in B.T. Tl'ds procedure for trajectory convergence The major portion of the Viking spacecraft solar pressure
differed from the usual inflight procedure in that the solution

'- used to converge consisted of the spacecraft state vector plus acceleration was modeled by a constant-area flat plate reflec-
solar pressure coefficients from the final lnflight solmion, tance representing the total cross.sectional area projectednormal to the spacecraft-Sun line and the composite set of

reflectance properties. A precise geometric model was separ-
in summary, several general conclusions regarding long arc ately dermed for the parabolic Earth-pointing radio antenna

radiometric data processing can be stated: since its projected cross-sectional area varied with time. The
(1) Careful attention should be paid to accurate representa- antenna contributed about 5% of the total solar pressure

tion of spacecraft.based dynamics, to both guard acceleration.
against real orbit effects, and eft" ets which mainly
corrupt the data, and reduce the overall solution Solutions for the constant coefficients of the fiat plate
confidence, as in the ease of the early gas leaks on model and for the paraboli." antenna were made throughout
Vikings 1 and 2. the cruise period, using both long and short data arcs. The

final solutions, used for encounter OD and prediction, were
(2) The orbit estimates should be converged as necessary to made approximately two months before each encounter.

preserve the accuracy of the linear corrections made Table 13 gives the nominal and final inflight adjusted values
throughout cruise. In this regard, as a practical mea- for the two veidcles. The values given in this table are
sure, the doppler compression rate should be on the essentially the composite values of (1 + 3'B) for the flat plate
order of several hours for continuous hacking missions representation, where "t is the fraction of incident radiation

•. to keep the data processing costs to a minimal level, which is refected from the plate, and B is a factor depending
(3) Ionospheric effects should be calibrated for inflight, on the diffuse and specular portions of the reflection. As the

These could be derived from either Faraday observa, solar pressure coefficient determination was proceeding, an

-j
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Table13. ComparlsonoflnflightlolutionsforVlkinglandVlklng2 frame times. The math model of the cameras relating image
IOlarprmlIUmI_tI_nl sample position_ to directions relative to the S/P includcs

camera alignment, optical focal length, scan raster center, scaleNominal
Parameter values infllghtsolunon+ factor, rotation and nonorthogonality, and the geometric

distortion in the vidicon.
VikingI and Viking1 Viking2

Viking 2 The VIS is pointed in a desired direction by the scan
Spacecraft bus platform articulation control system. The two orthogonal

Z-axiscoeffident(GR) 1.234 1.173 1179 gimbals, clock and cone, are commandable in 0.25-deg
X-axis coefficient (GX) 0.O 0.060 1).037 increments and telemetered with 0.04-deg resolutiom The
Y-axiscoefficient(GY) 0.0 0.036 0:)25 math model of the scan platform includes the misalignments

Interiorsurfaceof high-gain of the gimbal axes and instrument mounting surfaces and
antenna calibrations for the gimbal angles, null offset, scale factor,

Specularreflectivity(MUF) 0.05 0.05 0.05 hysteresis, and harmonic errors.
Diffusereflectivuy(NU_:) 0.IO 0.I0 0. I0

The reference for the S/P pointing is the spacecraft attitude
in space, which is controlled relative to the Sun and a ref-

error was discovered in the specification of the nominal erence star by the attitude control system. The nominal
effective fiat plate area and in the inclusion of reradiation spacecraft attitude is defined by the directions to the Sun and
effects in the nominal coefficients. This error was corrected by reference star, but the actual attitude is defined by the error

allowing the area to remain fixed and adjusting the nominal gr signals from sun sensors, star tracker, and/or gyros depending
coefficient from !.320 to 1.234. on the attitude control mode in use. The math model of the

attitude deviations includes sensor null offsets, scale factors,

Note that most of the orbit solution migration shown in and gyro drift rates.
Fig. 11 is due to mapping the orbit solution to Marswith the
uncorrected nominal solar pressure coefficients, through The parameters of these math models were calibrated using
successively shorter times to encounter. The nominal p_rabolic VIS pictures of stars taken in flight, The VIS scan raster and
antenna solar pressure coefficients are also shown in the table, geometric distortion parameters were estimated using images
Because of the small overall effect of the antenna, the nominal of a reseau grid marked on the vidicon face, with a posteriori
values could not be improved on. image residuals of 0.25 pixel, 1o. The VIS focal lengths and

camera-to-camera alignment were estimated using successive
VIS frames of a star field (the Pleiades) and of Mars and

IX. Optical MeasurementsProcessing adjacent stars. The scan platform and attitude control param-
eters were estimated by comparing VIS pointing determined

A. Opllcdll Me_luromnt SyIll_rn from angle telemetry with that determined from the stars

The optical measurements system of the Viking spacecraft appearing in the pictures.
consists of the Visual Imaging System (VIS), scan platform

; (S/P) and articulation control system, attitude control system B. Optical Oblotvlblu(A/C) and the ground software required to combine their data
: to generate observations of the direction to Mars, or its Two types of navigation observations were made using the

satellites, with respect to the stars. The spacecraft subsystems VIS: stars-Mars-stars picture triads and satellite.star pictures.
r involved are modeled in the software. These models are The triads are used when the Marsimage is smaller than the

calibrated using preflight and inflight data so that they can be FOV. Because of sensor dynamic range limitations, Marsand

used to transform measurements into accurate navigation dim stars cannot be imaged accurately in the same picture. The
ob_rvations, two long-exposure star pictures are used to determine the

pointing direction and rate of one camera. Using this, the
The VIS consists of two vidicon cameras with offset pointing direction at the time of the Mars exposure is

1.54-deg by 1.?6-deg fields of view (FOV), which overlap by evaluated. The calibrated camera-to-camera alignment then is
• 0.38-deg. They are sensitive enough to make detectable images used to define the pointing direction of the camerataking the

of stars as dim as 9.5 visual magnitude with a 2.664 exposure. Mars picture. Because stars in the narrow FOV do not
[ The images are recorded, and then transmitted as 1056 lines of determine the rotation/twist of the SIP as accurately as the

1204 samples of intensity with 7-bit resolution. The cameras angle telemetry, the telemetry is used in the pointing

i are shuttered and images recorded alternate 4.48-s estimation Accurate rotation is needed because of theduring proce,.
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relatively large angular separation between Mars and the The following events and times depict a typical processing
ccntroid of stars imaged in the other camera. A Mars limb sequence for a Marsobservation triad played back at 8 kbits/_'
model is then used to find the center of the Marsimage on the

frame. The camera pointing direction and the location of the Triad recordedat To
center of the Marsimage in the camera FOV combine to give a spacecraft

measure of the direction from the spacecraft to Mars. Triad receivedat Mission To + 80'n
Computing Center

The satellite-star pictures image a Mar_iansatellite against a
star background in a single picture and are used when the Mars Video reconstructed To + 140m

image is largerthan the FOV and the picture will not contain Optical measurement To + 200 rr_
Mars. The long exposure required to see dim stars will not processing complete
seriously overexpose small satellite images. For this type of
navigation measurement, the angle telemetry is not as

E. Telemetry Data Processing
important since the satellite centroid.of-stars separation is
smaller. Again, a center-finding technique on the satellite The camera pointing at the shutter time of a picture was
image, along with the pointing direction determined by the determined from the A/C and S/P angle telemetry. Three
star background and the satellite center location, gives a different sources of these data were used: the chain of data
measure of the direction from the spacecraft to the satellite, processing softwar- _Jsed to generate pointing for science

pictures, real.time monitoring of telemetry displays, and
telemetry extracted from the engineeri,g telemetry embedded

C. Sequence Design and Pointing Optimization in the recorded pictures.

The initial design of a navigation measurement sequence Camera pointing, as derived from telemetry, was used to
was chosen considering the time period to be covered, the determine expected picture content: objects and their loca-
frequency/number of measurements required to achieve the tions. These predicts were used to prepare input for OMSET to
required accuracy, and the availability of suitable stars. Each specify the areas of the picture to be extracted as arrays of
picture/triad in this preliminary sequence was then repointed intensity values. These areas would be offset by the difference
to optimize the data return. Special software was used to between predicts and actual location once a known object
determine the pointing that guaranteed observation of Mars/
satellite and maximized the probable number and brightness of (Mars or Deimos) had been located in the hard copy of the
stars, considering the range of S/P pointing errors and attitude picture.
control limit cycle. Also, in the early sequences, to optimize
the probability of picture acquisition, the desired pointing was F. Picture Data Processing
manually corrected for systematic S/P control offsets. The
offsets were later automatically applied in the commanding The picture data (array of intensities) processing consisted

process, making the manual operation no longer necessary, of the determination of the locations in the image frame of
four types of images: reseau, star, large body (Mars), and small

The succe, of this optimization is demonstrated by the body (Deimos). Generally, this consisted of either extracting
an area around a small image and determining its center fromfact that not one picture/triad of the 142 planned was
the intensity profile or locating points on the limb of a largeunusable because of missing the target or stars.
body and determining its center by fitting an ellipse to the set
of limb points.

D. _ Flow and Mltml_ Reseau images were processed for camera distortion calibra-
Many Viking Flight Team organizations were involved in tion. Areas around the known reseau locations were put in a

_ scheduling and processing navigation pictures. A large volume file by OMSET. Because of the large number of reseau images
of pictures was processed, with relatively few problems, as a to be processed, special softwar_ was used to determine the
result of two important decisions: reseau location in each area and to write formatted location

data for input to OMSET,which would do the calibration.
(1) Acquisition of optical navigation data was specially

managed by the people processing the data. Star images were manually located from printout of the
extracted area around the image and edited into the predicts

(2) Navigation pictures were given priority over all other file in place of predicted locations. The star location criterion
concurrent picture proceuing requests, used was eyeball interpolated peak intensity.
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Mars limb points were found by OMSET using interpolated Table 14. Pointingknowladgeaccuracy (pJxlfle)
threshold crossings. Analysis of Mars pictures taken during
Scan Cal ll indicated that the best results were ob'ained for a

threshold about 10DN (~10% of peak signal) above the Vikingl Viking2
background. The limb fitting was done by OMSET at three Linea Pixela Linea Pixela
different levels of data point editing with the operator Observation
selecting the one to be used and inserting that location into sequence _ o u o u o u o

the predicts file. MarsI 14 13 II 26 10 tO 18 l 1
Mars2 12 10 2 19 19 9 -1 16

Deimos images were too small to be located by their limb, Mars3 -56 12 12 23 5 9 6 9
but were generally larger and brighter than star images. Tile Mars4 .... 4 14 15 9
location criterion used for minimizing the effects of bea_a De,mos -91 16 -7 18 5 16 8 13
pulling, based on analysis of Mariner9 data, was the center of

a box circumscribed about the image, using tangency points al hneor pixel_. 0.0015deg.
just above the peak background level.

G. Optical Observables Generation

The residuals from processing of the star and target images the predicted locations, based on the calibrated model, and the
and engineering telemetry were evaluated and each image was angle telemetry.
accepted, rejected, and/or reevaluated until a consistent set of
data remained. Errors removed by this process include data The migration of the mean line residual on Viking 1 is due
transcription errors, mislocated stars (e.g., peak of background to platform offsets induced by stress during two midcourse
identified as dim star), bright stars biased by beam betiding, maneuvers. Even with this offset, the knowledge accuracy was
dim stars not definitely located on the firstattempt but found better than the i,O.25-deg(170 pixels) requirement.
when star reference predicts were available, etc. 2. Mars and Deimos residuals. Part of the measurement

Processing of the Mars observations produced estimates of validation process was to maintain a plot of Mars/Deimos
residuals after pointing correction. These plots are shown inthe VIS pointing and attitude control rates based on engineer-

ing telemetry and the star images in the first and third Figs. 22 through 25. The reasonableness and consistency of
these residuals indicated the performance level of center.pictures. These values and the calibrated camera-to-camera

alignment were used to determine the pointing of the camera t'mding. To make the plots nominally a straight line, resid'._al
imaging Mars. The VIS pointing angles, pointing covariance fine and pixel were plotted vs reciprocal time to encounter.
and expected image locations _ere updated based on this Slope of a line of residuals is essentially proportional to
estimate. Residuals and their statistics were then computed. B-plane miss and the intercept to measurement bias or cross
The same process, except for attitude control rates, was velocity errors (see descriptionin Section V).
performed for the simpler, single-frameDeimos observations.

3. i)etrended measurement accuracy. A quantitative eval.

Each processed observation was added to a composite uation of the target residuals was obtained by estimating a
OpticalMeasurement File, which was used for orbit determina- target center.finding error (proportional to angular diameter)
tion. This file contained picture time and best pointing based and a bias to remove the slope and intercept from the plotted
on star images, image _dentifications and distortion corrected residuals. The remaining error indicates the consistency or

r locations, and their statistics, noise of the data. The Deimm residuals, widch are affected by
: Deimos ephemeris, were corrected for observed ephemeris

errors.The detrendedstandarddeviations are given in Table 15
H. I_Cl@SJ_ I:kmultl and indicate that the performance level achieved far exceeded

expectations.I. Pointing control and knowledge accuracy. The space-
craft attitude control and scan platform pointing subsystems

, performance for control of camera pointing met or exceeded X. _ Orbit Digl_rllllJlllgtloR I_vMlugtioll
; _ the _0.5.deg control requirement as evidenced by no loss of

; data because of pointing error. The knowledge accuracy is The output of the orbit determination process is a series of
' indicated in Table 14, which gives the statistics of star orbit estimates used in navipting the spgc,ecraft. As indicated
i reslduah, the difference between observed star locations and in Section V, these estimates are not the product of 8 tingle

!
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TaI_ lS. Oetmndedtarget_ (ptmls) were selected. As would be expected, many more solutions
were generated and analyzed during fligh.t than can be
presented here. Attention will be restricted to what is

Viking 1 Viking2 consideredto be the setof most important solutions.More
Observation

sequence o line o pixel o line o pixel details on specificsolutionscanbeobtainedfrom the comrdla-
tion in Section XI.

Magt t 0,36 0,28 0.27 0,26

Mus 2 0.22 0.28 0.33 0.29 Variations of the solution values presented reveal the rela-
Mars3 0.34 0.20 0.32 0.45 tive accuracyof varioussolutiontypes,andsomeinsightcan
lilies4 - - 0.41 0.39

Delmos 0.20 0,43 0.38 0.3? also be gained into the selection process by which the best
estimates were obtained. Analyds of relative solution varia-
tions did not provide the sole criterion, however. Consistency
of observation residual=and evaluation of the expected or
formal accuracy of the specific solutions provided criteria

process, but are =elected from a collection of orbit estimates, equally as important.
each obtained from a different treatment _,ftheavailable

gelevant observation set. This section condden the _neral The absolute accuracy of the estimates can be evaluated
behavior of rids set ofsolutiom from which the best estimates only for the pre-MO! phase: that is, the estimates obtained
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following the final approach midcourse. This evaluation can be data is calibrated for charged-particle effects. This,
made with respect to the reconstructed orbit estimate based therefi,re, strongly indicates that the radio estimates
on radio measurements made just before insertion. Tile near were highly influenced by charged-particle activity and
Mars data is sufficient in strength to allow determination of that the DRVID calibrations are effective in alleviating
the encounter parameters to a high degree of accuracy,gener- these errors. Note that tile sequential filter performs

'I ally to within 10 km in B • R and B • T and less than 1 s in well for Viking !, but is very unstable for Viking 2
! TCA. These estimates, although very accurate, are available far prior to the approach midcourse. This behavior is not
I too late in the flight to assist in maneuver preparation. No uncommon to sequential filter processing when the

such absolute reference is available for estimates the data noise levels increase significantly. This was deft-prior to

approach midcourse maneuvers because of the relatively large aitely the case for Viking 2 in comparison to Viking 1
uncertainty in the maneuver execution, as the result of increasing doppler errors due to space

: plasma activity.

Table 16 presents the delivered orbit estimates including (2) The long-arc solutions (further discussed in Section
preliminary and final deliveries for each maneuver during the Vii) are stable, yet are not particularly accurate. The
aI_proach phase. The maneuver target values and associated Viking 1 long-arc solutions in fact are in error beyond
execution uncertainties are given for the maneuver preceding that predicted by covarianct analysis. This proved to be
the estimate. The relatively large execution errors predicted a problem during the Viking I approach, and the long-
for the Viking 1 approach midcourse maneuvers were the are estimates were largely discounted in selecting the
result of the large (".50 m/s) maneuvers required to alleviate final pre-AMC-i best estimate. The Viking 2 pre-AMC
the Viking I propellant pressurant problem. Also presented in estimates include long-arc solutions that behave rater.
the table are the pre-MOIreconstructed estimates based on the estingly like the Viking 1 long-arc solutions. An ira-
near-Marstrackingdata. proved long-arc solution is shown, however, which

includes modifted processing strategies that resulted
Figures26 through 30 show actual orbit estimates obtained from after-the-fact analysis of the Viking 1 long-arc

during flight. The solutions for B.R are plotted as a fmtction solutions post-Viking 1 MOI. Some description of thi_
of the time of the end of the observation set. The solution solution and the attendant modifications is given in
values are plotted with respect to the final best estimates for Section Vii. The improved solution nearly equals the
each approach phase, including the reconstructed estimates for delivered best estimate. However, agreement at this
pre-MO!estimates. The solutions are presented according to level should be taken as largely coincidental considering
whether they were generated by the ODP(radio and radio plus the expected accuracy of the long-arcsolution.

optical) or the ONP(optical). (3) Following each midcourse maneuver, solutions contain-
ing only postmaneuver observations were compared

Solution values for TCA and8.Tcoordinates have not been with solutions that included premaneuver data and
included. The TCA coordinate is not critical for navigation solved for maneuver parameters. The through-maneuver
analysis. The B.T coordinate was well determined by radio solutions are seen to be superior to the postmaneuve_
observations generally to within ±10 km. This is became Tiles solutions until considerable postmaneuver data has
in the ecliptic, in which most of the interplanetary spacecraft become available.
motion occurs. The effect is especially pronounced for Vik-
ing2 owing to the near coh_cidenceof .he Tdlrectlon and the (4) Generally the optical-based estimates performed ex- ,

line-of-sight from Earth. The relative precision in determining treacly well, parUculafly once a sufficient optical data
B.T was not shared by the optical-only solutions, yet in all arc length was obtained. With respect to estimatir,g ,
casesthesesolutionsagreedwell with the radioand radioplus B'R, the optical data proved far superior to radio
optical B.T solution values.The consistencyof the optical- observations.Generally, the optical-only solutions,

only solutions with the radio selutlom in the B.T coordinate again given sufficient arc length, produced B'R earl-
provided an extra nmrgin of confidence in the optical-based mates asaccurate as any produced by radio plus optical
results, solutions.

ObRrvatiom and condm/ons based on the presented data (5) Prior to Viking 1 AMC.1, some difficulty was encoun-
tered initially when combining radio and optical data.ambeIdvenasfollows:
This problem was partially the result of the early large _ .

(1) The radio only, uncaltbrated solutimm at times exhibit dispcrdmm in the radio solutions, and occurred in both
, hule variations. The variations are muller and the the direct radla _ opticaland the radio a pdod+ opal- i
i solutimm prove to be more accurate when the radio cal processing procedures. The problems disappeared lI

i rw :_
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Table 16. Od_ eetimate dellvedu

Parameter B • R.km B • T, km T('A

Viking I

Pre-AM¢'-I

Prehminary be_! eshmatc (delivered 5/21/76) 5.69_ 7,340 16:3{L41

Final be,_testimate (dchvered 6/6/76) 5,774 7,289 16'31:23

: Pre-AMC-2

Target value a 7,233 6.8.59 2(1"31,1

Execution errora _450 _,450 _ I0 s

Preliminary best estimate 7,291 6.701 20:38:04
(delivered 6/I 3/76 20:00 GMT)

Final best estimate 7,282 6,700 20:37:50
(deliv-red 6/14/76 04:00 GMT)

Prc-MOI

Target value a 7,284 6,944 22:54

I=xecutmon errora _225 t225 ±5 s

Preliminary best esttmate 7,254 6.917 22:53:58
(delivered 6/i 7/76 14:20 GMT)

Final best estimate 7,27:$ 6.914 22:54:08

(delivered 6/I 8/76 14:50 GMT)

Reconstructed estimate 7.2"76 6,920 22:5 *:06

Viking 2

Pre-AMC

Preliminary best estimate (delivered 7/22/76) 887 16.197 12:20:49

Fin'.d best estimate (delivered 7/25/76) 870 16. ! 95 ! 2:21 : 13

Pre-MOl

Target _'aJuea -2,387 9,O60 I 1:45

Fxecutton erroP ,70 +50 * 20 s

Preliminary best estimate (delivered 8/1/76) -2,387 9,052 1! :44:44

Final best estimate (delivered 8/6/76 09:50 GMT) -2.423 9.056 I 1:45:05

Reccnstruct:d estimate -2,424 9,058 1! :45: i 9

tFor maneuver preceding estimate.
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once a sufficient optical arcwas obtained, allowing the time of closest approach to Mars. A,_ditional data '

t optical datato govern the 8.R determination, describes pertinent facts about each solution, e.g., t, ,t(6) The excellent performance of the optical solutions is of data used, the span of the data arc, etc. The. ,,re
variationwithin each table depending on the relevm, ,0/or

considered to be the result of (a) better than expected
p,ecition of the o_dcal ob_,-vations themselves, and the availability of various data. The abbreviations used for
(b) availability of sufficiently long data arcs to permit describing the contents of the tables are as follows:

i unambiguous separation of trajectory miss (B'R and (1) CASEID. This is a six character alphanumeric label
B'T) from approach velocity and optical bias uncer- which has been assigned to each orbit determination
tainties. The Man and Deimm observation types com. solution. Although of no immediate use to mint read-

t pared very well; the results of the Viking 2 pmt-M/C en, it is neceutaW to have this run identification in

i estimates indicate that optical center.finding uncer, order to obtain additional detailed information fromtalnty is small - mint likely no larger than I% of the the archives regardingany particularsolution.
Man radha.

(2) EST. Th_ column identifies the parameters, in a coded

form, which were estimated in each run in addition toXL ]lr11_J_ht _ OQIgrmlfl_ _4)lutJofl the spacecraft state. The lack of any entry means that

COfl_JlltJOfl only the spacecraft state vector was estimated. The
i following code words age abbrevlatlom which identify

Th_ section provides It compilation of inflight solutions the estimated parameten, other than the spacecraft
beyond the hunch phase, for each of Viking 1 and Viking 2 state.
(launch phase solutions were given in Table 10).The solutions
are presented in Tables 17 thgoulh 19 for Viking i and Tables

ArT constant nonlpravttationalaccelerations
20 throulh22 for Viking 2. Thesetabiesdisplaythe endresult
of the od)it determinaticm prolgram(ODP or ONP) execution: EPHEM ephemeris parameters for either the Earthor
that b, the pm&cted spacecraft pmttion in the B.phne at the Mars -_

711 :_

, ]
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IM impulsive maneuver bqrn parameters (9) TCA. "rhe time of closest approach obtained for this

RBIAS rang=bias varameters solution.

SEP Marssatellite ephemeris parameters ( IO, B.R. The estimated value of B.R, km.
(11) Sigma g'R. The one-sigma uncertainty of the B'RSP solar pressureacceleration coefficients

estimate, km.
STA DSN station locations

(I 2) B"7".The estimated value of B"T, km.

ST(X? stochastic pararneterswere present (13) Sigma B'T. The one-sigma uncertainty of the B.T
estimate, km.

(3) #F2. The number of two-way doppler points used in (14) Sign_ TCA. The og)e4igmp uncertainty in the time of
the mlutlml closest approach, s.

(4) #PLOP. Tin: number of PLOP range points used in the There are three tables each for both Viking ! and Viking 2.
solution. For eachspacecraft,the tint tablelistsrepresentativesolutions

(5) #MARS. The number of optical observationsof the obtainedduring t_: cruisephase:the secondtablelistssolu-
planet Marl used in the solution, tiom obtained during the approach phase truingthe ODP;the

third table, covering the tame time span as the second, can-(6) #DEIM. The nunber of optical obset_itlons of
DEIMO$used in the solution, tttns solute.orederived using the ONP.

(7) SPAN. The length of the data ageproceued,days.
XlI. DIN Statlm Lm:ltion Evllultlon

(8) LDET. The calendar date of the last data point ruledin
the mlutjon. The entries live DATE. HR:MIN respec. The radio met_c data and spacccralt-based optical data
tlvely, from the MI_ encotmten of the Viking _pacecraft were used

II
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Fig. 28a. Viking I approach solution histories, pm-MOl: OOP Fig. 28b. Viking 1 approach solution histories, p.e-MOl: ONP

to evaluate the Deep Space Network station location set, LS _ = distance from the axis of rctation, icm

-: 44. This set of statzon location estimates (Ref. 9) along with_ X= longitude, measured east from the prime meridian, deg
JPL Development Ephemeris 84 supported critical naviga-
tion operations in the vicinity of Mars. LS 44 is displayed in Z = height above the equato-ial plane, kin.
Table 23.

- Fig,re 31 shows the coordinate system and location param-
The evaluation was not intended to serve as the definition eters for _ si_gle station.

of an improved station location set. Such an update would
normally be accomplished by combining in least squares lash- Using Earth-baseddata, it is apparent that uncertainties in a
ion the Viking station location estimates with those from spacecraft's position are difficult to separate over a short arc
previous Marinermissions which had been incorporated in LS from uncertainties in a station location. Consequently, the

: 44. Rather, the evaluation shows that LS 44 is consistent with spacecraft orbit must be determined essentially independently

, the station location information inherent in the Vikiilg en. from the station locations themselves. This is done in practice

counter data and di'.lmeet the mission requirement on station by using the radio metric data taken during the planetary
location uncertainty, approachphase. The probe's motion is heavily governed by the

target planet's gravitational field, and its orbit can be well
determined relative to the target body. A geocentric deter-

,8.. L'heomtlcal Backgroond ruination is obtained using the reference planetary ephemeris. '
Hence the station location estimates will reflect the accuracy i

" The locations of the DSN stations are computed in a of the referenceephemeris, i!

_ _ geocentric coordinate system whose axes are defined by the
• _ Earth's mean pole (axis of rotation), equator, and prime me- Based on this theoretical analysis and past experience pro- i

ddian of 1903.0. The cylindrical coordinates rs, X, and Z are cessing radio metric data, some general guidelines can be !
: the parameters used to locate a Oven station within this established for determining the spin axis (rs)and longitude (X)

- r system where estimates: ii

l
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(1) Define tracking arcs which reflect the planetary en- The data taken during the planetary approach phase of the
counter geometry, mission did not provide accurate solutions for the Z-height

, component• This was expected. A study is currently ongoing
(2) For each arc, obtain the best set of calibrations for t,- obtain accurate results on the relative Z.height differences

ionospheric charged particle effects, tropospheric re- between stations by processing near-simultaneous range data
fraction, timing and polar motion which are currently from the Viking orbiters. This work will not be discussed in
available. To obtain accurate station spin axis and Ion- this report.
gitude estimates, the errors introduced by each of these

sources must be minimized. B. Data Coverage and Calibrations

(3) For each arc, obtain as accurate a spacecraft trajectory The data arc used to determine the encounter trajectory for
as possible. Viking 1 extended from the first station pass after the ap-

proach maneuver on June 10 to the start of the orbit insertion

(4) Given the "best" trajectory, obtain estimates for the turns on June 19. Another approach maneuver was performed
spacecraft state at the initial epoch of each arc and four days from encounter, on June 15; the direction and mag-
estimates for the DSN stations which participated in nitude of this maneuver were included in the final approach
tracking the given spacecraft during the defined time trajectory solution vector. The Viking 2 data arc was similar
period, in this regard, it is usually necessary to simul- and extended from the approach maneuver on July 28 *o the
taneously estimate one or more other parameter types last preinsertion station pass on August 7. No intermediate
such as solar pressure, planetary oblateness, range maneuvers were performed on Viking 2.
biases, attitude control accelerations, planetary mass,
etc. The radio metric data coverage consisted of approximately

850 two-way doppl and 40 range measurements from each

- These guidelines formed the basis for the actual procedures spacecraft. Optical observations, in the form of line and pixel
followed in the processing of planetary approach data. measurement of Marsand Deimos, enhanced the radio metric

$2
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6 RADIO * MARS OBSERVATIONS

7 RADIO DEIMOS OBSERVATIONS

,-400 8 RADIO A PRIORI ,, MARSOOSERVATIONS

-200 8 "

9 9 9 9

• 7_227 -- 6 8 _r_=7

4 4

I000 I t t .L I I I00_ L I ., L 1 J J
-10 4 -6 -4 -2 0 2 -gO -8 -6 -4 -2 O 2

DAYS TO TIME OF CLOSESTAPPROACH DAYS TO TIME OF CLOSESTAPPROACH

Fig. _ Viki.e,_l 2 al_oaoh solution histories, pre-MOl: ODP Fig. 3011). Viking 2 approach solution histories, pre-MOl: ONP

solutions for each spacecraft. Table 24 summarizes the for Viking 2, where the radio-plus-optical data set includes
encounter radio metricdata sets that were used. Mars pictures and Deimos pictures. For Viking 2, a finalized

i set of timing polynomials was used throughout. For each
' _ The uncalibrated doppler residuals measured against the encounter, the radio-onl_ solutions are consistent with the

' best estimate trajectories are shown in Figs. 32 and 33. These radio-plus-optical solutior _/ote that both spin axis and Ion-
: residuals do not include any calibrations for charged particle gitude corrections are quitL large for all solutions using the

2

effects on the computed doppler observables. Accurate calibra- uncalibrated radio data set.
tions significantly enhance the doppler observational models

,_ and contribute strongly to the accuracy of the station location O. Final Solutions

estimates. Table25 summarizes the charged particle calibra- Table 30 gives the final corrections to LS 44 based on the
tion sets that were provided for each encounter data arc.

: Calibrated doppler residuals appear in Figs. 34 and 35. Viking encounter data processing. The timing polynomial setsused for each encounter are listed in Table 30. The final

C. Preliminary Solutions Viking 1 solution is based on calibrated radio data plus Mars
optical data. Note that the final timing polynomial set moved

Tables 26-29 show severalsets of station location solutions the station longitude corrections by approximately --1.5X
for each encounter. Table 26 contains the Viking 1 solutions 10"s deg. The f'mal Viking 2 solution shown in Table 30 is
based on radio data only, and radio.plus-optical data, where based on the calibrated radio-only dataset, although Table 29
the radio data is r,ot calibrated for chargedparticles. Table 27 shows that the solutions for the three calibrated data sets are

gives the same set of solutions, based on a calibrated radio data very similar. Figure36 displays the final spin axis and longl-
set. The solutions shown in Tables 26 and 27 were generated tude corrections with l-o error bars.

using a preliminary set of timing polynomials. The final set of i
timing polynomials for a particular data arc is not available The individual spacecraft solutions were then combined in i
until 4 to 5 weeks after the end of the radio data arc. Tables least-squares fashion and the resulting corrections to LS 44 •
28 and 29 show the uncalibrated and calibrated solution sets with 1-o uncertainties are shown in Table 31. On tl,e basis of

" i
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Table 24. Summary of Viking 1 and 2 radio metric data

Parttclp_tin_ Number of 2-way Number of
Table 23, Localion set 44 a DSS doppler measurements range measurements

Viking 1 Viking 2 Viking 1 Viking 2

DSS rsb h c z d
11 48 55 12 14

11 5206.340852 243.1505848 3573.765 14 180 98 0 0
42 0 88 0 14

12 5212.052472 243.1945123 3665.629
43 139 115 14 3

13 5215.485322 243.2051121 3660.957 61 42 71 5 12

14 5203.997735 243.1104_78 3677.053 63 232 5 12 0

41 5450.203703 136.8874855 -3302.189

42 5205.352165 148.9812708 -3674.589

43 5205.251697 148.9812726 -3674.756

44 5193.986790 148.9778162 -3691.410

51 5742.940160 27.6S54256 -2768.744

61 4; ,J2.608849 355.7509710 4114.879

62 4860.818670 355.6321631 4116.902 Table 25, Summaryof chargedparticlecalibration sets

63 4862.451845 355.7519840 4115.105

Viking 1
aDevelopment ephemeris 84; 1903.0 pole; BIH: UTI and
pole motion. Participating Type of

bDistance off Earth's spin axis, km. DSS calibration a From To

CGeocentric longitude, deg. east. 11 DRVID 6/11 19: I 0 6/18 00:40 :

dHeight from equatorial plane, km.

14 S/X 6/18 19:40 6/19 02:00
6/19 18:30 6/19 20:50

43 DRVID 6/11 06:30 6/19 08:20

61 DRVID 6/10 13:50 6/14 17:10

63 DRVID 6/!1 11:20 6/18 16130

MEANPOLE S/X 6/19 10:50 6/19 18:10
POSITION
1903.0 ,90 degEASTOF

GREENWICH Viking 2MERIDIAN

onE,,,vc. .. 11 DRVlD 7/28 20:00 8/6 00:30
MERIDIAN _" _ _. / DSN TRACKING 14 DRVID 8/3 19:00 8/4 03:00

: S/X 8/3 17:50 8/3 18:50

/' 8/6 17:30 8/7 00:10

42 DIlVID 7/29 04:00 8/5 07:30

43 DRVID 7/28 02:90 7/28 08:00

EARTH'S 8/6 00:50 8/6 07:50
.+ I:QUATORIAL

PLANE S/X 7/28 08:00 7/28 09:00
++ 1903.0 8/7 02:30 8/7 09:30

It_ 31. A _ (x)oftllnlm _ far ii _ Mltk)n 61 DRVID 7/28 10:00 8/6 14:30

_+ aAll data not calibrated by either DRVID or S/X was deleted.

N

'/I
i t,u •

I
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Fig. 35. Viking 2 calibrated doppler residuals

Table 26. Viking 1 uncalibrated corrections to LS44 Table 27. Viking 1 calibrated corrections to I.$44

Radio data Radio data

Participating plus Mars l-sigma Participating plus Mars l-sigma
DSS Radio data pictures errora DSS Radio data pictures errora

Spin axis, m 11 -0.041 0.547 0.798 Spin axis, m 11 1.21 0.787 1.03
14 1.18 1.96 0.r _,9 14 1.58 1.66 1.60
43 -3.29 -3.02 .,.665 43 -0.509 -0.682 0.921
61 -.4.41 -3.76 0.835 61 -0.302 -0.675 0.121

': 63 -2.10 -0.94 0.524 63 -0.213 -0.332 0.802

Longitude, 11 -1.21 -u._47 l.lS Lonsitude. 11 0.798 0.496 1.45
10"$ deg 14 3.51 4.07 1.29 10"S deg 14 1.19 1.00 1.70

43 -1.22 -0.712 1.10 43 -.0.200 -0.479 1.33

61 0.0 0.352 1.23 61 1.25 1.00 1.51
63 1.41 1.74 1.16 63 2.12 1.89 1.42

aFor radio data aFor radio data

l

i
f

. .t
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Table 28. Viking 2 uncalibraled corrections to LS44

Participating Radio data plus Radii) dala plu_ I-sigma

DSS Radio data Mars pictures Deimos pictures error

Spin axis, m 11 -2.18 -2.23 -2.23 0,60
14 -3.71 -3.91 -3.95 0,83

42 -1.08 -1.03 -1.01 0.56
43 -0.35 0.16 0.44 0.82

61 -1.81 -1.81 -1,80 0.38

Longitude. 11 0.12 0.28 0.35 0.95

10 .5 deg 14 3.46 3.61 3.55 1.14
42 2.20 2.34 2.41 0.94

43 -2.88 -2.74 -2.79 1.14

61 0.52 0.68 0.75 0.96

Table 29. Viking 2 calibrated corrections to LS44

Participating Radio data plus Radio data plus I-sigma

DSS Radio Data Mars pictures Deimos pictures error

Spin axis, m 11 -1.19 -1.11 -1.16 1.00
14 -1.35 -1.28 -1.38 0.85

42 0,20 0.18 0.32 0.80

43 0.51 0.19 0.45 0.86

61 0,48 0.42 0.47 0.64

Longitude, i I 0,82 0.75 i.01 1.05

10"s deg 14 2.00 1,95 2.14 1.20
42 0.01 0,01 0.30 1.00
43 -1.92 -2,05 -1.61 1.22

61 0.94 0,83 1.65 1.03

Table 30. Final Viking corrections to LS44

Partici- Viking I a Viking 2/) Table 31. Combined Viking 1 and 2 station location solutions

pating I-sigma l-sigmaDSS _ A

error error Aa Computed .,,_a Comp,tted

DSS rs' l-o, 10 .5 deg 1-o,
Spin axis, m 11 0.38 0.85 -1.19 1.01 m m 10"s deg

14 0.67 1.58 -1.35 0.86

42 - - 0.20 0.80 11 -0.31 0.64 0.45 0.63
43 --0.34 0.88 0,51 0.86 14 -0.92 0.75 1.52 0.81
61 -0.23 1.00 0.48 0.64 42 0.22 0.79 -9.05 0.64

63 0.19 0.76 - - 43 0.09 0.61 -1.27 0.68
Longitude, 11 -0.94 1.38 0.82 1.04 61 0.31 0.53 0.67 0.64
10"= deg 14 -0.17 1.70 2.00 1.22 63 -0.07 0.68 0.79 0.85 !

42 - - 0.01 1.00
43 -1.70 1.28 -1.92 1.23

61 -0.51 1.46 0.94 1.04 a/,ra = r# (Viking) - r: (LS 44); AX _ 7_(Viking) - 7, (LS 44).
63 -0.13 1.36 - -

aTimlng polynomial set LD761004/lrF761106.
b'riming polynomial set LD761018/PT761116.i

100
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: Fig. 36. Rail Viking=pinaxis and longitude fixed plane, called the Laplacian plane, upon wilich the as-
corm_lonstoLS44 cending node of the satellite orbital plane regresses. Short-

period variations in the orbit are ignored. The angles shown in
t Fig. 37 are defined below:

I these results, it be concluded that if data
can Viking were

combined with the Marinerspacecraft data incorporated in LS
44, the perturbation to LS44 would be well within the Viking Na = longitude of node of fixed Laplacian plane on stan-

[ mission requirement of 0.6 m in spin axis and 2.0X 10-s deg dard equator (1950.0 Earth equator).
("2 m) in longitude on station location accuracy.

•/A -- inclination of fixed Laplacian plane to standard

't Xlll. Satellite EphemerisEvaluation equator

This sectionrecordsresultsof the analysisconductedto
evaluate and update the Marssatellite ephemeris model, using KA : the argument of the ascending node of th.- olbital
Viking optical navigation data, i.e., photographs of Deimos plane on the fixed Laplacian plane
against a star background. The improvement in the satellite
ephemeris is an important by-product of the orbit determina-
tion activity using the optical data. The data available con- /,4 = inclination of the satellite orbital plane to the fixed
sisted of a total of 25 pictures spanning a 2.l-day data arc Laplacian plane
from VO-I and 23 pictures over 3.3 days from VO-2.

A, WlJkJnl' .l_jJel L = the meaa longitude of the satellite measured along i
the standard equator, the Laplacian plane and the

The motion of the natural satellite in its orbit around the satellite plane

planet is obtained based on the analytical ephemeris tiueory 'i
developed by H. Strove and described in Ref. 10. Wilkins' !
orbital elements (Ref. 11) are used to define the coordinate P = the longitude of pericenter of the orbit of the satei.
syatem (Fig. 37). In this theory the orbital plane of the satel- lite, measured along the standard equator, tPe Lapla.
llte is approximated to be inclined at a constant angle to a clan plane and the satellite orbit plane.

101 i
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As mentioned earlier, 1A is held a constant in the theory, addition to the spacecraft state, are as indicated in the table•

The angles NA, JA, KA, L and P are modeled as linear For the AIKX94 case the senfimajor axis A, the mean motion
functions of time given by LN and the angular rates for K and P were also estimated.

N A =N z +N Rt For tile update parameter set selection it was decided to

JA =Jz +JR t drop I (the inclination of the satellite orbit to the Laplacia, i
plane) and to include the parameters NA, Ja related to the

K A =K z +KRt orientation of the Martian pole; the latter are not as well
known as is I, which is in fact modeled as a fixed constant in

L = L z + LRt the satellite theory. The mean longitude L the eccentricity E
and the longitude of pericenter P were included; also included

and was the node of the Laplacian plane K, which is not very well

e =Pz +PRt known.

where the elements (')z are the ,,alues of the angles (.)A at a Thus the update parameter set is: E, L, K, P, N A , Ja.
specified epoch and the elements (')R are their rates; the time
t is measured in days past the epoch. 2. Data strategy selection. Table 34 lists the results from

estimating the satellite ephemeris parameter set described

Table 32 gives the assumed a priori values and uncertainties above, rising four different data strategies. These are re-
? for the Deimos ephemeris, spectively:

(1) The post-AMC2 radio data available during the real.

B. Analysis of Approach Optical Data for Ephemeris time processing as a priori.
Determination

(2) Optical data only.
In this subsection we discuss the satellite ephemeris update,

using the Viking 1 data for the analysis. 1"3) The radio a priori resulting from processing all the
radio data available frow AMC1 until encounter.

I. Satellite ephemeris parameter set selection. A prelimi.
naryanalysiswasconductedto establishtheparametersetto
be updated. Table 33 lists the results of six different parameter a.0o

sets estimated using the Deimos optical data and the radio best

• estimate available in real.time, along with its associated covari. *a
ance, as a priori. In each case the parameters estimated, in _ 1.0o- t3

O [] n O O 12 [] t'q
-O [] 0 []

__ o % o o o 0

_-1 .Oo 0 O

Table 32. Vikingnomlnll I)et_ ephemeds

Parameter Value 1-sigma ..3,00
uncertainty

3.Oo

NA 46°.211 0*.l _

JA 36°'716 00.1

Kz 210".266 10.0 _ 1.Oo- n o O
30 0 [] q_ 0 O

KR .00.01813 00.0003 _ - rn o o o onoo13I'-1 0
1 10.81 00.02 _ -l.oo -

Ll 273° .587 0 ° .1 _

LN 285°.16180 0_.0001 _.Oo

Pz 126°'097 5°'0 CASEID, k2KX25

PR 0°.01813 0".003 I I I I I I I
-. 79.00 71.00 63.Oo 55.00 47.00 39.00 3'1.Oo

a 23458.89km 0.1 km HOURSTOENCOLRqTER
e 0.00052 0.001

FIj,:m.vo,4ixmmO_m__

_, 102
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Table33, Parametersetselectionforsatelliteephemeris

RUNID B.R, km B.T, km SMAA,km _F AL. deg A/.deg A/_,deg ,XP,deg ANA, deg _JA, deg

AIKX04 7265.9 6912.6 10.3 -0.270-3 0.215-1 0.115-2 0.1215 -0.114+1 -0.313-1 -0,832-2
AIKX05 7265.9 6912.6 10.3 -0.270-3 0.219-1 0 1235 -0.114+1 -0.321-1 -0.935-2
AIKX06 7265,9 6912.6 10.3 -0 270-3 0.208-1 -0.114+1 -0.378-1 -0.748-2
AIKX08 7266.7 6912.6 10.8 -0.265-3 0.267-1 0.119-1 0.412 -0.112+1
AIKX09 7265.9 69;2.6 10.3 -0,270-3 0.220-1 0.115-2 0.121 -0.114+1 -0.314-1 -0.832-2
AIKXI0 7271.8 6915.8 21.2 0.219-1

Table34. Datastrategyselectionfor _mtellbephemeris

Strategy RUNID B.R, km B.T, km SMAA,km _,/'." AL,deg /.if',deg _K, deg AP,deg ANA. deg _Ja, deg

(1) A1KX05 7265.9 6912.6 10.3 -0.270-3 0,291-1 0.1235 -0.114+1 -0.321-1 -0.935-2
(2) A2KX25 7263.9 6907.9 10.8 0.250-5 0.241-1 0.105 -0.824 -0.303-1 -4).138-1
(3) A3KX83 7275 6920 1.92 -0.178-3 0.257-1 0.146 0.450+1 -0.373-1 -0.724-2
(4) A3KX87 7275 6920 1.89 -0.175-3 0.256-1 0.145 0.426+1 -0.370-1 -0.734-2

Table3S. Effectofdegradingaprioriuncertmintyonsatelliteephemeris

RUNID B.R. km B.T. km SMAA,km AE AL. deg A/, deg _K, deg _P, deg ,_LNA, deg AJA, deg

A2KX25 7263.9 6907.9 10.8 0.250-5 G.241-1 0.105 -0.824 -0.303-1 -0.138-1
A3KX94 7257 6899 15.97 0.111--4 0.257-1 0.121 -0.275+2 -0.308-1 -0.130-1

(4) The a priori resulting from processing the data in (3) MM'71 data, this solution was not considered to be suitable
plus the star-Mars.star optical data arc from AMC1 to for use es an update. There is not sufficient strength in the
AMC2. data to be able to make a definite determination regarding the

periapsis shift; this will have to await the in-orbit optical
Strategy (2) was considered the best for updating the satel- results.

i lite ephemeris parameters, i.e., using the Deimos optical data

only. This process should yield the best determination of the 4. Evaluation of measurement biases. An analysiswas con-
parameten with no corruption from any external error ducted to evaluate measurement biases in the optical data. The
sources. Figure 38 gives the pat.fit residuals for this strategy, focus was on the determination of any relative shifts in the

measurement biases between the star-Mars-startriat_s and the
i

DeimoHtar data types. Biases were solved for in the latter .
3. Lomenin8 a priori satellite parameter variances, using the strategieslbted below:

i Table35 shows a comparison of the nominal navigattu,, plan (1) Using the Deimos optical dataonly. _,
parameter uncertainties used as a priori with thee degraded

[ by an order of magnitude to allow the parameten greater (2) IJsing the a priori resulting from processing the radio

freedom to move. Figure39 gives the resulting post.fit residu- data from AMCI to encounter, including the post-
r tit. The results were consistent with other solutions. However, AMC1 Marsdata mumtng zero biases, followed by the ":

post-AMC2 Deimos data solving for biases.
the mlutloL had largecorrelations between the parameters, the

i _ B-plane mlutlon was further from the current bestestimate (3) Usingthe a priori resulting from procemng all the radio

I (CBE), and the longitude of perlapsh moved by a large and optical data between AMCI and AMC2 and the :

. amount. Since there was confidence in the nominal sateUtte pmt-AMC2 radio data, including the Deimos data solv- :

• putmeten and their asmdated statlstl_ as determined from ing for biases.

i i103 i_
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3,00 _ Table 36. Optical measurement biases

F
BIASMa ' × 103deg tHASN a, × 103deg1.00 0 RUNID

..3.001 O OO O O O E2 D O Delta Sigma Delta Sigma

Oo °o oo o o '_ o
[]

0 [] A IKX76 -0,003 1.5 -0.028 1.5

_-I.00 _--- AIK×01 -1.5 0.48 -0.41 0.55
A3KX91 -1.44 0.52 -0.42 0,60

A06524 -I .53 0.50 -0.40 0,6¢)

A3KX35 -I ,42 0.52 -0.42 0,60

3.00 al pfxel ": 1.5 x 10-3deg

1.00

" oE p o _ _ Oo _ cJL7 [7 _]]r_n_ n Table 37. Deimos ephemeris parameter updates
k_

- -I .00 ..................
,.m

Parameter V,flue

E 0 5225 X 1(I-3

-0.00 L. deg 273.6111.1

: CASE ID: A3KX94 K, Beg 21(.I.37176

k I I I I , L, J P. deg 125 2726]79.00 71.00 63.00 55.00 47.00 39.00 31.00
A_,1, deg 46 180634

HOURS TO ENCOUNTER JA" dog 36 702119

Fill. 39. VO-1poe,lit I:_imm rm_luJle;loom•

Table 38. I_limoa _hemerlS update evaluation
(4) Simultaneous processing of ali the post-AMCl radio

and optical data, assuming zero biases for the Mars
data. Run B.R B. T

Before update A I KX05 7266 69 i 3

(5) Using the a priori as in (2), including only the post- After update AIKX68 7269 6916

AMC2 Deimos data, solving for biases. Currentbestestimate 7276 6920

Results are listed in Table36. Biasesdo exist in the Deimos

data at the level of approximately ! pixel in the pixel direction
and 1/3 pixel in the line direction. These types of biases are Figures 40 and 41 show the pre-update and post.update
not surprising owing to the known difficulties in extracting Deimos residuals against the best postflight spacecraft trajec.
precise image center from the intentionally overexposed tory. Figure 42 shows the same, using the satellite ephemeris
Datmm image, corrections from case (4) in subsection 4, where biases were

also solved for. An examination of Figs. 41 and 42 shows that
similar biases are present in both sets of residuals: i.e., in the

$. Evaluation of satellite parameter update. The values of optical.only case biases are indistinguishable from spacecraft
the satellite parameters updated are listed in Table 37. They velocity errors. Also evident in both are spacecraft position

reflect a change in the inertial position (from the pre-updated offset signatures. The Fig. 41 residuals appear to be slightly
Dcimos orbit) of a minimum of I I km and a maximum of flatter.

; 17.5 kin, depending on the location in its orbit. Of thisthe

down-trackerror Isabout I0km. C, 8et0111teEpllemede from VO-1 and VO-2

, To examine the effect of using the updated satellite ephem- The results of applying the data and solution strategies
eris, a solution was made using the radio data availableduring discussed above are shown in Table 39. For both Viking 1 and
the real-time processing along with the opti 1 data, but not 2, the changes of the parameter values from the nominal are
solving for the satellite ephemeris. The results, along with the displayed. The associated 1-o uncertainties are also given in the
currentbest estimate are shown in Table38. table.
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J

, 3.DO 3.DO

.'3

e _ 1.0o-
= F__p _

-1 ,DO: = L3 [3 [ 3 [_ _j FI

I [_3 [] ,PJ

-- t] [] _ 0 O =- [] _J -_
-3,DO _1 .. - rJ

3.001 -3.00

3.00

1.00 cJ _ _J_717r -

i, _ 1.00 - L!

"-i rl,J _ A._ r)_l _ 1"/,% _ _'
it "'_ll ,i _, [_j r] {.]

[] []
-3.00 _" -1.00 -

CASEID; A3K;_82

I. ,I 1,, 1 I 1. I I
79,DO 71.00 63.00 55.00 47.00 39.00 31.00 23 -3.00

HOURSTO ENCOUNTER CASEID: A3KXi3
( I I i I L I

J_, 40. VO,*I p¢l.4BJ_ I_lJlll11_r_lJCJlglJlll 79.DO 71.DO 63.00 55.00 47.00 39°00 31.00

.oURsTOE_COU_TE_

Fill.41 VO4 Ix_-Ul_lJ_ Oelmeere_¢l_

TBbte 39. Deimos ephemeds using Viking Ippfoach optical data

V0-1 V0-2

Parameter 3.o0
A i sigma _ 1 sigma

E 0.25 x 10-$ 0.27 x 10 -3 0.19 x 10-4 0.17 X 10 -3 "1
I.DO-L, deg 0.024 0.020 0.045 0.010 o

K, deg 0.11 0.89 0.01 0.89 ,_

P, deg -0.82 4.95 -1.62 4.83 =_ -1.DO - o o_ o 0_0 o o oo oNA, deg -0.030 0.050 -0.016 0.045 0 r_ [__ E] O

JA, deg -0.014 0.026 -0.020 0.015 o o o []
o

-3.DO

3.DO

As can be observedfrom the table, the major dgnlflcant
changefrom the I pdod valueis tn the mean longitudeL. _ t.Do- o

_ J3 O O

Moreover, the change appears to be lncon=lstent between the = _o [] o :b o oo o _;nno
resultg of VO-I and VO-2 by a statistically lirge difference of _= _ "_
approximately 8 kin. This apparent discrepancy can be ex-
plained, however, by an examination of the abort-periodterms

i

omitted in Wllldm' theory. _.Do L :
CASEID= A3KXI2

In Deimo= down-trick variations, the dominant perturha. I i 1 , I 1 ' J

tiom in down.trick position due to =c_r effec_ during the 7_.DO71.Do _a.oo x_.DO 47.00 _.DO _l.Do
; interval from VO.l approach to VO.2 approach are given by _ou=sTOENCOUNt_I

(Ref. 12) I=_.g t0.1 pill,,uiill=i= II i mlwilif

7
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/SDT(km) =-8.6 sin f-0.6 sin 2 I' the combined effect of the _;irectsolar perturbation
and an interactiou perturbation induced by the varia-

-5.5 sitl (2 I' + 2g') t,.'onin inchnation ,)f tile satellite orbit relative to the

- !.1 sin (3 I' + 2 g') planet equator due to solar perturbation. This effect
would have yielded 80 km in the mapping from M,_ri-

+ 0.7 sin (2 1° + 2g' - h + h')
ner 9 to Viking.

where (3) The approach optical data had limited strength; verifi-
cation and/or improvement of the Deimos ephemeris

i' =mean anomaly of Sun will have to await results from the in-ornit and ex-
tended mission close-encounter pictures.

= 204.5° + 0.5240207666 (JD-2414800.5)

g' =argument of periapse of Sun

'3 o=.49.7 XIV. Conclusions

h' = node of Sun 111: si,ccess of the interplanetary orbit determination effort

= 180° is best measured by the accuracy of its delivered estimates:

h :-node of Deimos (I) Viking 1 trajectory was delivered to within 25 km of its
intended target despite tile difficulties brought on by

= K- 43.7 ° the pressurant problem. Although this error includes
execution uncertainty, it still indicates a very accurate

9'3
The periods of these solar perturbations range from ._9 to estimate of the premidcourse orbit.
687 days. The effect is to advance Deimos by 6.6 km in the
down.track position at the time of the VO.2 approach observa- (2) Viking I final pre-MOI orbit estimatt:, which was u_d
tions, and by 0.6 km at the time of VO-i approach, giving a to generate the MOI maneuver, was in error by 6 km.
net longitude difference of 6 km. The accuracy of this estimate coupled with the preci-

sion of the orbit insertion maneuver permitted Viking 1

In addition to the above effects there is anothe_ short, to fly a virtually nominal flight path to the initially

period (65-h) term neglected in Wilkins' theory. The 65-h prescribed lander separation orbit.

downtrack position variation due to J22, is given by i3) Viking 2 was delivered to within 37 km of its intended

,SDT"(km)= - 5.1 sin 0 target.

(4) Viking 2 MOI maneuver was based on an early, en.
where counter minus 6-day, estimate. This estimate was in

error by 37 km.
0
-_= L + 136.0° - 350.892017 (JD-2442778.5) (5) Viking 2 E-24orbit was in errorby 2 kin.

There are a number of general conclusions resulting fromThis term, which has a period of the order of the data spans,
would in general have different effects on VO-I and VO-2 the Viking inflight experience that should he of value to future
data. However, it may averageout and would not therefore he interplanetary orbit determination efforts. These conclusions
expected to introduce any significant inaccuracy. After the are summarized below:

short-period terms are accounted for, the VO-2 satellite (1) Accurate poltlaunch estimates areobtalnableusingjust
ephemeris results are in very good agree,,,ent with VO-! minutes of spacecraft tracking following hunch. Early
results, accurate estimates require moderate accuracy antenna

Insummary: angle observations.

(!) There appears to be very good agreement between the (2) Long-arc estimates prior to approach M/C, althoughstable, were not as accurate as expected. The long-arc
results of VO-I and VO-2 after the short.periodic terms technique has the potential for very accurate orbit
are taken into account, estimation; however, it is computationally expensive,

(2) The prediction error from Mariner9 to Vlk/nghas been unwieldy to implement for Viking, and it is relatively
leas than !5 kin. This constitutes a verification of the difficult to establish the confidence in the resultant

i lunl;-period-variatlon term due to Born (Ref. 8); It is estimates. For these reasons, further development Is

i I01
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required if long-arcsolutions are to be fully reliedon in (5) Success of the optical c,rbit determination resulted
future applications, from the concerted efforts in several areas, including:

(a) use of long optical observation arcs, which es_,en-

(3) Effect of charged-particle density variations in the tially gave the optical-only solutions a stand-alone capa-
interplanetary medium strongly influenced the Earth- bility in determining the space_raft orbit: {b)careful
based doppler measarements. The effects were so,ne- planning, design, and executi .n of the onboard optical
what larger than predicted, and introduced relatively observation sequences: (c) extensiv,, participation Jr,
large variations in the approach estimates. The doppler and use of data from, inflight camera and S/P checkm,t
calibrations using DRVID successfully removed these and calibration activity: (d) use of spacecraft teleme:ry
effects and brought the radio-only solution accuracies to improve two-camera observatiop accuracy: and
to within their expected levels. (e) careful design of the radio.plus-optical processing

technique- that ootained the relative advantages of the

(4) Optical measurements and the resultant optical-based radio and optical data types. The optical orbit deter-
solution_ performed excellently. The limb measure- inwation success in addition drew heavily from the
ment technique proved to be very precise and center- development provided by the Mariner 9 demonstration.
finding errorsproved to bc small, most likely within 1% including the general technology and software develop-
of the Mars radius (i.e., "-35 kin). The two-camera merit (ONP mid OMSET were derived from Ma_'iner9
observation technique achieved the most optimistic ac- versions) and the Deimos satellite ephemeris deter-
curacy levels, ruination.

t
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Satellite Orbit Determination
C. E. Hildebrand,E. J. Christensen,D. H. Boggs,G. H. Born,

B.G. Williams,andZ. Shippony

I. Introduction with Mariner 9's orbital period of approximately 12 h. Other
significant differences between Viking and Mariner 9 are in the

The satellite phases of Viking 1 and Viking 2 began on . . o
'° June 19, and August 7, 1976, when the respective spacecraft orbit inclination and location of pertapsls (64.5 and 220S for

were inserted into orbit about Mars. Each spacecraft consisted Mariner 9 (Refs. 2 and 3)).
of an orbiter-lander combination. The orbiters, which had

their own complements of science instruments, also served as This part of the report relates the experiences of the Viking
communication relays for the landers in their search for Mar- Satellite Orbit Determination Team in determining the Mars-
tian life. centered ephemerides of the Viking Orbiters and positions of

the landers from two-way doppler and range data. In Sec.
The Mariner 9 Mission to Mars served as the precursor to tion II an overview of mission satellite OD functions and

Viking and was instrumental in guiding the development of methods is given. Section !11relates postmaneuver orbit con.
mathematical models and procedures used for Viking orbit vergence experiences, while Section IV discusses local orbit 1,
determination (O12.).For example, the gravity field of Mars knowledge accuracies, including the effects of interplanetary "
developed with Mariner9 data was found to be well within its media, use of constrained solutions and solving through trim

predicted uncertainty for Viking applications. In addition, the burns. A very significant aspect of any planetary orbiter mis.
ephemerides of the Martiansatellites Phobos and Deimos as sion is rapid identification of the planet gravity field; the _.

• determined by Mariner9 television data aided precise naviga, relevant procedures and results are given in Section V. Viking
tion of the Vi_ _ spacecraft on Marsapproach (Ref. 1). lander position determination is discussed in Section Vl. While

this chapter is primarily concerned with activities during the 1
The orbital elements for the Viking spacecraft subsequent nominal mission, several interesting activities associated with

to Mars orbit insertion (MOI) and each major orbit adjust the extended mission are also included. Specifically, results

• i: throughoutthe nominal 90.day mission are shown in Tables I relative to sensing Mars' gravity field during the extended
and 2. As seen from these tables the Viking spacecraft were in mission are included in Section V; Section VII contains a dis. o
a wide rangeoforbits. Generally the orbits were near synchro- cussion of the Phobos Flyby Experiment conducted during
nou= with the Mars rotational period (24.6 h) as contrasted February 1977. ]

t

J
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\ Table 1. Areocentri¢ o, I elements of Viking 1

MOI MOT-I MOT-5 MOT-6 SKT-2 MOT-7 MOT-8 MOT-9

Date of maneuver 6/19/76 6/21/76 7/9/76 7/14/76 8/3/76 9/11/76 9/20/76 9/24/76

Semtmajor axis, km a 29325.5 20448.9 20512.0 20443.4 20435.9 18879.4 19081.1 20440.1

Eccentri_ ;ty e 0.8327 0.7600 0.7608 0.7602 0.7603 0.7412 0.7439 0.7598

Mean period, h P 42.352 24.661 24.776 24.651 24.638 21.877 22.229 24.645

Longitude of 1"1 129.80 129.68 124.77 124.20 121.78 116.99 115.72 115.08

ascending node,
deg

Argument of w 39.76 39.94 44.89 45.82 49.31 56.03 57.99 59.77

perlapsis, deg

Inclination, deg 1 37.87 37.88 37.69 37.70 37.90 38.13 38.31 38.16

Height above hp 1513.2 1513.1 1512.9 1508.5 1504.8 1491.2 1491.9 1515.4
surface at

periapsis, km

Latitude of sub- Op 23.12 23.21 25.56 26.01 27.76 30.80 31.71 32.26
periapsis passage,

deg

Keplerian elements referenced to Mars true equator of date. Mean radius of Mars = 3394 kin.

Table 2. Areocentrlc orbital elements of Viking 2

MOI MOT-! MOT-2 MOT-3 MOT-4 MOT-5

Date of maneuver 8/7/76 8/9/76 8/14/76 8/25/76 8/27/76 9/30/76

Semimajor axis, km a 22054.8 21889.5 21943.0 21513.4 20472.2 21611.2

Eccentricity e 0.77", 0.7765 0.7769 0.7603 0.7610 0.7732

Mean period, h P 27.623 27.313 27.413 24.040 24.622 26.794

,. Longitude of i'_ 36.37 36.07 35.72 34.78 34.40 54.60
ascending node,
deg

Argument of _ 69.32 69.77 70.02 72.66 73.65 68.34

j periapsis, deg
I
I Inclination, deg I 55.17 55.20 55.21 55.65 55.39 74.90

Height above hp 1518.2 1499.0 1501.0 1424.3 1489.0 15(;8.3
i surface at

I periapsis, km
Latitude of rob- ¢_p 50.17 50.40 50.51 52.00 52.16 63.80

i periapsis passage,

! deg

Keplerian elements referenced to Mars true equator of date. Mean radius of Mars = 3394 kin.
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The Viking Navigation Plan (Ref. 4) extensively covers pre- Radio Science support, and, between VL-1 landing and VL-2
flight models, procedures and error analysis for all Viking descent design, analysis of the VL-1 descent performance.
navigation functions from launch through landing. Conse- Specilic areas requiring direct orbit detenmnation support are
quently, preflight analysis wilt be discussed here only insofar descnbed below.
as necessary to explain in-flight results.

1. Mars olbit trfm (MOT) design. Orbit trim maneuvers
were performed to achieve orbits such that

II. OverviewofVikingSatellite
OD Activities (]) Landing site reconnaissance could be performed.

(2) VL descent and landing could be safely executed.

A. Support Activities (3) The VL/VO relay link was of sufficient duration.
Viking satellite phase events requiring extensive navigation

support are shown chronologically in Fig. 1. Prior to Viking (4) VO Science objectives could be met.
Lander (VL) separation, orbit phase navigation activities were
directed toward MOT design employed estimates of VO state at the time of the

maneuver and at the target point (VL separation, for exam-
(l) Acquiring imaging and other scientific observations of ple). Estimates were typically provided at three different

candidate landing sites, stages of the design process, ranging in time from several days

(2) Achieving an orbit from which a safe landing could be prior to a maneuver to as late as 20 hours before a trim.
Providing for "late updates" to the maneuver time employing

effected, the most recent estimates of orbit timing resulted in elimina-
(3) Designing the VL deorblt burn, entry trajectory, and tion of the major contribution of the orbit determination error

descent guidance and control sequences, to the orbit control error.

Po:tlanding activities during the primary mission shifted to 2. Science sequence design. VO position estimates accurate
VL/VO relay link design and maintenance, VO Science and to 13 km at periapse were required for targeting the scan

[RECONNAISSANCE ] J VL-I RELAY J J VL-2 RELAY J---- --
EVENTS

MOI VL-1 LANDING [ SOLAR OCCULTATION j EOM

i I I i EART"OCC.I
ORBIT

_) PERIOD, h 42.4 24.8 22.2

> j I 24.7 I l 24.7 j 24.7 I 21"91 I 24.6I I I [ I 1 ) t I I I l 1 I ....
PERIAPSENO. 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140

1" ._ MoT 1 5 o SKT2 7 8 9

MANEUVERS _ _ _ _ _ _7 _7 "

_" MONTH, JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTI:MBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER
1976

|

) I RECONII VI.-2 RELAY I
EVENTS MOI VL-2 LANDING PLANE CHANGE EOM

oRB. , 27.324.0 jPERIOD, h 27.6 27.4 24.6 I 26.8

i I l I III I i i_ i i ] l ....
>

PERIAI_E NO.
0 I0 20 30 40 501 60 70 80 90 ,

MOT! 2 3 4 5T/S _.
t_NEUVER$ _ _ _ '_ _7 _'

Fig.1. Vikingorbitph_e nlvig_on regaedevenl_ I
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platform instruments. Orbit determination support of this u_ed in the relativity/ephenleris experiment (Ref. 5). VO posi-
function was relatively ,ntensive because lion estimates are 'also provided m support of the S/X occulta-

tion experiment.
(1) Science sequences were pertbrmed nearly every orbit

during the prime mission.

(2) Accuracy and lead time reqnirements limited the useful B. Methods
interval of prediction of a given solution.

- The basic techniques fon determining the state of a Mars
(3) Frequent orbit trims shortened the useful prediction orbiter were well estabhshed during the Manner 9 mission

intervals and often necessitated quick redetermination (Ref. 3). The strategy involves processing a single revolution of
of the post-trim orbit so that science sequences could two-way doppler to determine the local orbit. Accurate predic-
be updated to compensate for maneuver execution tion i_ achieved by using data arcs spanning several revolutions
errors, to obtain improvement in the estim; te of a spherical harmonic

coefficient model of the Mars gravity field. The Mariner 9

3. VL descent design. VO state estimates at VL separation spacecraft remained in essentially the same orbit from the firsttrim at two days after insertion until the end of the mission.

provided initial conditions for the descent trajectory. Again, The orbit periapses made a complete circuit of the planet at
descent design employed VO state estimates at several stages nearly constant latitude in a resonance cycle of 38 revoluuons.
of the design process. Provision was made for utilizing esti- Thus, gravity models generated with four to six orbits of data
mates becoming available as late as 26 hours before separation from one resonance cycle could be used in predicting over the
to update the time of initiation of the descent sequence. same region on the next cycle. During the Viking Prime

• 4. VLP/O radio tracking. Predictions of round trip light Mission, a technique designed to deal with a variety of orbits
times to the Viking orbiters and landers are routinely prepared was employed. Basically, gravity models associated with a
to support the tracking _*ivities of the NASA Deep Space given orbit were developed by first processing two to four

orbits of data estimating harmonic coefficients through sixthNetwork (DSN). The DSN _,,ploys this information in select-

ing tracking frequencies and in monitoring data quality. Fre- degree and order, and then selected "local" models werecombined into an ensemble field.
quent orbit trims significantly impact the complexity of this

task. A task which required relatively little attention during
Mariner 9 was that of redetermining the orbit after a maneuver5. Pseudoresidual generation. Frequency-independent
in support of Science Sequence Design and DSN tracking (only

doppler observable predictions are routinely provided to the two trim maneuvers were performed during the Mariner mis-
Mission Control and Computing Center (MCCC) at JPL. The
predicted and actual doppler measurements are diflerenced by sion, compared to three for VO-I and four for VO-2 prior to
MCCC in real-time, and the resulting pseudoresiduals are dis. lander separation). Possible approaches involve
played via closed circuit TV. The navigation group uses (I) Processing short arcs of post-maneuver doppler data.
pseudoresiduals to monitor trajectory events (trims, VL sepa-
ration, *tc.), monitor orbit prediction accuracies, detect dopp- (2) For orbit trims, processing pre- and post-trim data and
let data or orbit anomalies, and to edit the doppler data. estimating trim AV components (and possibly gravity

coefficients) in addition to VO state.
6. VL/VO rday link design. Landerscience and engineering

_ data is returned to Earth via a low.data.rate S-band direct link A problem encountered with the former technique is that
or a high-rate VL-to-VO UHF relay link. Orbit determination ill-conditioning may lead to slow convergence, or even diver.
support of the relay link design activities consists of providing gence unless a numerical method such as the Partial Step
predicted VO trajectories and estimates of VL position, which Algorithm (Ref. 6) is employed. This problem may be espe-
are then used to determine the time of initiation and duration cially critical in the process of converging to the initial orbit
of each relay period. The VO trajectories typically provide after Marsorbit insertion, if an accurate orbit is available prior
predictions of time of periapse accurate to much better than to the trim, the solution can be constrained with an a priori
30s 10orbits in advance, covariance matrix. This question is addressed in detail in

Section IV. In any case, for rapid redetermination, the prob-
; 7. Radio Science. Local orbi_estimates and pseudo Earth. lem of assessing the estimate accuracy arises. In general, this
.- to-Mars range measurements (normal points) are periodically can be satisfactorily done by processing several intermediate

prepared in support of Radio Science activities. The normal arcs and monitoring the evolution of the estimates of selected
points, which are obtained by processing VO ranging data, are orbit parameters.
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Viking lander position determination involved estimating data arc, i.e., one spanning less than an orbital period, typi-
_",'h tile cylindrical coordinates of the VL relative to a Mars cally yields deleterious conditioning. As tile amount ot data
fixed reference frame and the inertial direction of the Mars used in a least-squares fit decreases from a full orbit to, say, a
spin axis from short arcs of two.way doppler data and a few four-hour arc (i.e., 1/6 of a rew_lution) ft)llowing pcnapsis, the
two-way range points. Accurate VL position eslimates were process of inverting the linear system becomes increasingly
required five days after landing. Potential errors resulting from dominated by numerical error.
an incorrect value of the Earth-to-Mars range were eliminated

by making use of VO range residuals, as discussed in Sec- A closely related, but distinct, problem associated with
tion VI. classical batch data filtering of ill-conditioned data sets is tile

inherent l_ss of precision in the R)rmation of the "normal
matrix" ATA, where A = az/ax is the ,natrix of partial denva-

III. Initial Orbit Convergence tives of observables (z) with respect to estintated parameters(x). This degradation intensifie_ the ill effects of nonlinearities

in a solution attempt, but even when conventional techniquesA. The Convergence Problem for Short Data Arcs
are adequate tbr convergence, the accuracy of the orbit deter-

As a result of the excellent encounter phase orbit determi- mination process is enhanced by the square-root approach to
nation (OD) and Mars orbit insertion (MOI) maneuver design the least-squares problem. The DPODP's square-root batch
and execution, the differences between the actual post-MO! data filter (Ref. 7) eliminates the numerical error and instabil-
orbits achieved and the desired target orbits were within pre- ity that e.'-isein the ,_ormal equations formulation. Most of the
dieted lo levels. Thus, for example, the period component of routine single- and multiple-revolution fits performed through-
the error in the a priori state used in the initial fit after out the mission were devoid of convergence problems and
insertion was 20.25 min for VO-I and -5.98 min for VO-2 were therefore accomplished using this full-rank, square- qot
(using as reference the periods that resulted from processing solution techvique.
full orbits of data, Section Ill-C). In general the determination
of a postinsertion solution becomes more difficult as the total Mission requirements dictated that the spacecraft postinser-
error in the a priori state increases: the overall accuracy of the tion state be estimated as quickly as possible, namely, four to
Viking orbit insertion process allowed convergence to the six hours after burn termination, it is perhaps ironic that
(approximate) initial state of both orbiters without undue during the orbit phase it was necessary to compute these
difficulty, using only the first several hours of post-MO1 crucial early state solutions using a small and thus poorly
data. conditioned data set at the very time when the a priori error in

the spacecraft orbit - and therefore the nonlinearity effect -
Under less fortunate circumstances the initial determination was maximal. The partial-step algorithm (PSA) (Refs. 3, 4, 6,

of the post.insertion state; could have been more troublesome, 8) was developed and implemented in the DPODP to deal with
particularly a few hours after MOI when only short data arcs this post-MOl initial convergence problem, and also to produce
were available for fitting. Indeed, if the a priori state error had an essential safeguard against an anomalous (larger than ex-
had a significant component in an unfavorable direction, and pected) orbit error due to an insertion burn irregularity. The
had the iterative differential-correction process using the classi, fact that nine PSA iterations were necessary to obtain the first
cal Gaussian least-squares solution offered by the DPODP been (data arc length: 4 hours) post-MOl state solution for VO-I
used, a suitable solution might not have been obtained. The (see Section III-C) - despite the accuracy of the orbit in,r-
standard linear batch data filter, which is entirely adequate for tion - underscores the utility of the PSA for orbiter state
interplanetary OD, has in fact been shown to lead to divergent convergence.
results over a wide class of orbital configurations - even for

I relatively small initial state errors (Ref. 6). The PSA is a sub-rank (i.e., partial.step) method that uses

i an a priori estimate error covariance ellipsoid to judiciously
Such a convergence problem arises from the coupled effects constrain the classical fuU-rank solution vector computed for

of nonlinearity and "ill-conditionedness," and was recogvized each iteration of a least-squares process. The basis of the
some time before the Viking mission (Refs. 3, 4, 6). No:dinear. method is a spectral decomposition of A from which a similar
ity here refers to the inability to accurately relate finite representation of the pseudo.inverse (Refs. 9, 10) of A is
deviations in the data to deviations in the spacecraft state with computed. Specifically, components of the solution step in the
first-order partial derivatives, and ill-eonditionedness is related normal-matrix eigenvector coordinate system are individually

to the numerical difficulty inherent in computing the full-rank constrained to lie within the expected error ellipsoid. The i
solution for a set of parameters - state in this case - which possibility of taking a solution step leading to divergence is
for a given data set is highly correlated statistically. A short thereby greatly reduced.
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B. Preflight Simulation Analysis Table3. Post-MOIinitialstateuncertainties

An importanl aspect of tile DPODP's batch data-filtering .............
process is that the PSA and square-root full-rank techniques ox 9 km o_ 15m/s
give identical con,erged state suluttons for fit cases that lie

or, 25 o ;. 10
within the limitations of the latter: no penalty is paid for the vo-t
margin of safety gained by usmg the PSA for a state fit that
the full-rank method could perform equally well. On the other oz 12 o : 8

hand, due to the inherent nature of the nonlinear convergence 19.7
problem, the power of the PSA is not unlimited. Thus the Orss 29 2 Orss
legion of convergence, i.e., the largest initial spacecraft state ......
error allowing convergence with the PSA. determined by pro- ox 15 o k 10
flight simulattons will be described here. Such a region was
determined tbr -- and centered about - the nominal post-MOI ov 2(1 o.i. 6
orbit configuration for both VO-I and VO-2. These nonunal vo-2
orbits were based upon best-estimate Mars encounter trajec- oz I1 o] I0
tories a,d associated insertion maneuver parameters updated a
few weeks before the respective MOls. %ss 27.3 Or_s 15.4

To compare convergence capability against the expected
post-MOI total spacecraft state error, it was necessary to assess as shown in Fig. 2 must be considered. Letting the solid line
the a priori encounter-phase OD and maneuver execution represer,t the real data and the broken line the predicted data

error._. Encounter OD citers for both approaches were deter- based oJ an a priori post-MOI state, then to and t I are the first
mined assuming the baseline physical model error levels and second periapsls times of the true trajectory, i.e.. the
quoted in Section 7 of Ref. 4 with doppler tracking (with 1o generator of the real data. The following COlwergencecharac-
noise = 1 ram/s) of the spacecraft from Encounter-40 days to teristics were observed in all PSA test cases, where t represents
Encounter-I h (attitude maneuvers in preparation for MOI the end of the data span included in the fit (for all cases, t _<
ignition occurred during the hour preceding MOI). The result- the predicted orbital period:
ing orbit determination error, when mapped to Me! maneuver
termination, was lound to have 1o cartesian components (1) If the second periapsis of the true trajectory was not
bounded by 5 km in position and 5 m/s in velocity for both included in the real data, i.e., if t _: tl, then conver-
VO-I and VO-2. gence was obtained.

The covariance matrices representing the dispersion in the (2) If the second periapsis was included in the real data,
maneuver system executions were computed by Monte Carlo i.e., if t :_t I , then convergence was not obtained.
techniques with program MOIOP (Ref. 4) based upon best-
estimate approach trajectories. The RSS of these maneuver

uncertainties and the approach OO errors - the two processes ,.a PREDICTED_/!

were assumed to be ,",.correlated-- yielded the total a priori
state errors. The resulting 1o values for position and velocity I /
in the _ean-Earth-equator of 1950.0 system are given in Table I I / \

I I/ iv
3. She a priori maneuver execution error was the major corn- II ,_ r +AT
ponent of the total uncertainty in the postinsertion state for _ # / I

both orbiters. _ /] ACTUAL

Although errors in all state-space directions led to conver. -_ .. ..
gence provided they lay within the PSA convergence region,

some directions were more favorable than others. A worst \r
direction for post-MOl state errors was found: the convergence
boundary for this direction yielded the most conservative limit

for the capabilities of the partial.step method. To gain an to t(<tl ) t 1 t(>tl)
intuitive notion of the worst direction for an initial state error,
the doppler time history for one orbit of a planetary satellite Phi.a. I_ _ historylot a_ mflun el orbital
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These observations led to the conclusion that the presence The solution to the minimization of J in (1) is
of an unexpected periapsis in the data interval is the most
significant condition that can occur with regard to limiting the
convergence of the PSA. Thus, the worst lmtral direction error Fx gT

(where error A real minus predicted) is that which results in w = -- .f (2)
the predicted period being maximally larger than the actual VgFxg_
period for a given error magnitude.

Evaluations of Expression (2) showed that the worst direction
A worst-direction analysis, however, must be conditioned fell within a dispersion m position opposite the post-MOI

on the a p_iori probabilities associated with the direction of position vector and a dispersion in velocity opposite the post-
the initial error. Examination of Fig. 3, which heuristically MOI velocity vector. Table 4 gives the worst-direction vectors
depicts position-velocity space, might suggest that the worst determined by evaluating (2) for the a priori best-estimate
direction is given by the vector A, the shortest distance to the post-MOl orbits.
boundary of the nonconvergence region. However, if the a
priori initial error dispersion is represented by the ellipse
centered at the origin, then the probable worst direction will A simplified state-only orbit determmahtm progran, incor-
lie more in the direction of the vector B. This worst direction porating the PSA was used to obtain the preflight initial

can be found analytically by minimizing the scalar function convergence results. The program approximates the spacecraft
orbit about Mars _ath a conic path and the movement of a
point-mass Earth with respect to Mars by linear motion. All
accelerations other than two-body are ignored, and light is

Jtw)=gw+X(wrr-x_W-l _ (]) assumed to have infinite velocity. The simulated results dupli-
cate the state-convergence properties of the full-modeled
DPODP to within approximately one percent: thus the conver-

where gence regions to be given are realizable to within a similar
margin. Media effects, while significantly influencing the accu-

w = worst-direction error vector (to be computed) racy of short-arc solutions, have little bearing on convergence
characteristics and were therefore not included in the

g = aa/i_X (row-vector gradient of semimajor axis) simulations.

i l'x = post-MOl state covariance matrix Convergence profiles determined for large post-MOl state

! ), = scalar Lagrange multiplier knowledge errors in individual orbital elements are summar-
ized here. Worst-direction error capability limits found by

: testing multiples of the worst-direction vectors given in Table
4 are then given. Solution epochs used in these convergencev
cases were initial periapsis after MOi for VO-I and MO1

maneuver motor.off time (true anomaly _.68 deg) for VO-2.The various data spans used for the fits all began 30 min after

NONCONVERGENCEREGION the respective epochs; thus VO-I spans started ---40min after
t>t!

__ Table 4. PoM.MOI convergence worsl-dlrection error

Coordinate a Viking 1 Viking 2

×

Ax 0.3769 km 0.9167

CONVERGENCEREGION Ay -0.8778 0.1867
._.z -0.2956 -0.3532

t<tl _ 0.1383 m/s 1.1837

A f, 1.0169 0.4473

Ai -0.3561 0.3704

aveetors have been sealed so that (Ax) 2 + (Ay)2 + (Ax)2 :, 1.F_I.S.Wenn-ameeen_mm ini_m atom

", ]
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the nominal motor.bum termination. While convergence nominal 24,7-b orbit. The VO-2 eccentricity profile is simdar:

boundaries were seen to be only second'trily inlluenced by in both cases the convergence regions extend far abuve the OD

data-start times, the start times used gave optimal results. The uncertainty for all data spans. In addition, the region bound-

presence of loose a priori information on the state _md nomi- aries lie far above the l o RSS picdictcd posiliun errors given m

nal data noise also had little influence on convergence Table 3. The eccentricity convelgence regions are found to be
characteristics, independent of the sign of the error.

Results are presented showing convergence and nonconver- Similar results are given in Fig. 5 for perturbations in tile

gence regions in terms of post-MOI position-error convergence plane-of-sky node (see Section IV) for VO-2. The convergence

limits vs tracking data span used. The position error is the limits are not dependent upon the sign of tt_e f2po s error.

magnitude (z2_x2 + Ay2 + AZ2)I/2 of the position deviation in F_ure 6 illustrates the convergence regit, n for a VO-1 state
cartesian coordinates torresponding to an orbital element or etr¢_r in semimajor axis. For this parameter the mgn of the

worst-direction perturbation. OD accuracies are also included pertt_rbation J_es inlluence the region botmdaries: a negative
on each plot in the term of epoch RSS position uncertainties perturbation m semimajor axis exhibits more pessimistic con-

(Ox2 + oy_ + Oz2 )11Z as a function of the data interval. These vergence characteristics than a pomtive perturbation. The con-
accuracies were computed by the DPODP with state.only llts vergence pronerties associated with errors in the remaining
assuming baseline errors (R,f. 4) in gravitational harmonics Kepler elements are similar to those shown: each exhibits

and doppler data, maximum convergent RSS position errors of over lO00 kin.

Figure 4 illustrate,_ convergence properties for perturbations Figures 7 and 8 summarize the PSA worst-direction capabil-
in the VO-I post-MOl eccentricity. For example, for a 4-11 ities found for VO-I and VO-2. with the observed boundaries

VO-I data interval, convergence is obtained for errors up to (solid lines) compared against the analytically determined

0.1 i in eccentricity, or equivalently, 2300 km in position-error boundaries (broken lines). The latter boundary divides the

magnitude. The maximum convergent position error drops to t < t I region from the t > t I region (of.. Fig. 2). The observed
430 km as the data interval is extended over nearly the entire and analytic boundaries are seen to he close together except

I' __ t't"Lt_l_,l_t"_£_.l_l: i 1 I l F r I | -l-,-- l ---I-"""_
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Fi0. 7. Viking1 wotsl_lir_-llon_nverllenceprofile

when t (data span end-time) approaches a full revolution of
the nominal orbit, and m the case of VO-2, when t < 6 h. It is

evident that a good margin of safety existed for lhe conver- C. VlRing 1 and 2 Initial Orbit Convorooneo
gence problem; e.g., fitting 2 h of post-MO! VO-I data would
allow convergence for RSS position errors of up to 725 km The first real.time operation of the Satel!ite OD Team was
and corresponding R$S velocity errors of up to 788 m/s. to obtain a spacecraft st'_te solution from tracking data ac-
Similarly, a 4.h fit of VO.2 data would yield convergence for quired during the early part of the first revolution of VO.I
errors up to 400 km and 527 m/s. following MOI. Mission anomalies that occurred during the

days preceding encounter dictated that the first orbit about

The post.MOl convergence strategy was clear: upon prelimi- Mars would have a period of about 42.5 h instead of the
nary convergence with say a 4.h data arc, finer "tuning," i.e., nominally planned 24.7 h. Last-minute simulations with this
convergence to a more accurate solution, would be performed and several other neighboring potential orbits showed no sub.
with successively longer data arcs. After finding the initial 4.h stantive changes in the initial convergence cllaracteristics given

solution, most remaining error would he in _2pos, and as seen in the previous subsection. Only the a priori maneuver error
in Fig. 5, this direction is quite favorable to convergence, varied som.-what.
Thus, convergence boundaries as a function of increased data
span length were even more optimistic than those suggested by Initial con,,ergence and refinement during the first VO.!
Figs. 7 and 8. orbit were performed in the following manner. The data pro.

cessed was two-way I. and lO-min compressed doppler, which
Naturally, as the error in the initial state increases, conver- began soon after tracking station reacquisition following the

gence becomes more difficult: the penalty for starting with a MO! unwind attitude maneuver. Thus the Frocessed data
poorer a priori solution is an increased number of PSA itera, started 61 rain after the initial periapsis, which was chosen to

• ' ttons required. For example, during testing, a certain ill. be the epoch for all fit cases done during this first orbit. The
[ directed VO.I error with magnitude "3.3o in position (100 first fit used a data arc that ended about 4 h after periapsis:

kin) and "5o in velocity (100 m/s) was found to require 26 succeeding fits had data extending to 6. 9, I !, 12, 14, 20.24,
Iterations for convergence with a *wo-hour data arc. 30, 33 and 41 h (full.rev case) after periapsis. Eachsuccessive

]t
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$ ,! "!
10OO" , ! ! _ ' , ' , , r ! The initial 4-h fit was an interesting example of the PSA's

xx utility'. Table 5 shows that this convergence yielded a solution
% REGION OF NON-CONVERG[NCE

• requiring a sizeable net RSS move of 394 km and 0.280 km/s

from the a priori state, in additi,m, the dlree hours of data

yielded a system matrix with condmon number (ratio ,,f

largest to smallest singular value) _0.15 X 1011. Had a full-

/ O_ERVED rank step resulting from this rather ill-conditioned system been

X\ ".."X. / taken for any of the first few of nine tterations, divergence

i tooE- _ _,,,_ would surely have resulted. In fact, taking the full-rank step
\ REGIONOF ",_x,,,, 1"185 kin, 560 km. -717 kin. 0.397 kin/s, 0.305 km/s. 0.433

NVERGENCE ""

X 0 "_"xXX_...,,, km/_)c°mputed f°r the first Iterateleadsrapidlyt°adi_'e!"
z gent process. For comparison, the PSA first step was 1"-2kin.
- 63 kin, -61 kin, 0.030 km/s. 0.034 km/s. 0.039 kin/s). After

x_/_ the fourth iteration tile full-rank and PSA solunon steps coin-

tided as the remaining corrections moved within the linearity

to region. After more data accumulated, tile 6-h arc w:,s fitted

with the DPODP by correcting the preceding solut; ,n. The

small total adjustment required (cf., Table 5) en_'_led the
DPODP to take full.rank steps for each iteratton. As tile data

arc lengthened, subsequent DPODP st4utions were obtained in
OD UNCERTAINTY

the samemanne_.

The evolution of the orbit period error resulting from these! t t t t t t ! _ t t t
2 :_ tO 15 20 25 30 short.arc state solutions is gtven in Fig. o. For each fit. the

absolute value of the difference between the full-rev pertod
POSI"-MOI DATA TERMINATION TIMEr h

and the short-arc period gwen m Table 5 is shown. The broken-

Fig. 8. VIIdnli2 womt.dir_tlon _ profile line curve is the corresponding formal statistical error in the

period due ,o a io (l mm/s) doppler noise level. Figure I0

solution was used as a priori for the subsequent case, which
then improved upon this state estimate. In a strict sense, this 5Do
improvement was limited to a monotonic decrease in the

computed uncertainties on the solution as data wa:, adc _. As

shall be seen, corresponding improvement in the soluttons
themselves did not always occur. 10o

50

Nine PSA iterations were required to converse to the 4.h

solution, Table $ summarizes the solution states (Mars- _ _/ATA NOISEIo |RROII

centered, mean.Earth-equator of 1950.0) resulting from this _ l0 \

Y

and all succeedins short-arc fits performed throughout the first s
orbit. The last two columns _ve the orbital period and _l, os
evaluated at the apoapsis following the epoch of the corre- :t
spondtn S states. These are the important measures of the local
accuracy of the estimates as they are the two major compo-
nents of the VO state error (¢f., Section IV). The first entry in o.:

Table 5 is the a priori state used to start the 4.h convergence

process; this state was at the time the best estimate of the _''_...,.

post.MOI orbit. The last entry is the final full.revolution o.t
solution that resulted from fittin$ rite 40.4.h data arc obtained
by delettns an hour of near.perial_is data at each end of the °'_0 4 l n2 16 2o z4 n

42.4.h orbit. This solution it presumed to have the smallest DATA-A_CTEIIMINATtON,TUu_PASTINITIALPIERIAPSIS,k
• , error Ind it therefore a convenient reference asalnst which to

compare the short4rc fits. Pt0. IL Viking 1 _ _ peeled_
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Tabt, 5. VO.I first orbit convergencB ,,story

i)ala arc, l' po_'11J c:lrte_l;ln _t. N', _'D,os' l._)_ dl imi'lod,

11pa_tperlap_Is po_.km vcl,kin/, deg h.rain,'_

2389.'/5 -2,4293
A prmrl 3036.31 -I,0729 108.23 42 41 24

3027. i 7 2.99o9

2459.80 -2.23()3
4 3268.()3 -().9346 108.27 42 19 21

2710.22 3.1682

2457,47 -2.2542
6 3274.10 -0.9307 108.12 42 24 43

2704,65 3.1713

-_..67.2455,70 ")") ")
9 3254.81 -0.9434 I))8.54 42 2() 50.2

273(').34 3 1578

2455.81 -2.2667
II 3255.42 -0.9430 108.53 42 20 53.1

2729.48 3.1582

12 108.47 42 21 5.9

14 108.43 42 21 14.4

20 :o8.47 42 21 7.6

24 1(')8.443 42 21 8 74(')

30 1()8.438 42 21 8.784

33 108.436 42 21 8784

2456.5793 -2.2636113
41 (full-rev) 325q.6630 -O.94OI376 IO8.435 42 21 8.836

2723.4{)73 3.1614176

aEpoch s_initial pcnapsi,_~ 76/6/19 23h7m7' (ephemeris time).

gives the same history tier fl_e [ll, oj error. The performance of gence. This first estimate is pathologically close to the final
the initial short-arc estimates was evidently consistent with the solution when compared against succeeding fits and the pre-

p -tiered errors tier both period and f!po J. The irregularity dieted error du: to data noise as showr in Figs. I1 and 12.
observed for the 20-h solution may result from nonstochastic Later fits appeared to be significantly affected by nonrandom

errors in the doppler data due to the media (charged particle) media contributions to the doppler noise as evidenced by the

effects, rather large changes in flpos" Except forthe 18,h case. bounds
fist these solution errors were nonetheless predicted reasonably

Initial convergence and refinement during the first 27.6.h well by the formal statistics shown. The more erratic behavior
VO-2 orbit followed the same scheme as for VO, I. Data again for VO-2 may be explained by its later arrival at Mars - the

started soon after completion of the MOI unwind attitude effect of solar plasma charged particle activity on the doppler
maneuvers. However. since the VO-2 MOI burn terminated noise became more pronounced as the Earth-spacecraft system

after the initial periapsis, the first usable data started about moved closer toward superior conju:letion with the Sun.
100 rain after periapsis. The first fit used a data arc with

length 130 min terminating again about 4 h after periapsis. Contrary to the VO.I experience, several of the VO.2
Succeeding fits had arcs terminating 6, 8.10. 12.16, 1g, and intermediate short.arc fits required the PSA - as well as a
26.5 h (fuli.sev case) past periapm, considerable number of iterations - for convergence. For

• example, 12 PSA iterations, the first seven of which involved

: Table 6 shows that the initial convergence pattern for VO-2 constrained steps, were necessary to converge for the 6.h arc.
' differed substantially from VO-I since the a priori estimate The hrge variations observed in the early solutions are con.

was much closer to the final solution. Thus the 4-h solution tamed rurally in Clpo# and are characteristic of media.induced
required only four DPODP full.rank iterations for conver, systematic errors in such short data arcs.

i
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0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 DATA-ARC TERMINATION,
DATA-_RC TERMINATION, TIME PAST INITIAL PERIAPSIS, h
TIME pAST INITIAL PERIAPSIS, h

FiG. 10. Viking I tim1 orbit fllml eMimlte evolullen Fig. 11. Viking 2 rindorbll _erlod estimite evolution

Tibie 6. VO-2 firstorbit convergencehlstcty

l)at+.tar_.'. Epo+.ha_.',irtc_ian+,t+,t¢. _Zpos, l.oc+,]period.
h past ep,+ch po_. km vel, km/_ drg h, ram,

1581 -2.209
A priori J286 2.076 146.79 27 31 23

561_, 1.295

1578.61 -2.2089
4 3281.34 2.1)746 146.94 27 37 16

56 i 1.04 1.2962

1512.33 -2.2137
6 2745.14 1.9682 152.25 27 "+7 57

5909.63 t,445 |

1604.93 -2.2:)85
8 3543.46 2.1215 144,27 27 37 17

5444.811 1.21611

1587.04 -2.2089
10 3372.60 2.0907 146.03 27 37 21.7

5556.21 1.2690

12 146.51 27 37 22.1

16 146.611 27 37 22.56

18 146.42 27 37 23.60

1579.81104 -2.2089724
27 lftdl.vtv) 3299.2084 2.0775846 146.764 27 37 21.605

_01.0612 1.2906556

iEpoc, h * 76/11/7 12hlOm14_ (ephemeris lime) isJaithdpetispus 4-ð�d�rail

II0
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, i I _ t + + +--'T""-'T_- In :ldditton. tile studies showed t!:at the ;,ccur_lcy of Ioq.'idorbit

est!l)latC',,w,)tlId he illlltledl_ _r;iviI,,i11()dcIerr()r_ t|fltl],ill

in-flightgr:Jvit_'infidel'.pd:itew'a,,perforn)ed.The prcth_'ht

30 \ nlod¢l of the Mat', _r;Jvlt+,,fiuld w,i., .l It,ruth d_'_ee aud ,,_,Ic_
20 _ set t+f sphcrtc;ll t,.ir;tlonic ct)elIi¢lents COl1+trtl+.:led irt_itl +11

\ DATA NOISE 10 E_ROR ._IlSelllhleof \|a+,z,crt) l!..,."nlonlcct+'ellicleIlImodel+(̀R_,tlI).

t0 \ / PreIltgh_predlctit_n_,ol lot:ifaccuracles(RcI 4)mdy he ch:ir-

._ _ acterl/ed as toll +',.'s

0

I_ ill St.,vldard dcvtatltms Eft 0 02 to 0 04 s in orbll pern_d

and time.ol-perlap,,e passage.

. 121 Orblt tlrlelltJ|l,11l err,)rs due ;flm,>_t entlrelv Io error,, of'

approxml:ltcly 0.02 deg(lo)nl the orbfl node t,n tile

Earth plane-of-sky. _+,o<,s.(the plane p+rI+enthcull, r to

131 Errors in tile spacecraft posltion (Zp_) along tile
_ 7 t Earth-spacecraft hne with standard devmtions t)f 15 to

o. 2 4 + e to 12 14 l+ le 2o 25m(O.I to O.2 /.,s).
DATA-AP * TFRMINATION,
TIME PAS INITIAL PERIAPSIS, h

The major ¢ontrlblltor to the total spaeecral't po,,ilitm ern)r t.s

F10. 12. Vlki_ 2flradorll_ Illloooadlmadoevokltlon tile error m [Zp,,s. An error of O.01 den nl [Zp,,s produce,,
position errors as large as I Kill at perlapse and () kin at

apoapse.

Support of the numerous Mars orbit trim maneuvers per-

fo' ned fi)r both VO-I and VO-2 typically required a determi-
nation of the post-trim orbit wilhin a few hours fi,lh,win_z the B. Infllght Results

maneuver (see Section I_ ). 1bus short-are fits of" post-tram An indwatmn of inflighl accur'zcy levels can be obtained

doppler were frequently a necessity, even if only for corrobo- by examim,_g the consistency of [_po_ and Zpv , estm)atesration with a concurrent estimatiu_,-of-maneuver fit of pre- " "
and lmSt-trim data. Since these maneuvers were much smaller iron. dfft'_rent solutk,ns. F)gures 13 and !-1, pre_enl typical
than the orbit insertion burns, the smaller attendant maneuver deviation,_ of h,cal estimates of these parameters from their

errors made reconvergence simpler than it was following MOI. values on selected reference trajeck, ries. Since the magnitud,:s
Nonetheless. ill-conditionin_ Cue to the minimal information of the errors in the reference trajectories arc not known, ,,nl)

contained in ;l,e short data arcs would have led to divergence the "scatter" of the 0:stin)at,',_has significance. Genera]l,,. the

for some of these cases if ful;.ranK unconstrained ,.teps had RMS residuals In _;,o= and Zpo _ are consisler, t with preflight

been taken. The PSA provided a systematic technique for predictions for the first three months t,f the orbital mission.
routinely converging to these _ort.arc solutions in the real. Some unexpectedly large excursions do occur, how,'ver, prob.
time mission environment, ably as a result of doppler signatures indnced by interplanetary

charged particles. Media effects, whkh are discussed in Scctitm

IV-(', were not treated in preflight studies, but their influence

t,n the °'post-fit" doppler residuals was quite evident. Plasma
IV. Short AI_ _ Otlll'l_ll_ItlOll activity along the line.of.sight increamed as the Sun.Earth.Mars

anl_ approached the minimum of 0.26 deg on November 25.
A. _ Alllylll The :ncrease combined with a decrease in tracking coverage is

With a single exception, the Viking Prime Mission orbits responsiblefor the Isr_ scatter in VO.2 Z_o _ eat+mates during

had pedoda in the ran_ 22.2 to 27.6 h, high eccentricities October (Fig. 14b).

(0.76). and periapse altitudes of approximately 1500 km (see

Tables I and 2). _efltght analyzes demonstrated thlt the Marl. It might be expected that the error in Zpo _ determinations
t nel 9 +tritelY or esttmat+n I the spacecraft rote by batch would be observed _/ pamng the doppler-determinedorbits

f'dtednl I sinlle ofi_.,_ of two-way doppler (deleting near. through the VO range data. Fi_ure 15 is a plot of these
i" plqrtaple dlta) is alto an optimal strategy for th_ Viking orbits. "pau-thru" ran_ residuals, which are the data used to con.

i 1_!1

i
1
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Fig. 13. Viking 1 orbit knowledge accuracy Fig. 14. Viking 2 orbit knowledge accuracy

struct the relativity/ephemeris normal points. The residuals tance to orbit phase navigation. Prediction accuracies prior to
contain contributions from severalsources: an inflight gravity model update as determined from preflight

; studies are shown for a Viking-I synchronous orbit in Fig. 16.
(1) Rangemeasurement error (<0.1/as). Indications of the significance of various prediction error levels

are a;so given. The monotonic increase of position error at
(2) VOZpomerror, periapse with increasing prediction intervals resul from orbit

(3) Earth/Mars range error (='i/as). resonance with the Mars gravity field induced by the nearly
one.to.one commensurability of the spacecraft orbit period

(4) General relativistic time delay error ("-1/as). and the Mars rotation period (the details are given in Section
V). The actual prediction performance of the Mariner 9 ensem-

(5) Charged particle effects, ble field during the innual phases of Viking-i is also presented.
"_ As will be seen in Section V, inflight updating of the gravity

model yielded significant improvements in prediction
;i For the first six weeksa sinusoidal variation with an ampli- accuracy.
i tude of 0.3/as and a period of approximately 28 days is
iJ apparent. This is induced by a pre.Mariner 9 value of the

Earth/Moon mass ratio in the DF'_4 ephemeri_ (Ref. 4). The The remainder of this section discusses strategies for per-
scatter relative to the sinusoid during this period is consistent fomung late updates of the Viking orbiter trajectories in

with the predicteduncertainty of O.1 to 0.2/as (1o) in Zpo m. support of postmaneuver activities and spacecraft sequences.
Procedures which are discussed include unconstrained and

In addition to local orbit error levels, the accuracy with constrained short arc OD combined with use of PVRA. A
i which future VO qates may be predicted is of extreme impor- discussion of media.induced effects on OD also is included.
I
7
! 12"_

u_OZN_.,eaO_ZS
o_Poorq_A_
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1_o r 7..... 7 , _ Solutions-through-trims were perfornted primarily to assess tile
viablhty of this techmque. TI,e advantages and disadvantages
of these methods are discussed below, and tile mlhght perh,r-
mance]s described.

EXCEED VL ENTRY ANGLE REQMT (0.1 °, lo') 1. Post maneuver processing. W]th this approach, VO state

...................... _ is estimated by processing short arcs of dopplei data acquired
// after an orbit trim maneuver. As implemented a prmri knowl-

]oo / edge of the possihle dispersions of the post-trim orbit was not
PRE-FLIGHT (lo') / 4

_.-- .----_._'_ used to con_l_,_, file solutions. As a result, estimate errors

EXCEED 100 Hz DOPPLER / /" were expecte,, t_ealmost entirely due to noise on the data
PREDICTION ERROR/i 7/" _ until tile arc encompassed nearly a full orbtt. Tile short arcu

u method lias the advantages that (1) tile DPODP link PVRA/ 4< ./

Z / "OBSERVEDERROR _ may be used. so that processing can be performed rely _apldly
0 / . (PRE-FLIGHTFIELD) _ (see Section IV-E), and (2) tile solution accuracy may be

,, , J evaluated both by generating formal covariance matrices and*" / /" _ by monitoring the evolution of the estimates as the length of
10. / / _ the data arc increases. Figs. O through t2 provide an example

_:_ / / EXCEEDS SCIENCE SEQUENCE DESIGN

_" / REQUIREMENT(0.5°, 99*/o) 1 of the information used m the accuracy evaluation. Tile dis-/ advantages are (1) many iterations may be required for conver-

' // gence due to the poor observability of the orbit node on theplane-of-sky, somewhat offsetting the advantage of processing

t/, speed provided by PVRA, and (2) several hot_rs of post-trim

// data may be reqmred simply to achieve the same level of orbit
knowledge as is avadable by propagating tile pretrim orbit
through the design maneuver (this criticism apphes more to
knowledge of orbit orientation than to orbit period).

1 k J 2 , i 1 1 _ '

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 tl 2. Solve-through-trim. In this method, a full orbit of data
PERIAPSENO.RELATIVETOENDOFDATAARC prior to tile maneuver is processed in conjunction with a short

arc of post-trim data. Both VO cartesian state and threeFig. 16. PreflightandactualViking1perlapsepositionprediction
ac¢ur_'y components of the trim AV are estimated. A priori knowledge

of possible dispersions in AV direction or magnitude is not
utilized to constrain the solutions due to the difficulty of

C. Late Update Strategies determining the validity of such a procedure in the presence of
errors in the model of the gravity field of Mars. Solving

Nominal mission planning called for VO science sequences through the trim effectively utilizes knowledge of the orienta-
in support of landing site selection and certification to be tion of the post-trim orbit to supplement the orientation
performed at nearly every periapsis prior to VL separation, information in the post-trim data. Thus the estimate errors for
including periapses following orbit trim maneuvers. Since the a given amount of post-trim tracking may be expected to be
accuracy requirement on time-of-periapse passage knowledge smaller than those achieved with the short arc method. How-
imposed by imaging considerations (1.3 s, lo) was generally ever, since the data arc employed typically includes a periapse,
more stringent than the orbit control accuracy requirement, estimate errors arise not only from data noise but also from an
provision was made to update the sequence initiation time and imperfect gravity model. The difficulty of generating a reliable
initial camera pointing directions based on orbit knowledge estimate of solution accuracy is one of the limitations of this
derived from postmaneuver tracking, method. A more serious disadvantage, however, is the process-

ing time required. One iteration of a solve-through.trim case
Two orbit determination strategies for late updates were requires significantly longer running time than a short arc case

investigated preflight (Ref. 4, Section 8.6.5.7). The first strat- because:

egy involved processing post-trim data only to estimate VO (1) PVRA cannot be employed.
state. With the second, pro- and post.trim data were employed
to estimate VO state and trim AV components. Both methods (2) AV partials must be generated, and an integration re-
were used in Viking operations, with the first being preferred, start occurs at the time of the maneuver.
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(3) The orbit of data prior to the maneuver must be 10oo__ 7 I t
- 0 PC'ST-TRIM DATA _ VO-I

processed. -- • SOLVE-THRU-TRIM

3. lnflight experience. The results achieved m real-time 50LVE_THRU_IRIM) MOT 6 _

operations by applying tile previous strategies are presented in _
Figs. 17 and 18. The errors in the orbit node in the plane-of
sky and in the orbit period are shown as functitms of me
length of the post-trim data arc. Late update processing results 10c- -
are given for the maneuvers listed in Table 7. - Z

I MOT 6 _

Note that tile solve-through-trim errors are typically an Z_,MOT 2 I --
order of magnitude smaller than those realized by processing MOT_ _ -
post-trim data nly. In fact, when compared to covariance Mol 1 i _

analysis results of Ref. 4, tile solve-through-trim errors are I
surprisingly small. The probable explanation is that the gravity _0 i
fields employed were developed by sensing the field in the
vicinity of the "included" periapse, and thus were more accu- _ _ I
rate than had been assumed in the analysis. _ _

.'?
t_

4. Constrained orbit determination. Neither of the late _o

update strategies described to this point is without its limita-

tions. Processing only postmaneuver data results in poor orbit t )MOTI t
convergence and somewhat unsatisfactory solution accuracy, t -_
Solving-through-trims requires excessive computation time and _ I
provides no convenient method for accuracy assessment. It MOT5q

was repeatedly observed that orbit orientation (_pos) control MOT
accuracy for the trim maneuvers was better tban the "Qpos -_
knowledge accuracy. The inverse is true with regard to orbit _ )MOT I
period. Thus, the convergence problem encountered when

I _ A MOT 1
processing post-trim data alone may be largely eliminated by 0.
employing a priori constraints on the orbit orientation

i (0.05 dee, lo would generally have been conservative for Vi- -
king applications). For most cases, it would also have been - -i

: acceptable to constrain the anomalistic or mean orbit period

to the 99% maneuver execution level. A strateg, of applying L \_

appropriate a priori constraints would yield accurate solutions ] I MOI5with rapid convergence and short processing times. The ques- 0.01 J
tion which arises is that of how the appropriate a priori 2 4 8 10 _2
covariance matrix is constructed. It is desired to constrain the ENDOFDATA-ARC,HOURSPASTPFRIAPSE
"mean" values of the orientation angles and orbit period, butk

the DPODP accepts an a priori covariance matrix on VO state Fill. 17. Late UlXl_t*o_lt imrioare'rum

- i Table?. Trimmaneuverdescription

only in terms of EME50 cartesian position and velocity at
AV, Timefrom epoch. For the high-eccentricity Viking orbits, a suggested

: Spacecraft Trim m/s periaps¢,h, min procedure is:

: VO-I MOT1 80.1 +0:02
•

, MOT5 25.7 -3:04 (1) Construct a diagonal covariance matrix on "mean"
: i MOT6 2.7 -1:00 Viking modified classical orbital elements (VMCOE) at
: _ apoapse, preferably referenced to the plane-of-sky.
:! VO-2 MOTI 4.1 -1:38

I MOT2 1.8 +0:20 (2) Transfoml the VMCOE covariance matrix to a covari-ance on VO EME50 cartesian state at apoapse.
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Io_ ! = D. Constrained State Estimates During ExtendedZ MOT2 Mission
- _
- /1 - Due to DSN scheduling restrictions, full-rev doppler track-
- ,;_, ing coverage for the Viking orbiters has not always been

/ I

- provided during events of scientific interest. Such events m-
elude tile Radio Science Team occultation and VLBI experi-

- J"(o ments, winch require the best possible knowle,Jge of tile space-T6 craft trajectory over a short tnne interval. Usually. these exper-

1 -- / iments provided doppler coverage only during the time-span of
- ,/_OT 6 _ interest (3-4 hours), and it has been shown in Section 111that

!/- /i/'_ _ state-only fits over short data arcs of this length are divergent

- I for both full and subrank estinrates, i:1 order to utilize these

short arcs of data, a constrained state estimate strategy was
: _ developed and implemented by the SATOD Team.

l MOT I

O_ z MOt 2 _ Navigation experience during tile Viking orbit phases mdi-
_ Mo'r5Q i cated that tnning errors in orbit prediction ',re highly depen-

: 70 0.1 dent on modeling errors (specifically Mars gravity), but onen-
>- ration errors remain essentially constant throughout predic-v

V. tions from a state-only fit. In fact, the uncertainty m orbit

9 - MOT_ timing can be likened to an uncertainty in the time of periapse
z passage• This suggests that constraints could be nlost easily<

"-" applied to a suitable set of orbital elements _ which includes
orbital period and time from periapsis along with the classical
elements e, i,_., and w. Since the DPODP operates in cartesmn

_ MOT 5 MOT IMOT61 _' / state-space, the transformation of the diagonal a priori covari.

_4OT2 _ _ i ance takes tire following form:

0.01

O POST-TRIM DATA
VG-I

• SOLVF- [HRU-TRIM

-r .A, POST-TRIM DATA] where r_ is the constraint on the ffelements,_'is the set of
• SOLVE-rHRU-TRIM_ VO-2 cartesian components, and r_ is the constraint on the carte-

o.oot 1 I 1 sian state.
4 6 8 10 12

END OF DATA ARC, HOURS PAST PERIAPSE Next, the proper strategy for implementing this constraint

on the estimation process was considered. In order to insure
Fig.18. Lateupdateplane-o/-_kynodem that the estimate was actually being constrained to tile true

mean predicted orbit, the starting epoch was chosen at a point
in the orbit where the rates of change of the osculating
elements were small. Tests indicated that an epoch 2 hours

(3) With the DPODP links MAPGEN and MAPSEM, map removed from periapsis was sufficient to exclude the effects of
the cartesian covariance from apoapse to the desired short-period gravity perturbations. In addition, a scheme was

epoch (usually periapse), considering model enors such devised for assigning values to the elements of the diagonal Fa
as Mars' harmonics, matrix corresponding to a given prediction by comparing that

prediction to nearby full-rank solutions. The deviations of
these solutions around the predicted values provided sample

The constrained orbit determination method proposed here statistics for the standard deviation of each element of/_.
h_snot been tested. However, an analogous technique which
has been employed for processing short arcs during the Viking Error analyses were conducted to determine the effect of
Extended Missioa is reported in Section IV-D. various angular constraints on the orbit timing errors. It was

12g
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 undthttheunertiltynteorbtperioddeermnationJRtNTSE1for short data arcs (<10 h) could be reduced by as much as 2 t
orders of magnitude over an unconstrained estimate by assign-

ing a standard deviation of 0.1 deg to the orientahon angles. , R.sYs. ONj

Reducing this constramt to O.01 deg makes practically no dif- 100 ----'---_ - 1 lference in the penod uncertainties (Fig. 19), but it does reduce H NO CONSTRAINTS

the uncertainty in periapse timing by about half over a wide \ 0.0_or4 _, ._-_range of data arc lengths (Fig. 20). Further, the error analysis \ /b----f\ " _% s % 30
indicated tire computed uncertainties in the estnnated orienta- \ !
tion angles were always less than their a priori constraint for \ _ 0._oN ,,s-z,,,,
data arcs longer than 2hours. % 5 o,p 3o /

"" 1% I%i°
The effects of various a priori timing sigmas were also I__ "

considered in tire error analysis; the period and time fro,- io ............
periapse were constrained initially with a priori standard devia-
tions of 5 and 30 s, respectively. Later, the constraint was

tightened by using or, = 1 s and ott, = 6 s. It was found, for a
given orientation constraint, that both sets of tinling con- _ \\
straints gave essentially the same results for data arcs longer

/than 6 hours (see Fig. 20). Also, it is important to note that o
computed uncertainties in both period and time from periapse &
are always less than the a priori standard deviation for data _

arcs longer than 2 hours: a further decrease of an o=der of _
magnitude in the tinting uncertainties occurred for partial data '_o_
arcs greater than I0 hours in length. Recall that all these
results were obtained with data taken after an epoch 2 hours q
removed from periapse.

Another a priori constraint technique was considered for
short data arcs within 2 hours of periapse. These short arcs of

radiometric tracking were obtained to support the Radio 0.
• Science Team's solar occultation experiments, which require

highly accurate determinations of the spacecraft position dur-
ing the occultation events that are within an hour of periapse.
In these cases, the rates of change of the osculating elements
and the uncertainty in the gravity modeling are too great to
constrain the estimate to the proper orbit as before, so in
addition to estimating the six constrained orbit parameters,
the coefficients of _ 6 degree and order gravity model are also
estimated. This results in a good fit of the data over short data 0.o -- --
spans near periapse, which results in a highly localized trajec- I
tory estimate and associated localized gravity model. _0 14 18 22NUMBEI_OFHOURS-BATACOVERA:,F_ ,_mEPOCH

The usefulness of the constrained state estimate has been Fig. 19, Effectof • Ixloflcomaralnts on ocbltalperiodun_rtalt_/

demonstrated under flight and postflight conditions for many

situations which require accurate spacecraft position estimates t: PVRA: Efficient Spacecraft State Eatimation in
from a limited data span. For example, postmaneuver state Orbit Pl_Ilm
estimates with 10.12 hour data arcs have been successful using
the first constraint technique discussed. The second techmque As described in Sections III and IV-C, post-MOl orbit

' has been used with many otherwise ill-conditioned short arcs determination frequently involves processing full or partial
of data to supply highly localized position estimates for ex- orbits of two.way doppler data to obtain estimates of VO local

, periments, position and velocity. Often, as in orbit redetermination fol- J

• g ,"
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t This addition to tile ODP software system, hereafter re-

- ferred to as PVRA. performs those functions of hnks PV,

[_:_C_OR _s!_ I_[^,, ,._,.,¢.rD^,N{,AD_O_] REGRES, and ACCUM (Re,'. 4, which :,re routinely required

in orbit phase. To mimnlize the programming and program
100 -- -- checkout efforts. PVRA was conshucted flora the budding

blocks of the links it replaces. Efficiency was aduevcd by
mNOCONSTRAJNTS reducing total program size and quantdy of i/0 performed.

_/_:----.--_0.01 ONi,a ,_ Significant reduchons in number of instrucnons and amotn_t
5 o_p 30 _ of data storage required were effected by (I) restricting v:tria-

I:3---------q_0.1oN ,,_ .,,_ tional parameters to spacecraft epoch state (2) reshictmg tra-
=p s %r, 30 _ jectary models to central body gravity (including harmomcs}.

Cy--------_0.01 ON i, third body gravity, and flat-plate solar pressure, and (3) ehmi-
_p 10-tp 6 hating sequennal filtering capabihty. The combining of links

10 _ _ PV, REGRES, and ACCUM2 rote a single link led to i/O
- savings, since it was no longer necessary to both write and zead
- a PV file (probe ephemeris and variational partials) and a
- REGRFS file (residuals and data partials).

A measure of the efficiency achieved by PVRA is given by a
comparison of SUP values ( 1108 accounting units). Generating
an ACCUM tile for a single Viking orbit with links PV,-fi

k REGRES, and ACCUM2 requires 8-9 SLIP- the same file may
lk be obtained with PVRA for approximately 2 SLIP.Smce dollar

cost of running the ODP is proportional to SUP. these figurest,u

b_ represent a cost saving of at least 75_. The overall savings tbr a
typical three-iteration orbit determination run amounts to
bet',er than 40'_. Comparisons of wall clock time required to

_NN_ complete a run on a dedicated machine reveal comparable

• savings in running tinte.

F. Media Effects on OD Accuracy
O.

-_ Radio metric data is affected in two ways as it passes
- through the Earth's troposphere, ionosphere and through

_ \\ _ whatever solar plasma may be present in interplanetary, sp.,ce

_ along the signal's path from a tracking station to the spacecraftand back. The troposphere, which is nearly static, causes a

\_ decrease in apparent velocity of signal propagation: the pri-
mary effect on doppler data is due to the change in tropo-
spheric path length along the line-of-sight as the spacecraft
elevation changes during a pass. Range corrections for this: 0.0

2 6 _0 _4 _8 22 effect, which have a typical variation of 25 m over a station
:: NUMBEROFHOURS-DATACOVERAGEFROMEPOCH pass (Ref. 4), were made for all Viking radio data with a

spacecraft elevation.angle model that has a seasonal de-: Fig.20.Effectof • priori constraintsontimeperialmispassage
pendency.

?;

ii The other media effect on radio data is due to the charged
lowing a maneu,,er, this processing must be performed on particle content of the ionosphere and the interplanetary
constrained timelines in order to provide early orbit updates plasma clouds emanating outward from the Sun. The iono-
for science sequence design and DSN station predicts. Thus, spheric effect - an increase in phase velocity and an equal

1 Viking ODP development included implementation of a new decrease in group velocity - also has an elevation dependence,
1
! link specifically designed to efficiently perform tJe state.only a large diurnal dependence, and occasional large changes due
! data processingtask. to solar activity. Solar plasma effects, which are usually less

!

i
i

;! ...................
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important, become quite significant at times of high solar of success depending upon the availability of S/X and DRVID
activity or at small Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) angles. "l'ypical data. Cahbration polynomxals derived from S/X or DRVID
variations of range corrections over a pass are 5"n for the wine obtainable from tile TSAC team program MEDIA
ionosphere, whereas solar plasma corrections can vary from 0 (Ref. 4) for any station pass which had coverage with either
to 50 Ill or more in a pass. Tile potential for corrt, ption ot data type (since X-band transmission c)ccursonly on tile down-
orbit estimate accuracy by unmodeled plasma effects is readily link, the aplink contribution to S/X cahbration must be esti-
seen: a constant.rate range change of 50 m over an 8-h pass is mated from the downlink). Itowever. since DPVID coverage
equivalent to a dopplcr b_as of about 3.4 mm/s - a (nonsto- was rare and S/X availabihty was irregular throughout orbit
chastlc) contribution considerably larger than the assumed phase, dlere was no opportunity to mitigate the effects of
baseline doppler data 1o noise level, plasma on OD accuracy by calibrating the doppler on a regular

operational basis. While mission accuracy requirements were
As the SEP angle approached a nfininmm on Novembel 25. met without performing such calibrations, activities such as

1976. plasma activity increasingly deoJaded satellite OD ace '- quick-look orbit reest,mation following the numerous trinl
racy. particularly noticeable f,)r short data arcs. Figure 21 maneuvers that took place during the weeks preceding con-
shows the effective one-way range error induced by the media junction would probably have been perflmned with less dis-
charged-particle content during a pass of VO-1 data taken by qt,iet had tile plasma contribution to the short-arc OD error
DSS 63 on October 15, 1976. The line-of-sight phase change in been reduced by any significant amount.
meters derived from dual-frequency S/X doppler calibration
data is given as a function of GMT. The near-constant rate of
range variation seen to have occurred starting at 1124 GMT is Since no commitment had been made for providing S/X
approximately equivalent to a 2-way doppler bias of 0.08 Hz calibration support during in-orbit operations, the TSAC soft-
for the ensuing 4.5 hours of data, assuming equal uplink and ware was not designed to be compatible with constrained
downlink effects. This degree of activity was not unusual: operahonal timelines. As a result, calibrations were not used
occasional bursts of media-induced doppler signatures at levels for real-time navigation support even when S- and X-band data
of 0.2 Hz and higher were observed weeks before superior were available.
conjunction.

1. Worst-ease errors. An accurate assessment of estimation

The contribution to the doppler signatu_:' due to the error resulting from charged-particle activity reqmres some
charged-particle effect can be eliminated with varying degrees knowledge of the structure of the doppler error signal due to

this source. Since such structure was not generally known iu

advance, a worst-case approach was taken to at least allow a
45 i i 1 i I I I 1

priori OD error upper bounds to be established. Thus simu-
40 $/XDUALDOPPLER(ONEWAY) ._ lated doppler errors of a given magnitude were assigned a

/ signature which maximized the resulting error in individual
as estimated state parameters. The impact of expected plasma

effects on short-arc local period and f2pos accuracies, for
a0 /¢ example, could then be conservatively predicted before a mis-

/
sion event.

25

_= 20- - The method used for worst-case computations is easily,,It
t..;

f' developed by letting the vector e denote tbe lumped error in a
ts set of linearized doppler observations Z: the observation equa-l

I

*" -/ tion Z= A_ + e yields for the error Ax in the weighted
to ] - least.squares estimate ofx

w

!

-s 7 A_ = Fe 13)
: o

[ -s I I I I where8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17
t.

i TIME (GMI"), h

* _ (4) ._Fig. 21. Plmee change for VO-Iflu I1510/lS/'_ pe_ F = (ArtCA) - IATW
t

In 2
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lqbeing the usual data-weight matrix. Thus

az,-- (5)

gives the component-wise OD error due to a not necessarily _

random doppler error sequence (el). For unknown (el), a
meaningful bound for A_i can be computed by letting

PLASMA NOISE

, / I _ 0.015 Hz

_-=max I ;I (6) _t / ] COMPUTEID ERROR

be the assumed doppler error level. A_i is then maximized by o

choosing ,.,_o_10 ] k_t /--RANDOM DATA NOISE
ei=_.sgn_, i ) (7) _ 13 / let 0.015 Hz

o / COMPUTED \1

the _"level

1

Equation (8) was used to evaluate the possible effects of
plasma activity for numerous short-arc fits. Figures 22 and 23 )

show worst-case period and f_pos results for the first VO-2
orbit following MOI; the upper curves are the OD errors due to
an assumed media activity level of [:= 0.015 Hz as a function 0._
of the data-arc length. For comparison, the computed 1o 4 a 1:. _6 20 24 2a
errorsdue to randomdata noiseandthe actualerrorsincurred DATA-ARC TERMINATION,, TIMEPASTINITIALPERIAPSIS, h

in the succession of fits summarized tn Table 6 arealso given. Fig.22. VO-2flrtit_ worst-casenledl_-Inducedperiod tfror

The I2pos plasma curve is evidently an order of magnitude
higher than the data noise curve throughout most of the accuracies, the more important single, and multirevolution fits
arc.length range. This result appears to be overly conservative, were assessed by how well they predicted period and orients-
however, since the actual errors for this case are consistently tion several orbits beyond the end of the processed data,
close to those predicted by O.OlS-HzIo data noise. The curves Although the prediction abihty of the longer-arc fits was
for the period are also roughly separaled by an order of sufficient to satisfy operational demands, plasma activity be-
magnitude until the 16-h point, at which time the data noise came increasingly troublesome as solar conjunction was ap-
error drops off rapidly. Both curves flatten out at about 10 h, proached. Plasma noise and data outages would at times com.
but perhaps the most striking feature is the apparent persis- bine to degrade the most current single-revolution fit to the
tence of plasma period error for arc-lengths approaching a full degree that mote accurate states could be predicted using an

: orbit - 2 s for 24 hours of data, While this too may be estimate based upon data several days older, even though the
unrealistically high, it is interesting to note that the interval prediction interval would thereby be longer. The prediction
between 16 and 22 h, where the plasma error remains essen- capability ofmultirevohition gravitysensing estimates was also

i tially constant while the data noise curve falls, is the only adversely affected by increasing plasma activity, and aggregate: region where the actual period errors were significantly larger gravity field determinations were, at the very least, inhibited

_ than those predicted by random data noise alone, by the growth in the plasraa-induced error (see Section V).

! 2. S/X calibration of a muiflrevohiflon fit. While the qual- The worst-case approach was not extended to ",helonger
i ity of a short-arc fit was measured in terms of local orbit arcs because the effects ofgravity uncertainties, which become

130
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COMPUTED ERROR I

ERROR WIT

0o owo i
_'_ o.li

ACTUAL ERROR

O.01 - _ 120 122 124 126 128 130 i32
PERIAPSIS NUMBER

Fig.24. ErrorsInpmdlet_ltlnmsofPeW (_) Incurredusing•
Sd gmvl_ _ estimatedusingthree_ (P__ll-P__0)of
pellally calibratedS/X data

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 _

DATA-ARC TERMINATION, TIME PAST INITIAL PERIAPSIS, h

Fig.23. VO-3flr_orblt wond-eamn_lls-lndu¢_ Npoee_mr 0.s -

! significant as the processed data arc length approaches a full _ i- //

revolution, could not be readily accounted for in the simula- ._
tion of media-induceddoppler error.Therefore, in an effort to
assess both the effects of plasma activity and the potential of . __
S/X calibration data for diminishing such effects on longer.arc _ 0.1 m_,
fits. a three-revolution 6 X 6 gravity field estimate was per- ,_ r--_RRORwl'm ""

[CALlaRATIONS // ,,
formed. The data arc chosen began at Pz z6 for TO-l, the c, INCLUD£D
interval with nearly the highest percentage coverage (~34%) of _ *"

S/X data over all such intervals for both orbiten. Even though ,\ I_'_

only !/3 of the doppler could be calibrated, it was believed -_ [[\

that inclusion of this data in the estimate would result in a /_,
noticeable effect on prediction accuracies since the arc oc- , i _( _'--ERRORWITHOUTC._UIISAI IONS

curred duringa period of substanUal plasmaactivity (October (
; 15.18, 1976). I
i 0.01 :120 122 "124 126" 1211 130 132
t The gravity sensing was done both with and without the ,_,o,_ls NUAMIER :

| available S/X calibration corrections added to the data. Fig- !

l ures 24 and 25 give the com_rative results in teims oferron
I_.=t Inom _ _mletm flpm tnmmmue_0 e ea glm_ hold
g ulkngllhnletevolu6o_ (PlII-Pl19) ot _

._ in the predicted valuesof time of pedapststp and[20o_ that _ WX dine

f I
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result f,om the two solutions. Shown is the magnitude of ,-i

deviations from reference local single-revolution estima'es for ¢tp = E (n i) eat, i (9)
prediction intervals beyond periapsis 119. It is evident that , o
results were, at best. inconclusive: the m_-calihr:lthm s_flution

performed better in pledicting tn until periapsis 126. beyond In this case the predncted orbH may experience the benefit .f

which point inchnsion of the calnbratnon data did reduce the compensating errors which keep the errors in tp smalle_ Ihan
prediction error somewhat. Simdarly, calibrations improved might be expected. For this reason, and 'dso since the critical
_2pos predictions only for longer prediction intenals and then phases of the missmn were synchronous, rno_t of the ptefltght
only slightly. The consistent pattern of_po s errors may be an (as.well as in-llnght) analysis was contined to synclmmous
indication that significant errors existed m the reference S2pos orbiters,
values due to charged-particle noise,

An analytical expression for _ as a function of the orbital
No firm conclusions can be drawn from this trial case elen.ents and a given gravity field (in the fore1 of spherical

regarding the utility of S/X calibrations in improving the harmonics) can be obtained using Kaula's expression for the
performance of multirevolution fits. A conclusive test wouhl disturbing function (Ref. 12),
require full calibration of the data arc. and may also demand
more accurate up-link calibration than was employed in the
present study.

/_=6_ E(R/_ J_,n E '_,np(') G_pq (e,
_m_ a ] pq

V. Modeling GravitationalAccelerations
CV_n

A. Preflight Analysis X (_ - 2p + q) I
odd

As pointed out earlier, the limiting error source on the
period estimate is shared by modeling errors and data noise
within a one-revolution fit. and dominated by gravity model.
ing errors for the predicted orbits that follow. Conceptually, _mpq = (_ - 2p)co + (_ - 2p + q)M +m(_- ,",_m)
me ?eriod experiences a change (AP) upon each periapsis
crossing due to gravitational perturbations, as shown schemati- (1 I)
cally in Fig. 26. For a synchronous orbiter the error in AP

propagates in much the same manner as AP itself, so that the where

predicted error in the time of periapsis (tt,) grows as
_,_(n+l)eap, where n is the number _. predicted orbits. The
error in Z_ may alter ;ign and magnitude for different peri. J_m = harmonic coefficients

apsis crossings on an asynchronous orbit so that the error in tp F_mp(l) = inclination functiondoes not grow geometncally but instead goes as

G_pq(e). eccentricity expansion

co= argumento_"periapsis

M = mean _nomaly

The graphic node (6) is defined as _ = 12 - 0, where 0 is the

hour angleand _/ is the ascendingnode(seeFig.27). Under

thecondition of resonance

: eli.AntS (e - 2P + q)itf + m_ = 0 (12)
CIOSSING

! so termscorrespondingto _ - 2p + q • m, (m #: O)resultinM
: [ Xl_ _ +/_ _ constant and_ ,_ constant. It is convenientto evaluate

Iq$. m. _ mWsmeUle el elm_ In _ (M,) M + _ at the time of spa,:ecraft periainis, and in all future
_ referenceto _t it is understood to be evaluated at perial_is.

+

laa

t
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RBITTRACK

LONGITUDE OF _ y' /

ASCENDING NODE _ /

HOUR \ _ '_ / Y

Fig. 27. Definition of the graphic node

Thus AP can be easily expressed as a function of j] for a _- ....................
synchronous orbit (Ref. 4). This analytical tool ISconvenient i t_/ 1
fl)r a ready comparison of the prediction characteristics of 1! PERIAPSIS(NOMINAL)- _-_-
different gravity models. Also, the uncertainty in AP for a

given field with covafiaP,ce I-'Ccan be oblaiJled :is a function of .S _,_OArSlS (NOMINAL)_

z i / ArOAPS,s(_OSTGR^V'TY_SrL.........
sap= _-_ rc (13) _ ; ...-".... rERLq,S_S

2 i - --- (m__Aw;vEST)

Error analysis indicates that a large reduction in the error of , [I_-FL_OHTANALYSIS]
time of periapsis passage can be expected once a gravity field is _t
sensedover but two revolutions of a Vikin b _).chronous orbit. 1
The RSS position error based on a covariance analysis of the J

preflight nominal (Mariner 9 ensemble) field (Ref. 1I) is repre- 0.1Lp0.....................P1 -P2 P'3 P4 P$ P6 P7

sented in Fig. 28. Here, the initial error of 0.7 km at periapsis ptttl,_slsNUMKR
is due to the error _n the node in the plane-of-sky, which is
essentially the same at each periapsis, and the remainderof the Fig. all. _ petition enor laComand I_ Wovlet m,---theov_
error growth is due primarily to an in-track error resulting two _ ot Vltlag 1. T_ Ileum mWeeenm • tlWicale,am

, from an error in the time ofperiapsis. The ttming error can be ImmapmnigM mwidanceanalln_v_tc_enominwwlty, otMIon
approximated by dividing the residual position error by the _ etal_nm_ iml atom ol _ m ¢onalcle_
velocity at periapsis ("-4 km/sL As indicated, the error is
substantially reduced after gravity sensing by about an order
of magnitude. Since computational limitations may not permit sufficiently

large-order parameter _,imates to account for these effects, it

A number of simulations were performed to test the results is important to dev,,iop strategies which minimize their cor-
of covariance analysis as well as gain some preflight experi, mpting influence on the estimator. Based on the results of
ence. The specific purpose for these simulations was to exam- error analy_ anti simulation, the adopted procedure consisted
ine the effects of data span and a priori on period and of two revolution t_ts estimating a sixth order and degree field
parameter estimation. Data close to periapeis ("-±1.0 h) is while deleting data within one hour of periapsis. An appropri.

: particularly sensitive to unmodeled accelerations and may re- ate a priori _ovariance was used to constrain the filter to the

quire high.order gravity terms to accurately represent them. nominal field. It was felt thai this strategy would permit fair
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recovery of the "true" field while substantially reducing the tile orbit is not included awlthis estanlator since tile slates a!

error in AP. tile beginning of e:ach short arc arc n_)t ct)rlnccled tl.vnaalllcall.v
{i.e.. they are determined mdepemlcntly). It was found thai

In reality, most Viking orbits were slightly asynchronous this short,'uming does not scrlousl,, degrade !he vah_hav _ff"lhe

and also expeder,ced a st, all regression o! the ascending node. field. A similar result v'as prcvautasly demonstrale'l in Rile. 13
Thus, the graphic node (#) is not constant so AP(/3) is not and 14.

absolutely constant. As a result, new information Is gained on

each periapsis crossing which permits gravity sensing over a Tile matrix anvers,ons required here are per!mined taslllg a

fairly broad groundtrack. In order to obtain a single gravity sqlaare root algorltlam, folh,v, aalg tile anclhods used in tilt?

model which retains all of tile infomlation contained in tile DPODP IRe!. q!, in order to preserve precision. ('holesky

individual short arc fields, selected models determined over decomposition as used t,_ transform a positive-delilut_: sym-
short arcs were combined in a hnear sense. A description of metric matrix 1"into an Ul_per-lrtangular .,,quare ro.nt matrix A
the method used to accomplish this follows, so that F = A TA. Once A is _btained, it folh,ws that !'- I =

A- a A- !. where A- a IS computed lasmg a backward suhstltu

B. A Linear Pi_wllm Bitch EItimllor tion scheme. Tlus algorithnl has been shown to produce a
more accurate Inverse than conventi_mal techniques and also

Gravity estimation techniques using combinations of short
insures that I'- i ass)mmetrac.

arc s_dutions have been applied successfully to Mariner 9 data
in the past (Refs. 13, 14). 1"he a4vantages sought here are to

reduce the time and cos usually required to process long arcs [&e of the square rt_)l method outlined here results an a
more precise Inverse t;lle to tile fact that tile c_ntlation number

of data in a single batch as well as provide a convenient means {ratio of the largest to tile smallest eigenvalue) of m is the
for combining gravity information from multlple spacecraft, square root of the condition number for r. This c,mcept can

As applied here, an a priori Mariner 9 field {Co) with covan- be carried further b3, defining an upper triangular matrix O
ance (Fo) is combined with estimates obtained using short arcs such that A = O a. I.e., a second square root. 13 as obtained
(two to four _evolutions) of data from VO.I and VO.2 from
synchronous and walk phase orb!Is. Each short arc solution

respectively.Withits associated covariance will be referred to as Ct and F_ O, = w_i r i = I . .."_ • • •, n

Rather directly then. consider the quantities

Ot-t2.t=(Ot-tj _l+011)-I

e;- e,- r;rol wo- g) (14)

asdataand × Xl-_,l- Eoi-_,l-J Ot'l, ; I 2, ,i- 1
j-I

_-I ,. l_t | . rot (15) 0q = 0:l>j (17)

as the data weight applied to a least squares estimator
Then, A'I . O-2. The process can be continued where t_

plays the role of A, etc., to obtain as many square roots as

(_ ) [_ Co] desired. Atmost. two square roots proved to be adequate for
! _,, U.I +i_o I -I r;-t _j,+ Fol the combination of gravity fields prescribed by Eqs.(14-16).

(16) C. v04 e.xpeden_
The ffnchronous phase of YO-I belPm at the periaptis

• where Cis to be taken as the best estimate of the field Wen designated P_, approximately 42 h and 21 man after MO! on
the ensemble of all available data. Note that _ and I'_are the June 19. 1976. A number of raaneuvers were performed to

estimates and associated covariances obtained if no a priori prepare for the July 20 landing, resulting in dight asynchro-
knowledge is assumed. It must be pointed out. however, that nous phases (walk phases) of the mission. This may be seen by

the gravity information pertaining to the long-term behavior of noting the period of rotation for Mars (approximately

S_4
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1.4 I 1 I I I -B.2 r T i r

..... OBSERVED

1.2- -8.4 +_+ NOMINAL FIELD

O 4 X 4 FIELD(P2 " P4)

_,_ _ 6 X 6 FIELD(P3- P5)

1.0 - _f' _, NOMINAL FIELD _'a -- -8.6 _ 6 X 6 COMBINEDFIELD(P2" P46)

I_. 4 --
0.E - a -8.8

° g
,- \f

o.6 - d -9.0-- _

0.4 - _ -9.2-- O _

O

o.2- _"_'_"_'_ _ -9.4
G

VO-I 6 x 6 COMBINEDFIELD(P2 " P46) _- A_ ©

-9.6 --
o 60 120 180 240 300 360

GRAPHICNODEATPERIAPSIS,8t deg P46_'_p2
-9.8 _, I i

5 8 11 14 17 20
Fig. 32. Uncertslnty In the change in period as I funcllon of
graphic node at pedapsis based on the nominal field and s 6x6 PERIAPSISNo.
VO-1 combined field r._ermined over P2-P46

Fig. 33. Change in period as s function of perlapsls passage based
on nominal and VO-1 determined gravity fields and observations
tor the first 20 days

Comparisons between the observed ZLPand those predicted
by various models are typified in Fig. 33. The sixth order and taken during this pl'ase was rendered useless ft)r gravity deter-
degree field obtained over P3 - Ps tracks the actual 2u° history ruination purposes. Fortunately, this problem did not become
remarkably well, as does the long arc combined field. It must serious until after the VO-2 subperiapsis point had completed

be noted that all short arc models did not perform as well as one circulation about the planet. This permitted sampling of
that shown; thus the predictability of the P3 - Ps field may be the gravity field for all longitudes of t)eriapsis.
deemed fortuitous. A fourth order and degree model obtained

over the span P2 -P4 performed well locally but could not
: recover the information necessary to maintain accuracy for

many orbits into the future. The early recovery of an accurate D- VO-2 Experience
gravity model permitted pred;,:tion of the times of periapsis to
within 1.0 s 10 days in advance, while the nominal field would Unlike the early phases of VO-I, VO-2 was initially on a
have produced errors on the order of tens of seconds, markedly asynchronous orbit as indicated in Table I. Coverage

of the planet was completed after the first I0 revolutions

_ (with maneuver interrupts at P2 and P6)" during which time
• Improvement of a global model continued once data was the solar plasma effects were still small enough to permit

processed over the early walk phase of VO-2. Beginning the gravity estimation. The data noise level became intolerable (for
middle of August 1976, errors in the estirlated period as large further gravity sensing/after this time, including data taken
as 0.2 s were experienced due to increased solar plasma cou- after the plane change; thus no valuable gravity information
pied with ,'eduction in the VO-I trackingcoverage. Thus, data was available after August 18, 1976.

: 136
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Short arc gravity estimates were obtained over the orbits design as realized m VO-I. It must be noted, however, that the

PO- P2, P2-P6. and P7-Plo to ensure clrcumplanetary solar plasma activity made It difficult to recogmze gravity
coverage by the subperiapsis point. These were then used to error_ apart from local orbit determination error_ at thzs tm_e.
form a VO-2 ensemble field Thi_ model was et_mbined with

t'_e VO-I field (/°2- P46) to yield the ModeI-V field (see

lalgle S). The prediction accuracy of the combined VO-I/ The vahdity of the Mode!-V became even more apparent

VO-2 field was found to be comparable to that of the individ- once VO-I was synchronized over the VL-2 s_te on Septem-
ual ensemble fields. Consequently, the dt, al spacecraft gravity bet 24, 1976. The VO-I only field differed by _pproximately

estimate was adopted for navigation purposes. Unlike a 0.2 s in _ fl-om Model-V for this phase, and tt wa_ found that

synchronous orbit, an asynchronous oroit exhibits an error in the error In Ap using Model-V was less than 0.04 s. Formal
LkFwhich may vary sharply in magnitude aqd sign upon ea_,h statistics, though usually optintistlc, show extremely small
periapsis passage. Fig. 34 shows the elror m zaP and the uncertainties in _ for all values of/3 due to ciicumplanetary

resulting error in tp based on a prediction starting at P7 and gravity sensing using VO-2 walk data (see Fig. 36). Qualita-
extending through Pia, using the nominal gravity field. The tively at least, thi." has been borne out. since the errors m _P

error in zlP was as large as -+0.65, but the error in tp did not due to Model-V did not exceed 0,4 s for the VO-2 walk orbit
grow above 0.5 s during this interval of prediction due to
compensatory period errors. AfteJ gravity sensing, the error in

zlP was held to -+0.2 s; however, the error in tp stdl grew as
large as 0.68 s, indicating that compensating period errors are ; r 7 7

extremely model-dependent (see Fig. 35). Once VO-2 was 0.6 E_ORt. f'"--

synchr°nized pri°r t° the landing sequence' the err°r in 2ut) 0.4 //_ r p---_- ...... -"',, /

introduced by Model-V was observed to be less than 0.04 s, 0.2 - J \ ,/" "'4/ _--_4" "---,.
thus permitting much the same precision for the separation - I / _( / "-,---'" ,,

T \ / \ / ',,
-0,2[ \__, //_"'_ ERRORIN AP
-0.4t ,/ X,/

Table 8. Normaliz(J spherical harmoniccoefficientsfor Mars x -0.6 _-[BASEDON NOMINALFIELDI
105 (this model is based on preconlunctlonVlkll_ dab for both L

orbiters witha Marlnor 9 field (gel. 11) Includedas a priori) P7 P8 P9 Pt0 P11 P12 P13 P14

PERIAPSISNo.

I m Elm X 10 5 Sire X IOsi
Fig. 34. Errors in predicted rims of pedapsla tp and predicted

2 0 -87.64 0.00 changes In period _P Incurred using the nomle,tl gravityfield on
2 1 0.00 0.00 VO-2 (prediction started as PT)

:_ 2 2 -8.56 4.85
,_., 3 0 -0.81 0.00

-i 3 1 0.63 2.58
: ' 3 2 -1.76 0.68

, 3 3 3.43 2.45
, 4 0 0.36 0.00

4 1 -0.01 0.24 0.6 1 . T r T , ,_
•! 4 2 -0.17 -O.81 ERRORIN t _ _,_/''" /

_t 4 3 0.66 0.65 0.4 P __'' -I
4 4 -0.43 -I .66 /, o ooo

"[ 5 ! 0.42 0.28 _ 0

5 2 "0.54 0.00 _ -0.2 ERRORIN _P

5 3 -0.13 -0.56 [BASEDONMODI:I..-V FffkDI |
_ 5 4 -0.69 0.22 -0.4 -

•i 5 5 -0.37 0.55 -0.6 _-e-(TOp0) GRAVITYSENSED:1 6 0 0.18 0.00
1

6 I 0.68 -0.39 P7 P8 P9 PI0 Pll PI2 P13 P14
6 2 O.l I -0.31
6 3 0.61 1.35 PEItIAPSlSNo.
6 4 0.46 0.00
6 5 0.26 0.33 Rg. 35. Errors In predicted times of pedal)sis tp and predicted
6 6 0.12 0.03 changes In period AF Incurred using the 6x6 VO-1 and VO-2 ;

combined field on VO-2 (predictionstarted at PT) _-
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1.4I r T 1 T -- 1"Of MODEL- V (TABLE 8)

I NOMINAL FIELD,, o o

1.0 d_ -1.O 0 O 0

Ooo o_ o° Oo o o o _.°t MODE_-_'(,EF_,)
0.8 o o oO O O O 0

z oQ_oo oo o °Q-_oO o

>. oR_o o . o - - , -----_ ..--

o

o
_ -1,0
U
Z Z

o.2 i o_- I _ ' / I

]" _ _,.o
} 60 120 180 240 300 360 _ 1.0T- MODEL - L (REF 15) -1

Fig. 36. Uncertainty the change in period is a function of _ 0 - _ -- t r ,

VO-lgrlphlc-- lit pedapllis bl" °n the n°minal field and the 6x6 [ NN'__and VO-2 combined field -1.0 1

and 0.04 s for the VO-1 synchronous orbit during the time 1.0_kMODEL-MtREF-- 17) /

period beginning the middle of September 1976 toward solar o \ I -Jf/'-'_r-__ _ I /
conjunction in the m'_ddleof November 1976. __ -_.a..---_ _ /

%/
It should be kept in mind that the VO-I and VO-2 corn- -1.o l _ I I I

bined field (Model-V) also contains Mariner 9 data through the 0 60 120 18o 2,1o 3oo
applied a priori nominal field. A comparison between this GRAPHICNODEATPERIAPSISB,deg
Viking sensedmodel and certain independently determined Fig.37. Compadlmnof _P(a)betweenvariousgravitytleldsand
Mariner9 models can be made using Fig. 37. Here, the change the nominalgraylY/fieldevllulled for the tirIt VO-1slmehronous
in period as a function of graphic node for each field is phue
compared to the preflight field (see Eqs. 9.12), all evaluated

for the first VO.I st .chronous phase. Modei-Vcan be taken to E. Gravity Estimation In Extended Mission
be fairly accurate globally and strictly correct in the region
covered by the early phases of VO-I (/)2 to P46). With little The orbital elements for the Viking spacecraft subsequent
exception, all fields predict a AP(_) within one standard devia- to solar conjunction are given in Table 9. All trajectories for
tion of the preflight (~+1.0 s). It is of interest to note that all this phase of the mission were virtually asynchronous in sup-
fields (except Model-M)exhibit the same sinusoidal behavior port of Mars, Phobos, and Deimos imaging, Phobos mass

:- in the neighborhood of _ = 300 °, which leads to AP errorsless determination experiment, and lander relay links. As in the

: than 0.3 s over the region P2 to/46 in all cases. The fields primary mission, knowledge of the gravity field was essential
tend to be lets congruous for the more westerly longitudes, to the success of navigation and science sequences. Actually,
however, with differences as large as 1.0 s occurring. Clearly, prediction accuracy became more important owing to the
none of these fields would have introduced gravity modeling long-range planning and reduced tracking schedule peculiar to
errors significantly larger than those expected, the Viking extended mission.

l_lll

._ ¢
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Table 9, Areocentric Jrbltal elements of Viking 1 and Viking 2

Viking 1

MOT-10 MOT-I 1 MOT-I 2 MOT-13 MOT-14

Parameter Date of maneuver, 1977

1/22 2/5 2/12 3/I ! 3/24

Semimajor axis, km a 1_)538.5 19513.6 19498.4 18903.4 19804.6

Eccentricity e .7508 .7504 .7498 .8047 .8133

Mean period, h P 23.033 22.989 22.962 21.919 23.505

Longitude of fz 100.56 99.19 97.99 90.10 87.06

ascendiJ]g node,

deg

Argument of _ 78.25 80.18 81.64 90.00 93.96
periapsis, deg

Inclination, deg I 39.1 ! 39.26 39.30 39.23 39.30

Height above hp 1474.9 1477.8 1485.4 299.1 303.1
surface at

periapsis, km

Latitude of sub- ¢,p 38.14 38.58 38.80 39.23 39.19
periapsis point, deg

Viking 2

MOT-8 MOT-9 MOT-I 0

Parameter Date of maneuver, 1977

: 1/22 3/02 4/18

Semimajor axis, km a 21452.0 20488.5 19365.1

Eccentricity e .8051 ,7977 .7860

Mean period, h P 26.498 24,733 22.727

" Longitude of ft 57.53 54.76 52.93
ascending node,
deg

Argument of to 60.33 55.68 51,49
periapsis, deg

Inclination, deg / 79.01 80.18 _.5 _ ,

:" Height above hp 787.2 750.9 722.9 ,
surface at

periaps/s, km

• Latitude of sub- _p 58.53 54.47 50.52
pcriapsis point, deg

;: ,

3 : z
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No gravity model improvement was attempted during the 15.0 1 1 _----r----1---_ -7--- q--©--©--
solar conjtmction phase because o1"inadequacies in tile data. O TIMEOFPERIAPSE ©
Data limitations at this time were primarily due to (1)high A PERIOD
solar induced noise hum mid-November 1976 to late January

1977, (2_ lack of contiguous orbits with continuous coverage, ,,';_ ©
and (3)lack of new information in tile data. As a result, z 10.0 0
navigation tllroughout the conjunction phase had to rely on _ o
Model-V. Orbit determinations early in February 1977 indi- _ OU

cated that Model-V was producing errors in AP on the order of _z
0.5 s for the low-altitude (800-kin) VO-2 9rbit and approxi- _ s.0- O

: mately 0.25 s for VO-I. Since accurate predictions were '-
needed to support tile VO-l/Phobos encounter phase, begin- A A
ning February 12, 1977, and the VO-I low-altitude (300-kin) ._ © A ,:_ A A
phase, beginning Ma:ch 12, 1077, an early improvement in tile 0.0__zrO J l l I I l 1 .L_'__.____

_1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
grawty model was necessary. The new model (COMBIX) con- DATASPAN

PERIAPSE NUMBER

sists of the linear ensemble of all fields which comprise _ _ _ _ _ _-__-_ _J
Model-V plus a number of short arc fields obtained after lo0 ,5o 2o0 25o :300 a._a6o 5o _oo

conjunction. The new short arc fields were reduced from 8 LONGITUDE,°E

revolutions of VO-2 data and 5 revolutions of VO-I data taken Fig. 38. Timinguncw_llmy m_ _ Hp = 300 kin,VO-1,usl_l
early in February. Tile merits of COMBIX as apphed to the COMBIX/AVEcovlriance
Phobos encounter phase are discussed m Section VII. An anal-
ysis of the low-altitude phase of VO-I based on COMB1X

follows. 15s after 9 revolutions. Navigation experience indicates that
the errors predicted by COMBIX/AVE bounded the actual

Errot analyses of the post MOT-13 low-altitude phase of timing errors, which were observed to be typically 5.6 s after O
r VO-I have been compared to the actual navigation experience revolutions of prediction.

for that period. In an attempt to bound the expected predic-

tion errors, two somewhat subjective covariance matrices for As expected, the observed errors in the change in period
the COMBIX gravity mode_were considered. COMB1X/NEW (AP) were generally larger for the post MOT-13 orbit than
is the computed covariance wh'ch results from the least they were for the previous 1500-kin altitude orbit. However,
squares combination of the constituent fields that comprise the random signs of the z3J'errors contribute to widely varying
COMBIX. The other covariance, COMB1X/AVE, was based on timing errors over a planetary circulation depending on the

: sample statistics derived from the deviations of the constituent epoch of prediction.: fields from their mean.

Assuming that the observed error m AP history for the first
These two covariance matrices were used to predict the low-altitude circulation of Mars (revolutions 264-273) is re-

evolution of orbit position errors over one planetary c!rcula- peated on successive circulations, the predicted timing errors
tion (9 revolutions). The expected errors were found by map- which would result from any given state-only fit can be esti-
ping the state consider covariance obtained from a one- mated using Eq.(9). This relation was used to compute ex-
revolution fit. As usual, it was assumed that the corrupting petted timing errors after 9, 14, and 18 revolutions ofpredic-
influence of the short-period gravity effects could be elimi- tion, starting with each of the 9 orbits comprising the first
nated by deleting data within one hour of each periapsis. The low-altitude Mars circulation. The results are presented in
nominal orbit used for this low-altitude covariance mapping is Fig. 39. Notice that the error associated with any particular fit
defined by the orbit elements following MOT,13 as shown in is roughly proportional to the number of orbits predicted.
Table 9. Further, the accumulated error in prediction depends highly

on where the prediction starts. As noted earlier, the error in
; The corresponding evolution of timing uncertainties pre- time of periapsisafter 9 revolutions can be as large as 5-6 s.

dieted by the COMBIX/AVE covariance matrix is presented in

Fig. 38. The trends for ap and orp obtained from COMBIX/ It is concluded that analyses using two independent covari.
NEW are 10-2 times the corresponding values computed using ance matrices for COMB1Xhave at best bounded the observed

! COMBIX/AVE. Sach a small error is unrealistic, so COMBIX[ timing errors. In particular, the computed covariance for
NEW was not considered further in this study. The maximum COMBIX predicts timing errors that are small by nearly 2
timing erro _rcdicted by the COMB1X/AVE covariance is orders of magnitude. This suggests that data noise covariances
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Fig. 40. Comparison of AP arrorl

for gravity models are extremely optimistic and therefore do

not reflect the true timing errors. Further it is difficult to orbits whose subperiapse points occurred .'-qabout 30 ° west

assign or even properly bound the effect of modeling errors on longitude,
the predicted times of periapsis associated with an arbitrary

walk-phase state-only fit. However. the sample covariance ma- In order to reduce longitudinal deficiencies of COMBIX, a

: trix (COMBIX/AVE) does tend to properly bound the new6th degree and order gravily field call.ed COMB3X was
observed error in AP. This was concluded by noting that the estimated by including four new short-arc fields detelmined
observed errt,rs in AP over the longitudes of 60°E to 260°E

during the 40°/rev fast-walk of VO-1 and seven new fields

were on the order of one second, very close to the predicted determined using the 15°/rev slow-walk of VO-I. No new
uncertainties (see Fig. 38). VO-2 data was included. This gravity model predicts _o to

within -+0.5 s (lo) for all subsequently observed VO-I revolu-

In summary, analyses ter_d to bound the error in AP as a tions. Further, the apparent error in COMBIX at 30 ° west

function of longitude but have little value in bounding pre- longitude is not evident in COMB3X, which indicates that it

dieted timing errors. This is due to the fact that the magnitude should predict better than COMB I X in a global sense. The

of ea_, can be predicted but not its sign. Thus a given gravity errors in AP observed for VO-2 while using COMBI X are also
model can best be evaluated by observing errors in predicted presented in Fig. 40. and since the period of the 800-km

AP rather than predicted tp for the asynchronous phases of altitude VO.2 orbit was being predicted adequately with
: the mission. COMBIX, the decision was made not to use COMB3X for

VO-2 but to continue using COMBIX for r,avigation purposes.

With this in mind, the eat, history was examined for the Future development will be confined to obtaining a gravity
VO-I low-altitude fast-walk phase following MOT.13. During model tailored to the low-altitude phases of the mission only.

' this phase, the orbit period ww about 22 hours which resulted

in subperiapse points successively spaced approximately 40 ° F. Conclusions
eastward in Mars longitude. After MOT-14 was executed on

March 28, 1977. the orbit period changed to 23.5 hours and A number of conclusions drawn from the VO-i and VO.2

the walk-rate decreased to about 15° per VO-I revolution. The experience are particularly pertinent to synchronous orbits. At

errors in delta period throughout both low-altitude phases least for the high.altitude ('_lS00-kin), hlgh-eccentricity

_ were monitored and are presented as a function of _ongitude ("-0.76) Viking orbiters, the error in AP can be reduced to a
,. of periapsis in Fig. 40. Note the COMBIX gravity model few hundredths of a second by estimating a sixth order and

" predicted delta periods within x'O.8 s (1o) for most of these degree gravity model over two revolutions while deleting data
g low.altitude orbits, but some large errors were still evident for within an hour of periapsis. Further, if the orbit is slightly
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asynchronous, a gravity model derived froln a linear combina- MARSSPINAXIS
tion of short arc estimates retaln_ the inherent local accuracy z
of its constituent fields. Improvement may be possible should ]

higher-order terms be included but an error of _O.02 s is very _

close to the limit imposed by data noise. This is clearly not the / I"// t \__.rt _ _ ....case for walk orbits where the error in AP was only reduced to k

awa,koO'2swithinthefit'Thes°larinducedn°isebecamefairlyhighutsuchac TOEAI __I_ -J'__'_" _ !' '

during the time VO-2 walk phase data was processed, which I\
could explain a O.2-s error, but this contradicts the excellent _ ( Izt 4

performance demonstrated by Model-V on the later synchro- " " L i ¥
nous phases. Perhaps a sixth order and degree field is inade- 6E - -_

quate to properly account for all perturbations experienced on _Y" - - MARSMEAN

During the low.altitude phase of VO-1 {tip _300 kln) and MARS

VO-2 (hp _- 800 km) in the e×tended mission, a tailored sixth VERNALEQUINOX

degree and order gravity field predicted period changes of tile a) VLPOSITIONANDDIRECTIONTOEARTH
orbiters accurate to -+0.5 s. Work is currently underway to
develop higher degree and order tailored fields, which are nec- z/
essary to reduce _ errors in these orbits to a level comparable _,,,4 ._
to that of the nominal mission.

f g

x

VI. Viking Lander Position Determination b)MARSPOLEORIENTATION
Fig.41. Vikinglandertrackinggeometry

A. Information Content of VL Radio Track!ng Data

The VL radio tracking geometry is illustrated .n Fig. 41. (2) Doppler provides a relatively weak determination ofZ L

The lander and the Earth are referenced to a nominal Mars- (because the rate of change of Earth declination 6E is
,.'entered equatorial-equinox coordinate frame (Ref. 17). The small compared to the Mars rotation rate w).
cylin,.-icai coerdinates of the VL relative to this frame are rt`

(distance from the spin axis), Zt. (heigh! above the equatorial The insensitivity of VL doppler data to errors in Zt` was
plane), and at, (areocentric right ascension). The lander rotates noted iti nume_cal studies reported by Tolson et al. (Ref. 18),
about the Mars spin axis with angular velocity co(the rotation and a method of employing ranging uat,_ to .a*,,rmine..... this
period is approximately 24.6 h). The areocentric right ascen- component of lander position was proposed. The drawback of
sion ot_.and declination _5E. of Earth define the Mars-to-Earth VL ranging data is that it contains a bias that is equal to the
direction. The orientation of the true spin axis of Mars relative ephemeris error in the distance from Earth to Mars. With

to the nominal is specifed by the clock angle 0 and cone angle estimates of rt`, at, e, and O from doppler data, the error in
e (the latter is assumed to be small). Zt` is approximately related to a range bias through the equa-

tion
Doppler signatures induced by the VL rotational motion

and by a Mars pole offset are shown in Fig. 42 (a,b). In each
case, the doppler signature is a sinusoid with the period of AZt` _' - csc 6e Ap (bias).

Mars' rotation. The amplitudes are functions of either rt, or e,

and the phases depend upon either the right ascension of the Thus, the errorin Zt` is at least 2.4 (= csc 25°) times as largeas
VL relative to the Earth or on the clock angle of the true pole. the. ephemeris range error. Prior to Viking-I insertion, theThe doppler siv_,natureinduced by the third lander coordinate

uncertainty in the Earth-to-Mars range from the Viking
ZI, is illustrated in Fig. 42 (c). Examination of these signatures ephemeris (DE84) was on the order of 1 to 2 km during the
leads to the following conclusions: interval of the Viking Prime Mission. It was pointed out in

(1) Motion of the Earth in areocentric right ascension is Section IV that the VO position relative to the center of Mars

necessary to provide separation of errors in Mars' pole alorg the line of sight (Zt, os ) was well determined from
direction from errors in rt` and at,. doppler data. Thus, passing doppler-determined orbits through
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• ;. ab positS(hi and tile direction of Mars spin axis (represenled by
I tile right ascension a and dechnatlon 6 relative tt) tile EarthI

I _ _1 mean equator and equinox of 1950.0). Although errors in

I / _to, t cos 6E tracking station locations were treated vi,, the DI'ODP "con-sider" option (Ref. 7), tile statistics primarily reflect the noise

_=E _ _k 121rr levels in tile doppler and tile VI. range adjust. Tile dramatic

X I

at i:nprovement achieved with the second day of data Is due to

L increased separability of VL position and Mars pole resulting
from the change in the areocentric right ascension of Earth.

The decrease in ZL uncerlamty from tile second to tile third
a) VLROTATIONSIGNATURE day is evidence of tile uuhty ot VL ranging.

Ak Note tile strength of the pole orientation determination
I

i relative to that achieved with Mariner 9 data (Ref. 4). Tile

\ I _N _ lower precision of the pole right ascensi(.,n e timate as com-

wrL_SIN6E pared to the declination estimate re.l_: ' a correlation/ between a and _/, produced by tile tracking geometry.

C. Inflight Results

at."e The initial VL-I and VL-2 radio tracking is summarized in
Fig. 44. The VL-I coverage is relatively extensive as compared

b) MARSPOLEOFFSETSIGNATURE to that for VL-2. Not only were most of tile VL-I passes of
longer duration, but they also span a greater range of tracking

,_ geometries. This is reflected in the formal statistics given in

J _ T Fig. 45.

-z _I cos6
t E _ t The poor VL-2 tracking coverage in combination with a

t higher level of space plasma activity observed in the VO
after-the-fit residuals led to the decision te employ the pole as

c) Zt SIGNATURE determined from VL-I processing in estimating ti_eposition of

Fig.42. VikingIsnderdopplersignJlures VL-2. The final (5-day) position estimates and the pole
estimate derived from initial VL-1 tracking data are given in
Table 10. For verification purposes, landing site radii obtained

VO range data was expected to give a measure of the ephe-
meris range error ,:,frillan accuracy of 15 to 25 m. The method TSbJe10. VL posilionandglml spinl_til dil'e_n e=llmJtn
suggested in Ref. 18 involved using the VO range residual_ to at fivedlya liter touchdown
update the ephemeris range prior to processing the VL data. In

practice, the VO range residuals are used to obtain an approxi- Parameter Estimate
mate ephemeris range error, which is then applied as an adjust-

" _ ment to the VL rangemeasurement. VL-I VL-2
Radius,km 3389.4 ±0.1 3381.4 ±0.6

B. Preflight Analysis Topographic radius,a km 3388.9 3381.5

Estimates of VL position accurate to 0.5 deg were required Areocentrielatitude,deg 22.26 ±0.01 47.66 _0.01
to be delivered within 5 days after touchdown, with the ',¢estlongitude,bdeg 48.01 ±0.01 225.78 _0.01
condition that at least one good VL range point had been a0 (1950.O),deg 317.36 ±0.02 -

• acquired. The results of preflight studies (Ref. 4) employing 6o(1950.0), deg 52.708,0.004
up tO 5 days of tracking are summarized in Fig. 43. The

doppler arcs were centered at the time on each day that Earth aI.romreference19.
" crossed the VL meridian, and were of 30 to 90 rain duration, bWest;ongitudeXisdefinedby k = 2n - ("L - V), whereV is

The doppler sample rate was one point per minute. An "ad- the hourangle of the prime meridianfromRef. 17 andaL is
: justed" range point was included on the third day. The param- _, ,,ared in the equatorial/equinox framerelativeto the esti-: matedpole.

eters to be determined included the three components of VL _.
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z_,_ and to tile rlghl of Phobos indicate the p_ints of cLv;es! flyby

/-f_ for each passage during tile encounter peri(_d..----Z_--+o --_* _ _ _----._ For comparison, tile encounter sequence lha! would have

20° 40° al. aE occurred if Plmbo:; had been ma_sle,,s is also shown. Thedifference between the encounter sequences is primarily due

to the cumulative effec! of the indwJdual orbital period

changes occurring at each encounter, wllich for this sequence

[sX---_ ..... r_ i - _- --r-- f---- I all tend to increase the orbital period.

et, l I : ::e
_a_ r _.--- { : r_--- i C. Preflight and Real-Time Estimates

._ ______r 1 : i , ___
,-, The method of analysis used here requires knowledge _)f the

' mean period change (,.'._) of the orbiter reduced by the Phobos

vt-I DOPPLER.... VL-2DOPP_R _7VLg_,NGE encounter. When viewed relative to inertial space the effect of

Fig. 44. VL radio trackingcoverage for five days following tire mas_ of Phobos on the spacecraf! velocity vector at on-
touchdown counter is to change i_s direction. The equations relating tire

spacecraft velocity change and the orbital permd change are
approximately given by ¢see Fig. 47).

from studies of Mars topography (Ref. 19) are also presented.
The VL-I estimated pole is within 0.04 deg of the Viking

preflight nominal adopted from Ref. 15. AV=- IAV,z.I ,o • V)= 2_a°

VII. The Massof PhobosfromViking
Olat_a PV

Flybys ae =- (b'.P) (
tJ_b Vn

A. Introduction

On February 12, 1977, VO-I was given a final preci'.,ion

trim in preparation for a number of close encounters with where
Phobos, The period of VO-I ("22 h 57 m 30 s} was designed to

be 3:1 commensurate with the period of the Martian mgon
V Mars r:,'lative spacecraft velocity vector (in or out )

such that encounters would occur on every third orbit of

Phobos. In 12 of these encounters the closest spacecraft AV 7. total _:hangein spacecraft velocity
approach to the natural satellite was less than 200 kin. The
closest approach distance for the complete encounter sequence AV comp,ment of AV T ahmg the original velocity

was 88 km on February 20, 1977. vector V

The primary purposes for this experiment were to acquire VR spacecraft-Phobos relative velocity at closest

close-up photography of the surface and to provide an oppor, approacl.

t',,aity to estimate the mass, and ultimately the density of #v GM of Phobos
Phobos - data which are relevant to a determination of the

,_ origin and evolutionary history of the satellite (Ref. 20). This #d GM of Mals
section will discuss the real-time and postflight estimates of

the mass of Phobos obtained by the SATED Team. b Phobos-sp_cecraft vector at closest approach

B. EllcOOlld_r GeonMttty a semimajor axis of spacecraft orbit relative to Mars
P period of spacecraft orbit

The spacecraft-Phobos encounter geometry is shown in

' ; Fig. 46 (excerpted from Ref. 20). Phobos is seen from the (") indicates unit vector
approaching spacecraft in a coordinate system with the T-axis

parallel to the Mars equatorial plane. The direction to the Sun Equations (18) and (19) are accurate to within 1 or 2 per.¢

is about 16 des above T and 37 des into the paper while Mars cent. Figurz 48 presents a change in the spacecraft orbital

is 63 des below T and 50 des _ut of the paper. The dots above period as a function of the magnitude and direction of b. Also i
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j

ENCOUNTER DATE ap /./p

1 2-13-77 b = - l_,"r -- _ /: o(l)Glo2(e) sm J_ + 3M2 2-14-77 a /.,I,5 i
250 3 2-15-77

4 2-16.-77
5 2-17-77

200 6 2-18--77 �(lZ- 0p)) + Fl_l(l) Gf 14(e) sm I-_ + 3M2=19=77
'°,4 j ,

"_'_ 9 2-21-77 I
s io 2-22-_ + (_2-Op)]f (20)

J.t

_.._3_ II 2-22-77
I(_ /"_'7 - 12 2-23-77

I,__ 2 13 2-24-7714 2=25-77 where F([) and G(¢) are the inclination and ecc ntricily func-

50 lOOt 150 200 250 /4-300 350 400
\ 17

T,_,. /' _ - 2o"l"s/rev
=50 /Jd

Fill. 411.PhOOO0w_ountom. The dletonee of VO-1 to Ptml)oe is
• howm for each flyby (1 fl_yl -23h) whicl) for Be = 6.6 X 10 4 km._/s 2 yields AP = - 0.03 s/rev.

Perturbations ttu,. to the gravity field of Mars also produce

_'_ changes in the mean period of VO-I upon each periapsis

passage. As a result, perturbanons due to Phobos are not easily

_, distinguished from Mars' gravity effects on the period evolu-
tion of VO-1. This may be qualified by noting that a com-

t_OBO$ ORSlT_ ponent of the change in velocity (AVT)incurred at encounter/
may be directly observable in the two-way doppler data.

Figure 49 presents the magnitude of the doppler shift in a

manner analagous to the AP infl:rmation in Fig. 48. Such an

Ou_.rN_ observation would provide a uniquely separable signature
which could lead to a ready mass estimate. Unfimunately, the

$P,_E mo,os_,,,, '_ ve maximum change in the VO-I range-rate of 4 mm/s is largely

plasma con) nbutes to the data noise as well as inducing sys-

tematic signatures into the data. llowever, the methods em-

ployed here are not sensitive to these effects.

vo-I--" _- _ The perturbation in the mean period of VO-I due to the,_.',,_,_of Phobos can be considered large when compared to an

_v estimated O.l-s error in predicted AP due to uncertainties in

, Pill. 41)'.VO.1 oM _ _ IIOGm,eley the gravity field alone. The change in mean period from orbit
: to orbit can be determinett from two-way doppler data to •n

accuracy of _.03 s. Thus. ',ny system•tk deviation beyond

shown •re the actual encounter points in the b-plane for the +0.1 s in the predicted A/" ,;an be attributed to an error in p.)

Viking encounter sequence for Pr • 0.66 X 10-4 k,'n3/s" . As or in the distance of closest approach b. An error in b of 5 km
seen from this figure, the maximum period chang, for the resulting from Phobm and VO.I ephemeris errors would pro-

Viking encounters was ! .2 t. duce a contribution to AP which would be less than 6% of the
: effect produced by the Phobm mass. By assuming that the

i In addition to the direct effect jmt described there it also • difference between the observed and predic,ed values of AP on. i

chanfle due to the offset of Mars center of m-,, from the first four encounters was due solely to an error in 9p, it '
the barycenter of the Mars-Phobot system. This is actually • was concluded that the a priori GMofPhobos (10 -_ kraals 2) i"

i periodresonance effect for the case at hand tince the period of VO.I should be reduced _o 5.5 X 10-4 kraals z. The observed period t

is 3:1 commensurate with the period of Phobm. The space- change on the fifth e._ounter was consistent with this value.
craft orEit period change is approximately describedby This estimate permitted predictions of sufficient accuracy to

i
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satisfy imaging requirements throughout tile remaining en- doppler data using gravity coefficlen;., tailored t_) tile region

counter sequence, beneath tile included penapsis. This method was applied to

penapsis number P242, which corresponded tt) all encounter

D. PosfflightEstimates with one of the largest Phobos-mduced period perturbat ns

The procedure used to tailor the field was to estimate spherical
Most of the postflight analysis was confined to separating harmonic coefficients base,] oil two revolutions ¢)f data which

the Mars gravity effects from the perturbations of Phobos.
were selected such that the Phobos perturbatiofls were Hegligl-Two rather distinct methods will be discussed. The first
ble and the central subpenapsls point coincided with ll;at of

method uses the analytical express]ons given by Eqs. (19) and P242. This opportunity occul _.d at permpsls number P257.
. (20) and is similar to that used for the real-time analysis. A

over which a sixth degree ar.d "rder gravity field for Mars was
correction is applied to the mass by a.,suming that the error in

est]mated. It was felt that this field would all but remove the

AP results solely from an error in ,ue, while the gravity errors gravity errors, thereby uncoupling the effects of the gravity ofcontribute only in a random manner. Table 11 shows some of
Mars and the mass of Phobos. Use of tills local field resulted in

the salient parameters used in this calculation for 14 close
an estimate of pt, =(6.57 -+0.7) ×10 -4 km3/s ', wluch is m

encounters. Additional quantities which are essentially in-
excellent agreement with the results ohtained v_a the analytical

variant between encounters are the semimajor axis (a = 19,510 techmque just dest ribed.
km), spacecraft-Mars relative velocity (V _ 2.6 km/s) and

spacecraft-Phobos relative velocity at closest approach (V R -
: 2.20 km/s).

E. Concluding Remarks
The data (_SAP) is shown both bef'._re and after the fit,

based on an a priori value of/at, = 5.5 × 10-4 km3/s 2. With an The mass of Phobos has also been determined by Tolson,

assumed systematic gravity error _quivale,,t to 6AP = 0.I s, the et al. (Ref. 22) by processing direr revolution_ _f tracking data
best estimate obtai'aed by thi_ mettled is /at, = (6.63 and solving for the spacecraft state and GM of Phobos. The

+0.8) × 10 -4 kma/s 2. result of their da|a analysis was an estimate of (7.3 -+0.7)

× 10- 4 km3/s 2 for (731 of Phobos. It is significant that the
The second method, which is designed to minimize estima- results presented here are consistent with the]rs within the

tien errors arising from inaccuracies in the Mars gravity model, quoted uncertainties, since different methods of analysis were
inw_lves processing two consecutive revolutions of VO-I used.

Table 11. Phobosencounterparameters

Periapsis 6AP, s _5AP. s

aumber b, km "b• _" _AP/_ut,, s3/km 3 ( tt, = 5.5 × 10-4 km3/s_) (ut, = 6.63 × 111-4km3/s2)

236 174.5 -0.025 38.7 -0.2361 -0.2393

237 158.9 -0.1 I0 ! 85.7 0.0025 -O.O130

238 153.1 .0.283 496.0 -0.1576 -0.1990

2aO 156.9 -0.439 748.6 -0.0296 -0.0921

240 152.8 -0.499 873.3 0.0161 -0.0.568

241 126.6 -0.470 995.4 -0.0683 -0.1514

247. 102.8 -0.416 1087.7 -0.0250 -0.1158

243 88.9 -0.486 1470.7 0.2557 O.1329

244 103.8 -0.661 1709.9 0.2540 0.1112

245 136.8 -0,744 1455,5 0.07 c I -u.0464

246 ! 73,8 -0.,767 1178,4 0.2480 0. ! 496

247 194,4 -O,_74 1061,8 0.1010 0.0102

248 203,9 -0,775 1013.7 0,2264 0.1417

249 212,8 -0.773 949,9 0.2359 O.i 566
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i VIII. Conclusions and Recommendations (3) tJseof demandterminal._,as opposedto batchh,admg
used on Manner t), was essentla] fol the l]mel_ per-

I Tile expencncex of tile SATOD Team have resulted m formance of OD funclum_ for tilt" fi)ur Viking .space.
' _ several observations and recomnlendations of Interest to future craft.

; orbital operations. These include:

(1) Constrained OD techniques as discussed in Section IV (4) If DRVID and S/X calibranons are t_ be used oper:t.

appear to be a reliable means of obtaining rapid post- llonally, all autonlaled option ,,houk. e\lst m tile OD
' nlaneuver sohltions and warrant further study, These software.

techniques also are useful t_r roullne OD solulmns
: when hnuted lracking data exists _uch as often hap- (5) Tile procedure for pr,_ducmg normal pomt_ (Scc-

pened during the Viking Extended Mission. lion IV) shm,ld be reevaluated and automated to a
greater exlenl.

r" (2) Combination of short arc gra' ity solutions as discussed

in Section V proved to be a reliable and relatively (6) Period change and doppler shift plots for sa',elhte
inexpenswe (compared to a single long arc soluti<m) flybys as discussed in Section VII are extremel._ useful

means of obtaining a global gravity field, for optimally choosi,_g B-plane encounter conditions.
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Maneuver Analysis
R.T. Mitchell, D. L. Farless,J. K. Miller, G. R. Hintz,

M.J. Adams,N. P. Dwivedi,andD. L. Gray

I. Interplanetary Maneuvers A. Choiceof ManeuverDates

At launch both Viking spacecraft were targeted to aim- For planning purposes, a maneuver strategy was developed
points at Mars wh'_'chwere biased away from th_ final desired wlfich allowed for a maximum of two earth departure and two
encounters to insure that the first maneuver on each vehicle approach maneuvers for each spacecraft. As it turned out, only
would exceed a required minimum AV(applicable only to the one of each was needed I'with one exception due to a space-
first burn on each spacecraft), have a favorable attitude for craft malfunction) due to tile near nominal performance of
communications during the first burn, and satisfy the plane- both the spacecraft and the orbit determination process. One
tary quarantine (PQ) constraint. As a result, it was virtually of the =ignificant early tasks was to specify nominal dates for

: guaranteed that each vehicle would need at least one mid- the maneuvers. Since a wide spread of launch dates and en-
course maneuver; and because of the tight trajectory control counter dates was considered, near-Earthmaneuverdates were
requirements at encounter, there was a high probability that stated relative to launch date L, and near-Marsmaneuver dates
Viking would be the first mission 'o Mar_requiringmore than were stated relative to encounter date E. A chart of the dates
one interplanetary maneuver, chosen is shown in Table !.

The design of the required encounter trajectories for Viking
was uniquely complex owing to the manner in which these 1. Near.Earth maneuvers. Several factors were considered

in choosing dates for near-Eacth maneuvers, the most impor.
trajectories were dependent on the landing site coordinates, tant of which were:
specified sun elev,,tion angle (SEA) at landing, and number of

revs in Mars orbit from inse,tion to landing. Consequer,,ly, (1) The guidance singularity resulting from the type il
although the midcourse software targeted only to the classical trajectories.

': B-plane parameters, the total problem to be solved at each
maneuver was one of targeting to a final orbit from which (2) Possible propellant tank overpressure due to solar

-' separationcould occur. Detailsof this processarecoveredin heating.

. depthunderMarsOrbit Insertionlater iI_this chapter. (3) Missionrulesonspacingof activities.

_; 1§3
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Table1. Prelaunchplanformidcourumaneuverlocations (3) Orbit knowledge improves as encounter approaches,
.......... especially if optical data are available.

Near-Earth Near-Mars
Spacecraft (4) There was a minimum turnaround time constraint

Midcoursc-I Midcourse-2 Midcourse-3 Midcourse-4 between the last mldcourse nlaneuver and Insertion
into Mars orbit (MOIL

Viking1 L+7 L+35 E-30 E-10
Viking2 L+I3 L+42 E-30 E-I0

............. The decrease in maneuver capability as encounter ap-
proaches dictates that a near-encounter nudcourse be per-

The primary motivation for planning the firs', maneuver on formed early in this phase if there are large known errors to
Viking 1 prior to the launch of Viking 2 was to observe the correct. However. the desire to leave the propulsion system

propulsion system performance in space and have the oppor- pressurized after tlus maneuver limited the date to within a
tunity to make any modifications that might be indicated on few weeks of encounter. E-30 days was chosen as a compro-
the second vehicle before its launch. A second cons!deration

m]se between these two factors. As it happened, there were no
was to sir,aplify the operational timelines by having the first errors large enough to require an early approach maneuver,
vehicle's near-launch activities essentially complete by the time and the E-30 day opportunity was never used.
the second was launched. A third considelation, although of
little importance here because of the slowly changing sensitivi-
ties, was that early maneuvers generally require a smaller Since tire orbit determination accuracy improves as en-
propellant expenditure. "Ihe earliest possible maneuver date counter approaches, the trajectory control error is minimized
was constrained by the time needed for fuel and oxidizer tank by waiting as long as possible to do the ,naneuver. The limiting
warmup prior to first pressurization. Since perihelion occurred factor is the minimum turnaround time required after the
after launch, significantly higher tank temperatures could maneuver to ,'edetermine the orbit solution, finalize the design
develop, arid if the tanks were already pressurized, with the of the MOI maneuver, and prepare the necessary commands
small initial tank ullage, an overpressure condition could for the spacecraft. The nominal time of the last maneuver was
develop with possible overpressure diaphragm rupture, venting set to E-10 days, which allowed for an emergency "recovery"

maneuver at E-5 days.of pressurant gas, and lowered reliability for subsequent pres-
sure control. Small _esistance heaters were provided to raise
the tank temperatures and maintain them at a steady design
value, prior to pressurization, but these heaters requ;,ed many B. Launch

days after launch to heat the tanks to a safe temperature that Viking 1 was launched on August 20, 1975, and targeted to
would limit the expected overpressure. The resulting first arrive at Mars on June 20, 1976. The launch vehicle injection
maneuver dates listed in Table 1 are different for Vikings 1 accuracy was well within the 99% dispersion ellipse as shown
and 2, due partly to the difference in expected initial ullage, in Fig. 1, and the launch+7-day Midcourse Correction Require.

ment (MCR) to the targeted aimpoint at launch was 3.5 m/s.
A second near-Earth maneuver date was also scheduled, in

case it should be needed to compensate for delivery errors Viking 2 was launched on September 9, 1975, and targeted
from the first maneuver or to remove a first maneuver PQ bias. to arrive on August 8, 1976. The injection accuracy is shown
The date for the second maneuver was set late enough to in Fig. 2, and the launch+7-day MCR was 5.1 m/s.
guarantee that, for any of the trajectories under consideration,
the guidance singularity would occur before the second

• maneuver and not so near asto more than double the propel- C. Emergency Early Maneuver Strategy
: lant required (based on the cost of the same maneuver a few

days after the first maneuver). An additional benefit of the Contingency planning was done to define a set of alternate
late second maneuver date was the expected availability of the (reduced) missions in case of an anomalous spacecraft injec-
33-1/3 bps telemetry channel (guaranteed after day L+20). tion. These plans invoi,ed using a portion of the spacecraft

" propellant to correct the spacecraft trajectory, in general not

2. Near-Man maneuvers.The ioilowing factors affected the back to nominal, but to an optimum energy and asymr,tme
choice of near-Marsmaneuver dates: direction combination that gave a trajectory passing near l_lars

up to perhaps several days different in arrival time from
(1) Maneuver capability decreases approximately linearly nominal. The propellant remaining would then determine the

as encounter approaches, alternate mission, ranging from a reduced capability for r lars
(2) It was desired to postpone repressurizing the propul, orbit trims all the way down to a simple flyby of Mars by

sion system as late as possible prior to MOI. the orbiter only. As part of this contingency planning, an
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•-60o (2) For a simple injecuon underburn or overburn, suffi-
I I I _lf I I I I

LVDEFLECTION ciently accurate spacecraft turns for a correctwe
-._0o- maneuver can be determined before launch fur a given

launch date and encounter date.

"4°° - (3) With spacecraft command files for both the und'rburn
IEVED AIMPOINTe u,_,_ and overburn cases available prelaunch and only tile

i _'_7Ac.r/,,_r TeA: 6/2O/7623:19GMT
_o"300_ RADII'_/7-J/ AV magnitude command to be determined after

. v//_/_L __---.--- i o-
<.*'-20o launch, the earliest the maneuver can be performed is 4
,m / //// _- INJECTION TARGET hours after injection. This includes the time required

/[[// TCA= 6/20/76 17:07 both for the AV determination and for spacecraft

-10o /_ _ personnel to generate and transmit the appropriate
commands to the spacecraft.

0

"---TARGETFORMOI (4) For an injection under/over burn, a maneuver at 1+4
100 V TCA = 6/19/76 16:25 hours saves about i 5% of the cost of performing tile

I 1 t I I _ 1 same correction several days after injection.
-100 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 8IX)

i • _, I03I,m Figure 3 shows a representative launch energy plot demon-
Fill. 1. Viking1Injectiondilperslons strating how the decision would have been made on whether

or not to execute an EEM. Achieved injection energy is shown
as a function of time from the start of the Centaur second

"ACTLIALPERFORMANCEWAS_ 2#. THE_PAJ_ENT burn, starting at about -60 km2/s 2 in the parking orbit and
DISCREPANCY SHOWN HEREIS DUE TO NONLINEARITIES
IN MAPPING THE STATISTICSTO ENCOUNTER reaching 0 km2/s 2 (parabolic escape) in about 270 seconds.

-500 w v : _ w i _ ] _e next 50 seconds was the key time for evaluating the
I Centaur performance. In region !, a near-nominal mission

-400 _3_ - could be achieved with a maneuver at the normal first mid-

course time, although at the low end of this interval there
400 - would have been httle or no propellant left for site retargeting

.5 or for any extended mission activities. In region 2, the propel-
_o-z_o - lant savings resulting from the early maneuver would be-- /',,_"/ TCA = 8/9/76

- MARS ///_IC- X 9:20GMT needed in order to land from orbit. In region 3, it would not
<._ -100 IMPACT///'/ _---INJECTION TARGET - be possible to get the lander into orbit in any event; and a
,. _o,us/_," _'_': 87B;7_.....

o /// 13.o,GMT . O LANDFROMORB,T-NOEEMREQU,RED
_TAR EEM REQUIREDTO LAND FROM ORBIT_Q

100 _ GET FOR MOI 3_ DIRECT ENTRY - NO EEM BENEFIT

- TCA = 8/7/'/6 i1:51 (_ EEM REQUIRED FOR DIRECT ENTRY

200 I I I I I I I (_) NOLANDERMISSION
-I00 0 I00 200 300 400 500 600 7'00800 _ 40 t l T I 1 1 /

NOMINAL INJECTION_ / J

Fie. 2. Vildne2 Inl_'tiondisperskms _,_ 20 - _ kY CENTAUR /
o

•- operational Emergency Early Maneuver (EEM) strategy was st 0

': _ -20 -

: Since the missionwould havebeenconstrainedby limited

propellant under such contingency conditions, the maneuver' would have had to be done at the most efficient time possible. -4o

' The following considerations made injection plus 4 hours _- to
_ (/+4 h) the time cho_n for an EEMmaneuver: ,. o 5o Ioo Iso 20o 2_ 3oo 35o 4oo

_' (1) The most likely launch vehicle anomaly correctable TIMEPASTMES2,s
with the spacecraft propulsion systemis an underburn

_,' or overbum with correct thrust pointing. Fill. 3. VikingI EEMIme_'llyenv_

_, 155
o
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direct entry from the approach hyperbola, followed by inser- the emerge.-cy maneuver. In actual flight, both launches were

tion of the orbite, alone did not require the AV savings of an executed, ,,rmally and no contingency measures were required.
EEM. In the fourth interval, however, the EEM savings were
required to do a direct entry. If the Centaur left the spacecraft

in region 5, it would not have been possible to get the lander D. Summary of Maneuvers Performed
to Mars. Regions 2 and 4 then represent energy deficiencies

where an EEM would have b en of significant benefit to the Three interplanetary maneuvers were performed by

mission. A Centaur burn to depletion in this case would have Viking 1 and two by Viking 2. A summary of all the targeted
been included in region I, but could have duplicated at least and achieved aimpoints is given in Table 2, and plotted m

regions 2 and 3 for some trajectories with lower injection Figs. 4-6. Data on the maneuver parameters, both ideal and

energies, commandable, are given in Table 3. In Table 3 the spacecraft
cone and clock angles of the Earth are shown only for the

Operationally, for each candidate launch date, an average burn (i.e., end-of-turns) orientation. The traces of the Sun and

thrust pointing direction for a total off our subsequent launch Farth in spacecraft cone and clock coordinates during the

dates over the range of possible correctable energy deficiencies turns for the first maneuver on Viking 1 are shown in Fig. 7 as
was determined, and corresponding turn _ets were delivered to representative of the type of data provided for turn constraint

spacecraft personnel in preflight preparat on for implementing analysis.

Table 2. Targetedand achieved encounter conditions

CloseA approach
Dale

Parameter B.R. km B. T, km /B/, km 0, deg time, GM F, A V, m/s1976
(h:min)

Viking 1

Injection
Targeted -210270 152720 259880 -54.0 6/20 17'07
Achieved -277130 164490 322270 -59.3 6/20 23:19

Ist mideourse
Targeted 7119 6643 9737 47.0 6/19 16:24 4.684
Postmaneuver estimate 6122 6996 9296 41.2 6/I 9 16:28
Pre-encounter estimate 5774 7289 9299 38.4 6/I 9 16.31

: AM/CI
Targeted 7232 6861 9969 46.5 6/19 20:38 50.540
Achieved 7291 6700 9902 47.4 6/19 20:38

AM/C2
Targeted 7292 6945 10070 46.4 b/I 9 22:54 60.142
Achieved 7277 6919 10041 46.4 6/I 9 22:54

Guidancesucce_
99% required ±700 ±5 ±15mm

Viking 2

Injection
Targeted -163290 339730 376940 -25.7 8/08 13:01
Achieved -301780 581980 655570 -27.4 8/09 9:20

I stmidcourse
Targeted 3100 11550 11959 15.0 8/07 11:52 8.108
Postma,_euverestimate 1086 15560 15598 4 8/07 12:18
l_e-encou,lter estimate 870 16199 16222 3.1 8/07 12:22

AM/C
Targeted -2384 9062 9370 -14.7 8/07 11:45 9.223
Achieved -2424 9058 9377 - 15.0 8/07 11:45

., Guidancesuccess
99% required ±500 ±7 ±15 rain

tN
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1able 3. Maneuver data

Maneuver ignition epoch. RY turn,,. At", Burn ortcnt,tt_on,
T,ne/GMT Ideal/implemented Ideal/implemented Cone/clot k

...................................

Viking 1

1st midcourse 8/27/75 -226.658, 79.500 4 6949 5!.84
18:30 - 226.773, -79.538 4.68a4 284.76

AM/CI 6/10/76 104.054, -97 160 50.5291 I 17.92
11:00 104.038 97.085 50.5396 22.17

AM/C2 6/15/76 106.386, -97.038 6(1.1234 I 18.(12
14:00 106.358 -97.088 6(I.1424 23.63

Viking 2

1st midcoutse 9/19/75 102.594, -53.243 8.1125 28.59
16:30 102.713, -53.223 8.1 (185 239.55

AM/CI 7/28/76 -85.262, -40.145 9.2261 31.97
01:00 -85.303, -40.019 9.2226 80.96

[ _ _65ooo ,_5oo
t

\/3oE_o_7 T_-_- 04h:06"

2000 / FROM E 7000 / / ,' \/ \ (2254) %

/ I°1 / A \_,SS,_Okmj_\

,_= _ AIM I. '_ / /^ / lJ"i--AMC'2 /

'000

=¢ MARS _ DeUVERY_, ,MC-_

6000 /|$IM/C - /_-'2nd/VOC - ,MC-27_6i7qr aTCA- ,¢1

__ _ A_~A,_.OACH.OCOURSE._UV_'ss Fig. S. Viking I mldcourae ilmpoints, detail

8000 A ACHIEVED _ _ Ist AMC
0 TARGETED AIMPOINT

: and 6 show this guidance success region for each mission, as
: i0,000 _-._ 12ooo 6ooo IO,UOO well as targeted and actual encounter conditions. The bound-
_" s. T, k_ ary of this region is also indicated in Table 2.

Fig. 4. Viking 1 mkloourle iIImpotntll I. Near-Earthmidcourse mtmeuvers. Only one near-Earth

maneuver was required for each spacecraft, and was performed
in each case on the first scheduled maneuver date. For

The final target encountcc _'arameters for each spacecraft Viking I this maneaver was targeted directly to the nominal
were determined such that the post-insertion requirements on Mars encounter conditions. The planetary quarantine alioca-
the orbital elements could be achieved with near minimum AV tion was easily met without biasing, and no significant mission
expenditure at insertion. A guidance success region was then benefits would have resulted from biasing the first maneuver
defined about the nominal encounter point such that, for any aimpoint. Reconstruction estimates of the maneuver actually
delivery within this region, the nominal mission could be executed indicated a pointing error of 0.8 a of the a priori
cor,,pleted within the 99% AV budget available. Figures 4, 5, expected error and a magnitude error of only 0.03 o. The

lS7 ,,

?
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. /--- AMC ACHIEVED _0c_ probability .f ending up on an impa,'ting trajectory. Such
¢._ _/-- AMC AIMPOINT
_fl.,J(m.-.---_GUIDANCE SUCCESS an event would have been satisfactory as far as nleeting the

-2000 _"_ _-..a. _. ZONE
"<2,.r,.6' FROM fornlal requirements of the planetary quarantine constraint.

"'1_,000 "_.14,000 ':.,IJECTION However. it would ilave been sufficiently unsetthng to leave

I h . "h..._,-'t _ the spacecraft on an impact trajectory for tile better part ota\

', _ year, that ill all likelihood a second near-Earth maneuver

2000 \\ would be performed tc get off such a trajectory. Or, the other
hand, at least one tlear-encounter maneuver was ahnost cer-

4000 rarely going to be required whether tile first maneuver was
AIMPOINT biased or not. Also, there was only a very low probability that

600( O TARGETED a second near.Earth maneuver would be required for an}'
"------ £X ACHIEVED reason other than to take tile spacecraft 'qT of an inlpacting

8000_ trajectory. It wa_, therefore, decided to bias the first maneuver
aimpoint such that the probabdity of an impacting trajectory

Fig. 6. Viking 2 mldeourN aimpolntl resulting fr,m tile control dispersions would be less than 1'_;.

Other criteria for selecting a biased aimpoint, in addition to

1801 .... , , , , , the 19; probabihty of mlpact ligure mentioned above, were to
mi,imize tile additional propellant expenditttre because of tile

162 . bias. to insure all attitude for tile Jlear-encot, nter nlaneuver

that would be favorable for comma "ications during the burn.

and to have most, if not all, delivery dispersions be such that

_I ¢ MOI would be possible, albeit far from nominal, without

t_, . performing another nfidcourse should this becon,e necessary

Ibr whatever reason. For a significant portion of the deliver}'

1 EARTH EARTH............... _- /.-.--.--.--.---- dispersions about the unbiased aimpoint, this "MOI protec-

o _ tion" was not available due to tile excessive At" requirements

to achieve a suitably high periapsis altitude on those cases

where tile hyperbola would inlpact. Figure 10 sJlows the final

u 72 _ biased aimpoint selected and the contrt, I dispersions. Only
/

about ._r1,,of the population, those cases with B out aroundSUN
20,000 km or more, posed AV problems for achieving some
kind of orbit insertion. Although not apparent in Fig. 10, the

36 maximum AV penalty for biasing was about 5 m/s. Also, an

I approach maneuver to the final aimpGint from any trajectory
_e - dispersed within 3 o from the biased aimpoint would have an

Earth cone angle in the burn attitude of less than I 17 deg,

0 -- .L_ _ i _ i i L permitting use of the high-gain ar, tenna without having to put
0 36 72 ,,3 144 liE) 216 252 2813 324 36o it in the flipped position.

CLCaTK ANGLE, doll

Fig. 7. Viking 1 flint mldemmw hrthlSun cone and clock snglet 2. Near-Mars maneuvers. During the planning stages of the
"- duril'Ig Iuml

Viking mission, the option was maintained to schedule two
near-encounter maneuvers for each vehicle, one at E.30 days

targeted and achieved aimpoints at,. shown in Figs. 4 and 5. and one at E-10 days. The earlier maneuver was to correct any

The expected delivery accuracy is broken down into th e large navigation errors or to do any retargetlng that would
maneuver execution component and the orbit determination require large AV's, resuh;ng in unacceptable control accuracy

component in Fig. 8. for the "last" pro-encounter maneuver. The 10.day maneuver

was to be a precision correction based on the latest trajectory
For Viking 2, the planetary quarantine requirement could estimate available at that time.

have been met by targeting the first maneuver directly to the
final aimpoint only because of the very high reliability of the The near-Earth maneuver for Viking I was executed well

spacecraft propulsion system. This would have led to expected within the expected control *rrors, but the execution errors, in

post.maneuver control dispersions as shown in Fig. 9 and a conjunction with unmodele, t nongravitational accelerations

1511
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\
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99%EXECUTIONERROR
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Fig. 8. Viking 1 midcour_ 1 dilplrlionl

duri_g the subsequent interplanetary flight, gavean encounter lant expended in this large maneuver would be saved by the
trajectory well outside the defined guidance success region as reducedvelocity requirementfor MOI.
shown in Fig. 4. A maneuver at E-IO days to correct the
trajectory to the nominal encounter point and arriv.'.ltime Such a maneuver was designed and intplemented at F-9.._
requiredjust under 4 m/s. The plan was to do the maneuverat days. The pressure regulator continued to leak at about the
this time, eliminating a maneuver at E-30 days. However, when same rate after this maneuver, and the pressure buildup prior
the pzopulsion system was plessurized prior to this pl_,,ne_ to MOI was still going to be unacceptabte. Accordingly, a
maneuver, a leak in the pressure ,egulator was noted that second maneuver similar to the first was designed, this time
would have built up pre._surein the fuel and oxidizer tat,ks to pot m hope of eliminat;.ng the leak. but rather to create
an unacceptable level prior to the MOI bum. For spacecraft enough ullage space to keep the pressurebuildup priorto MOI
reliability reasons, it was decided not to reclose the pressurartt down to an acceptable level.
fine, but rather to perform a large motor bum (50 m/s) that

would assure opening the pressureregulatorin the hope that it At E.4.5 days, a maneuver of about 60 m/s was executed
would reseat properly a'ld not leak. By designing this maneu- and was successful in its objective of providingsufficiet_',ullage
vet tto change primarily the arrival time, the impact on the volume, and no spacecraft problems were experienced due to
mtmon would be minimized. The post-insertion timing prob- excessive pressurization prior to MOI. ['he B.plane target con.
iem cougd be compensated for by altering the target orbital ditions for these two near-encounter maneuvers were altered
period at insertion, and by reducing the orbital energy (i.e., from the nominal in order to optimize the MOI for the

._ approach speed) with this maneuver. About 50%of the propel- reduced approach velocity and higher • riod in the post-MOI
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Fig.9. Viking2 unbiasedfirst maneuver

orbit. The targetsanC _chievedconditionsare shown in E. Maneuver ligechllnlzlltlon
Table 2.

The Viking '_pacecraft implemented ,Jeiocity changes by
first perft_rmingturn,, ._, he vehicle roll and yaw ".xes,andFor Viking 2, the trajectory change requiredwith the near-

encounter maneuver was relatively large, owing to the inten- then thrusting in vt_, . ,:,itude until the specified AV
tional bias of the near-Earthmaneuver. In additioh, there was had been sensed b3 ,, : ,_ a¢ccbrometer pulses. In sen.
a shift in the estimated encounter conditions due to unmc ]. eral, the desired cur, .,',uld. ',e comman:Jedexactly

eled nongrav_tationalaccelerations during cruise and a ch,,nge because both turns a,:..._,,t,,: .... measured in discrete
in the final required encounter conditions as a result of values. However, the effect_ , .r ti/ati_, can be mini.
changing the planned latitude of the landing site by about two mized in terms of thei: ..... • me resulting trajectory,
degrees. However, the AV requirement of about I0 m/s for whereas ignoring them m ": , • of small maneuvers with
this maneuver at E.10 days was still small enough that the high sensitivmes could ,esu,-, -,ignili_;antcuntrol errorsrela-
orbit control ac_,'uracvthat could be achieved would be satis, live to normally occurring statistic,,Icontrol dispersions.

factory and there was no need for a maneuver at E.30 days.

Figure 6 indicates the final, premaneuverencounter, the target For the interplanetary maneuvers on Viking, ihe primary
for the maneuver, and the final achieved encounter. This accuracy requirement was on the control in the B.plane.
maneuver was performed in the biowdown mode to avoid Arrival time vtriations of the magnitude caused by the quanti.
repretsuflzipg the propellant feed system and risking a repeat zation of the maneuver commandable quantities were of no
of the regulator problem exverienced on Viking I. Data gels- ¢oncegn. For this reason, the Ag magnitude quantization was
tire to this maneuver may be found in Tables 2 and 3. always handled by addingor subtracting a velocity componer

1gO
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to the maneuver AV perpendicular to the critical plane. An The targetint, errors accepted in this process could possibly
example of this for the first mare Jver on Viking 2 is shown in have been further reduced by quanti/.ing tbu turns and th,:
Fig. 1!. A velocity increment of O.0134 m/s was subtracted magnitude jointly rather than independently. However, the
from the noncritical component, redu4,ing the total AI' by magnitude quan_i;,ation affects the ideal turns, and this would
about 0.004 m/s to reach the next lower AV quantum value, have led to an interface complication between navigation and
In this case, the ideal and commandable AV"s were very close; spacecraft personnel that was not warranted.
in generaltheir differcncc can be as largeas O.O15m/s.

A major consideration in the selection of a turn set to

The technique for determining the turn quantisation is achieve a specified tb-ust pointing is the apparent path the Sun
vaphical', two examples are shown in Fig. 12. The four and Earth wilt fi)llo_,,over the spacecraft ,,_ringthe turns. As
achievableturn sets (resulting from rounding either way in an aiJ t_) this selection process, plots are generated showing
both roll and yaw) are shown around the desired encounter these traces in a cone.clock system. (Fig. 7 showed such a plot
point. The turn selection is then made. not necessarily to the for the turn set chosen for the first maneuver on Viking I.)
nearest point, but rather to that point giving errorsof the least The quantisation described above is negligible as far as affect-
consequence. Another consideration may be to compensate ing that selection.
for a shift in the orbit determination estimate between the

time of the origin"t,turns design and the quantization. It is

readily seen from Fig. 12 that an indiscriminate quantising of IL Oqrt_tInsertion
the turns could have led to a bias in the encounter parameters
of up to 1000 km. In those cases where a second roll turn ,_, The orbit insertion problem for Viking consisted of two
used for communications, the turn was simply quantised to basic parts: one being to determine the optimum condition.'.
the nearest pulse, since this turn only affected the spacecraft for the approach hyperbola in order to effect the transfer,the
roll a;titude andhadvirttutllynoeffecton tee thrustpoi, ting. other being h eterminethe requiredmaneuverto transfer

151
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Fig.11. Viklng2flrstrnineuver velocityinc_itlcllpilnecoordlmdes Fig. 12. Examplesof B.phme tur:ll qulmizl|ion

from the actu;ladhered approachtrajectory,generallydls- mine what postinsertlonrequirementsshouldhe targele,_to=l

persed from the nontlnaJ, to the reqmred pOStln._rtlon orbit, i+lm:rtit)n vs those which shc_uld he, or must necessarily be.

The nominal orbit plane Is approximately estabhshed by tile _:,+rrected with in-orbit ;t)ancuvers where parameter correction
fact that it must contain the + vector !incoming hyperbohc capabditi,'s and km}wledge statxst_cs 'rre sKzmficantly diffe,'ent
asymptote) passing through the center t)t' Mars. which is from thow available av MOI. hgures I._ a;:.] 14 sh(,w tile
umquely established by tile launch avid encounver dates, and It general orbit geometr) t\_r the two orbit msertiuns.

must at leas, nearly contain th..: point of l,.nding wi.ch is
located in inerqa I space by specifying the site latitude and the

A. Viking 1
sun elevation angle (_L:A)at landing, The lack of preci' eness in

this definition of the approach orbit pl'me _.omes about Item The orbit insertion strategy for Viking I was to target to a

the fact that when a large amount of apsidal rotation is Mars synchrorous period and nominally require no trim
required at Mars orbit insertion to achieve the required rela. maneuvers prior to landing. This ,+_Ic,,urse was changed wl_en

ti_mship between orbit periapsls and the landin_ site. it the two la:ge approach maneuvers were made. delaying _l_e
requires less AV at MOI to do both in ! lane and out.of-plane arrival time by about 6 l,ours. At this point there were two
rotations _han it does to do a strictly planar hansfer. Once the options available to restore the nominal tnmeline. One was to

orbit orientation is established, the hyperbolic radius of closest target the period at insertion 3 hours subs,ynchronous, thus
approa,.h isdetermineu .o give a minimum velocity transfer to causing the second periapsis (P2) to occur at the normal ttme.

the required postinsertion urbit, and the time of closest and synchronizing the orbit at this pc+int. The other wa_ to

approach is selected to properly time the postinsertion events target about 18.5 hours mpers.?ndmmous (Mars syn,.hrontms

as required for site reconnaissance and la, drag. Expected dis- minus the 6-h shift }, causing the first perlapsis to occur at the

persions in postinsertion o.-hntal peritaJ are also a key factor in time that P2 would norp._,q]y have occurred, and then synchro-

mlecting arriv:,! :_m: !v, actu,! flight, the approa¢l_ trajectory nize. The proper phasing and timing had to be achieved by P2

is generally Jispersed from the planned nominal as a result of in order to allow time for site c,:rtification to take place prior
control er,ors at the time of the last interplanetary maneuver, to the nominal landing date. Of these two options. '+he latter

Based or these estimated cent:el erro.,+ and on knowledge was implemented, primarily based on AV consideratiqnL Fig-
_tatistics the problem to be solved at this point is to deter, ure 15 shows the nominal planned time!:.,¢ _.s well as the two
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Fig. 13. Viking 1 orbit geometry Fig. 15. Viking 1 insertion timing strategy

options. In tile presence of delivery dispersionson the ap-
proach hyperbola, the plan was to target directly to _he
specifiedSEAand LATPERon the separationorbit, nominally
leaving no orbit orientation biasesto be removedeither by
orbit trims or by the lander duringdescent.Figure 16indicates
the feasibilityof this plan, where it is seen that the expected
delivery errors in 0 (the orientation of the B-vector in the

; B-plane),evenwith radio onlyOD,were relativelysmall.More
" _ importantly, knowledgeerrors in orientation0 at the time of

: the calculation of the insertion parameterswere small. This
was not the case for Viking2, and the considerablydifferent
strategy developedfor that case will be discussedlater. For

t.
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delivery errors in B-magnitude, the situation was quite differ- from tile velocity vector, thus increasing die pointing error
ent. If the achieved B-magnitude was too lazge, then the component on the spacecraft velocity and degrading the

periapsis altitude hp targeted to at insertion had to be larger period control. Figure 20 indicates the period control as a
than the nominal 1500 km, because an ellipse of 1500 km hp function of the orientation and altitude corrections made at
would not intersect the hyperbola without introducing un- insertion. The effects of knowledge errors based on optical
wanted apsidal rotation. On the other hand, if B-magnitude tracking data are included. Although both positwe and nega-

was too sn",ll, then the option existed to raise hp part way or tire orientation errors are not shown for each value of AB, the
all of the way up to 1500 km at insertion, at a cost of more results are approximately the same for errors on either side of
AV at insertion and reduced period control. Figures 17, 18, the nominal.
and 19 show the AVcost to correct B-plane errors for orienta-
tion 0 delivery errors of 0, +2, and -2 deg, and B errors from 0 A consideration in planmng which dehvery erroJs would t_,-
to -700 km for correcting any amount of B error with any corrected at insertion was the fact that the spacecraft team
combination of corrections between insertion and m-orbit was concerned that the final maneuver parameters not vary

trims. As an example, in reading these figures, consider significantly from a nominal set specified well before en-
Fig. 17, with no orientation correction to be made at inser- courter so as to not disrupt the sequencing work done for this
tion, and assume a AB of -700 kin. Then a minimum AV

transfer would require about 1200 m/s and give an ho of 1030
kin. Raising ho to 1100 krn at insertion would cost 1230 m/s 1600i I I i i I i
and could be corrected to 1500 with an in-orbit trim of 35 m/s zxs=(_)

for a total of about 1265 m/s. Correcting to 1500km at 1500 o]/f/ff ,_ /ff /,,1 /ff /
,lsertion would require 1410 m/s.

1400

The AV vector control for orbit insertion was better in

magnitude than in pointing - at the 99% level about 3 m/s and 1300 j__.__

20 m/s, respectively. Period was the most important parameter "_*" -300/_ CORRECTIONATTRIM

to control accurately at insertion, as well as the parameter I_,00
most sensitive to erro:s. Since at a fixed radius the velocity

determines the period, it was necessary to control the space- 600F / L-'--CORRECTIONATMOIcraft velocity at burnout as precisely as possible. This is best n00

done by having the insertion A V nearly aligned with the looo 11oo/,y
orbiter velocity at burnout, thus seeing only the 3 m/s magni- Iz,oo 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500

tude error and very little projection of the 20-m/s perpendicu- b,Vtot, m/,
lar (pointing) error. Generally, any correction of orientation or

• altitude at insertion necessitates moving the AV ve:tor away Fig.18. AVlrlldulorhp _r_atlon atMOIItdm,ao = 2deg

•,,.o: km / As. (k,.)

- -I .

'°1- '° -
• I- ¢'/I_.1"!1 .e Ir/////

,= ,=

I000_ I I I IO00t I I I I I I
[ 1200 12,.50 !3_',1 13,50 1400 14,50 I_K)O 1200 12.50 1300 la,50 1400 1450 1.500

i _Vto t, _Ps AVtot, m/'s

! Fig.17. AVllmdesfo,'/z'¢_mai4_lonmtMOIItrlm,Ae- Odeg Fig.19. /tVtradeaforhecowecllonatMOIItrlm,_e--laeg
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period of tile mission. To this end, the effects of correcting s • L
various delivery errors on the commandable quantities were
investigated with the results as shown in Figs. 21 aitd 22. Fig.21. Roll-yawtumvadatlonaforViking1MOI
Figure 21 shows the roll and yaw turns Tequired on a grid of
delivery points covering the required approach delivery accu- 16 J _ 1
racy zone for targeting to a synchronous period, lhe nominal
SEA and LATPER, and a minimum AV transfer which deter- 12-.

mines hp. The results show that all of the delivery zone can be "'_ _ '''O'''''''_
covered by turns within +-10deg of nominal, and in fact that g a -
-+10deg was quite conservative, since it was known well before _"
encounter that the final delivery was virtually guaranteed to be 4

i well within the zone shown. Raisingaltitude for low deliveries o I
•_ was not con"idered here, but could have been a limiting factor, 100 2oo 300 _ $oo
" along with 6egraded period control and increased A V costs, in Shp,

determining the amount of hp to be restored at insertion.
i, Figure 22 shows the change in ignition time as a function of Fill.22. Ignitiontim mmsltlv_ to hp _rror

altitude restored at MOI. The maximum ignition time delta
showp is 12 min, which was within the allowable range. The

range of _V's at insertion was not a problem because, with an satisfactory landing orbit within the AV available. A key
_, acceleration of about 0.5 m/s2 at burnout, the maximum decision to be made after the results of AMC-2 were known

range conceivable would only amount to a very few minutes in was whether or not to update the command load onboard the
total burn duration, spacecraft. Figure 23 and Tables 4 and 5 indicate some of the

navigation tradeoffs for each case. The decision made was to i
A set of orbit insertion commands was sent to Viking I do the update, based partly on the reduced AV costs (Table S)

1 soon after the second approach maneuver (AMC-2)was imple- but also on the fact that the geometry for obtaining sitemented, based on the nominal encounter trajectory targeted to reconnaissance early in the period from insertion to landing i
at AMC-2.This was done asa hedge against the possibility that was much improved,
it might become impossible to uplink commands at a later
time. (There was no reason to suspect that such a failure
would occur- this was simply a precaution to increase the Turn constraints for the Viking 1 insertion proved to be
likelihood of success for _his critical event.) Furthermore, it quite restrictive, nearly to the point of forcing the maneuver

was known that this maneuver, when applied to any trajectory to be biased somewhat from nominal. The final turn sets under !
that could result within the 99% delivery statistics of AMC-2, consideration, those based on a nominal AMC-2and those for

would yield a postinsertion orbit that could be trimmed to a the update, fortunately were able to satisfy the constraints, i

'" i
1
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TIIblo 6. Viking 1 MOI command update site acquisition tradeoffs

I .......... Onboa_d ........ -Update ........

Parameter / Nominal 0.99 Nominal 0.99

.................. I

Po,_t-MOI

PERIOD, h 44.1 -1.8, 1.3 42.3, 45.4 42.5 - 1.8, 2.0 40.7, 44.5
HP, km 1399. --67, 68 1332, 1467 1511 -61,68 1450. 1579

Separation Orbtt

INCL, deg 37.7 -0.3, 0.3 37.4, 38.0 37.7 -0.3, 0.3 37.4, 38.1)

CPER' deg 20.0 -0.7, 0.5 19.3, 20.5 19.5 -0.5, (I.5 19.0, 20.0
ADR, deg 0 -0.2,0.2 -0.2. O2 0 -O.I.O.I -h 1. O.I
AXR, deg 0.6 -0.8,0.6 -0.2, 1.2 0 -0.5.0.5 -0.5, 1).5
SEA, deg 29.5 -0.9, 0.9 28.6, 30.4 30.I --0.8, 1.0 29.3, 31.1

.....................

/j\/ ',

1 1 1 "/ I I Onboard Update

-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 Parameter ' nal_O_ ' ]
/_ PERIOD, h Nomi .99 Nominal 0.99

I ,_VMo I 1107.9 1097.3
UPDATE ...............

,,, ,.j j\ '"°
--- -200 -10O 0 10O 21X) A VAVAI L POST-TD 14-3)

L_hpekm
6 AI/REO. D POST-TD 16

UPDATE I_..---- NO UPDATE 7 Margin

8 50% Margin 132 | 156

/ I /_ _s %' 9 Desires 100 for extended mission + 25 forAt--A2
I L_/ -"1" _1 "-.. 1

-i.0 .o.s o o.s i.o
aont,,_

t_. _ ttt_t m _ orna_ _ _ Io0
I_ bradm lai.tllO.lt _
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Table 6. Final MOI parameters and related data for Vikings 1 Table 7. Trajectory data -- Viking 1 Insertion
and 2

-- - Post Inbcrt Ion

Pa*ametcr Viking I Viking 2 Parameter Approach
..... - ...... hyperbola Target Achieved

Roll, deg 100.36 134.66 ........

Yaw, dog -97.57 -110.91 B.R j 7277

Roll, deg 156.47 141.96 B T I lxliptic 6919 --
At', m/s 1097.27 I 100.81

Ignttion time, GMT 19Jun 22"20:43 7 Aug I 1:29:52 Time ot pcrlapsl,', (Po) 19 Jun IP2) 21 Jam IP 2) 21 Jun
Burn duration, s 2269. 2375. {(;MT) 22:54.06 17:39 I7 27

True anomaly ignmotL deg -67.2 -44.1 Altitude of 2168 151 I 1514

burnout, deg -21.5 67.3 periapsts, km
Earth cone, burn attitude II 5.70 130,48

a, km -6280 29595 29325
E_,rth clock, burn attitude 178.49 180.1)0
OWLT at ignition, s 1048. 1 !83. e 1.886 0.834 0.833

i ] 38.tl 37.7 37.9

180 I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I t,., i MI:Q 15.4 39.5 39.8-_z i 29.9 130.(1 129.8

162 - HGA Period, h 42.5 42.35
POINTING

144 - RANGE A£,. deg _ _ _ 24.3 24.3

126 -- SUNCONSTRAIN'

I ROLL EARTH

B. Viking 2
._ 106-

ROLL SUN The strategy for targeting the orbit insertion for Viking 2
z 9o was quite different from that of Viking 1 in two respects,although the final objective of reaching the separation orbit

_o with a near-Mars synchronous period and a specified SEA and72

u _ LATPER was the same. First, the nominal arrival time was<
_" • determined to allow for a supersynchronous post-insertion

FLIPPED period such that the spacecraft would overfly three different '
HOA specific longitude zones in the region of 46 ° N latitude for the36 POINTING
RANGE purpose of site reconnaissance before making the decision to

START synchronize over one of them. This timing relationship is18 ROLL

START indicated in Fig. 25 with the three longitude regions of interest
o indicated on the right. The primary landing site candidate at

0 36 72 toe t44 180 216 2s2 2am 324 36o the time 0¢ vOI was at 10°w longitude, in the region indi.
CLOCKANGLE,d_l cated as B I. To reach this site, the plan was to target to a

Fig.24, Viking1EarthlSuntmcesforMOI period of 27.4 h at insertion and do a nominal trim to
synchronize to 24.6 h on rev 19 for a landing on rev 25.

; Alternate maneuver locations and phasing combinations for !
The problem, as illustrated in Fig. 24, was to have the Earth synchronizing over B2 or B3 are shown. Although both v

" within the accessible region of the high-gain antenna while ascending and descending crossings of 46° latitude are shown i
keeping the Sun out of the field of view of the instruments, to indicate site reconnaissance opportunities, only the ascend.

ing crossingis available for landing.

" The actual implementation of this maneuver went _ssen-
tially as planned, with performances well within the a priori The second _spect of the Viking 2 strategy that was distinct

i statistics. Tables 6 and 7 show the relevant maneuver and from Viking 1 was the targeting of the post-insertion orbit
; trajectory parameters related to the planned and achieved orientation. The approach control and knowledge errors (Fig.
! maneuver, A reconstruction of the actual maneuver performed 26) show quite good control and knowledge in B-magnitude,

based on postfllght tracking data indicates an actual pointing but rather poor In orientation, especially for the case of
error of 8.47 mrad, or about !.2 o, and a magnitude error of radio-only data. Primarily as a result of this characteristic of

i 0.415 m/s overbum, or about O.,to. the knowledge data, the plan was to always perform a planar

I 167

|.
..... _, ............ _- ,_a.,_.%, _,-.s.,_. _ _.. _ail_, _
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I I I I l _ I I 8 nated. In fact, even if an attempt were made to correct any
._ 120 82 out-of-plane errors at MOI, a priori statistical studies indicated

_ 160 _ _4 4 -VISa_- - wouldasignificant probability that an in-orbit o,ientation trimstillhave been required.

o 2oo

24o r The relatively nominal performance of the approach mid-z \ASCEND,NG\\ vl
280 - _. _ \ _ \ ""NOMINAL J - course and the resulting orbit determination estimate of a very\ _ \ _ \ SEPJ_R_,TION small error at the til,le of tile post-AMC update calculations
32or _-x \OESCENDIN%ORa)L\Vl -

u _ll_l_ 1___ i _! i: for the insert!on parameters, coupled with the fact there was

360 - B,- some question about the desired landing coordinates at this

z: 4o time, resulted in this strategy having virtually no effect on the80 i t MOI targeting.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

REVOLUTION A set of MOI commands was generated and sent to the
O - POSSIBLEMANEUVERLOCATION spacecraft about one week prior Is the implementation of the
_Z-TOUCHDOWN AMC, based on the nominal trajectory targeted to with this

maneuver. About four days prior to the MOI, an updated set
Fig. 25. Viking 2 nominalpoll-inserUon orbit timing of parameters was calculated based on the OD solution at that

time, which indicated AMC execution errors of about 8 km in

•,4ooo ..... B-magnitude, essentially no error in 0, and about - 19s error in
arrival time. This was the command load that was eventually
executed for the orbit insertion. The final encounter soluti_m

E-10 day CONTROL

RADIO-'-OPTICAL_ differed from the one used fur tile final command generation

/_\ , /---E-10dayCONTROL as shown in Fig. 27. A history of predicted and final key
\ _' RADIOONLY orbital elements post-MOl isgiven in Table 8, and tile nominal

-3000 \ \ ] "_'-E'Sd_ and updated insertion maneuver parameters are shown in
\ \1 /_ KNOWLEDGE Table 9.

AMC AIMPOINT ---_,_ / _ADIO + OPTICAl was important in order to do the site certification obser-
-2000 rations as scheduled. An arrival time error is equivalent to an

ignition time error, and thus can significantly affect the post-
E-2_ KNOWLEDGE_ I - _ insertion period, especially when TCA occurs early. This rela-

RADIO++OPTICALOPTICAL_ / i , / tionship is shown in Fig. 28, where all insertion parameters are
fixed except for ignition time. As was shown in Fig. 27, the

-1(_0 At'._OACH -2500 t t i i i

OO ACCURACY SHOWN IS DELI'/ERY \

THATpREFLIGHTPREDICTED REQUI_,EMEN1 \\S : 9266 km B = 9366 km_ S = 9466 km-500 I I _ _ t

7500 8000 _ 9000 9500 10,000 10,SIX.'_ -2450 _ _ i'--FINALENCOUNTER_
_ _ESTIMATE

|" T, kin _ \_TCA = 114519 \

Fig, 26. Viking 2 _ control and knowledge _'_ _\ UPDATEESTIMATEFOR E-4d°y_iil __'

• -24oo \TCA--,*__ 1
em

insertion and target to the proper in-plane orientation. An
in-orbit trim wherethe orbit knowledge wasessentially perfect 0, _#_$_.,.,.,-""'_ _ _--.AMC TARGET
was then to be performed at the true anomaly of the vertical -2310 _ \ TCA= 114503
impact point. This trim would perform an orbit rotation and \ \
would have nearly the same effect as anorientation correction a , I I " j t

: on the approachhyperbola. The clear advantage of performing _0 9ooo 9o5o 9too 91_0
this correction tn orbit is that the risk of making an overcor- s. T, k,
rection or a change in the wrong direction at MOI is eliml- Fill, 17. Viking| ipprolal Irlllt'4oryhtltop/

f
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Table 8. Viking 2 post-MOI orbital parameters final esti_n'a't_t,t (he encounter time differs from the estimate

..... made at the time of the update calculations by 35 s, and in a

Lastpre-MOI direction such as to make the igl, ition time appe.'u to be early.
Post-AMC basedonE-4 This was fortuitous, as can be seen in Fig. 28, and evidentlyNominal based on

Parameter de,,ign pre-AMC da,, update Actual had little impact o11the resulting orbit period.value to insertion
MOIload

.................. par_a!neters The question of correcting periapsis altitude on Viking 2
P, h 27.414 27.772 27.490 27.623 was of less concern than on Viking 1 because of the improved

hp, km 1500 1468 1521 1519 control accuracy. Nevertheless there was still the possibility of
t, deg 55.0 55.1 55.2 55.2 needing to correct for low B-magnitude deliveries. A plot of

the cost for doing this is shown in Fig. 29. Orientation is not a
LATPER, 45.3 44.7 45.6 45.5 parameter here because of the targeting strategy discussed
deg earlier.
SEA, deg 119.6 120.8 119.7 119.2

....................... The problem of satisfying turn constraints was straightfor-
ward on Viking 2 as opposed to the situation described pre-

viously on Viking I because the Earth-Sun relationship posed

no problem. However, as expected, it was necessary to use the
Table g. Viking 2 orbit In_rtion par,,nwtera flipped position of the high-gain antenna to get communica-

tions as illustrated in i;lg. 30.
Pre-AMC E-4 dayParameter

nominals update The maneuver implemention was near nominal, as indicated

Roll turn l,deg +134.725 +134.663 by the trajectory data of Table 8. Figure 31 shows the pre-
Yaw turn, deg -112.009 -110.913 dicted doppler shift during the burn with actual values super-
Roll turn 2, deg +142.072 +141.957 imposed. A postflight reconstruction of the maneuver indi-
AV, m/s 1102.1 i 100.8 cated a pointing error of 0.36 °, or 1.1o, and a magnitude error

TIGN, 8/07/76 (GMT) 11:30:39 I 1:29:52 of only 0.05 m/s, or about 0.030.Earth cone, deg 131.6 130.5
Earth clock, deg 180.0 180.0

Ill. Orbit Trim Maneuvers

The most exciting maneuver analysis challenge, following
150 _ _ _ the insertion of each Viking spacecraft into orbit about Mars,

was that of providing the proper orbit geometries for site

certification and landing. After the landings, station-keeping

I 1600 I f i i I I

.£ 100 J

'= 11..4.4
i 1400 -

;, ii i _ ECTION

} _ _ 1300- -

_ 50 _ ,_ -- a. -400_ / ATMOI

i 1200 -300 CORRECTIONATTRIM

_" I II00 ,

i 0 , L/ , ,o0o ,'_ , , , ,
-S o $ 1050 IlOO 1150 12oo 1250 1300 1350

EARLY LATE AVToT,m/s :
_tjgn, rain

Flg. 2g. t_Vooett_. _ iNwlep_ iltltuo errom _ UOI vs in t
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maneuvers were made to maintain acceptable relay-link tele- 0 'o,_ ....... --'---_--_
communications performance between the orbiters and -10oo [qSh CURVE IS PREDICTED "_

landers. The activities after landing also included orbiter excur. -200o I _ POIhlTSAREACTUAL 4

sions away from the vicinity of touchdown, e.g., a longitudinal _: -3ooo I _O_ t
walk for global water vapor mapping by the MAWD. in add;- >r

l
U

tion, a large plane-change maneuver was performed by the _-40o0 OX
STARTBURN _2N::_IViking 2 Orbiter to move to a high inchnation for polar a 11:49':_URN ENOBUeN

observations. _ -50oo _ :11o

The maneuver design for Viking was accomplished in tw,,
phases. First, there was tile preflight design and strategy devel- _ ,0oo'l-
opment that was dictated by mission objectives and require- -8oo0
ments. Orbit determination and maneuver execution accuracy -90o0

ASSURED _.-t_-__.lstatistics were used, together with propellant budget considera- -lo,ooo , , , , , , , , , , • *
lions, to determine specific maneuver requirements and straie- 11:40 11:50 12:00 12:10 12:20 "2:30 12:4012:50
gies to ensure a high probability of meeting the mission 00¥ 220,GMT,ERT
requirements. This phase, which had to account for all candi-
date launch and arrival data combinations, is discussed in Fig. 31. Viking2 MOIbum trackingdata residuals
Refs. I and 2.

The second phase of the maneuver design occurred in flight, and interplanetary portions of the mission. The last two sub-
sections consider the actual adaptive design and implementa-This section describes the maneuver analyses that were per.
tion of the maneuvers as the mission progressed. This designformed in flight, the software that was employed, and the

actual inflight results for the entire orbital phase of the nomi- process included the minimization of both propellant usage
end the effects of maneuver execution errors, while complyingnal Viking Mission. The first subsection concentrates on the
with several mechanization constraints. The actual inflightprelanding objectives and geometry considerations. The ma-

neuver strategies discussed here evolved during the preflight results are given in these subsections.

1so , , , _ , , --r , _ [ A. Prelanding Maneuver Strategies

lea 4 1. Maneuver requirements. The orbit trim problem is toattain certain mission., spacecraft-, and operations-dependent

144 _ _ BOA,etleet_ _ objectives, while coping with delivery, satellite orbit determi-

e_'n _ tsr/"fOe nation and ma,leuver execution errors. The objectives of the
126_- _ ]. / _"_ prelanding orbit trim strategies for Viking were:

SUN

._ It_ - ] (1) To satisfy the requirements for landing. The orbit of

At the spacecraft had to be controlled to within prescribedJ
90- HGA, geometrical bounds. These bounds were governed byNON'FLIPPED-"_I the need to acquire the landingsite and to p-_sitionthe

J spacecraft orbit within a specifiedspace-time region

8 n- from which the lander could maneuver to the desired

_ landing site without violating any of its design con-
CH straints. Primary lander design constraints were those

36- SUN/ which required the lander to operatewithin andnear

_,_ its maximum deorbit AV capability, within its maxi-
t_TH _ \ mum separation.to.entry coast time capability of 5 h,

ls STSaT - _ within prescribed entry angle corridor limits, and with-START
0 1 1 I I I I t I in the relay-link geometry constraints. The required

i 0 36 72 10g 144 180 216 252 2811 324 360 target orbit for the sequence of prelanding trims wag
CLOCKANGLE,dq specified for that spacecraft revolution during which

: , Fkl.a0. _ | Em_lkm tnt¢_ for _ the Viking lander wagto separate from the orbiter.

170
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(2) To provide near-periapsis site reconnaissance as soon as

possiblefollowingtheorbitinsertionmaneuver. Early _T_T__

recoanaissance of the site was required to permit ade-
quate time for site certification prior to landing. To
obtain an acceptable site reconnai_._ancesequence of a
point of interest on the planet, it was necessary for the

spacecraft to observe this point at acceptable viewing _,,T _.. / _,GROUNOT,_g ,--,E, rO,NT\

angles and range. "___ x',_ "'Lb,h,_'_-_'_O'NT_,_t.,_"R'A7

(3) To satisfy the o_erational maneuver spacing con- _-

straints.At least_I_lahad tobeallowedbetweenthe \_--_'_...,,_'_`/
orbit insertion maneuver and the first trim and 48 h

betweer, successive trims in order to provide adequate _ ""_'_--__
orbit determination and command generation time. r : OaBIT_.rERIOO _. ""-.....A._\\x,'S_ /_-(NC'MINALLY 24,6 h) _

These time intervals also were to ensure having suffi- _ _-PeR

cient propellant communication time. If propellant Fig. 32. _llite orbitcontrolfor IllffgllwINIIgMIglHIOfl

(liquid) separated or settled at the upper end of the
tank during or following engine cutoff, then a small

communication channel would slowly transfer the liq- morning terminator being at SEA = 180 deg, and in the inter.
uid from the forwald end to the aft end. in a worst- val from 0 to 90 deg in the afternoon, with the evening
case situation, the time required would have been 28 h terminator occurring at SEA = 0 deg. The SEA requirement
(see Ref. 3). The time required following a motor burn was actually a time constraint on the amount that the relay
to obtain thermal equilibrium (acceptable temperature transmission window could be shifted without changing the
distributions in the system) and to do propulsion sub- initiation time of all other landed events. The allowable shift

system performance analyses did not levy additional of 21 min mapped to an SEA requirement. The requirement
constraints because the time needed for these activities on SEA also ensured satisfactory lighting conditions at the
was considerably less than 28 h. Also, at least four landing site for VO site certification imaging before landing.
spacecraft revolutions had to be allowed between the As for the othel landing parameter constraints, the tolerances
last prelanding trim and lander touchdown in order to for azimuth and SEA were specified in terms of corresponding
provide adequate orbit determination and deorbit corn- parameters on the separation orbit.
mand generation and validation time.

(4) To make efficient use of propellant capability. The Timing was also a key target parameter. The timing delay
definitions of some of the separation orbit control AT is defined to be the time required for the VO to reach the

PER poiht after the landing site has crossed the meridian ofparameters depend on the PER angle, which is the true
anomaly of the point in the orbit that is nominally the PER point (see Fig. 33).

, placed directly above the landing site. The PERpoint is
the subspacecraft point at the PER angleon the actual
orbit. Four of the orbit parameters that had to be /

!: controlled are shown in Fig. 32: namely, the down.

range (DR) and crossrange(XR) of the PER point with
respect to the desired landingsite, the orbital period P, o_'_

and the periapsis altitude hp above the Martiansurface. SPACEC_FTINERTIAL LANDING ] I ":

MERIDIAN
To satitfy landing requirements it was aho necessary to _,

control the landerdownrange azimuth and sun elevation angle _ LANDING _i
i (SEA) at touchdown (TD). The VL azimuth dispersions were ._--._/ [ [ _. / SITE

critical because the landing dhpenlon ellipse was very elon- V*\_/aT.,_

_ gated in the downrange direction and, consequently, the total
erectable of landing dispenlons was very sensitive to azimuth

_ dispenions. The sun elevation angle (SEA) is defined as the '_ _" AT_TIMINOOFFSET :
m_60 -

' | Sun at the point of interest. This angle is Interpreted to be in
[ the Interval from 90 to 180 dell In the morning, with the _ aa. Tlmlnll ;t

171
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The timing strategy for the last prelanding trim maneuver -PER

POINT /

was to optimally compensate for tile residual DR and XR O_t_ ///_ / DRToL .

errors following the previous trims. The period of the separa- _D_'T /2_\ " 'N /

SPELIFIED

tion orbit was adjusted by the last prelanding trim. controlling TOLERANCE FOR DR

the tinting offset such that tile VL could be targeted to touch _/ \\\ ./_ XRToL : SPECIFIED

down atthelandingsiteasthelandingsitecrossesonediagon- /_NX_T_OL "_//\ _,OLERANCE FORXR
al of the DR × XR tolerance zone. That is. the separation
orbit period was chosen so that the VL could touch down at ",,XR \

tile landing site by performing the amount of downranging and N,,, _,_,_ \\..x. /_/_ VLATTO

LATITUOtO, .7"',,,Icrossranging (DR and XR) indicated in Fig. 34. As discussed in LANDINGSITE ,

Lander Flight Path Analysis, tile DR tolerance was effectively _@,,_,,,,, _\//

SetentrytOandZero,landing.tOmaximize the probability of a successful VL _._\,o,,,o_
N/ Z.VL AT V(2 PERPASSAGE"N

The target value for the timing offset parameter on the "_-Y _ - -
_O/" "x_.-VOAT TD

Separation orbit was selected to reflect both these DR and XR
geometrical errors arid the fact that the VL leads the VO Fig.35. VL/VOtimingrelatlonahip

betweenthe deorbit maneuverand touchdown. The VL/VO
geometryat touchdownand PER passageis shownin Fig. 35.

sunat the point of interest: and the slant range SR is tile
To obtain an acceptable site reconnaissance sequence of a distance from the spacecraft to the point of interest (see

point of interest on the planet, it was necessary for the Fig. 36). The suit elevation angle SFA is tile complement of
spacecraft to observe this point at an acceptable emission INA, except that SEA is defined to be in the interval from 90
angle, incidence angle, and slant range. The emission angle to 180 deg in the morning. The constraints on these an.des
(EMA) is defined as the angle between the local vertical at tile depended on tile type of observation to be taken, e.g.. stereo.
point of interest on the surface of the planet and the vector oblique photopair, MAWD, and simple VIS. There was also a
from this point to the spacecraft; the incidence angle INA is viewing angle constraint imposed by the site certification
the angle between the local vertical and the direction to the stereo analysis process that the tilt angle, shown in Fig. 37, be

less than 9 deg. This requirement became the dominant one

172
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during flight operations, where it was considered in terms of BYDEFINITION,e TiLT..0 des /-- SPACI'CRI'FT
the equivalent timing offset value. ;z

There was also a strong desire to provide site reconnaissance

on Viking 2 for both tile primary and secondary sites on two / POINTOFINTEREST
separate spacecraft revolutions before synchronizing with re- //-/--o_ MAeS
spect to a site. Synchronizing with respect to a point on the
planet refers to transferring tile spacecraft to an orbit with _-"_""_"*"
period equal to the Mars rotational period so that tile space- _ swart. \
craft will continue to overfly this point. This process requires MAeS -
two trims: one time-phasing maneuver to move the spacecraft
over tile point on the planet, followed by another to adjust the Fig.37. I_flnltlon of tilt Ingle d,,m
period to equal a Mars day ('24.6 h).

2. Maneuvercapability. This subsection presents a method
and the required design curves for analyzing an orbit trim sin (LATPER) = sin i sin (_ + PER)
maneuver on a given nominal spacecraft orbit. The method

utilizes the orbit parameter gradients in the Flight Plane Veioc- This equation determines the sensitivity of LATPER to veloc-
ity Space shown in Fig. 38. The flight plane coordinate system ity changes. On the other hand, the sensitivity of tile SEA at
used is that formed by thenominal velocity direction _, the PER passage depends on all three orientation paramete,'s: 12,
normal t_ the orbit plane I/N._ and the direction orthogonal to _ and i.
these away from the pl_.let Vc. For a given nominal orbit the

gradients of the orbit parameters with respect to these velocity The gra_lient vectors for Viking 1 are given as functions of
directions are a function of the true anomaly of the trim true anomaly in Figs. ";9 through 45. Figures 46 through 52
maneuver only. The gradient vectors form the rows of a linear exhibit the same data for Viking 2. In order to assess the effect
mapping matrix which maps velocity perturbations into per- of any given trim maneuver, the values of the gradients of the
turbations in the orbit parameters as follows: parameters of interest were inserted into the above mapping

matrix, and the indicated matrix multiplication was per.

-AP - _P/aV M 0 0 _ ...AVM._ formed. Thus the appropriate maneuver required to change theorbit parameters a given amount can be estimated by inspec-
tion. The information presented here was very useful In deter-

'_Ip ahp/aV M ahp/BV a 0 AVc mining the maneuver capability and the effect of maneuver
execution errorsat variouspoints around the orbit. It was also
helpft,i in obtaining good initial guesses for use in high-

,_i 0 0 ai/BVN ! A V_v precision numerical searches.
Z

A£ 0 0 i_£/a VN Figures 53 through 56 provide sensitivity data for sunline
maneuvers. For example, Figure 53 gives the partialof period

at_/al_ Boj/av a aw/avs with respect to a velocity increment AV applied while the
Viking I zpacecraft is in the cruiseorientation.

i Atrp atrpla_'u atrelaVa 0
_ m _

; 3. Maneuver stratelks. Many prelanding m4neuver strate-
gies were considered before launch to accoun*,for all possible

; Note that the gradientsofP, hp and tTp lie in the flight plane, launch and arrival date candidates. After launch, the design
the gradients of I and fl are normal to the flight plane, while process was reduced to refining the strategies requiredfor the

i the fgntdlentof w has components both in the flight planeand two lnflqlht missions. These strategies are described next to
normal to it. These observations can he made by noting the provide haciqground for the maneuver sequences that were
Jocatlonsof the zeros In the above mapping matrix, actually Implemented. These descriptions also help to demon.

i strate the significance of the maneuver design changes that

_ Ch_llez tn the Inclination i and argumentof perial_iz w were requiredu the ml_don progreu_l. The orbit controlproduce dUmllel_ the latitude of the PER point (LATPER), capability #uzd propellant costs for these strategies are de-
J #¢.¢ordintlto the oqtmflon scribedstatistically in Ref. 4.
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The planned Viking 1 maneuver timeline between MOI and
lander touchdown is shown in Fig. 57. This phasing diagram

lo I r t _ I I I I shows the timing strategy incorporated in the maneuver strate-
8 - - gy. The maneuver sequence consists of:

6 _.._ - (1) A time-phasing maneuver MOT-1 at tile second peri-

4 __iOD_ apsis P2 to nullify the landing site longitude offset at2 PS.PE_I_*SlS (2) A time-phasing maneuver MOT-2 at P5 to produce a
0 ..... k ALTITUDE_ nearly synchronous orbit.

'_ -2
(3) A AV-optimal LATPER-correction MOT-3 between P?

-4 and P8 if necessary.
PERIOD= 27.4 h

"6 (4) A combined hp correction and time.phasing maneuver
-8 _ MOT-4 near the eleventh apoapsis (AI 1).

-10 I I J I I I I I ,
0 40 8o 120 160 2o0 240 2so 320360 An important requirement tbr tile Viking 1 strategy was to

TRUEANOMALY,dog provide site reconnaissance as expeditiously as possible. There-
fore, the spacecraft was to be inserted into a synchronous

Fig.55. Parllalofperiodandperiapslaaifltudewithrespectto orbit with no time of arrival bias and the time-phasing and
velocity for a sunllne maneuver on Viking 2

near-sync trims performed first. Since the hp and orientation
o.06s , , ...... errors were expected to be acceptable for reconnaissance pur-

poses, they were to be corrected later in the maneuver0.060
PERIOD= 27.4 h sequence.

0.055

Given the maneuver spacing constraints described earlier.
0.05o the first trim could not be performed before A2. Since period

0.045 changes are made most efficiently at periapsis, the MOT-I was

I to be near P2. MOT-2 could be made near P4, but it was
0.040 delayed to P5 because there was a very high probability of

"_ o.0aS[ being able to take reconnaissance at P4 and because this delay
would save some orbiter propellant.[

; 0°030

• 0.025 " ' * J ' 1 ' 1 ' I ' I ' I 'PHASING MANEUVER
IATPERIAPSIS

0,020 IMOT-I

'- _ J PHASING0.015
t 0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 _ l MANEUVERATPERIAPSIS

olL .I- I ( NEARSYNC")
r. TRUEANOMALY, deg _- J MOT-2

_ _ SITELATITUDE

Fill.56. I_ll_JiofLATPERwilhreelmCltovelocitylot• lunllne _ _ I ADJUSTMENTMO1-3
O _ eHASiNO/hpCORRECTIONMOT-4

TOUCHDOWN

Followingthe insertionof eachViking spacecraftinto orbit - I I ON ,!
_,,.._..llT._ICA L _ JULY4, 1976

about Mars, a sequence of orbit trim maneuvers was to be / ' DISPERSEDI ;
performed according to a predetermined strategy to prepare o° ./ I PATHFORI VIKING I I I
for landerseparation and to permit the taking of site certtfiea- z _ I I I J
tlon reconnaissance data. These strategies were motivated by _,. ! I , Igeometricalfactors, expectedMOI delivery errors, plus the t I II I I
need for operationalflex/bllity and simplicity. The strategies , , , 1 , I I , J I , J , 1 h :
were formulated as a fixed sequence of orbit parameter- 2 4 6 0 I0 12 t4 16 tPERPA&SAGES ,

I correctionmaneuvers to be performed on specified spacecraft !
revolutions about the planet. RO.ST. Viking1timing_

: 1711 i

i

!
,

t_ :. _ , r _u - IlJll .... __ I ......... :\_Z ...... . _ liliigImllmRf_.lli= _l :
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Tile rem:_iningtrims now fill out tile timeline. MOT-3 was dispersed north of the landing site latitude. A numerical search
scheduled., necessary, about two revs after the second trim. is used to dete, mine the position and direction of the space-
The exact position and direction of this maneuver was to be craft maneuver which corrects LATPHL while mmimi/ing the
determined by a numerical search width would minimize tile cost function
orbiter AV cost. MOT-4 was scheduled near apoapsis since this

is the most AV-efficient place to correct hp. Since there had to j = AVwoT. 3 + AVMoT. 4be at least _, ur revs between MOT-4and lander touchdown, it

could not I.,, performed after the vicinity of AI 1. The trim
was ositi,:_ ed near A I1 to relax the operational implementa-
tion of I, maneuver sequence as much as possible and to Eventually. statistical studies showed that the probability of
mimmize ne timing *trot buildup resulting from period errors needing MOT-3 was less than 1%,so it was eventually dropped
in_urrfd at MOT-4. from the maneuver timeline.

More information concerning the trim maneuvers is pro- The las_ trim was to be performed at a true anomaly of

vkled in Ref. 2. However, it is worthwhile at this point to about 164 deg near All in order to correct t/p to within
discuss MCr-3 and MOT-4 in some detail. The purpose of tolerances and to nullify any remaining timing error on the
MOT-3 is o correct the latitude of the orbiter PER point separation orbit, while holding co essentially fixed. The ratio-
(LATPER', to within an acceptable latitude band determined hale for selecting a true anomaly of 164 deg for MOT-4 :an be
_,,,..the taq.et DR X XR tolerance zone centered at the PER understood by referring to Figs. 39, 40, and 42. The timing
pc,nt. F:gure 58 illustrates the situation when LATPER is error is corrected by changing the orbital period via a velocity

increment in the VM direction, which is along the spacecraft

velocity vector. However, hp can be corrected by changing the
DR= DOWNR_,NGE velocity in both the VM and Vc; (in-plane) directions. There-

XR= CROSSk,.,qGE fore, in order tc adjust the orbital period and hp indepen-
_LS : LATITUDE OFLANDINGSITE dently, a velocity component is added along _1 to change

_A = CHANGEIN period and a component is added along Vc to adjust hp. The
LATITUDEPRODUCED component along I/"c must take into account that the I'MBY TRIM

i = hqCLINATIOh' increment would also change hp. Now, the timing errors that
MOT-4 had been designed to correct are only those introduced
by execution and OD errors experienced by previous trims. So
the I'M component would generally be much smaller than the

ACCEPTABLECONTROL BOX

/ (DRBYXR)ABOUT VG component. Reviewing Fig. 42 shows that the sensitivity

DISPERSEDPEPr-,i of w to Va is zero at 164 deg. Also, note that this true
anomaly is very close to the point (77= 160 deg)of maximua,

_"-" sensitivity °fhP t°achangein VG'whichmeansthatthe

"_'" - -__ _ maneuver point is a relatively efficient point to obtain a

combint.d period and hp change. Therefore, the 164-deg ma-
neuver point was selected. Essentially the same result could be

W.,__ achieved at a true anomaly of about 196 deg on the same

spacecraft revolution. Figure 40 shows that the sensitivity of

hp to Vc is also maximbed near this point, although in the
/ _NOMINAL opposite direction. The final selection of the maneuver point

_ _---NO_asNALmstr rU_E at 164 deg or at 196 deg could be made based on operationalISPERS_:,_s,t PLANE considerations such as communication const._aints.

NN_ ° The Viking 2 strategy was designed primarily to correct
relatively large expected post-MOI orientation dispersions, to
control lander azimuth and SEA at touchdown, and to provide
site reconnaissance for both the primary and secondary sites

NO'tEs IN THIS FI,,_URE, AII.I_NOI_.$ THEMINIMUM LATITUDE on two separate spacecraft revolutions prior to synchronizing
CHANGE r_EEDED IF THE P;a POINT IS DISPERSEDTOO
FARNORTH with respect to a site. it was also important to have 12 nearly

synchronous revolutions prior to touchdown 25 revsafter MOi

Fi¢. Ilk Latlttxle¢e'mction _ for reconnaissance purposes. The maneuver timeline and phas-
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ing diagram is shown in Fig. 59. The maneuver sequence us OF THEPLANET
consisted of:

(l) Tile first trim MOT-I, which was to be either a time-

phasing maneuver performed near P2 or a combined
LATPER-correction and time.phasing maneuver at the
trt,e anomaly of the vertical impact point (about 252
des for Viking 2) between P1 and P2. In either event,
tile time.phasing would nullify the site longitude offset
at PI3. --- / -

(2) A time-phasing maneuver MOT-2at V13 wldch would _ \ _ _,,// ASYMPTOTE
APPROACH _ _ J

produce a nearly synchronous orbit. HYPERBOLA---._ _I_ "'_--POINTOF
"N. _ _ HYPERBOLIC

(3) A combined hp-correction and time-phasing maneuver ..... -?__ _ ..... np CLOSEST
MOT-3nearA21. ELLIPSEORIENTATION ANGLE, _ APPROACH

This strategy was to be combined with a MO! maneuver Fig. B0. I_flnlfion of ellllWeotlen_ltionam_
which would target to the nominal ellipse orientation angle
(see Fig. 60) regardless of the estimated approach trajectory

(pre-MOl) inclination. MOT-I could then be performed at the
true anomaly of the vertical impact point (see Fig. 61) t(,

rotate the orbit about this point to bring the PER point to _-SUBORBITER
within an acceptable band about the latitude of the landing _RACK

site. The geometrical effects of MOT-1 are illustrated in Fig.
62, In this figure, point 1 is the expected location of PER
following MOI using estimated approach trajectory data; point
2 is the actual post.MOl PER location; and point 3 is the

post-MOT-1 PER location. Note that the angle from the verti. N/ _ / x'_PLANET
cal impact point to PER(¢_+ PER angle) is invariant. /_ _'-'-VERTICAL EQUATOR

/ _ IMPACT
/ POINT

In addition to correcting geometrical errors, the maneuver // ^

strategy had to provide for observingboth the primary site and / S= UNITVECTORIN DIRECTIONOFTHE
/ INCOMING ASYMPTOTE

A / A
S / T - UNIT VECTOR PARALLEL TO EITHER

...... _ THE MARS EQUATORIAL PLANE OR

NOTE: MOT-3 IS AT tl = 164° OR _1= 196°ilETWEEN ECLIPTIC PLANE AND PERPENDICULAR

O ..4.1_,,_ M( t I P20ANDP21" TDOCCIJRSSETWEENP24ANDP25 _ THE^
_ "0 SITEBI TO S

0 _ _ _ NOTE: THE DESCENDING OPPORTUNITY IS SHOWN ^ ^ A

_ _ FOR THE P4 AND PI0 PASSAGESOF SITE S2 ONLY R = S x T
--_ SlTE._-_-__KEY: EMA CONSTRAINTS -

6.85 _I_N_, p HIGH- PERIOD DISPERSED=oC_E FiG. BJ. Definition of VeltleJl Impl¢l point
_.c _N_ _.-"-- NOMINAL EMA 9.0°00-'6_

i ', X:"_i% _ LOW PERIOD u

! ."NN_'_ O,S_tit_OCASE 9.0°--_ the secondary site at acceptable emission angles twice priorto
t I 'l i'_ HIGH INCLINATION/hp--f/ synchronizing to the primary site, plus correcting in-plane

, _ I I I i "_N'_ LOW INCLINATION/h- -J
0 ' 1 _ _ _.N_ n P SITESl orbit size and shape (P and hp) errors. These requirements

' I .... I I, , , T were to be satisfied by correcting period and orientation errors

I ........... SITE_ early, and leaving periapsis altitude errors to be removed by"
6.S$ , _ , , w T y %,_ (_

1 J , , i t "_\Nj the last of the three preseparation trims.
i I , i i I , I'_\

, _ , I I I I I I I _. MOT-2i t , i t , i t , _g. _ The nominal post-MOl period and timing offset were se-
.. _ t , J I I 1 , I i , _ i lected to provide near overflights of both sites twice prior to

I I I I I i I I i , _ SITE 111 synchronization at the thirteenth periapeis P13. The first in-0 1 I J I l t i 1 I I

0 2 a 4 s 6 7 8 9 _0 _ t2 ta _4 _s t6 orbit trim is performed at the true anomaly of the vertical

i ,,_tP_S_O_SmUMMOI Impact point between Pl and F2. This maneuver is equivalentFig.N. Viklngltlmingstnm_mclreoonnaimopponunitles to a rotation about the S-vector of the approach hyperbola
tot EMA< Italso and restores the orientation and SEA, adjusts period to nullify

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 'Js't

01;'POOR QUALITY t
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and a near direct overfhght of site B2 on revolutions 3 and 9.
The timing strategy involved for the nominal and 99% period-
dispersed cases is shown in Fig. 59. The vertical lines indicate
the range of timing offset that will allow reconnaissance with

ACTUAL EMA < q.0 deg. For each reconnaissance opportunity, two
such vertical lines are shown: one for the 99% low inclination

and hp values and the other for the 99% high values. These
LATITUDEOF parameter combinations are given because of the high correla-

LANDING tions between i and hr (Pihp = 0.98 for Viking 2 with radio

I _OL ' only OD and/oi_ p = 0.86 for radio plus optical) on the post-MOI orbit and because of their effect on EMA. Reconnais-

POINT sance probabilities which include the effects of altitude and
orientation dispersions are given in Ref. 4.

EQUATOR

-e Another significant feature of this strategy is that both
period and orientation errors are corrected early to meet
reconnaissance requirements. If the period errors were not

IMPACTPOINT corrected early, large timing dispersions would occur at the
second reconnaissance opportunities for each site, greatly re-

-s _ ducing the likelihood of viewing the sites. If the orientation
errors were not corrected before the reconnaissance opportuni.
ties, large geometrical errors would produce unsatisfactory

Fig.62. SiteacquisitiongeometryforViking2 viewing angles.

the timing error at PI3, and holds ff essentially fixed. These
constraints determine the velocity correction vector, which

B. Maneuver Mechanization
means that the periapsis altitude cannot in general be con-

trolled independently with this maneuver and often is further The planned maneuver sequence for the Viking spacecraft
dispersed by it. if the post-MOl orientation parameters were was a gyro warmuD period followed by a roll turn, yaw turn,
satisfactory, timing errors would be _orrected at P2 and no possibly a second roll, and finally the motor burn to achieve
orientation correction would be made. the desired A V. Turns could be made of either polarity and for

durations exceeding a complete revolution about either (roll or
The second trim MOT-2 is made at P13 so that there are 12 yaw) axis. The duration of the turns was controlled by count-

near-sync orbits prior to landing. This trim is nominally a ing a specified number of pulses, each 1 s in length. Hence, the
synchronizing trhn, but, in the presence of OD and execution computed (ideal) turns to implement a correction had to be
errors experienced in MOT.I, it actually phases to the required quantized to an integer number of seconds in duration and
timing offset on the separation orbit. This maneuver is per- could not be mechanized precisely. With a turn rate of about
formed at or near pedapsis to minimize AI/. 0.18 deg/s, the maximum resolution error was 0.09 deg about

each of the axes. A similar situation existed for controlling the
The third trim is performed at a true anomaly of about 164 magnitude of the velocity correction. An accelerometer was

deg (or equivalently 196 deg) between P20 and P'21 in the used, which issued a pulse for each 0.03 m/s, corresponding to
same manner as the last trim for Viking 1. The placement of a maximum resolution error of0.O15 m/s. In addition, there
MOT-3 had to be properly balanced between PI3 and P25. was a requirement that each motor burn be at least 1 s (i.e.,
Location soon after Pl 3 permits too much time for timing approximately 1/2 m/s for prelanding trims) in length.
error growth by separation. Location too near P25 increases

the size of the MOT-3 Ale and increases the final period There were two methods for reducing the effects of these
dispersions, which in turn Increase the postlanding relay geom- resolution errors and the minimum burn duration constraint.

etry (timing offset) dispersions. Selection of a point near A21 One method was to alter the time of motor ignition, changing
was determined to achieve the best balance among the various slightly the pointing and magnitude requirements. The second

.i tradeoffs, was to modify the direction of the maneuver in such a way
., • that critical target parameters were unchanged and resolution

For this strategy, the nominal post-MOi orbit would pro- errors were mapped into less important, and perhaps less
vide a direct overflight of the site BI on revolutions 1 and 7, sensitive, parameters.

/

:_ 181

?
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In loading the maneuver into the spacecraft's onboard com- Turns constraints were determined by the pointing require-

puter, the turns parameters had to be specified well in advance ments of certain onboard instruments. The violation of these

of implementing the maneuver. On the other band, it was only constraints was checked by superilnposing traces of the Sun
necessaD' at this time to estimate the velocity increment and Earth dnring the turns on another figure which indicated

magnitude AV (eqttivalently, the burn duration) and ignition the unacceptable regions in cone angle vs clock angle space
time. Following this stage of the maneuver design process, tile (Fig. b3). Thus, an appropriate set of turns was determined

orbit determination process continued; i.e., additional tracking from among the candidates. Specific instruments which ira-
data were processed to predict the orbital parameters at the posed constraints were the V1S, IR, and the Canopus sensor

time of the trim maneuver, i'he AV and ignition time were sun shutter. The VIS and IR imposed constraints on the
then updated to account for late changes in the orbit estimate, pointmg of tile scan platform. The constraint imposed by the

Canopus sensor sun shutter to prevent its being pointed at the
Execution errors associated with the mechanization of a Sun was precatmonary since the purpose of the shutter was to

maneuver may be classified as proportional (to the maneuver protect the ('anopus sensor from light sources such as tLc Sun.

magnitude) and fixed (independent of the magn_tudeL The The precaution was necessary because, if the shutter failed

inflight a priori 99% execution errors in both magnitude and e_ther in the open position and the sensor was damaged by
pointing are shown in Table 10 for both spacecraft, being exposed to dLrect sunlight or in the closed position, the

spacecraft would be unable to maintain its star reference.

Table 10. Inflight a priori executionerrors(99%)
h was also very desirable to maintain downlink communica-

................. lion during the motor burn. Communication constraints,
Proportional I.txed

which required that the low-gain antenna (LGA) be directed,
Maneuver Pointing. mrad magmtude, f; magmtude, m/s

with varying tolerances, to the EarC,. were satisfied by vectori-

Viking I all}' adding a velocily increment to the maneuver in a noncriti-
cal direction.

MOT-I 16 0.22 0.029

MO'I-5 16 0.21 0.035 Figure 63 shows the pointing region for the high-gain an-
MOT-6 16 O. 2 ! O.035

SKT-2 16 0.14 0.063 tenna (HGA) in either the unflipped ("normal")or flipped
MOT-7 16 0.1 ! 0.031

MOT-8 9.6 O. I 13 0.053

MOT-9 9 0. i 15 0.031 18o "r
-- PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS

i Viking 2 - -- - NOMINAL RF INTERFERENCE

. _ /-- FLIPPED
MOT-I 8.5 0.244 0.028 _ "/,,. HGA

MOT-2 9 0.241 0.028 /_ POINTING
MOT-3 8.5 0.244 0.028

MOT-4 8.5 0.239 0.028 I
[. _'_ VIS IIORESIGHT

MOT-5A 9,0 O. 157 0.030 r- CANOPUS SENSOR Ih " _ S_.'_ICONSTRAINT
MOT-5 I 5.5 O. 157 0.030 CONSTRAI NT F

_, C. Maneuver Constraints < /--. SUNSHUTTER
_ J_" CONSTRAINT

There were a number of constraints on the design of each _ \
of the maneuvers, primarily on the turns that could be per- _.J LGACONSTRAINT X /

i formed and on the timing of the maneuvers. Two independent ' I _ , t

' roll/yaw turn sets could achieve the desired thrusting direc- /N ,. _" I
tlon, although the spacecraft orientation would usually be i ;
different after the implementation of each set. By varying the ON-FLIntt) " ,. :

turn combinations, including turns of more than 180 deg, ,,_ HOAPOINTING N .
'_ eight different turn sets can be found which yield the required I'I

' thrust pointing direction, in general, turns constraints identi. 0 t0 lllg 360

fled by the Orbiter Performance Analysis Group (OPAG) CLOCKANGLE,die -
, efiminated some of these sequences from further con-

ttderatlon. Fig. _. V_l_ _ l_tln9 constmnts
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positions. To communicate over the HGA during the bum, tile required to properly align the VO relay antenna bore-
turn set had to be selected to position the Earth vector in one sight are computed.
of these regions. Recall that a second roll turn was introduced
for MOI to communicate over this antenna in the flipped (4) Statistical error anal.rsis fimction. For each maneuverof a maneuver strategy, perform an error analysis to
position. However. flipping tile antenna was generally consid- generate expected velocity cost and postmaneuver con-
ered to be risky and was not done for any of the trims, t,ol statistics, given maneuver execution and orbit

determination uncertainties.
Maneuvers performed on orbits having significant solar oc-

cultations were further constrained to lie within a specified (5) Post-maneurer perJormatu'e evaluation fitnrtion. Based
tolerance of the sun direction. Tl"s constraint limits the size of on pre- and postmaneuver orbit determination, evaluale

the yaw turn to avoid further depletion of the ba,'eries. And, . the performance of all orbit trim maneuvers after exe-
in fact, burns were performed in the cruise mode as sunline cution, including ,,11/, and turns that were actually
maneuvers whenever possible. Thus the turns were eliminated, implemented.
greatly reducing operational complexity.

For further details on MOTOP, see Refs. 5 and 6.

Timing constraints were imposed for certain trims. For
example, some trims were prohibited from being performed To perform the five MOTOP operational functions, a vari-
within 1 1/2 hours of periapsis to permit the taking of relay- ety of subprograms could be execs,ted, ttowever, as the mis-
link data. One maneuver was constrained to be at least four sion progressed, the typical mode of operation was to pertk,rm

hours after periapsis to allow sufficient time for the olbiter to the strategy function by using just one of the MOTOPstra'egy
take and playback relay data. algorithms. This algorithm targeted one trim to a maximum of

four parameters in the following list: period, radios at peri-
These and other constraints are considered in more detail in apsis, time for periapsis, right ascension of the ascending node,

the discussions of the individual trims for each spacecraft given argument of periapsis, incliaation, latitude of the PER point,
below in Subsections E and F. and sun elevation angle. If less than four parameters were

targeted, the remaining degrees of freedom were used to mini-
mize A V. The high-precision ana!ysis was then performed by

D. Trim Maneuver Software using DPTRAJ in a man.in-the-loop iterative fashion.

The Mars Orbit Trim Operations Program (MOTOP) was

implemented for use by the Flight Path Analysis Group E, Viking 1 Trim Maneuvers
(FPAG) to calculate and ,analyze the VO orbit correction
maneuvers required to acquire the landing site, to satisfy This section and the following section treat the actual
mission and science objectives and to station-keep over the adaptive design and impler.lentation of the maneuvers as the
lander. To meet these requirements, MOTOP was designed to mission progressed, including the inflight results. Tables 11
perform the following functions: and 12 give the commandable quantities for each trim, while

Table 13 provides the resulting trajectory data.
(1) Trim maneuver strateg;, function. Simulate selected

maneuver strategies designed to acquire primary and !. Prdanding trim maneuvers. Figure 57 showed the origi-
secondary landing sites and to support postlanding VO hal maneuver timeline and phasing strategy associated with a
operations, while satisfying mission constraints, synchronous post-MO! target orbit. However, because of the

(2) High.precision trim maneuver computation lanetion, propellant pressurant regulator leak discussed earlier, two large
Compute the precise velocity correction vector and approach midcourse maneuvers were performed followed by
time of Ignition, given the best estimate of the space, insertion into a 42-1aorbit. This large initial target orbit made

it necessary to change the phasing strategy to that shown incraft state, the requited postmaneuver orbit param-
eters, and other m_lon, spacecraft and astronomical Figure 64. This strategy maintained essentially the ,ante
data. maneuver timeline as that shown in Fig. 57, with phasing

maneuvers at P2, P5 and A1 !. But MOf-I was now a large
(3) Maneuver post.processing J_nctior_ Given the velocity period-change maneuver designed to return to the nominal

, correction, compute the turn sequences required to ttmel/ne to permit the taking of reconnaissance data and to
achieve proper thrust pointing and generate the preparefor lander separation.
maneuver-cowmandable quantities based on spacecraft
performance data. Data useful for the analysis of ma. if the errorsencountered at MOI were small. MOT-i would

i neuver constraints It I_nemted. The turn sequences be a syncing trim to decrease the orbiter period from 42 h to
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Table14..Designquantltlea:velocityincrementandIgnitiontime Table12. Designquantities:turns

Maneuver V,qoc]tyincrementAV, ignitmntrineGMT-OET Turns,deg
m/s (date, h:mm:s) Maneuver Rollreference

" Roll Yaw Roll
Vtking1

Viking1
MOT-I 80.053 6-21-76,17:26:21
MOT-5 25.713 7-9-76,00:40:00 MOT-I Canopus 56.856 -126.850 0.0

MOT-5 Canopus -153.329 -i30.500 0.0MOT-6 2.736 7-14-76,07:12:00
blOT-6 Canopu_ 46,270 -5i.100 0.0SKT-2 2.228 8-3-76.03:00:00
SKT-2 Canopus 10i.506 -23.907 0.0MOT-7 21.327 9-11-76.19:03:54
MOT-7 Sinus 125.177 -126.116 0.0MOT-8 3.708 9-20-76,22:15:29 MOT-8 Sirius 0.0 0.0 0.0MOT-9 22.926 9-24-70,15:l0:O0 MOT-9 Sirius 0.0 0.0 0.0

Vikmg2 Viking2

MOT-I 4.077 8-9-76.17:16:00 MOT-I Canopus 0.0 0.0 0.0
MOT-2 1.776 8-14-76,08:31:15 MOT-2 Canopus 0.0 0.0 0.0
MOT-3 42.728 8-25-76,17:48:29 MOT-3 Vega 0.0 0.0 0.0
MOT-4 11.292 8-27-76,20:25:38 MOT-4 Vega 0.0 0.0 0.0
MOT-5A 5.006 9-29-76,04:33:20 MOT-5A Vega 0.0 0.0 0.0
MOT-5 342.551 9-30-76,21:07:38 MOT-5 Vega -141.35 i -123.777 144.839

synchronous, if the errors experienced on this trim were also MOT-2 was cahcelled. There was a small probability that
small, no further maneuvers would be needed to acquire the execution errors experienced at MOT-I would produce a
nominal landing site. However, in the presence of largeexecu- period error that was largeenough to require a phasing maneu.
tion errorsat MOI, the P2 trim would phase to produce a tilt ver at MOT-3, but, in fact, the A1 site was almost perfectly
angle of less than 9 deg at P4 and P6. Note, for example, that a acquired by MOT-I.
dispersed path having a large positive offset at P2 would be
targeted for a negative offset at P5. This strategy improves the Site reconnaissance now proceeded as planned and soon
tilt angle (equivalently timing offset) at P4. A satisfactory tilt showed that the A1 site was unsatisfactory for landing. As the
angle is then obtained at P6 by a phasing maneuver at P5. The search for a satisfactory nearby site continued, MOT-3 was
last trim is performed at AI i to syn¢ over the site in prepara- designed to provide for significant landing site adjustments as
tion for landing. The probability (pre-MOl) of achieving a late as possible. However, no satisfactory site was found in
9 deg or less tilt angle at P4 and P6 with the Viking I execu- time to permit a landing on July 4th.
tion and OD errorswas about 98%.

' The phasing diagram in Fig. 65 shows the timing offset 41- .4 i I 1 I I I i I i I 1 i I I II_OSASlLITYOF I
"_ .,._ii_tiklDAa¥Ff._ ACHIEVINGP4 I

: between the Viking 1 spacecraft and the planned landing site _ 3o - -2 - x -I" _,mtv,rq_:==;:""*:"r,,"_" ,aqottssTHANP6TitTgo,_qO_iS/-1: at 19.50N latitude and 34.00W longitude. This figuregives the "_'_ ANaIq,TILTANGLE...., ,

planned sequence of events at the time of MOT-l, when hope _ _ .__ _less THANVo "'" I
still remained for a July 4th landing. Even prior to implement. 15- "= -I _ -'_'--_% TILT /--" 9°NORTHWESTTILT"

deleted from the maneuver timeline. Recall from the discus- - o
s/on above that MOT-2 was intended to plume to obtain -

satisfactory tilt angles for reconnal.anc¢ purposes in the event r Is- _ I -
of large post-MO! orbit dispersions. However, the MO! was

very accurate and d/d not introduce large cllspe_ons. Note _ 3o= 2
that the first periapslspassage PI has been omitted in Figs. 64
and 65. This notation was adopted to maintain the corre-
spondence between pertapas number and GMT reflected in 45. 3.--I--d i 1 ) i i i I i i I I 1I 2 3 4 s e 7 a _ l0 n n 13 141s
extensiveoperationalp_ Asshownin Ft& 65. the probabll- nit I,ASSAr.,ENo.
lty was greater than 99_ dmt the tilt angle requirement (tilt <

9 del0 would be satisfied for every rev before _dOT.3; thus. Fig. 14. IIOTalte mqulslUemstratel)lm

IN
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Table 13. Tra_'qofy data

Pal-ainu t el',+

--- P_ ................ 1"nne

h:min:s rp, kin ++,dog L,++deg f. dog (GMI, I _761

Viking I: _,I()T-I

Prcmaneuver (A2) 42:21.07 4907.2 129,811 39.76 37.37 21l:16.56 16/2(1)

P.stmaneuver (A31 24:39.411 4907.1 129.68 39.94 37.88 05:47.19 (6/22)

Viking I: MOl-5

Premaneuver 1AI91 24.37:13 4905.6 127.59 42.74 37.99 16:02 28(7/8)

P.stmaneuver (A201 24:46:34 4906.9 124.77 44.89 37.69 16 4352 (7/9)

Viking I: MOT-6

Premaneuver (A24) 24:45:51 4906.2 124.24 45.61 37.73 19:48:34 17/131

Pt),,tmaneuver (A251 24"39:04 4902.5 124.211 45.82 37.70 211"31"03 17/141

Viking I: SK1-2

Premaneuver (A431 24:36:21 4900,1 121.94 48.96 37.81 07:511"i3 18/21

Postmaneuver (A44) 24:38:17 489g.8 121.78 49.31 37.90 1;8:28:1_ 18131

Viking !: MOT-7

Premaneuver (A821 24:32:08 4885.5 117.12 55.82 38.15 06:50:09 (9/111

Po_tmaneuver (A83) 21:52:37 4885.2 116,99 56.03 38.13 06:02:33 (9/121

Viking I : MOT-8

Premaneuver (A92) 21:52:38 4882.4 115.78 57.63 38.10 10:56:42 (9/20)

Postmaneuver (A931 22:13:45 4885.9 i15.72 57.99 38.31 08:59:57 (9/211

Viking 1: MOT-9

Premaneuvcr (A96) 22:13:55 4885.2 115.25 58.51 38.10 03:41:26 (9/24)

Postmaneuver (A97) 24:38:42 4909.4 115,08 59.77 38.16 03:08: I I (9/25}

Viking 2: MOT-I

Premlmeuver (A21 27:37:12 4912.4 36.28 69.36 55.18 05:05:!1 (8/9)

Pmmumeuver (A3) 27:18:47 4893.0 36.07 69.77 $5.20 08:33:!6 (8/10)

Viking 2:MOT-2

Premaneuver (A6) 27:19:16 4892.8 35.80 69.90 55.21 18:30:49 (8/131

Pmtmaneuver (AT) 2"/:24:47 4895.0 35.72 70.02 55.21 21:52:53 (8114)

_". (+ " .......... . ..........................................
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Tabte 13 (contd)

Parameters

P, Tt|11e

h:mln:s rp, km -q, deg _, deg /, deg ((;M'l', 1976)

Viking 2 MOT-3

Premaneuver (Al6l 27.24:47 4896.0 34.85 70.52 55.19 04:38:23 (8/25)

Postmaneuver (AI7) 24:02:24 4818.3 34.78 72.66 55.65 06:22:43 (8/26)

Viking 2:MOT4

Premaneuver(AI8) 24:02:31 4818.6 34.70 72.71 55.65 06:25:'2 48/27)

Postmaneuver(AI9) 24:37:19 4883.0 34.40 73.65 55.39 06:45:15 (8/28)

Vtkmg 2: MOT-SA

Prcmaneuver(A50) 24:38:28 4897.0 31.71 75.53 55.38 02:16:44 (9/29)

Postmaneuver (ASI) 24:38:35 4925.5 31.27 75.89 55.34 02:57:44 (9/30)

Vikmg 2:MOT-5

Premaneuver (ASI) 24:38:35 4925.5 31.27 75.89 55.34 02:57:44 (9/30)

Postmaneuver (A52) 26:47:38 4902.3 54.6,P 68.34 74.90 04:56:43 (10/1)

-60J-v* f = w , j I * w _ _ t _ _ t w I I The post-MOI orbit parameters are given in Table 13 and

-so _T -t , MOT-3? TO _ the orbit geometry is shown in Fig. 66. MOT-I was designed to

"_=t I I I "_¢'t"tl return the spacecraft to the nominal timeline to permit the
" - taking of reconnaissance data and to prepare for lander separa.tion. The landing site rendezvous problem is illustrated in

to - MOT-! was designed to remove all downrange (DR) error at

point (LATPER). The remaining error, XR, would then be
taken out by the VL at deorbit to conserve propellant on the

= I I | I I I I I I _ t J _ _ _ orbiter. Also, since the landing site was subject to adjustment,

a 4 s 6 7 o t to tl 12 t= 14 Is 16 17 m I_ zo it was possible that the current LATPER might be better than

mt NO. the nominalone. Therefore,LATPER was left to precess to a

Fill. 06. _ aequl=ltlom lot July 4, _ _ value of 19.65°N at PI5. This meant that VLI would have to

crourange 0.3 des to move to 19.5°N or as much as 3.0 des to !
reach candidate sites further south. Deleting the correction of *

Since no site was found in the immediate neighborhood of LATPER alao maximized the probability of needing only one
AI, MOT.3 and MOT4 were cancelled and a numeuver strat, trim by minimizing the execution errors. In fact, the probshfl-

ely comprised of MOT,$ and MOT.6 was desilgned to walk to ity of satisfying the entry anlle requirements for the nominal

an are_ aorthwest of the odllbud site. Followinlg the implemen- s_te was shown to be 86%. The A I site ae,quidtion probability i

tltion of MOT-S, the Ipa_craft began to walk to a candidate density function is given in FIIg. 68. This ftlure shows the i
iIt_ in the northwest re_ion. In this walk, still another candi- proLshlllty of success as a function of the VL entry angle and

date was found. MOT.6 =ynchronlz=d to this site at 22..5°N cmWanlltnl. !
and 47.4°W. Final adjustments in the tit= coordinates were

made and landing =ned on 20 July 1976 (GMT). Each of Given the above maneuver criteria, MOT-;( reduces to a

the trims is ccxtddered tn turn in the following discumion, pedod.chlnle maneuver where the target period must provide i
i

t
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F_._. _e 1__w

the effects of pointing errors and, in fact, the 99% accuracy

mu_..SlS-_ _ for period was predicted to be 1.8 rain for the 80.053 m/s

I_N__ bum.
The MOT-I design was subject to a constraint on the

f.Arr, nmneuverexecation time. The motor burn had to occur be.

block of time in the onboard computer CCS was reserved for
the maneuver commands. Commands for activities other than

outside of this wi'_dow. The boundaries of the window were

computed by FPAG prior to MOI,using expected 99%diaper.

/_._-.--'_- _-,q,o_qg$ For MOT.I, the angle between the LGA and the Earth
_Oty exceeded50dellso the bum was performed in the blind. The

Fig. IT. Lmelmljaltommdmvetm commandable quantities are fdven in Tables 11 and 12, trejec.
tory data in Table 13.

i DR"0 it PI$. To minimize AV, the trim was performed it Foilowin| the executk_t of MOT-I, site reconlssJlm_ce
pedapeM,the most AV.effklent place for such • maneuver. _oceeded as planned and soon dtowed that the A! site was

The mmeuver was made in the ditectJoel of- Vu. Bein8 umatisfactory for landing. As tlw sesrch for It satisfactory site
tmpntial to the s_ velocity vectoremnthdly nullified continued. MOT.3 was desip_ to provide for StlptifJcant

tet

I

4
t

I
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-27 -iS ! -9 0 9 18 27 0 .... l ...... ;

(E_ '_.Y) [ TIMI,'qG ERROR AT P15' enin (LATE) 170 180 190

_._L..__.__t .... _ _ TRUE ANOMALY OF MANEUVEI_, deg

-t7.4 -17.2 -17.0 =16.a -16.6 -16.4 -16._

EHTRYAN(.;LEFORAI SITEACQUISITION,dee FJ_.69. MOT-3 velocity cost analysis for Viking 1, ._p = -1 rnin

-1.4 - ' aS -_.3 0.2.5 O.8 1.35 1.9

CRO$SRANGEFORAI SITEACQUISITION, d*9 the site was to the east of the ")rigit_a]on_. the orb:tel perit_d

Fig. 611.A-1 site acquisition probability had to be reduced.

landing site adjustmenls as late as possible in support of a July MOT-I had obtained an orbit that would place the PhR

4th landing. Initially. it was not known whether the new site p,_int at 19 5°N and 34°W. Figure 70 shows the resulting VLaccessible area, which consists of those sites that the lander
would be east or west of the origins) one, or how far in either

could reach by c':)ssranging 3 d,_g or less arid by targeting to
direction. So & V.cost and accuracy analyses were performed

for changing the orbital pcri,)d :tl rain while keeping hp fixed an entry angle "t, between - 17.4 and - 16.2 deg. This figure
and satisfying the communication constraint (angle between also shows the 9_,,, landing dispersion ellipse if MOT-3 were

the Earth and the LGA <50 deg). Once the new site was deleted and the lander performed +1.20 deg of cros_ranging

sele,:ted, the required period change to walk to this location while targeting to _,_.= - 16.51 deg. The benefit of using
could be determined and the results for ±1 man scaled to this MOT-3 for the new candidate (lt).35°N, 32.50°W) was thus
new value, seen to be questionable. Bu! this candidate had not yet been

shown to be acceptable for landinf, h" this site should be

The problem w,.'s then considered in flight plane velocity rejected, the late update capability and the VL crossranging
space, using the gradient ralues given in Figs. 39 and 40. The capability could be used to attain another site in this eastern

magnitude of the AV M component is determined by the region. However, since no satisfacto-y site was found in the
eastern region, MOT-3 was cancelled.

period change, while the Jl,l_ component cancels the hi,

change introduced by the _Vt. _ com_cment. A third compo.
neat Is required along _V N to satisfy the communication A new candidate site (AINW) was specified northwest of
requirement. Figure 69 shows the magnitude of the resulting AI at 23.40N, 43.4"W, Therefore, it was necessaryto change

inldan¢ velocity lncrem,nt ,_Vi, and the 3.dimemional vector both the latitude and longitude of the PER point. A three-trim
_V for the period decreasing cue AP • -I rain. Finally, the mateD" (Fig. 71) was designed conmting of phase and 31_nc

expected 99% accuracy for IX god b determined, using the maneuvers (to correct the longitude) and a LATPER-chani_
execution error statisticl listed in Table 10, the we_itivity of maneuver. However. sul_g,quently, the flea of the_. rmmeu-

period to ,_t",u, and the anlle bet._een _V and ,_. yen, known as MOT-4, was omitted by combining me phase
a.d LATPER ¢lum_z in MOT.5. The only penalty for deletln|

A new candidate landl.l die was selected at 19.JSON and this maneuver was that the tilt anlle would exceed 9 de| at

32.$*W for tar_tinll puqm,es. Even though the landing ate P20 for riflers northwest of 23.5"N and 43.0"W.
_le_ton team bad not determined ;hat there was e satJsfac.

Ion/lander footprint 8bout this point, the decision wasmade The revised strategy b shown in FI& 72. The desi_ cd.tefla
t

tO proceed with the rr_ dedlpl pr_eu for MOT.3 so for this it,vised AINW acquidtlon strategy may be stated

thai Imneuver _ would be Infallible If needed. Since b_Jefly Is follows:

_, 100

!i "
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i NORTH

23.40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28
23.5

23
23

22
22

_0.99
21 / LANDING 21

DISPERSION
ELLIPSE

2O
20

19 +2°
19

+3°

18, 18
W:THOUTMOT-3

17 YE= "16'51°- - XR= +1.20° 17
./

16_- ' _-- 16

/ is.s
40 39 38 3_7 - 36 " 35 _ 33 32 31 30 29 28

SOUTH

Fig.70. VL sccetmlblearealind landingdispersionellipse with MOT-3

"E -50(k-I !MOT.4I I I ! MOT-61l , _ ,1TD I I Ii_Op,OEAO----._t; I" (LATPER) for minimum AV while holding hp fixed. The

>_ "40 _'_N. I I S'day DELAY _ resulting tilt angle expected at P20 and the VL accessible area£
-30[- _MOT-5 I _--TILT < 9° TO are shown in Fig. 73. Tilt angles for viewing the given latitude
20_"- _ _ _ Z,"'__ _ _ I - and longitude are shown in the range from 0 to 20 deg. For" I II I .,..---10,99 EXECUTION -

a. -10_- _)_ I ..___/ERROR I . example, the tilt angle in the P20 coverage for a site at 24°N
o _-- ---- "T ! latitude and 39.6°W longitude is 8 deg. The VL accessible area

: _ +m - I -.. -..__ shows those sites that the lander could reach by crossranging
o +20- 3 deg or less and by targeting to I'E between -17.4 and

: Z _ TILT< 9° - 16.2 deg.
• +30F_-- I I I I I I I I I I I _ , , I I _ l

1617 18 1920 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3132 33 3435 An analysis was performed to determine the latitude and
PER_*S_SNUMSEe longitude changes that could be accommodated with the late

Fig. 71. A1NWacquisitionwith MOT4, LATPERm =
J" i I , I I- e I 1 t

"E .50_'_=_ t"OlT='6 _J 1 11|11 I ITO DROPDEAD.---._

.,in - ..... _l 0,99EXECUTIONI_--(l) The orbiter will time-phase to the optimum entry flight _z" -- _ ERROR TILT< 9° :

_ -30--20 -- ,_1_-_ 17 _ TD5,-dayDELAY
path angle 7E = - 16.8 deg. --- -- - -- --

(2) The lander will crossrange XR =-3.0 deg to reach the _" -10-- I" \_ ; I I

Then°rthemm°StvLsite at 24.00N latitude. _ o _ _ _ _._ ----_ -.- _ _(3) will land near periapsls P27. _ -- /---TILT <9a: O +20- _t"

(4) The orbit will minimize the drift following P27ifthe _ +30-i i i i I t i l
landing is delayed by five days. _617 ig 19202122232425112627111 i i12112930313233134135

PERIAPSlSNUMBER' Themaneuversoftwarediscussedearlierwasusedto com-
puteMOT-5:o phase(adjustperiod)andcorrectorientation Fill.72.AllC_Ficqulllllion _ MOT-4

1110
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LONGITUDE, °W
38

48 45 44 42 40

.1._/,_ 16°P10COVERAGE/

26 _" -3° 12°

/ 8°

24 /z
o /

/ 0° XR 4°
u,.i

" /

22, , "_

0.99 FOOTPRINT

+3°

Fig. 73. P20 tin and VL Icce_lbkl area

update. (Recall that late updates involved changes in AVand As discussed above, some latitude and longitude adjust-

tgtn, while the turns remained fixed.) The band of equivalent ments could be maue while using the thrust directions speci-
latitude and longitude adjustments that could be obtained by fled for AINW. However, to walk to this new site, the wait

such an update are shown in Fig. 74. The solid line marked time between MOT-5 and MOT-6was increased according to
A_V= 0.0m/s shows site changes that could be made by the phasing strategy shown in Fig. 75. MOT-5 would still
adjusting only the ignition time. Other lines running parallel to perform the LATPER-change and phasing: MOT-6 would be
this one show sites that could be obtained by also adjusting performed near P26 to sync. The phasing was to target for the

.' AV. The band is shown for changes of only +30 min in tls"
because this was approximately the maximum adjustment cap-
ability at the timeof the final maneuverdesign. T_le 14. Viking1landingsitetmcgelingE iJultmenl_

This information concerning site targetingadjustment capa- Parameter AI AIR AINW AIWNW AIWNWSE Finaltarget a
bility was of great interest at this point in the mission since the

: wry intense search for the final landing site was still in Latitude,°N 19.5 19.35 23.4 23.5 22.5 22.4
progress, in fact, prior to implementing MOT.5, another site Longitude,°W 34.0 32.5 43.4 51.0 47.4 47.5
was selected at 23.5°N latitude and 51.0°W longitude: This SEAatTD,deg 29.8 30.8 38.0 39.0 38.1 38.2

new site became known as AIWNW. Table 14 can be used as a "Viking1 landedat 22.46°Nlatitudeand48.01°Wlongitude.
reference for keeping trackofthe site changes, i

! '" i
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0.12/ x_ , , ' ",_ r ' ' \' ...... ' site farther to the west required increasing the period. Hence.

°.l°I_ _ _ it wasnecessarytodelaythemaneuver. Becauseof:hecon-°"°8/ ,, \,gl.o"" X/'---At. =-30mln straint to remain wilhin the ignition window, the maneuver
0.06_- \ _ "_ 'g" was performed at the latest allowable time at a slight AV

o. o.o2.- ,_ _ _.-"'X\

° \ , sl,ow.ioTah,es,, a,,d12. 13sh,,ws,,e\ J data.The P30valueof LATPER waschangedfrom 21.1 deg to

"q'¢I"'0"06_t = +30 rain

.0e - \ \ Still another candidate site, known as A 1WNWSE{22.5°N,
-0.10 I l I i L I x'X't I I I' " 47.4°W) wgs located by using recommissance data obtained_.o-a.o -2.0 -_.o o _.o z.o 3.o 4.o

LON,°E during the walk begun by MOT-5. MOT-6 was designed to
time-phase to "rE= - 16.8 deg at this site, while minimizing the

F_g.74. MOTPERupdatefor Viking1 postmaneuver asynchronism. The latter was needed to give
more time to select a landing ellipse if the proposed area was
very rough. These objectives put a heavy demand on the
period accuracy.

-50

MOT-5 V2mac v2MOI The design of the m.:neuver involved a tradeoff of several

..4o J I factors:
(I) The need for optimal period control.

'_ - CONTINGENCY

-10 [- \MOT-6 . (2) Timing constraints at P30 and P35.
I \ y To .- _" ,,s.,ew

_" 0! .... _ ' _'' ' ' ' V..-_';", ,/_, .... , .... , ..... (3) A favorable geometry for communications.O

_.2 30_35 40 .5 5O
0 15 20 5*"J_-
Z 10

I \MOT-6 _-5°E (4) No change in hp.
7-- 2O \w /

'_/; ro 51%
_0 _" _ This is a 4-dimensional optimization problem. To simplify the

4o 1\__ analysis, the requirement to fix h v was ignored at first and the
problem was considered in flight plane velocity space. A A VM50

_w component was needed to decrease the period by 6 min 40 s

_ to time-phase. A normal component A VN was needed tosatisfy the 50 deg constraint on the angle between the Earth

REVNO vector and the LGA. We know from the gradient curves that
the required magnitudes of AVM and AVN are functions of

Fill.?5. SIt_ Icquls#lon for Viking1 the true anomaly. The period sensitivity to AVM is symmetric
about the true anomaly r/= 180 deg, but maneuver locations
with r/> 180 deg were more favorable for communications. So

optimal 7e of - 16.8 deg at P30 (or, if delayed, at P35). The only this region (7/> 180 deg) was considered. Figures 76 and
fan of paths at the MOT-6 maneuver shows the results of 77 show the 99% period control and A V cost, respectively. A
changing the longitude targeting requirements by _-L-5deg after maneuver at apoapsis would provide the best period accuracy,

MOT-5 has been executed. A contingency plan is also shown in but would have changed hv by 120 kin. Also, the AV cost is
: the figure. If, following the taking of additional reconnaissance largest here because of the relative insensitivity of period to

data, the decision were made to return to AINW, MOT-. velocity changes. For example, if the maneuver at r7= 220 deg

would be executed at P23 for the optimal 7e = -16.8 deg to were to maintain hp fixed, the 99% period accuracy would
' :o,-,:hdown at 23.40N, 43.4_W near P27. have increased to 12 s.

When the commandable quantities were determined for As a tradeoff, the maneuver at rl= 262.5 deg was sel,;cted.
targeting to AINW, the GMTignition window was specified as Calculations using high-precision (DPTRAJ) trajeclory data
23h: 35minon July 8 *oOOh: 40 min on July9. Movingtoa and LTOP target data refined the maneuver design to AV =

lg2
¢

ik_.:z,-w,
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-40 - \ MOT.-6 V2 AMC V2 Ol

F. \ J TD DE, _YT[:E -30 -POST_ \ [ V ,7
. " MOT-S _,J I

-ACTUAL_ _ l

iozoTHE ANEUVERSTRATEOY_ ,0- I -

usEo. REA,,O,,'S'pTO 2O ",ON: J,1-- .ANG .A,,,,ANE,.,VER
/ _ NE,_APO,,_S,SWOULD - SO
I _ CHANGEh BYABOUT 40 I I I I I I I , ,J

42_._/ 120k_ P _ 1S 2O 25 30 35 40 45 5O ._S

REVNO

Fig. 78. Site acquisition strategy following MOT-5

ol I I i I I I i [
lac 2oo 220 24o z60 2ao 300 32o 340 36o MOT-6,where the dashed curves at3,E =-16.gandTL =-ltd.7

TRUEANOMALY,dee deg indicate desired VL operating limits. Thus, MOT-6 had
adequately completed the final landing site acquisition prepar-

Fig.76. MOT4periodcontrolvs true mmmaly atory to lander separation.

2. Station-keeping trim. The mission design designated cer-5.0 t
tain SOLs as station-keeping maneuver opportunities. That is,

4.5 NOTE:_VG - o station-keeping trims (SKT) could only be performed on SOL
5, SOL 13 and SOL 26. SOL 5 was reserved fo" an early SKT

4.0 to adjust the relay geometry in the cvent that the lander
attained an unfavorable orientation. After the landing, the

3.5 = / txv2 + AV_ orientation was found to be favorable for the relay so this
maneuver was cancelled. In fact, only the SKT at SOL 13 was

a.o performed for Viking 1.

"g 2.s The maneuver design was greatly influenced by a malfunc-
tion that occurred on VL-I following landing. The lander relay
to the orbiter had been mechanized to operate in a I., 10- or

2.0 30-W mode. Instead of operating in the 30.W mode as pro-
• : grammed, the lander used the l-W mode on SOLs 1 and 2. On

I.s SOL 3, VL-I began using the 30-W capability. Since the reason
; for this relay link malfunction was not known, there was
: i.0
_. concern that the VL-I might switch back unexpectedly to the

l-W mode. Therefore, the trim was designed to maintain thet
i 0.5 VO- o.VL relay which would provide maximum 1-Wrelay per-
! fo-mance.

: 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360

]'RUEANOMALY,doll Figure 80 shows the longitude offset history for the orbiter
with respect to the landing site. The dasbca curve shows the

Fig. it/. MOT-IIAV._I w true anomaly offset if the SKT-2 had not been performed. This path would
have moved the VO to a geometry which provided better

2.7 m/s (AVM = 1.2 m/s, AVe, = 2.5 m/s) and a 99% period (longer) 30-W performance. However, an SKT would have
accuracy of I 1 s. The timing offset history ts shown in Fig. 78. been required before the EOM in any event. Another reason

_ for performing the station.keeping at this SOL rather than a

" I The landing site specification was finalized at 22.40N latl- later one was that Viking 2 was still in interplanetary cruise,tude and 47.5"W longitude. Figure 79 shows the VL param- whereas a later opportunity would have been during the busy
' etera for revs 30 and 35 that :esulted from the execution of time of Viking 2 landing site selection. The solid path was

,mql_ *P"-------_ _-_'__"'_LI_--- _-%------_;¢;gli hy _ ,L
I
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15 "--"-'1"""--1 [ ! _ To introduce the longiqlde shift discussed above, it was/
= / necessary to increase the orbital period of the VO by 2 rain

._ _ 10 / - 13 s. it was also necessary to keep hp hxed and to perform the/

0_ Vl SKT-2 / maneuver at least four hours after periapsis. This ignition con.

l If/J f --

I_ 5 straint allowed sufficient time for the VO to receive and play
, _ , _ back relay data from the lander. The minimum AVmaneuver

'_ " o _ that would target to the increased period and fixed hp, subject

to the execution time constraint, was located at the beginning
__= of the ignition window, i.e., at a true anomaly of 162 deg. _is

i- _ 5 ]v2 c / A A v2 P19A maneuver was an in-plane maneuver of l.9 m/s and orthogonal
O 10 _V2 AMC .A,V2-P2 V_-6 -" _ _ to the hp gradient.

_ 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70REVNO. To reduce the effect of execution errors on the orbital

_ I 1 I I I I 1 I I period, an out.of.plane component AV N was added to the
o s 10 15 2o 2s 30 35 40 velocity vector as shown in Fig. 81. Figure 82 shows the effect

SOLNO. on period control as the angle between AVM and AV is

increased, while the component along _V M is fixed. When AV

Fill. gO. 8tatlon-lat_n0 _ fee Viking 1 points directly along AVM, i.e., the angle is zero, the fixed
magnitude execution error is the dominate error source point.
ing in the direction of maximum sensitivity to orbit period. As

chosen to keep the VO in the area of good I-W performance the angle increases, the sensitivity to the fixed error decreases.

through about SOL 40. This would allow about 25 more SOLs For large angles, the pointing error begins to dominate and the

:.o observe and analyze the relay rink mode selection. Another period error rises.
SKT could have been performed later to again adjust the offset

to remain within the good I-W region if necessary. However, Finally, it was desirable to maintain communications during
this additional trim was not needed, the maneuver. At the time of the SKT, the communications

1N
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VN east of tile Vl,-2 landing site would afford the optimum
VL-2/VO-1 relay link windows. Hence, a walk/resync maneu-

ver sequence was designed to positio;, the VO-I orbit track 11
TO EARTH

LGA deg east of the VL-2 longitude at the time of VL-1 latitude
POINTING _ (22.4deg) overfly. Figure 83 shows the geometric rela-

400 HALF _ "- _/ tionships.
CONEANGLE_ ___ / / In addition to providing the relay geometry discussed

much of the planet as possible by periapsis P88 fur site

_.,,_ _ VP reconnaissance purposes. Figure shows much Iongttude
84 how

900 - vM at P93. This figure also shows the required walk rat in deg/rev
for the interval from PS0 to P88 to achieve the targeted site

\ I longitude and the corresponding AV cost. For example, a
z

 .sl. SKT-=aV =,.tVik'.gl  L2\ \, _

12 ,.. , • ,. , _ , , , , 226w--...3 \ ./ \

" _V = 1.9 ml_

_' 8 (COMMUNICATIONS .,_ _ _"

ANGLE = 62°) _._.__._

2 = 0.0386miN-

i 0 l_ i t t . L I i ,| I , I ,

i 1o 2o 3o 40 5o 6o 7o go 9_
! ANGLEIRIWBEN_M AND _'_, dell

Fig. 83. VL.2/VO-t ml_/geometry
f Flg 82. SKT-2 II_lU_ analysis

angle constraint was that the angle between the LGA and the _0 __,,,._l_.

t earth not exceed 40 deg. Since this communications constraint _'_.=4_ _ ; -

i AV penalty of only 0.3 m/s, the maneuver shown in Figure 81

i Tables 11 and 12. Trajectory data are given in Table i 3. _ i _ I _ [

i 3. VO excursion mmeuverl. Three trims were performed O _ 10PI Ii It 11 _t
to "walk" VO-I to VL.2. The walk was designed so that VO-I [ 0 • 0 l.e4) 100_ _0' ' O' ' 310" 260' "

0

i could support VL.2 science data return in an optimum manner m LONGITUDETARGETED_.TNI0,eW

during the VO.2 plane change and resync walk period, Septem-

' i bet 29 to October 17, 1976. Resynchronizing the YO-I orbit Rg. IN. _ t talk

, iNi

..... ---L "L Z" LL:2". iS-_ _ "

I
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desynchronizing trim perfl_rmed at P80 to produce a 40-deg/ begin the walk at 40 deg/rev, and (3) to resyI_c, providing
rev walk rate would cause the spacecraft to overfly all but 30 maximum duration VL-2 to VO-I relay links, i.e., It) pr(wide
deg of longitude by P_8, while tile _I/cost would be less than die ge_mlehlc lelatlt)uslup shown m hg. 83.
60 m/s.

These ()bjectwes were achieved via a sequence of three

Ultimately a decision was made to land VL-2 at B 3. How- trims:
ever, by this time, the orbiter science long-range planning had ( 1) MOT-7 near P82 to begin a 40-deg/rev walk.
begun working to a 40-deg/rev walk. To avoid redoing this
sequence design work, it was required that lhe firs_ phasing (2) MOT-8 un rev q2 to phase to the Viking 2 she on rev
maneuve_ target to this walk rate. Following a decision to 96.

delay each of the planned maneuvers for two revolutions, the (3)-MOT-q on rev 06 Io sync II deg east of the Viking 2
final walk design characteristics were: (l) to provide a 14-rev site.
subsync walk beginning on rev 82 and ending on rev 96, (2) to

Since VO-1 was now moving into a period ufsolar occulta-
tions which would result tn a significant drain of the VO-I

._36°f-i\_/13,83r J r I _ I MOT-elI\_Q.92I I I I /I batteries, a turns constrain,, was imposed on MOT-8 and

_: _zu_ _84 PI'|ASE_ _ MO1-9. If the yaw maneuver were to move the solar panels

i- "%,

i 2801 xr-,=¢ "0.94 MoI-gl too far off the Sun, the power system would switch to a share

" 24o _ END mode in which the spacecraft would get some of its power

200J" _. 96_5"-_ from the Sun and the rest from the batteries. MOT-8 and
1601-- 1:_7 MOT-9 were conslrained to a yaw of less than 40 deg t_ avoid

1201" _'_88 the use of this share mode and thus avoid further depletion of
an/L MOT-7_-C_9 the batteries.

I %
4°J" WA_L_K _ MOT-7 was to be performed on rev 82 to begin a lO-rev82
01""Q_zl I J J I I I _ _2-9|1 I I I 1 subsync walk of 40 deg/rev as shown in Fig. 85. (A subsync81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97

walk was chosen to walk around the planet as rapidly asPERIAPSISNUMBER
possible.) Therefore, it was necessary to reduce the orbital

Fig. 85. VO-1wIIk tinleline period by 2.7 hours. 'r,, minimize the ,_V cost, the maneuver

PREoMOT-7ORBIT

POST-MOT-7ORBIT

//" LI_
/ vM

i • VG

/_ su_
\N\

__,,.(12 ° AeOVEP_NE)

124ABOVEPLANEI

Fio.ee.uo'l'-7lemetry_ v_
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was performed at periapsis as a retromaneuver opposite tile not have been needed if it were not for the 40-deg/rev walk
spacecraft velocity vector (Fig. 86). requirement following MOT-7. That is, tile pha_lng c,_uld have

been accomplished by one trim instead _f two.
The accuracy of the maneuver was considered acceptable

because the period could be controlled to within 20 s to 99%
After several strategies were considered, the minimum AVprobability. Performing the maneuver along the velocity vector

sunline maneuver was performed at a true anomaly _f 54 deg.essentially nullified the effects of pointing errors. The 20 s was
Performing a sunline maneuver gre_,tly reduced the operationalessentially due to magnitude errors only. Recall that the exe-
complexity by eliminating the need for turns and also pro-cution accuracy was imp,oved for the SKT by ad",ng a com-
vided communications during thc motor burn by remaining inportent normal to the orbit plane. Such a strategy could not be
the cruise attitude. Figure 88 shows the geometry. Thirdly.used here. in fact, adding such a component would have

degraded the accuracy by increasing the effect of the (propor- this orientation also avoided further depletion of the batteries
begun by the solar occultations by keeping the solar panels

tional) pointing error, pointed toward the Sun. The 99% period accuracy was shown
to be 12 s, which was acceptable. Therefore, the 3.7 m/secFinally, the cost of maintaining communications during the
maneuver was performed on September 20, 1976. Perfot-motor burn of 19 m/s was deemed to be too great, so this
mance data are give_ in Table 13.maneuver was performed "in the blind." Figure 86 shows the

geometry of the maneuver. Recall that the LGA points in the

-AV direction so that the 40-deg communication constraint The post-MOT-8 timeline shown in Fig. 89 made it neces-
was violated. Figure 87 shows the graph of the expected sary to redesign MOT-9. As discussed above, this maneuver had
change in frequency (in Hz) during the MOT-7 turns that was been intended to complete the walk/resync maneuver se-
used for monitoring the maneuver. Since communications over quence by syncing VO-I 11 deg east of VL-2. Before MOT-8
the LGA are not lost by the roll turn, a hold was built in was implemented, a high-precision (DPTRAJ) trajectory run
following this turn to allow time to verify that it was per- provided a list of the expected periapsis passage times through
formed correctly. After tiffs verification, the spacecraft pro- PllO, assuming nominal MOT-8 and MOT.9 trims. Before
ceeded to perform the yaw. Approximately 4 rain after begin- MOT-8 was implemented, orbiter science viewing and relay
ning this turn, the downlink was lost. The maneuver was link times were computed based on these expected postmaneu.
completed in the blind and was accurate to within 10 s in vet data. Execution errors experienced at MOT.8 introduced a
period. The commendable quantities are given in Tables il somewhat different periapsis history. Therefore, the target ,-
and 12; the trajectory and performance data are given in period for MOT-9 was adjusted to correct the future periapsis
Table !3. timeline, while sacrificing the requirement to resync at 11 deg

east of VL.2. Given this tradeoff, a perfect MOT.9 would now
MOT.8 phased VO.I for VD2 relay at rev 96. it was only produce the expected periapsis passage times through P110 to

necessary to reduce the walk rate from 40 to 35 deg/rev by within 1 rain and obtain an orbit that is 1.1 rain super-
increasing the orbital period by 0.3 h. This maneuver would synchronous.

i

_ 0.15 -.
This maneuver was also performed along the sunline for the

i same reasons as was MOT-& The AV penalty for performing
0.t0 _ the maneuver along the sunline was only 4 m/s. which was

i /tOA considered acceptable. The orbital geometry characteristics/ were the same as those for MOT.8 since the maneuver was
0.05 again performed at the minimum AV sunline maneuver ioca. i

HGA,, tion. The VO.I/VL-2 offset history following MOT-9is shown 1

0 17,5_2Sr..........__ llh I1:03 1_'07t03 /¢"¢--[STIMATEDllIS // ,IV DOWNLINKLO$$OF In Fig. 90. Performance data are in Table 13. i
' 7:..0.05 I Note that this maneuver sequence increased the height at
, , 19stt_ periapsis to 1516 kin. One of the alternate strategies that was
I I I i
l I I considered would have kept hp fixed by performing MOT-8at

.o.i0 i , ¢4 t . , about 139 deg. Such a MOT-8maneuver would have lowered ! "

O_m_nt.) hp in anticipation of raising it againat MOT.9. However, it was i

decided that fixing hp was not worth an increase in AV cost of
PM._. MOT-7tunmdoPlm_ _r VlId_ I 4m/s.

111"/
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16o0 walk was performed to look at site BI in Cydonia, B2 in Alba

IS00 Patera, and B3 in Utopia Planitia. Furthermore, each of these

1400 I I I • I,_ sites was only specified as lying v_thin the latitude and Iongi-
SE_m s_r =! sin' :_ sin' m _ _ tude bands shown in Table !5. However, a candidate in the BI

band at 46.0°N and 10.0°W was used as the nominal site for
- MIS.IM._ I _ theinitial designphase.

F. Viking 2 Trtm Mlnluvwl The MOI maneuver wu tarseted to a period of 27.4 h to
introduce a walk rate of 40 deg/rev (+2.8 h of asynchronism). +

I. Pnd_ndfml trim mmnvwz. Since Viking I hid shown Therefore, the spacecraft could, in the absence of MOi disper-
how difficult it :an be to obtain a satisfactory landingsite on sims, acquire the nominal site with a single trim at PIg after a

" ' MJ., the Vikin 8 2 site cettific_tioo and _xluigtion process walk of more than 720 dell. Followin8 the Pl9 trim, the
wit desipzed to look at three candidateairesbeforethespace- spacecraft would be in a synchronous orbit in preparaticmfor
craft wit synchronized over any one of them. A site selection the landing to occur duflng rev 25. Figure 91 shows this

, P

+ i
+

+'+t

+j
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Table 15. CandidateViking 2 landing sites at P6. The 99% dispersions are shown as dashed lines in Fig.

91. MOT.I would time-phase to the nominal BI site at PIg 1t"

Be_te',t,m;ite this would produce acceptable gcoH_chical co.d,tnon_" on the
S_te Longitude range Iong_tude I.almude reconnaissance and IR revs listed above. Reconnaissance

before MOI range demanded an EMA < 9 deg: IR needed a timing offset of less......................

than 5 min. if these requirements were not met, MOT-I wouldBI 345°W to 15°W 0°W 40°N to 50°N
B2 90°W to 140°W I I0°W 42°N to 50°N phase back to the nominal (solid) timeline at P6, where MOT-2
B3 200°W to 270°W 257°9; 40°N to 50°N would phase to BI at PIg.

nominal maneuver timehne, together with the Jeconnaissance Other trims would be needed to cover all site selection
(VIS) and IR schedules. Note thal these activities would be alternatives. If B2 or B3 were selected, MOT-3 would be

performed for B2 on revs 4, 7 and 8, and for B3 on revs 9, 10 performed at P16 to move to lhe new site. Note that the walk
and 1 !. IR data would be obtained for BI on revs 12, 13 and rate following MOT-3 is determined by the longitude of this

_4. The rev 4 observations were to be taken near the ascending new site. The syncing maneuver MOT-4 would follow at PI8
crossing of the candidate site latitude, while all of the others for B3 or PI9 for B2. However, it was noted that proceeding

would be near the descending crossing (dashed line on Fig. to B2 in this fashion would be AV-expensive since it required
91). VOI would obtain V1S data for BI. moving to a subsynchronous orbit at PI6 to walk eastward. An

alternate plan would have delayed these two maneuvers to P21
Dispersions for the post-MOl orbit could introduce the and P23 (maneuvers MOT.7 and MOT-8 in the figure}. This

need for up to two additional trims: MOT-I at P2 and MOT-2 plan would move the spacecraft westward at least to P23,

80

AECON
120 + IR



,t.

saving almost 50 m/s but would also delay the landing to rev Tire disadvantages are:
27. If BI were selected, MOT.5 and MOT-6 would pr_wide the

phasing and syncing respectively. Figure 91 show_ thlee paths (I) "File ,¢lrategy could reqmre up to five trtms.

for each site. Two of these are for the endpoints of the (2) The walk size cuts down IRTM diurnal capability.
longitude ranges. The intermediate one shows the path to tire

(3) The trims to B2 are costly or a delay in landing is
best estima:e shown in Table 15 except for BI where the path incurred.
is to 10°W (the preflight nominal).

The four pre-landmg trims that were actually performed are
This maneuver strategy possesses several very desirable

characteristics: considered in turn below. The first tw¢) were the ,;tahstical
trims MOT-I and MOT-2. The others were the site selection

(I) It requires as few as one trim. trims" MOT-3 and MOT-4. winch acq'mred the final target
landing site at 47.¢,_°N areographlc latitude and __5.8""°W hmgl-"

(2) All site-selection data are acquired at least live days tude in the B3 area. Maneuver data for all of the trims are

before the selection maneuver (MOT-3 or MOT-5). given in Tables 11 and 12.

(3) Information is acquired on all sites before the decision

point at PI6. Two strategies were considered f,)r the first trim, MOT-I.

Figure q2 shows how the timing offset history for each of
(4) Maneuvers and observations are not required on the these strategies would differ from that of the pre-MOI design.same rev.

Since the post.MO! period was 12 rain too large, the spacecraft

(5) All trims are on fixed revs with no multiple options, reached I)2. 24 rain late, i.e., approximetely 6 deg west of the

18 -72

I
14_ -56-- 1111

I
12_ ,4o-

' I J
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desired longitude. One strategy would return the spacecraft tt, rev for fl,ur revs to P6 (Fig. 92). The partial of period with
the nominal pre-MOl design by P6, where a second trim would respect to velocity, given in Fig. _;5,_h,_wsthat such a pert,d-
obtain the nominal post-MOi period of 27.4 h. After P6, the change can be accomplished by a 3.5-m/s sunline maneuver at
spacecraft follows the nominal offset history shown in Fig. 91. the true anomaly 7/= 275 deg. However, by performing the
Note that this path satisfies the -+5-rainIR constraint for those maneuver at 77= 243, it can also be used to remove the +18-kin

revs on which the IR data are to be taken. The second strategy ,_p error experienced at MO1 for AV = 4.15 m/s. Actually,
would cancel MOT.2 and target MOT.I to achieve the pre.MOI MOT-i was designed to overcorrect the hp error by 2 kin,
design value for the time of periapsis passage at P7. Canceling anticipating the fact that MOT-2 would raise il again. A small
MOT-2 would eliminate the need for late updates to the AV penalty was accepted m favor of the sunline maneuver
observation times for revs 5 through 15. These times would be {Figs. 93 and ')4) to (1) provide excellent communications,
known as soon as the post.MOT-I orbit was determined and (2) avoid using power from the batteries, and (3) simplify tile
could be loaded into the onboard computer at that time. operational complexity involved m command generation. The
Eliminating the trim would also remove the risk inwflved in 99_ period accuracy of 8 s was also acceptable. The sec,nd
performing another maneuver. This MOT.I targeting would trim (MOT-2) is then performed at P6 asa sunline maneuver to
(I) cause the spacecraft to overfly the midpoint of the BI increase period by 6 min.
region at PIq, (2) maint:dn the P7 observations exactly with
respect to the plan, (3)enhance P8 through Pil reconnais- The MOT-! of the alternate strategy was designed in a
sance observations in the B2 region, and (4)produce no ex. similar manner. This maneuver would have decreased period
pected degradation in the Pi2 through PI 5 IR observations, by only 17.1 rain for 4.05 m/s.
The timing offset history for this one-maneuver -trategy is
shown in Fig. 91 as the path labeled P. The two-maneuver strategy was selected, with the maneuver

being performed at 17 h: 16 min GMT on August 9, 1976. As
The two-maneuver strategy was designed to decrease the for MOT-I on Viking 1, this maneuver was subjected _o a

period by 19.3 min at MOT-I, producing a period which is 6 constraint on the execution time. That is, the motor burn had
min less than the nominal post-MOI value of 27.4 h. Thus the to occur within a window (between 15 h: O0 min GMT on
24-rain offset errorat P2 is removed at the rate of 6 rain per August 9, 1976, and 04 h: O0 rain GMT on August 10, 1976)
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1.8 m/s with motor unltion at 08 h: 31 min: 15s GMT ,n

Fill.04. MOT-$3V gaom_ for Viking2 August 14, iq76. The maneuver geometry is shown in Fig. 97.

that had been reserved in loading commands into the CCS.
This constraiat _as easily met. E_'entually, a _.andidate site was located in the B3 region.

ll,wever, this site was only specified as 4_.O*N :1:1.5° areo-

The period obtained by MOT.I was 5.4 s tt_) small due to graphic latitude and 226.0°W ±2.0° longitude Isee Table 16).
execution errors. Figure 95 shows how the timing ot'fsct his- Trims MOT-3and MOT-4 were then designed to:

tory would differ from the pre-MOI design if the MOT.2 (I) Reach areographic latitudes from 46.5°N to 4t).5°N
maneuver computed before MOT.I v,as performed. This path with less than 3 deg of VL cnnsranging (XR).
would have remained well wi,.t'*nall constraint limits, but the
maneuver was updated to produce the second path shown in 12) Target timing to the optimum lan0er entry flight path
the figure. Figure55 showsthat the requiredperiod increase angle
of 6 •in could have been obtained by a 1.2.m/s sunline
maneuver at 17= 95 deg. High precision ([)FrRAJ) analysis 7_. = - 17.0 deg
obtained the preliminary commandahle quantities: RT = 0.0

(PER • -9.9 deg].
deg, YT = 0.0 deg, /Xl/• !.27 m/s, t_r,, = 08 h: 56 •in on
A,:_ust 14, 1976. At the time of the delivery of this prdimi. (3) Treat the point at 48.0°N areographic latitude and
Jury set, the ignition window was specified to be 08 h: IOmin 226.0°W longitude as the nominal site.
to 10h: 10 •in. while the AF' and time of ignition could still
be updated. (4) Perform MOT.3 and MOT4 near PI6 and PIg respec-

tively.

The update capability was used principally to improve the (5) Land nearP25.
period control accuracy following the trim. Fil,ure 96 shows
fl_ AV cost ana 99% period control accuracy for sunline (6) Minimize the orbit drift for a 5.d_ydelay in landing.

maneuvers at different true anomaJJeLThe discontinuities in (7) r'rovjdecommtmications durinl the bum if possible.
the period control Ipaph were caused by the fact that the 99%
fixed magnitudeerror was liven u 0.052 m/s for burndura-
lions less than 3 s and only 0.028 m/s for Ionpr burns. The two trims had to walk the spacecraft to the new site
Therefore, the best periodaccunJcy _thin the Gl_r window longitude and increase LATPERby 1.8 dell. Filure 98 shows
could he obtallned by a _ver at _1• 40 dell. UiiJngthe the site acquisition tin, line. To tl_.l_*. MOT-3 must
blest orbit determination,the ¢omnmnd updatemade AF • dump the period from 37.4 to 24.05 h. Thissulxyncbronom
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Tll_ 16. Viking 2 landing silo _justments orbit takes out the hmgltudlna] offset at tile rate of Odeg per

rev. MOT.d, then synchromzes tile orbzt. The timing offset

Spccfficauon Speclficanor. Achieved jumps shown in Fig. q8 at P16 and PI8 reflect tile changes m
for MOT-3 for MO_-4 site the right ascension of the PER point produced by the trims.

___ desigv, design The amount of [ATPER correction by each trim was selected

A;eographlclautude.°N 48.0 _.I.5 4"/.q ±i.5 47.97 by considenng sunl!ne maneuvers at various true anomalies.
Areocentriclatitude, _N 47.7 _1.5 47.6 _1.5 47.67 Since MOT-3 was reqmred to increase LATPER and dec,ease
Longitude. °W 226.0 _2.0 225.8 _2.0 225.67 period, it had to be performed before periapsis (Figs. 55 and

Sun elevation angle, deg 130.0 _3.O 130.O_3.O 56). Therefore, sunline maneuvers were targeted at true anom-
alies before periapsis to change this period from 27.4 to
24.05 h. On the other hand. MOT-4 aad to increase both

I I I _T- l period and LATPER, so sunline maneuvers were targeted at

\ I _v--_ true anoma_:es after periapsis to move the spacecraft from ',he24.05-h orbit to a syncl,ronous one. "rhls process determines

" \ l - 3 the postmaneuver values for all orbital p'lrameters. The cesults

_ for the two trims were then inspected to find a combinatton of\ / maneuvers that would increase LATPER by 1.8 deg and pro-

o - 2 I" _uce a final hp value of 1500 km. [ gures 90 through 102 give

___ __ __f :i __ the AVcost and achieved hp and ' ATPERchanges. After the

MOT-3 maneuver at it = 2<)0 ,leg and MOT-4 at r/=- 130 degl0 _ I / had been selected, a high precision (DPTRAJ) anal:.'sis pro-
lUnN OUtAT00 - Z _ duced the trajectory changes shown ,. Table 17. Note that the

i inclination of the orbif is ;ncreascd by each of these man,'u-vers, reducing the At' cost of the later plane change maneuw.r,
C,A4TWINOOW8_10,,"10:10 t which had to raise inclination to 75 °.

I ,i [ l I 1
3o" _ 90° I_0° ts0" t00=

Thus it was possible to design both trims as sunline maneu.
l'llUl_ANOMALY,,dq

vcrs, providing excellent communicatmn angles. Table 17

Iqo. N. Maman_ru_am_laforVllldng 211JO1'-2 shows the planned trajectory changes for the preliminary
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Table 17. MOT-3and MOT-4trajectorysummary for Viking2

Post-MOT-3
Pre-MOT-3 Post-MOT-4 SEP

Parameter actual Target Achieved target target

Period, h:min:s 27:24:45 24:02:56 +-103s(99%1 24:02:24 24:37:20 ±lSs 199';) 24.37:20
Periapsis altitude, a km 1512 1433 1434 1497 1500
Areographic LATPER, (leg 46.0 47.5 47.5 47.9 48.1
SEAPER. bdeg .... 128.9
Inclination, deg 55.2 5.;.6 55.6 55.4 55.4
Time of P25, GMT 249/0107 247/1823 247/1818 247/2249 247/2249 *-116s (99';)

aThe periapsis altitude was computed using the value 3384 for the Mars radius at the landing site latitudes.
bSEAPFR is the sun elevation angle at PER passage on the touchdown orbit.

t I I I I _ _ I _ / 0.6 - 17.0 deg, obtaining the maneuver parameters given in Tables140 ._ 11 and 12. This retargetmg reduced AV by 0.4 m/s and made
0.5 the time of motor ignition 18 min (4 ° in true anomaly) earlier120-- SELECTED

MANEUVER POINT/ than for the maneuver computed before MOT-3 was imple-

_10o- I] /- 0.4 -_ mented. Figure 105, which gives the VL accessible area, shows
.,'.. _ that the new nominal could be obtained by +0.3 deg of

z so - I/ - 0.a z crossranging and 0.0 deg of downranging by the lander. The
A tATeER_ ,,_/ _ "u 99% landing ellipse is also shown.

z60-
"" 0.2
u The post-MOT-4 orbit was perfectly acceptable. Landing

40 occurred near P25 on September 3, 1976 (GMT).

20 _ -'x-_tt hp 0.1
2. Post landing trims. A sequence of three postlanding

0 .. I I I I I I I 1 o trims was planned for VO-2 to (1)increase the orbit inclina-
: 6o 7o ao 9o ioo 11o 120 13o 140 tso tion to 75 deg, (2)walk 480 deg around the planet in 16

TRUEANOMALY,deg
revs, (3)resync the VL-2 to VO-2 relay near the descending

Fig. 102. MOT41h_ and L&'rPERe,ltal_i for I aunli_ mam_u_mr overflight of the VL-2 latitude, and (4) provide a Sun eleva-
on Viking 2 tion angle greater than or equal to 15 deg at VL-2 overflight

' , following the resync.

command set. Note that the 67.kin hi, overcorrection intro-
,, dueed by MOT-3 is to be restored by MOT-4. Also, the Sun The first of these maneuvers, MOT-5 on rev 51, was designed

" elevation angle at PER passage on the separation orbit is to accomplish the large inclination change and produce an

essentially nominal. The maneuver geometries for both trims acceptable SEA at the rev 67 (descending crossing) VL-2

i are shown in Fig. 103. The VL accessible area, shown in overflight. It was also targeted to initiate the global walk. A

" Fig. 104, covers almost all of the specified region (inside statistical trim MOT-6 of less than 2 m/s (99%) was planned
shaded portion) of candidate landing sites. Note that the to follow on rev 56 to remove the effect of MOT-5 execution

99% landing ellipse for zero lander crossranging and 3'E = errors on the orbit period, Later, MOT-7 would terminate
-17.0 deg is centered at the nominal site (48.0 ° aerographic the global wall" for a AV cost of about 14 m/s. However,
latitude, 226.0"W longitude). The ellipse for +3.0 deg of after MOT-5 was performed, the othertwotrimswere canceled,

crossranglng is also shown in this figure for comparison leaving the spacecraft in a 26.8-h orbit.

purposes, i
The failure of the primary VO-2 IRU at VL-2 separation

Table 17 shows the orbit attained by MOT-3. LATPER was raised concern about attitude control during MOT-5. When

only +0.003 deg high while the period was 32 s too small. At the primary IRU failed, the secondary one was brought on- _

time, a slight adjustment was made in the nominal Vik. line automatically. Since MOT-5 was the first major maneuver _

lng 2 landing site, which was specified for MOT-4 design pur- event to occur on the orbiter since separation, there was con- {

poses as 47.90N ±l.S ° areographic latitude and 225.80W tern that the backup IRU would fail during the burn. There- i

- ±2.00W longitude. MOT.4 was retargeted to the optimum 7E = fore, a short 5-m/s test bum MOT-5A was introduced before i

J
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Fig.103. MOT-3/MOT-4geometrlelforViking2

the large plane change. Burning only 5 m/s without attitude The test burn was executed at 04 h: 33 min: 20 s GMT on

control would not be catastrophic, whereas the 350 m/s for September 29, 1976,producing,.'XV= 5.006 m/s. Tile telemetry
MOT-5 surely would be. data received from this maneuver showed no anomalies and

gave confidence that the spacecraft could satisfactorily imple-
ment the large maneuver to follow.

The test maneuver MOT-5A was designed to (1) be 5 m/s,
(2) be performed at least 32 h before the large plane change MOT-5 was designed as a A V optimal maneuver with three
maneuver MOT-5, (3)maintain the rev 50 and 51 (SOL 25 target parameters (inclination, periapsis altitude and period),
and 26) relay links, and (4)be performed in the sunline subject to a constraint on the Sun elevation angle (SEA
attitude if possible. In fact, MOT-SA was performed along _15 deg) at the rev 67 descending crossing of the landing
the sunline 40 h before MOT-5. The exact ignition time was site latitude. An inclination of 75 deg was needed for polar
selected to avoid changing the orbit period, thus maintaining observations. This increase of 20 deg required about 350 m/s.

the rev 50 and 51 relay links as previously planned. Recall Given such a large velocity change along the normal (AVN)
from the parameter sensitivity discussion that adding a velocity direction, little additional A V was needed to achieve the

increment orthogonal to VM does not change period. Figure period and hp targets. But for this large a maneuver, the
106 shows the sunline direction to be orthogonal to VM at execution errors were necessarily large and hp could only be
the true anomalies rl = 50 and 185 deg. At the latter, 99% controlled to within :t54 km (99%). Since the requirement

execution pointing errors maintain the time of P50 within on hp was that it be between 1400 and 1500 km after the
2 s and the time of P51 within 6 s. Since these errorswould be maneuver, it was targeted for 1450 km to maximize the
considerably greater at r/= 50 deg, the 1/= 185 deg point was probability of satisfying this constraint. The period was

selected. Note from the Vc curve in Fig. 106 and the test targeted for 26.66 h, yielding a 30-deg/rev walk. Resyncing
?. bum geometry shown in Fig. 107 that this maneuver had a after 16 revs would provide a longitude timing that would

large component along the +VG vector. Therefore, the maneu- achieve a 9-rain offset east of the landing site when the space-
vet would increase hp by 31 kin. The normal component craft crossed the VL-2 latitude. This would maximize the relay

"_- would reduce inclination by 0.1 deg, which was a slight link duration (see Fig. 108_. Figure 109 shows the AVcost of
penalty since the plane change maneuver was intended to targeting to these three parameters as a function of the target
increase this parameter, value for SEA. The AV optimal maneuver of 343.2 m/s was

\_ [ ............................................
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Fig. 104. Preliminary MOT-31MOT-4 VL accessible area for Viking 2

" [ selected, attaining an SEA of 22 deg. The maneuver and orbit After implementation of MOT-5, and prior to the planned
geometry is shown in Figs. 107 and 110. phasing maneuver on rev 56, the science activity plans for

' VO-I were changed. The plan for a VO-I wal': for radio
The maneuver attitude was achieved by a three-turns science was eliminated. As a result, VO-I, which had been

, sequence: roll = -141.351 deg, yaw = -123.777 deg, and timed to provide the VL-2 relay during the VO-2 walk, was
roll = -144.839 deg. The late update specified AV = 342.551 left to continue the VL-2 relay. No further maneuvers were

'_ m/s with ignitionat 21 h: 07 rain:38 (GMT)on September 30, made on VO-2, leaving it in the ~30°/rev walk. VL-1 relay

,_ 1976. MOT-5was satisfactorily executed achieving hp 1528 links were infrequent during this period, and were done with
kin, period = 26.78 h and i = 75.1 deg. VO-2 when the relative timing permitted.L

i' "2

4
t,

i

" !, OmG tM., I,s "

r
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V "qP

LanderFlightPath Analysis
E. A. Euler, G. L. Adams, and F. W. Ilopper

J. Introduction dures, timelines, and the software ttsed to perfl)rm the func-
tions described above,

The primary functions t,f the Lander Flight Path Analysis
Team (LFPAT) were to (1)design the Viking Lander (VL)

descent trajectory and compute the descent guidance param- A. LFPAT Software
eters for command transmission to the Viking Lander and
Viking Orbiter (VO), (2)reconstruct the VL trajectory from I. LTOP - Lander Targeting Operations Program. This
separation to touchdown u:;ing data transmitted from the VL program consisted of a number of different modes to generate
to Earth via the VO during descent, and (3)predict the and completely analyze proposed descent trajectories. The
VL/VO relay link system performance during descent and post heart of the program was a detailed three.degree-of-freedom
touchdown, trajectory model. Although the onboard computer computa-

tions were not simulated in this program, all other applicable
Each of these primary functions is discussed in detail in VL subsystems were modeled to the degree of sophistication

subsequent sections. Sections I!, I11, and IV addiess item I necessary to maintain a flight path positional accuracy of
above and discuss the preflight VL capability, the history of about I0 km at touchdown. Given the parameters of the orbit
proposed descent trajectory designs as the site selection pro- on which separation was to occur, the program had the capa-
ceta evolved, and the final trajectory design and guidance bility to construct deorbit maneuver parameters (time, point.
parameters for each vehicle. Sections V, VI, and VII address ing angles, AV) to achieve a variety of different desired target
the trajectory reconstruction process, including the overail conditions, perform an error analysis on a given trajectory,
reconstructed VL flight path summary and a detailed discus- predict the VL/VO relay link performance for descer,.:, a,.'t
sion of the entry trajectory and atmosphere reconstruction most importantly, compute the onboard guidance par, meters
results. The postland relay link prediction function is discussed necessary to achieve the desired flight path conditions. Aa..a_,-
in Section Viii. tionally, the program operated in a postflight mode to make a

weighted least squares estimate of the deorbit maneuver
The following paragraphs contain an overall description of parameters and to generate the actual attitude proFde prior to

the LFPAT flight operations activities, key lnt-.rfaces, proee, entry using telemetry received from the VL.

2111
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2. LATS -- Lander Trajectory Simulation. This program landing site was available, allowing l't,_a reahstic design ,,f the

i was a non-real-time, high-fidelity, six-degree-of-freedom digital descent trajectory t,) be flown and tile associated flight coln-

simulation ol the descent trajectory. The _mboard flight soft- purer load. along with an estimate of the key event hmes
ware computations were functionally sial,Isled, and all other (separation, touchdown, etc.).

i VL descent subsystems (i.e., radars, pmpul_i_m systems) weremodeled in great detail to accurately simulate the detaii.:d The preliminary data was used to do preliminary command
i vehicle dynamics and onboard guidance, control, and naviga, and sequencing for both the VO and VL. and to perfl_rm

titre processes. This program was used primarily as a yenflea. descent validation runs m the VCSF in Denver. This earl)'
i tion of the descent gmdance parameters and trajectory tlesigu, vahdation of descent was done to provide a "shakedown" of
: but it was also useful as an analysis tool to investigate poten- the system in Denver and to identify any potential problems

tlal anomalies. During preflight test and training, the program with the proposed descent. In actuality, this early test proved
was used to generate simulated onboard descent telelnetr,, to valuable for VIM when ground hardware problems were dis-
test the lander haiectory reconstruction process, covered in the VCSF in the first test of the system, performed

on June _.,'_'r,Iq76.
3. RLINK - Postland Relay Link Program. RLINK mod-

eled the VO orbital motton to predict the relative VL/VO
geometry after hmding and used VO and VL relay subsystem The descent validation process is shown schematically in
parameters to predict the overall link communications systems Fig. I. The VL traFctory was targeted and the VL descr.nt
performance. The t,utput of the program was used to nlonilor guidance parameters were computed by the LFPAT u,.ing
actual performance and to compute the relay data tr,_nsmis- [TOP, and then verified by the OMATT using DlrrRA3.. his
sion start limes and durations for uplink planning, check by the OMATT was performed independently tu pro-

vide confidence that the proposed parameters were error-free

4. PREPR - Preproees._r for Lander Trajectory and prior to release by the FPAG. The LPAG then generated the
Atmosphere Reconstruction. This ?rogram provided the data necessary command load for the VL and prepared the pre-
conditioning and editing functions necessary to prepare the dieted GCSC memory map at separation that was used to
data obtained from onboard telemetry during the entry to initialize the descent simulation to the VCSF. The separation
touchdown time oeriod for the reconstruction software. The state vector and attitude were sent from the FPAG to the LSO

preliminary functions included editing and calibrating the ac- to complete the set of initialization data. The simulation of
celerometer and gyroscope data and smoothing these data to descent was perfimned by the LSO using the VCSF. Key
produce a continuous time history of angular velocity and trajectory and ;ubsystem data was sent back te JPL by the
acceleration of the vehicle center of gravity ,it a desired fre- LSO for comparison with simulation results from FPAG pro-
quem.y. Other subsystem data used for reconsuuclion (radars, grams LTOPand LATS. In addition, each element of the flight

" ! pressure, temperature) was unaltered, team did other checks on the detailed output data in certain
' speciali?ed areas.

5. LTARP - Lander Trajectory and Atmosphere Recon-

struction Program. LTARP was essentially a classical orbit During the time period from SEP-IO to SEP-5 days, two
determination program that employed a sequential Kalman- additional simulations were run that utilized _orst-case envi.

Sehmidt filter. The six-degree.of.freedom trajectorywas gener- ronment and subsystem data along with 3o trajectory pertur.
ated by integrating the sensed vehicle acceleration and angular bations to further validate the proposed load under stress
velocity data along with gravitational acceleration;. The ob- conditions. This activity ended at SEP-5 days, at which time
senrables were radaraltimeter and terminal descent and land- all of the data was reviewed by the SPFPAD and problems
irtg radar data, ambient and stagnation temperature and p .-s- were identified and resolved.
sure data, and externally supplied position or velocity fixes

(e.g., landed position). The usage of the program is described This same process was repeated twice in the final three days
it, Subsection VI-A. before SEP, but on a much tighter schedule. Table I shows the

operations timeline during this last critical time period prior to

!1. Ollelll_lud lg_l_tkltl SEP. In addition to the activities described above to validate
: the descent load, the translation from engineering parameters
: Althou_ a number of operational support tasks were per- to the 24-bit GCSC words and proper memory location was
i formed beginning at about MOI.30 dayI (such as MOI/MOT performed by the LFPAT manually and compared with both
; tupport), the activity penod leading directly to separation of the predicted and actual memory maps. This provided an
! the VL stuted about SEP.IOdtyt. At this time the predicted independent check on the command generation proee, for :

i reparation o¢oit was web determined and a preliminary target d_cent.

2t3
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Fig. 1. Deloent vllticlltion proceu

Because of the e×tremely short response time to anomahes the timing error inherent in the orbit soluti,)n used to generate
during this time period, preparations were made for certai, the onboard computer load. This change ¢(,uld he made at late
anomalies before the VL executed preseparation checkout, as SEP-I_, hours and would reduce the onboard navigator

Specifically, an alternate deorbit roll attitude was selected and initial conditions error and landing site error due to this error

validated in case a lateral t:ccelerometer failure was observed source. For both m!ssions the timing errors were small (<i s)
during the preseparation calibration. Also, trajectories were and separation time updates were not necessary.
designed and analyzed for a separation on successive orbits
after the nominal in case a no-gr,_ was encountered during the

One final verification of descent wa._ performed between
countdown to separation. The availabil;ty of this data could

SEP-13 and SEP-5 hours thai incorporated an)' VL commands
minimize the delay and aid in the resch,'duling of separation, sent in the SEP.q.5-hour update and the most recent estimate

of the separation state vector. For instance, on Mission 2. the
The last prime VL navigation function prior to separation decision was made to lock out one beam of the TDLR due to

was the evaluation of the latest VO orbit prediction data to
an anomaly in the preseparation test. This was properly rood-

determine if a separation time update was necessary to remove eled in the final LATS and VCSF verification runs. The suc-

,:essful comparison of these simulations contributed to the

Table 1. PmSellmmtlon tlmMine final decision to "go" with only 3 beams used in the onboard
navigation process.

SEP-g4hr final site target coordinates
SEP-18 final orbit determination During the actual descents the entry trajectory status was

5EP-77 preliminaryda_,.-'entmaneuver conference monitored and displayed by comparing the onboard estimate
SEP.64 FPAGdelively ofdetcent |uidance of altitude vs time with the preflight nominal and 30 devia-

parametersto LPAG
tions. These plots are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Although the

$EP-57 be$inVCSI"validation
SEP.49 final descent maneuver vonference VL-2 data was not obtained in real.time due to a VO.2
5EP45 descent valldationcomplete anomaly after separation, the plots were constructed during

SEe.44 VLIVO command conference the playback of the descent da:a from the VO tape recorder
5EP.43 VO uplink the day after VL-2 descent.
SEP-39 VL uplink
_.P-33 VL plrereparation,Co Io
Sl-:P.30 bq_ VL We_'parationClO After touchdown the emphasis shifted to the VL trajectory

$EP.16 TSI.:Fupdateconference and atm06phere reconstruction (LTR)and relay link planning

$EF.IS.$ VL firedC&$ conference functions. Because of the large preflight uncertainty in vehicleSEP-I3 beginfinldVCSFvaIMatton
SEP.I I final VL comm.d confe_nc¢ performance and environmental dat=, the LTR function was
SEP-9.S _al VL umiak scheduled to be complete within ! 0 days after touchdown of

SIEP.6 VO .pllnk for TSEIP Mission I so that these results could be used in the designof
SEP.4 final descent validation complete the MiJmion 2 descent and influence the Mission 2 landing site

SEP.3.$ jo/no to selection. For Mission 1, all of the key parameters indicated a

! Z14
4
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ne;,;-ri,,mmu) descent und. in fact. when the Jesuits weJe corn- Table 2. Preflightsystam and mission constraints

pleted, eveo thing w;i,_ml clo_e t,I the predicted ',,lhlc, thdl n,_

chunges were l|lude t() [hc Mi_,_lOh "_ lr;llect()r> ,.tC_1;11. A I)c.rhH _1 '-I • I._1,m,

defu/led coillparJ,solI o|" t|I¢ predicted und ;JL'fllU] f]tghf i)ur:lrn- ( o,v,;tim,, t, • " t'.
eters is given m Seetin, Vi. The LTR piocess tor Mismo, )

%1 '.l|Illlll| (I_,|I,II|11_ |)re_,•l)rc qmiJ_ " 144 )h el:
did. however, luke longer than expected. The e._tlnlates of'

l,,r,il,,tJgn.itl,mhc,_thud rj..151hllhJIf2
Aysten1'iperforlllUtlCeund envlronlllt.'nt,l[(jllUf111fleSwere nt)l

truly IIIlder_loi)d Ilntlj ;I}'!'ollt I'otir weeks after lalldlng. As u SI,l_rhlllonht-.illn_r.Ht' /,.'_'- 2t, Ijtu II z •

reMIjl I)f the exPerleflCe g;litled 171t_lis first ultelIlI_| in dc;ll!tlE P.ir,l_.hulcdcPho,mcIHd._n,jldj_ =;, Ib ft2 , r/D/ I'" '_&It'//IZ
wilh re:Itenlry data.the r,.¢onslrllC'[JOli(H th0 Miss.m 2 l'rL'•murc

deseenlwent M11oolhJyand wus e_senllulJyconlpl¢le;ibotzl l'.m.lmtcdcr,h,_mcnlM,i_h Illlll,"21
two week_ :If'let ]apding. number

|)C•,t'Ht rL'[,l_._.oltlflltlnl_Alhffl', _Jll_,[_.'%_,Cvd MIIII i_ ,iI_,_,'r_,'

The relay ht|k plunrling flln_,.'fl,.lfls anti seJ_.'CflOn o[ l]tl;!J ,,_,,,l_.,m lwrh,rm,m_c hdcr.m_c,,

traflMlli_Sion [illleS were lied closely to the overall tlljsMon Imfhll I',o_lI,Md hvk ,lur,lthm At IO,4 m,n

()_._raflonsstrategy. At the begjnrling of each long-rutlgc |_jun-
nmg cycle (20-2_ days before ¢ornmandmgL tl_e Predicted link

perl'ornl:lncc was used to sp,:cil_" lir, k durations at required bit

error rates. Prhlr t:_ TI) and e:,rly irl the poslland pha',e, the,_e '4Jgrlullol, he;,t h,:td (./,hmng ¢nlr,,, _u_ ll_H I,_ exceed I.',lO
13lu'l't2.while the .stugn_ltlonheulm._'rdle(._vu,, n-I t., e\cced

dtlrations were qLIJtecon,_rv;itlVe, being b_-, d on perl'orn,'mce
"6 ' " , ,Bh_ t'-s. At puruchtqe de|'_Jt_,,nlem tile dvnunuc pre,,,,ure

above the QSS (quasist;_listic_l ,_urn) of adverse tolerurlces.
was to he between ._.0 und _,h Ih It:' ;|nd the M;_chnl|nlher to

Ariel a number of observation; oF actual relay perh,rmanee
Were made and tinder_loo(|, the durat_orrs were b:lsed On he t_s,_ 111;1112.j. 1lIe lnuXII,I_HII dcorbtl .._l" el I q{_Ill" v,:;ls

observed ?ezformance. determined by pn'pellant loaded,pn_pell,mtnl:lrgm. ;l,_d VS.
,,Ins,,. VL thermal and power con',frame', dtctated that VI.

Approximately two days prior to the prchlninary corilnland team time |'ronl de,,rhlt to entry l,,t exceed 5 h,mrs I'mally.

4rid sequencing activities for each cycle, the latest orbit predi¢- in order to ens'.lre that alh,w;thle blt error rules would not he
exceeded dtlrln)z data iranstlliSM_,Hl frt_in lilt'VI. t_ tire _i(). tile[ionswere used toseleclthe finalV|. transr,li,sslonand VO
relative V I./VO geometry was t,_ provide for relay c-mmunica*

recelV r _tart IJnles. No change was made l- the durations.
tiotts hyslell} pert'_rtnance ¢k,:eedlng :11¢ SLIIII t_t udverse ruler.

These activities required close coordination with tile antes thiough, Litdescent arid at Ica,,I 10.4 nllll ut'ter lundin_,.
In addttion. It was desired to tninitni/e the on[.'._, we,ght (or

OMATT fi,r design of VO orbit stati,:_.keeping maneuvers, equwale,,tly, use the maximunl It" capability, thc*ehy tiluxt.

Further discussion of the relay link activities is given In See- nll/IP.g deorhit propellant usage within constraints) and st;cot
lion VIII. trajectories to mmimi/e the landed dispersions.

II. Preflight VL CIl_bility EltimJle All these constraints had t, "'_esatisfied under stackedworst-case conditions. We,ill.case condtttons v,ere obla,ned by

The design of the VL trajectory, sequence of events, arid selecting each relevant statistical error source at it.,, 3o magni-

as_,ciated onboard guidance parameters evolved over many rude and with its worst-2ase sign. Wmds were selected at their

years and chan£ed frequently as the design of the Viking 99'7, magnitude, as shown in Fig. 4. and in the worst.case
Lander matured. An extremely conservative approach was selected from one of the five equally probable atmosphere

taken in the ded£,n of all descentmission phases.This censer, models. The atmosphere models are i;;ustrated in Figs. 75 and
v'_tism was necessary tin,ins to the lack of previous experien,.'e 76 of Section VII-A herein

t_._.ha spacecraft of this type, the desire to provide maximum

nttrgin tinct the entire descent had to be accomplished with. This is not the entire set of constraints that had to be
out Mound intervention, and the _arge degree of uncertainty in satisfied, llowever, th.,-s¢ ctmstraints governed the design of

the Mart environment (atmo=phere dentity profile, rinds, ter. the descent trajectory. Other constraints, which were satisfied
rain characteristic=) that existed prior to the mission, by orienting the VL properly during de,cent, will he discussed

in a ,ubt_quent paragraph.

The relevant preflight systemand mission constraintsale
shown in Table 2. Because of VL a_ro=hell struetund Ilmita. One of the key concepts for expresdng VL capability was

¢ th'ms the maximum dyrmmk: pret_ute qm,_, expeflenced by a,x'eutble area. The $ccemihk' area w_ that re_tm in inertial
, the VL dudnll entry was n_: to exceed 144 Ib/ft _. The total space within which the VL could land from the given separa.

_r...==...__
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'_1 --1-- I l I I I l -T-_--] equally probable Martian atmospheres mentioned above, and

40_ _ with worst-case winds and VL aero_hell aerodynamic charac-
teristics. The res,flts of this process are shown in Figs. 5

_t-_t_ -i through 8. Each figure shows the final set of environmental

and VL characteristics which produced the max:,num values of"
32 the relevant entry paran eters. Figure 5, for example, shows

:_ 281 _ _ that the maximum qmax was a"ained in the maximum Psatmosphere with a 99% headwind, a 5%(30) low aeroshell CD,24 and a 0.02 (3a) low L/D. The steepest 7E permitted under

i - _ these conditions was "rE= - 17.°7 since q,-ax equals the con-

straint value of 144 lb, ft- at this value of'),L. Figures 6 and 7
show the same kind of information fo_ Q and Q, respectively.

" Examination of Fig. 6 shows that with steep 'rE _es'.ricted to
<_ -17.7 deg, the Q constraint was also satisfied. Although file

- shallowest conceivable entry flight path angle is the worst-case
skipout flight path angle, which for the VL was - 13.5 deg, the
shallowest permissible entry flight path angle for the VL was

0 I I I t---"T 1 1 1 1 _2_ actually determined by the parachute deployment constraints.0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to maximize parachute performance (maximize speed
WINDMAONnUtn,m/s reduction and minimize terminal descent propellant usage), it

was desirable to deploy the parachute at the highest possibleFig.4. 99%designwindmagnitudeprofile
altitude• Figure 8 shows qOlfP and MDEP VSaltitude above the
areoid (near the end of the aeroshell phase) for a range of

tion orbit without violating mission or system constraints, entry flight path angles. The worst-case conditions which

During VL trajectory design development, the accessible area maximize qDEP and MDEP are listed on the figure. This figure
became progressively reduced in size as new system requke- suggests that 'rE could not be more shallow than -16 deg
ments and desires became known. In the following discussion, owing to the parachute deployment constraints of Mach hum-
tile three major accessible area concepts will be presented, bet and dynamic pressure• An earlier design of parachute

deployment altitude satisfied the constraints exactly for 'rE of
The first accessible area is called the maxim,_m accessible -15.9 deg. Subsequent environmental model adjustments

area• It is the region in which the VL could land if it were shifted the curves as shown in Fig. 8, causing a minor violation

utilizing its maximum capabilities and if there were no trajec- of the deployment dynamic pressure constraint for 'rE = - 15.9
tory dispersions• The second accessible area is called the target- deg. This minor constraint violation was found acceptable
ing region, and reflects entry corridor ('re) dispersions and a owing to the extreme conservatism in stacking the error
more conservative utilization of VL capabilities• The third sources. Therefore, the parachute deployment altitude and the

accessible area is called the preferred targeting region, which 'rE limit of -15.9 deg were preserved to avoid a redesign of
refers to., small entry flight path angle band of -+0.1 deg
centered about the optimal entry flight path angle. This region
was employed in the targeting of the fina' VO site acquisition
maneuvers and the final design of VL descent trajectories. It Is) I _ I ...._...,,3........
reflects a design objective introduced by project management _",2

during flight operations in order to maximize the probability _ la0- MAXPSA_,_
of mission success. Each of these accessible areas will be dis- _ "---NOMINAL

°'ssed in m°re detail in subsequent paragraphs°f this se':t_°n" _ "°_ _S -

•_ J _ NOMINAL+ 99% HEADWIND

A. Maximum Acceaaibla Area

The procedure for constructing the maximum accessible

area begins with a determination c. the entry corridor, i.e., the _ 70 _ NOMINAL+ 99%HEADWIND- 5% CD - 0.02L/D --
_ 7_ region between the steepest and shallowest permissible

I I I I
!. entry flight path angles at fixed entry altitude. The entry 50 -15 -16 -It -is
__ corridor is determined by the entry phase constraints on

ENTRY FHGHT PATHANGLE, (:leg
• i qmax, Q, Q.,qoEe, and MDEp. These parameters are exam.

ined over a broad range of entry flight path angles, for all five Fill. 5. lhmslt_ty of qmax to entry anentt
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20 J "---NOMINAL - 5% C O +0.02 L/D C 0, C L : -5% _
MEANATM -- _ 14 _ 99%TAILWlND

' ' _ )3,
-15 -16 -17 -18 <' MACHNO. :

ENTRYFLIGHTPATHANGLE,_ _
i

-,d 12 MAXIMUM -

Fig. 6. Sensitivityof itllgnation pointheatingrite toentryerrors _ PARACHUTE
O DEPLOYMENT

2.I ALTITUDE
;I

1500 _ max,atm

- O.0zk/D
1400

N qDEP LIMIT
c/ 13oo

1200- NOMINAL'--/ __
[ J t 1 I [ I

-iS -16 -17 -lS 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

ENTRY FLIGHT PATH ANGLE, _ DYNAMIC PRESSURE, I_f

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of total stagnation heat iold to entry errors Fig. 8. Plrlchute phase dynamic prefigureand Math No.
vs altitude

several other descent parameters. This figure is referred to later

in the description of how the parachute deployment altitude angle between VO periapsis and the VL at touchdown. The

above terrain was selected to provide maximum terrain height XR angle is the angular displacement of the VL out of the VO
capability while still satisfying parachute deployment con- orbital plane at touchdown. Coast time tc is measured from

straints. Thus, the VL entry corridor was bounded by a shal- the beginning of the deorbit burn maneuver to entry.

low 3'E of -IS.q deg and a steep ")'F.of -17.7 deg. Note in
Fig. 7 that the (2 constraint was easily satisfied by this cor- The finJ step in constructing the VL maximum accessible
ridor, area was to deter ine the XR capability for the entry corridor

defined above. XR capability was determined primarily by

AVma x and tc/ma x. The maximum available deorbit pro-
It will be useful at this point to defi,_e relevant descent pellant of 160.1 Ib was determined by subtracting the ACS

parameters to aid in the remaining discussion of the maximum propellant and all propellant margins from the total propellant

accessible area. Figure g depicts the deorbit controls of loaded in the tanks. This in turn, along with initial VL mass

At/;, o, CA, and CLA, entry lead angle X_, _nd touchdown and deorbit propulsion system lsp, determined a maximum
PER and XR angles. Cone angle CA is the in-plane thrust available deorbit AV of 156 m/s. The maximum allowable

pointing angle; clock angle CLA is the out-of.plane thrust coast time of 5 hours was based on worst.case power and

: pointing angle. Entry lead angle is defined as the angular thermal analysis for VL descent. Finally, analysis showed that
separation between the VL and the VO when the VL arrives at for the entry corridor specified earlier, a lead angle of-20 deg

the entry radius. A negative lead angle means the VL is leading would always permit satisfaction of the descent and initial

the VO, and this is the nonnal situation. The PER angle is the postland relay link constraints. These three parameters -

218
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AVma _ of 156 m/s, te/ma x of 5 hours, and X;3-of-20 deg 0.5 -_-- --T 1 _ r .... 7- ....
• / -r E : -16.2

and the entry corridor specified earlier completely defined ll:e _ / / r_ : -16.s

maximum accessible area shown In Figure 10. Each convex 0.4- _/_' -YE --17.4
subregion in this figure correspond_ to a _pecified entry flight

path angle and was determined by the AVmax boundary and ,,,"g _,,, -,_ ,,
o.a

the lc/ma x boundary, Z
o

8

A "-_:_T_'_"__ o.,- ,--'_."_,,
4 7E _ -16.2_

i / I I I 1 i I

2 1 -3 -2 - I 0 - I +2 +3

Of I J. I I I I I J _ I XR,d.g

-2 -2-4.¢\ "_ , _QI_II._I-14-16 -tSq Fig. It. Disper$10ns(3(r)over targeting region

-4 ,] the rotating atmosphere, the atmosphere will carry the VL

t rE=-15.9" - r E 16s back into the VO orbHal plane, ltowever, as the displacement

-6 =" • =-17.7" of the deorbit A V vector out of the VO orbital plane increases,

so does the contribution of out-of-plane pointing err,,rs to ')'E
-8

PER errors.

Fig. 10. Itt,,ximum$¢en$1ble area To protect against entry flight path angle dispersions caus-
ing entry outside the entry corridor, it was necessary to
constrict the entry corridor on both the shallow and steep

B. Targeting Region and Preferred Targeting Region boundaries by the expected 3o._t- dispersions. These disper-
sions vary significantly with XR and, to a lesser extent, with

• The targeting region is a subregion of the maximum accessi- ")'E,as is clearly shown in Figure 11. Cross-range targeting was
ble area and is obtained by acknowledging entry flight path limited to -+3deg in order to limit both entry flight path angle
angle dispersions due to orbit determination and deorblt exe- and touchdown location dispersions.
cution errors and by utilizing VL capabilities in a mor_. onser-

vative fashion. Finally, the deorbit AV was set at its maximum value of

The prelanding predicted entry flight path angle dispersions 156 m/s in order to minimize entry weight and coast time.
(fixed altitude) over a region of the accessible area are shown This has the effect of eliminating the convex subregions for

each 3'E in the maxamum accessible area and reducing it to ain Figure 11. The statistical errors resulted from orbit determi-"
_..don and statistical deorbit execution errors, although orbit single ")'Earc.
determination errors made only a very small contribution. The
total errors were obtained by adding the accelerometer ther- The targeting region obtained by constricting the entry

real bias shift effect to the statistical errors. The possibility of corridor by the 3O,rE dispersions and by fixing deorbit AV at
an accelerometer thermal bias shift was postulated during its maximum value is shown in Figure 12. Also shown is the
preflight analysis, when it was shown that moderately large superimposed maximum accessible area, as well as the third
temperature transients might occur in the accelerometers due accessible area concept mentioned earlier, namely, the pre-
to RCS firings during deorbit. Note, however, that the acceler, ferred targeting region. This latter region was obtained from
ometer thermal bias shift effect applied only to the shallow the targeting region by defining a mini-entry corridor of -+0.1

!i side of the entry flight path angle, not the steep side. The deg about the optimal entry flight path angle, which for VL1

[ asymmetry of the plot is due to the effect of the rotating was - 16.8 and for VL2 was - 17.0 deg. After the optimal entry
; atmosphere. That is, to achieve zero XR the deorbit AVvector flight path angle was selected for the actual descent, the final

"1 must be displaced out of the VO orbital plane in the direction VO site acquisition maneuver was designed to keep the se-
j of negative XR (see Figure 9), so that after the VL encounters lected landing site within this band.

ii -
i
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-6 YE-- - 16.2° )'E = - 16.8° _'E= - 17.4° Fig. 13. SMA of the 0.99 landing dispersion ellipse over the
targeting region

-8
PER

Fig. 12. Targeting regions
140-

C. Landing Accuracy no - ._
.3 O

If the landing site is selected to lie within the targeting loo- z d f, _ -
+

region described earlier, a descent trajectory which satisfies all _ 9o - o _ _ _ q
relevant system and mission constraints is assured. The mea- _ 80 - _ _ _ _ -_sure of the VL capabilhy to land close to a selected site is _: I

given by the touchdown dispersion ellipse. This 99% ellipse is _ 70 _ o ,_ _.centered at the nominal touchdown site and is defined by the 60 - °t _ _ ,,

downrange semimajor axis, SMA, and the crossrange semi- _ SO -- _ _ _ _ _l_j I"'"

Figure 13 shows the variation of SMA over the targeting 20 8 _ _

region and the contribution of deorbit execution errors to the 10 _." -,
total. Figure 14 shows bath the total SMA and SMB of the 0 .... _}
touchdown dispersion ellipse, as well as the contribution of STATISTICAL NON-STATISTICALTOTALERRORS ERRORS ERROR
each important error source to the total. Statistical compo-

nents were RSS'd to obtain the total statistical error. The total Fig. 14. Components _ t_©l_lown dlape_ion ellipse SMAlind
error was obtained by adding the total statistical error to the SlIB over laq_lti_ region
algebraic sum of the nonstatistical errors. The trapezoidal bars
represent the variation in each error source from XR=0 to

" XR=3 deg. It should be noted that SMA and SMBshowed very as _E, SMA, and SMB were concerned. This situation can be
little variation over the entry corridnr, so that the results understood by viewing each error component m terms of the
shown in Figure 14 were applicable to the entire targeting energy and angular momentum error_ it induces in the descent
region, trajectory.

Deorbit execution errors were analyzed in terms of errors in The three deorbit execution error com__p_pnentsproduce the
: deorbit AV magnitude (due primarily to accelerometer bias), vector _AV in the commanded deorbit AV. The energy error

�in.planepointing, and out-of-plane pointing. Since very little induced by _--_Vis proportional to V--oo •/i._-'V-,where V'--_ois
_ cro,-ranging was actually required for either VL, AV mat- the velocity at deorbit start. The angular momentum error is

nitude was the dominant contributor to _E errors and SIdA, proportional to i-DO X _AV, where i'oo is the radius vector at
: out-of-plane pointing was the dominant contributor to SMB, deorbit start. For both VLs, deorbit began when the true

while in-plane pointing was an insignificant error source as far anomaly was about 217 deg, so that the radius was large, while

I
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tile velocity was relatively small. The consequence of tbis magnitude or pointu'g errt_r; i.e., it produced a de_)rbit angula_

situation is that tile error 6AV does not reduce a significanl mon;entum error.

energy error in tile VL descent trajector), but can reduce a

significant angular momentum errt)r if _9o and 6AV are Five equally probable atmosphere models were assumed for
nearly perpendicular, preflight analyses. Since t_lllv olle atm(_spherc can be u_ed fl)r

targeting the actual descent trajcctorv, it is mlportaHt to kn_)w
Thus, the entry errors (at fixed entry radius) and touch- how tile touchd_wn point would be shifted ll'_ne of the other

down errors (SMA and SMB) pr_duced by deorbH execution atm_)sphere models were encountered. For Viking, the meall

errors were due primarily to the deorbH angular nlomen!um atmosphere model was used for targeting. The maxmlum dis-

error. Furthermore, the angular momentum magnitude error placements of the touchdt_wn point were reduced by the mm

maps into a 7E error and SMA, while the angular momentum p and max p models. This should be expected since these were
direction error maps int¢) _,n entry heading angle error and the models hawng the minimum and nlaxlmuin upper atmo-

SMB. For both VLs, the in-plane pointing angle CA was sphere densities, respectively. Since each attar)sphere was

close t_) ¢)0 deg. Examination of F]g. c_shows that for CA close assumed to be equally probable, the conservatl_e apprt)ach was

to 90 deg. a CA error will produce only negligible angular to add this t¢,uchdc_wn errol algebraically to tile total statJsti-
momentum err_)rs. This explains why ,n-plane pointing was an cal error. The t_uchdown error due to atmospheres was totally

insignificant error st)urce for Viking. Conlrariwise, again refer- an SMA error, with no c,antnbution whatever tt_ SMB.

ring to Fig. q, with CA close to O0 deg, a AV magnitude errc)r
maps d]rectly into angular momentunl magnitude error. And The final wtlue_ for SMA and SMB, as indicated in FiE. 14,

since for the VLs the out-of-plane pointing angle CLA was were I 12 km for SMA and 52 km for SMB. Tlus value of SMA
als(_ close to qO deg, which means the deorbit _I" vector lay asstm]ed negligible cross-ranging. If the actual tztrgeted landing

essentially in the ¢)rbital plane, a CLA err_)r, while producing, site had required the pro leer-approved 3 deg of cross-ranging,
ve_ little error in angular momentum magnitude, will produce SMA w_)uld have increased to 138 kin.

a significant angular momentunt direction error. This accounts

for its importance witt_ respect to SMB errors.
D. Additional Design Considerations

Entry systems errors were comprised of winds and errors in There are certain VL capabilities which are not r 't]ectad by

predicting VL aerodynamic characteristics. Each of these two the accessible area and touchdown dispersion ellipse concepts

sources made roughly equal contributions to SMA, while the discussed earlier. Since the flight program was designed to
SMB contribution was due primarily to winds. Since the direc- deploy the parachute (_n altitude above the local terrain, it was

tion of the wind was assumed to be random, winds made equal necessary to carefully select that parameter.
contributions of lO km to botll SMA and SMB. The errors in

VL aerodynamics which contribt, ted to SMA _,ere L/D, CL. Given the hi_es! permissible parachute deployment alti-
and CD errors. This should be apparent since these errors rude above the areoid shown in F_g. 8, there existed a highest

: induce errors in the lift and drag vector magnitudes and terrain height (also referenced to the areoid) at whicb the VL
in-plane directions. The only VL aerodynamic errors which was capable of landing for stacked worst-case system and
contributed to SMB were the VI. entry roll angle and lateral environmental conditions. The design Martian terrain height
CG offset errors. These errors act by tilting the VL lift vector was 2.75 km, with an uncertainty of -+3 km (30). Figure 15

out of the entry plane, shows the relationship of the maximum terrain height and the

highest permissible parachute deployment altitude to the
Since the touchdown dispersion ellipse was very important areoid. In order to provide the VL with the capability of

in the selection of a suitable landing site (i.e., the ellipse could landing at the maximum terrain height and at the same time

not include potentially hazardous surface features), the uncer- keep the parachute deployment altitude indepe_ 'nt of what-
tainty in the location of a given point on the Martian surface ever landing site was selected, it was necessary select the

must also be factored into the dispersion ellipse. The two error parachute deployment altitude as the difference l,etween the
sources which produce errors in locating a point on the Mar- highest permissible parachute deployment altitude above the

tian surface were the Martian pole error and the map error, areoid and the maximum terrain height above the areoid. This

These error sources together made equal contributions of 45 difference is shown to be 5.98 km( 19,600 ft) in Fig. 15. (The
km to both SMA and SMB. actual deployment altitude was reduced by the onboard alti-

tude sensing uncertainty of 0.18 km.)
The accelerometer thermal bias shift error, which was de.

fined earlier, was a nonstatisticai error. It induced entry and There was a high probabihty that the VL could land at the

touchdown errors in much the same way as a deorbit AV maximum terrain height. However. with :tacked worst.case
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Fig. 15. VLterrainheightcapablltly

conditions for the terminal descent phase at the maximunl VL-2 sites. Alth_)ugh it was possible t_) adjust the parachute
adlievable deceleration by the VL terminal descent sys.em, deph_yment altitude as a function of selected site terrain
sufficient propellant was not available to ensure a sale landing height, this parameter was held constant t_ provide additional
at this maximum terrain height. The terminal desceut phase deployment q and Math number margins fl_r the lower sites.
was governed by the terminal descent contours shown in Fig.
16. These contours and the corresponding terminal descent The final VL capability to be discussed is one that was
propulsion system ignition altitude were designed according to discovered after the actual launches of the Viking spacecraft

stacked worst-case philosophy, with one exception. Because had occurred. During cruise, a concern developed over the use
of hi_er VL velocities near the surface fi)r descent through of the high-power mode of the relay transmitter (30 W) from

the rain ,os atmosphere, this model was critical for the terminal parachute deployment to touchdown + 3 minutes because of
phase design. These VL velocities were increased still further potential VL thermal preblems. An analysis was conductec to
by the addition of worst-case winds. Finally, because of the determine the acceptability of using the IO-watt mode instead
fixed parachute deployment altitude above terrain discussion during this phase of the mission, thereby avoiding VL thermal
earlier, the higher the terrain, the higher the VL velocities at problems. The analysis was based on 0.90 uprange/downrange
both parachute deployment and terminal descenl ignition, touchdown dispersions over the entire targeting region and on
Adding the maximum terrain height to the above stacked maximum VL pitch/yaw attitude dispersions from parachute
worst-case resulted in a terminal descent phase trajectory re- deployment to touchdown.
quiring more propellart than was available. For this reason a

: decision was made to use a 1.50 terrain height uncertainty in For VL-I, analyses showed that a significant probability of
the design o ¢ the terminal descent phase. Thus, in a stacked data loss occurs only for the -3 deg XR region at parachute
worst-case sense, the highest terrain at which the VL was deployment and touchdown. If a data loss did occur at para-
capable of landing was the design terrain height +1.5o. This chute deployment, it was very unlikdy that it would have a
relaxation regarding terrain height uncertainty was acceptable duration exceeding 1 s. For the initial postland link, the worst
for two reasons. First, attainment of the aforementioned high relay performance degradation would be 1-2dB below adverse
velocities on the parachute prior to terminal descent ignition tolerances, but could last for 2 rain in the worst case. This
was quite improbable because of the stacking of several worst- performance degradation corresponds to a bit error rate of 2 ×

: case conditions. And second, as shown in Fig. 15, the nominal I0-z and was acceptable for real-time imaging. On the basis of
VL-I and VL.2 sites were well below the maxim ,m permissi- these results it was concluded that VL-I had the capability to
ble terrain heights. This was also true of alternate VL-1 and operate satisfactorily in the IO-W mode from parachute
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1500--T--T-_----r---l----r--]- T--T--v--r--T---] ent that the prime AI ,;ite and ,subsequent sites were much
IGN,TION ALTITUDE/ / _ rougher than expected.1400

1 _ well :_,_relaled :wtu:d :rod l_(_leriHal VI-I t:!tgelmg regl-n'_. "1he

'_ I _ _ seque,,ce of V[.-I i.S's in the ,_rder ,n wh,cil the, were

1100 selected is :is f_,llows AI. AI-R, AI-NW. AI-WNW,,md AI-

--_ WNWSI-_. ]'he four c(_rJc.',pondln_ t,llgcHn'e region,., are _h_wn

E 1000
:; and ,mmbered in the order 1,1wlfich they wele ct llMtleretL A

NOMtN ._ _ targelint_ re,ion shown wHh ,,_)lid Ime,_ denote_, a t;l_t_eltng
AL

N 800 region for an actually achieved sel):_vation orbit. Those shown
with dashed lines denme pt)tentl:d talgeting regis+n,, whicho

< 700 _ would have been achieved If tHher Mals orbit trml iMOT)
. maqeuvers had been executed.

-LOW SPEEDCONTOUR

500 THROTTLE:0.ss Tire separatioo orbit R_ll()wing MOT-1 for a VL-I touch-

I down ¢)n July 4 pr()duced targeting region N(,. I. The prime

400 SPEEDCCI',IIOUR landing site is denoted by AI and corresponds to an entry atTHROTTLE = 0.70

3o0 - IO.8-deg tlight path angle and es,,entlally/ero XR at TD. The

__ prone site was dropped when VO observation:, indicated that it200 !

! was quite rough. Attention w_l,, then turned t_ a revised AI

STARTALTITUDE-_ site, denoted by A I-R, whlctl would have required a shalh)wer
T00 .-..._-CONSTANTVELOOT¥_-J.----J entry with a moderate XR at TD. Ilowever. site A I.R w_,s als()

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 dropped when VO t)bservati_,_s indicated that it too was qmte

RELATIVEVELOCITY,m/s rou_l. It should be noted that prelimu_ary descent trajectories

Fig. 18. Termim, I descent contours were designed lot both A 1 and A I-R sites. Plans fi)r landing on
July 4 were then cancelled so that time would be available to

explore a region known as "Nt)rthwest Territory." An MOT
was designed (but not executed l to place the spacecraft over

deployment to touchdown +3 min, and, therefore, the IO-W the Northwest Territory on July 16. The targeting region
mode was used for the actual VL-I descent, which would ha_,e existed if this MOT had been executed is

labeled No. 2 and tile candidate site is denoted AI-NW. This

For VL-2 in the IO-W mode the probability of relay perfor- site could have been achieved w_th nom,nal - IO.8-deg entry
mance below the sum of adverse tolerances was significant flight path angle, but with a substantial negative XR. It was

over the whole targetable region of the accessible area at quickly rejected, for the same reason as lbr earlier sites. The

terminal descent start and touchdown, and also at parachute LFPAT did complete prehminary design for this site and
deployment for the -3-deg XR region. This analysis could not landing date, but no validation or other Project work based on
justify using the IO-W mode for VL-2. However, the excellent this data was done.
relay performance of the actual VL-I descent and initial post-

land links provided the rationale for using the I O-W mode on
A MOT strategy (MOT-5/MOT-6) was then defined which

VL-2. would open up to observation a large region to the west of the
first three sites. MOT.5 would induce a steady westward drift;

MOT-6 would stop the drift when an acceptable landing site

IlL Pntllminary VL Trajectory Duign was finally selected. One of the considered options for MOT-6would have produced targeting region No. 3, and the site
History and Validation considered within this region was denoted by A I.WNW. This

site would have required an entry trajectory very similar to the
A. Preliminary VL-1 Trajectory Design History

previous site (AI-NW). However, this MOT-6 design was not

lind Vllidltion implemented because evidence was mounting that region 3
This section documents the history of the VL-I preliminary would be less hospitable than the nearer region. Therefore, an

descent trajectory design in response to the unexpected prob. MOT-6 was designed and eventually executed which produced

lems encountered in the selection of candidate landing sites targeting region 4. The selected site within this region was
(IS's). This sequence of I$'s developed when it became appar- denoted AI-WNWSE, and this was the final VL.I site. The

224
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Fig. 17. VL*I landing sita and targeting region history

final targeting region is shown in Fig. 18 on an expanded scale. ,xb
along with the 09% landing dispersion ellipse about the AI- r i i i_. w/c'... I_ , i t
WNWSE site. Preliminary descent trajectories were designed 2s_ _-_°/_"/"_'3'
for both AI-WNW and AI-WNWSE sites. Table 3 presents a ,"_,,b./_ j/ "_.._
summary of key descent trajectory parameters for all VL-I 24 ,_

landing sites considered. 2a - *._ fit. _ _tkoe.

The first step in the descent validation process for sites A I _ 22 - ,,,_
and AI-WNW consisted of an independent validation of the

nominal descent trajectory and the inertial navigationrefer-deorbit "i 21_l,./'_'_J"/_'_20

ence frames by the OMATT using the DPTRAJ program. The

separation epoch and commanded pointing com.
puted by the LFPAT using LTOP served as the fundamental 19
inputs to be used by the OMATT to verify that indeed the

predicted entry condition and navigator 1C'swere obtained, m -- DISPERSIONELLIPSE_ I 1i I I I I I I I I
52 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42

The second step involvedthe selectionof 30 dispersed westLONGITUDE,
• entry state vectors which produced minimum and maximum Fill. 18. Final VI.-1 _ ¢nglon and lending _i

time entry trajectories in conjunction with the following en-
vironmental and VL system conditions:

Low RA lock altitude (inhibit RA lock for 36 s after
For mlntmum time entry trajectory blackout)

Entry attitude errors(roll, pitch, yaw)
Low aerodaeli L/D (L/D = 0.16, ZCG = -0.139 It) Mission !: eE = 0.8514 deg, 0E = -0.6192 deg,
Mln p atmosphere _E = -0.7224 deg)
10,000-ft terrainheight Mission 2: _E " -0.7482 deg, 0E = -0.6192 deg,

: Nominal RA blackout _E = -0.8772 deg)
r Aeroshell CL and CD high by 5% SenseO.05-geventat 0.07 g
;. ParachuteCL and CD low by 12% 99% tailwinds

a2S

' 4

_ak_:,_%.. _.. '< _.C"a
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Table 3. Summary of deocent trajectoryduigns for candidateVL-t LS's

SHedes]gnatJt,n
Parameter .......

A I A I R A 1NW A I't,_,NV_ A I_,k,N'_t,SI

Location

Areocentnc latitude, deg 19.5 19.35 23 4 23 5 22.4

Longitude. deg,W 34.() 32.5 43.4 5 I.t) 47 5

Landmg time

trT(', hr.mm 7/5/76 OI 41 7/5/76 01 '42 7/I 7/76 _)94() 7/2()/76 12 ()5 7/2()/76 I 1 53

LLT.hr'mm 16"48 16:55 16'15 16 II 16 13

I'ntry flight -16.79 -16.51 -16.81 -16.8(P -16 89
path angle, deg

Coa';t t,me. hr 3 (143 3.t123 3.293 3 2(15 3 (182

PI'RTI). deg -8.85 -7.61 -9. I11 -9.O5 -9 18

XRTI). deg +0.25 +1.20 -2 IO -I .77 -(16(I

Comments U.,,cdtor prc- Approved at Never t',,ed; U_cd l_r pre- I real
liminary LSO MOT3 cancelled 1,mmary I.SO
validation maneuver bet'ore tl'..e _,alldd IIt)l|

c()nference it (repeal )
,;lie_,k

LLT: local lander time from m,dmght at landing ,.sic.

PERTI): angle from VO perlapsl'; to the projection of the landmg stte into the orbit plane at touchdown.

XRTD: central angle frt)m the land,ng ';itc at touchdown t¢) the orbit plane.

For maximum time entry trajectory utilized the corresponding nominal descent flight load file
generated by LTOP, while the VCSF used the corresponding

High aeroshell L/D (L/D = 0.,,'_ Zcc -- -0.175 ft) predicted VL memory map generated by LPAG from this same
Max p atmosphere descent flight load file. Thus, the simulation was more than
-26,0OO-ft terrain height just a validal ,)f descent trajectory dynamics: it was also a

Aeroshell CL and CD low by 5% validation of the command hJad required to produce the

Parachute Ct. and CD high by 12% descent trajectory. This third step was the m,.st important step
Entry attitude errors (roll, pitch, yaw) in the enttre descent validation process.

Mission !: ¢)E.= -0.8514 deg, #e. = 0.6192 deg,

_b_.= 0.7224 deg The fourth and fin:'l step involved only the use of LTOP to
Mission 2: ¢_. = 0.7482 deg, 0E = 0.6192 deg, verify that the dispersed entry trajectories satisfied all design

_ke = 0.8772 deg constraints when subjected to additional stress conditions,
Sense O.05.g event at O.03g Four stress cases were required: (1)maximt, m aeroshell dy-

No winds namic pressure, (2) maximum parachute deployment dynamic

pressure and Much number, (3)maximum terminal descent
The third step consisted of the simulation of the nominal Ignition velocity, and (4) minimum terminal descent ignition

SEP to TD descent trajectory and simulation of entry to TD velocity. The detailed conditions producing these 4 stress cases
r trajectories for the minimum and maximum time dispersed are defined in FPAG Procedure SPF3-107.

; cases by LTOP, LATS, and the VCSF (LSO). The final results

were compared to validate the accuracy and consistency of the One feature of the descent validazion process requirin_

three trajectories. It should be noted that the LATS program more discussion was the selection of the dispersed entry state

m
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vectors. The selection process was based on the convenient final separation orbit tbr this site and the 09% landing disper.
fact that the two dominant eigenvectors contained the hulk of snms are shown in Fig. IO.The key trajectory parameters for
the entry dispersions in inertial flight path coordinates at fixed the rela_ed descent trajectory design are tabulated in Section
radius and were nea_iy coplanar with entry :lnlelentry flight IV (Table 4). [I,_n' was no evi)lutnnl t_f descent trajectory
pal! angle space. This simphfied the selectl_ll of dispersed designs fi,r VL-2 as there was for VL-I.
samples to produce minimum and nmximum lligbt time entry

trajectories. The two dominant elgenvectors were first pro- As can be seen in Ftg. I_} the nominal VL-2 entry fhghl
jetted into entry time/entry flight path angle space. Two hnear path angle was ,,elected to be - 17.0 deg, unlike the - Ib._;deg
combinations of these eigenveclors were then t\_rmed to pro- angle f_l VL-I. There were two reason_ for thi,,, t;tlst, the fact
duce a low and steep sample (minimum time trajectory) and a that VL-I had actually entered with a flight path angle of
high and shallow sample (maximum lime trajectory}. In adds- - 17.Odeg and peril)treed excellently provided a slmng argu-
tion, the effect of accelerometer thermal bias shift was added |'hen! for doing the same thing with VI,.2. Second, the B site
to the high and shallow sample since it tends to make ento' nominal atmosphere extrapol;ded from the almosphere recon-
time o_,cur at a higlaer radius and a shallower flight path angle, strutted by LTARP from the actual VL-1 data showed that
In practice, this selection process produced error samples m entry at an angle steeper than - 16.8 deg was entirely satisfac-
inertial flight path coordinates which were greater than or tory since the reconstructed atmosphere closely resembled the

equal to 3o in all component._, except fi>rinertial entry veloc- minos atmosphere al high altitude, and thus a Sower qmax
ity. Prior to transfer of these dispe,,_d samples It) the LSO, would be encouHered.
they were first transformed into equivalent samples in MEQ
coordinates at fixed entry time. As can be seen in Fig. I_, the touchdown dispersion elhpse

fl)r VL-2 was smaller than the prefliglll ellipse used fi_rVL-I.
The final descent validation was performed using the de- There wele several reasons fur this. First, analysis of actual

scent trajectory designed h,r the AI-WNW site, even thougll VLI deorbil data strawed thal temperatures were stable dur-

the final selected site. AI-WNWSE,differed substantially from mg deorbH and no accelerometer thermal bias shift had oc-
• the AI.WNW site, Ilowever, both sites required nearly the cuffed. It wa',, for this rea,,on that the accelemmeter thermal

same entry flight path angle for site acquisition. In addition, bias shift was deleted as a VI,-2 error source. Second. the
the final site had a smaller cross-range at TD associated with it. actual VL-I atmosphere reconstruction process, as expected,

,j so that entry dispersions would, in fact. be smaller than those was able to reduce the degree of atmospheric uncertainty;
] actually used in the final descent validation process. Thus. consequently, the its-plane, nonstatistical touchdown disper-

adequate rationale existed for relying on the final descent sions due to the unknown atmosphere were reduced from
validation results based on AI-WNW. Therefore, the final de- --.30km ft_r VL-I to +-12km for VL-2. Third, as a result of
scent trajectory design was validated for nominal descent but landed VL-I tracking, the pole component of the map/pole
not for the dispersed entry cases.

B. Preliminary VL-2 Trajectory Delign History ,.,b,p,..,_

The history of the VL-2 preliminary descent trajectory _

design was not complicated by a sequence of substantial LS /.-- _.a_'_,__'_ "_-_4"c,e, _selection changes as in the case of VL.I. Lessons learned q_ 50

process. Three lonsitude bands (designated Bt, B2, and B3)of 5 Q '_

potential VL-2 siter, were selected. The insertion and trims 4 ,'f
were designed to produce a steady westward drift of the VO-2 /

orbit so that each longitude band could be examined in a more _ 4_[_ ,,_"_ /_ _ _ /

order|yfashionforan a¢_eptableVL.2landingsite.Wben . ,.._ .."/ _ y
. acceptable site wa,_ found, the MOT.3/MOT.4 maneuver re.

quence could be designed to place the orbit over this landing 44 /-- _qt TOUCMOOwN -_
rite at the eurrect time. The final VL-2 site area was selected in OI.r_Zlt$lONttt,'M

the B3 band at a latitude of 48.°0 N and a longitude of 226.00 - _ _ _ t t i

t W. Minor adjustments to this site were made on two subse. 1_0 m _ 224 _
' quent occasions, with the final landing site coordinatesdefined w_ tONGrrttl_,_ ;

to be 47.089 N and 225.°86 W. The targeting region from the Fill. 111.Tm_lllql _ taxi _ _
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dispersl,m was greatly reduced. ]'Ills per;hilled tile 45- X The q_tbital eletnent,, :|lid ep,)ch _l the ',epar:l'l_)n OlbltS
45-knl dispersi_m elhp_e used tot VI.-I h_ bc reduced to a 30- which s_,ere used In the de,,tgn ,_t the l|_lnltlal Vl.-I and VI..2

X 3()-kin ellip,,e fi_i VI.-2. which e,,sentlally was the map err_)r desCellt traleet_rles are giver1beh)w
only.

The descent validation pr,_cess for VI.-2 followed the same 17,-I 1"1.-2
steps as fi)r VL-I. F_r VI,-2, ,_1 c_,urse, ,llere wa,, o_dy _me
descent validation. P = X,_(_')3.t).lS_)s P = _,_(_38.O1_2

rr, = 4qOI .185 km rp = 4X_;-'._472 k_l_
i = 37.7302 deg t = 55.'_:,';4312 tte)_

IV. Final VL Trajectory Design and .,z = 123 5bk') dog (.Z= 33.')247')0 dog
DescentParameters _ --4_,.,,)24d_,g _ =-73.,_._42deg

t-tt, = 740X_.242 s t-It, = 74')53.47_ ,,
Tiffs sech_m describe'., the final VL-I and VL-2 trajector2_ ep,ch = IO76 July 20/ epoch = 1_)70 Sept. 3/

designs and presents tile bas_s for the select!on of relevant 08 OO.00 tlq(" IO 00.OO UTt'
descent parameters. Tile expected trajectory dispersitms and ................
descent relay performance will also be discussed.

The VL-I separation ,_rbit above c_)rresponds 1o SATOI)solu-

A. Nominal VL DelcentTrajectory Design lion P24548. the VL2 separah,_n ,_rbil c_wresponds to
SATOD solution 020524.

The final VL descent trajectory design process began with
the specification of the final landing site and the current best

The resulting targeted descent trajectory _sshown m Figure
estimate (('BE) of the separation orbit.

20. To the scale sh,_wn m this tigure, no discernible differ-
ences exist between the VL-I and VL-2 descent trajectories.

The final landing s_te for VI.-I was: Major descent trajectory event, are shown. The VL descent

trajectories are essentt:,lly coplanar w_th the V() traject_ry.
The VL.I out-of-plane thrusting :ingle of-7.4 deg produced

Areocentric I:atitude = 22.°4 N (arcographic latitude only a relatively small out-of-plane displacement of the de-

= 22.*6 N) scent trajectory, as dtd tile VL-2 _mt-of.plane thrusting angle
Longitude -- 47.*5 W of +1 .O deg. Important trajectory parameters fi_r these descent

*r .jectories are summarized in Table 4.

The final landing site for VL-2 was:

Areocentric latitude --- 47.*50 N (areographic latitude

= 47.*89 N)

Longitude -- 225*86 W

In addition to the landing site. two other targets were

required for the targeting process. For both VL-I and VL.2
these were:

Deorbit z_l/= 156 m/s

Entry lead angle ', -20 deg

END DIEOR|IT

The selection of deorbit AV as a target is consistent with
the decision discussed earlier to select the deorbit AlP at its

maxirmnn value in order to minimize coast time and entry
weight. Entry lead angle was selected as a target because the

targeting region employed in landing site selection was based
on a lead angle of -20 deg to ensure acceptable descent and

initial postland relay link performance. Note that entry flight ptt-t_v
path angle ,/g was not a target since selection of the landing t

site within the targeting region automatically determined _,_ _t)

(observe the 7E arcs in Ftp. 18 and 19). _ 10. Nominal VII.ammeml InqNWy
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Table 4. VL descent traJlmtoryduion summery al_o guaranteed ++atlsfac-th)l](d ct'rtJltt ¢otp,trail|t_ and require-

.... - .... ments Imposed on tile V[+ ,dhtudc dunng de-,cent,
Par,lll|ctcr VLI VL2

Iahle +, _tlllllllarl/eS the aCtti,i] t,phnked de%'t'nl guidance
_e_t,ll'atloll |t) L'lltr'+

Separah_,n tame <t!l('+a 202I+)8+1215 247/19 19 29 par,mleter,, for _u)th Vi.-I aml VI -2 I)el'iltHItJll +,el tile t+aram -
I)emblt ..XV 156.Om/, 156 Om/, eter'; are also presented ill till',, table.
I)eorbll pmpell,mt
c,tin,+nnlptl,_n 162.4 Ih 16..+ Ib ['crl,iln VL de<cent tllght load par;llrlelers :ire dlscUssed in

('oa,+ttmte 3.0R2 hr 3.O3_+hr this ._.ction. along with their rationale, in the approximate

lilt} condltlorl_, h order In which tile)' were e\eculed b,, the lhght software. In
! ntD lime lUTe') 202/I I 44+08 24"7/22 28 46 parttcular, nest VI. attitude-related parametcr,_ :,nd "'ltlantlal'"
lntD time from SIP 11513.0,+ 11156.7,,

l'ar:,,neter', _,'lll be dlsctlssed
Incrtlal _,eh,.'lty 4,6105 km/_ 4.6135 km/_
Incrtl.d refill pathangh: -16.89 deg -I 7J_3deg
VL/VO lead anglc -20.0 de.l' -20.O dcg Th," gl+ attlttlde contnlands At2} lhrotl_l Aih) w,.'re rcl'er-
I.ntry ma,_ 984.2 kg 982.9 kg enced st) the VL attitude .lUSt prmr tt) separat,,m. Thxs separa-

I.nlry h+louthd+>,_n tlon (or celestial lock) coordmate frame ,,,,'as defined by the
Ma+.imumd_+namlc ideal go celeqlal luck orlenl:Hlon corrected for tile predlcted
pres'mrc ll2.61h/It 2 llS.81b/lt 2 g[) roll drift while lh.," go was on roll inertial hold from

Parachutc dcphq, menl SH+-3 hr to St-P. For VO.I tile reference star was ('ant_pus and
(mortararm) tile pred,cted VO roll drift angle was -0.082 deg. For VO.2Altitude above

terra,n 5.t,157km 5.856 km tile reference star v,'a,; Vega and the predicted VO roll drift
I)ynanu¢ pressure 6.567 Ib/tt + 6 535 Ib/tt 2 ant'.le was -0.470 deg.
Mathnumber I.O14 1.04I

lqmc from SI.P 11931.6 ,+ II 766.8 ,_ Tile VL orientalise durmg the deorblt burn was specified

"Icrmmalde,scent by attitude command At21. "l'ht.s matrtx defined tile reqmred
I'ngmetgmtmn altttudc 1.462 km 1.462 km pointing of the VL x-axis for the deorbll bt| , :is deterlnlfled

Time trom SI.P 11992 0 s 11826.t)s by tile targeting process. It also defined tile V; ,11tmentattonRelative vch_lty at
end of warmup 51 <;m/s 52.7 m/,+ about the x-axis which v,'ould result In minimum SellSlllVity of

Propellantconsumptmn 152.01b 152.OIh entry flight path angle errors tt, deorbil pointing errors in the

Touchdown event of a VL z-axis accelerometer failure. The techmque for
.,_. _le,:ting this roll angle ts described in Section 10.2.o.2 of theTouchdown time ttrT(+| 202/It:52:50 .47/.. 37 18

louchdown thne from Navigation Plan (Re¢. I). For VL-I this roll orientation was

SI-P 121)34.9s 11868.7,t 20 deg; for VL-2, .16 deg. Tile rel.',ttve VL/VO attitude orienla-

Atcograph*clatitude 22759N 47789N tion geometry during the deorbit burn is shown in Fig. • I forLongitude 47752 W 225785 W
PERangle -9.18 deg -10.0 deg VL-I/VO-I and in Fig. 22 for VL-_/VO.,.
Cros,t-rangeangle -0.60 deg O.12 deg
Sunclevationangleat Following tile deorbit bum, the VL was reoriented to

touchdown 38.3 deg 128.8 deg prepare for the long coast phase of the descent trajectory. In
................ the case of VL-I a roll maneuver about the x-axis (defined by

altar of year/hr:min:_c, matrix A(4)) wm performed to position the VL z.axis perpen.bFntry wa_ definedus8OO,O00 ft above the areoldat
touchdown, dicular to the Sun direction. This maneuver, plus another

............................................. 180-deg roll (defined by matrix At5)) midway through the

long coast at time T(ll'R)) prevented uneven heating of the
IRU. which b located on the z-axis. In the case of VL-2. the

B. OOINNHIt Fll_ht Lold Plnlllllllfll reorientation after the deorbit burn involved a repositioning of
the x-axis as well as a roll about the x.axis. The repotitioning

After the VL descent trajectory had been dedgned, a corre- of the VL-2 x-axis wu required to shield the RPA from the

spending tel of de=cent guidance parameters had to be com- Sun during the long coati. This maneuver w_ defined to that

puled. The_ constituted a tel of commands which were up- the Sun vector was I_ des from the VL-2 x-axis and in the

linked to the spacecraft and which, when executed, produced x.y plane. Like VL.I. VL.2 performed a 180-deg roll midway
the desired descent trajeetory. The de=cent guidance paras- through the long coast.
eters represented the culmination of the de=cent trajectory

design procen and guaranteed satisfaction of all trajectory. The preentry phase for VL.I began at E.6 min (command

related constraints and requirements di=cum_d earlier. They T(6)). which required that the attitude maneuver for preentry

e
t

+ -,iii

+
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Table 5, Trajectory-mhdod delcent guid_n¢;e pllramellml

P,.ir,lml'tcr I),.Imitl_m I nlh %1 1%.,luc. \ I -_ \alto,

IIISIR1 I |rrinm,il i|c_enl I[,nltilln ilhhi,h' !I | _'9"_XlIt61 :_(et4'_'!4 4 _'}'XlIIf,,t';.''.'.14 ti;4

il( MOR F) P<lra_ hutc dt2ph)} InL'n | JlflllldC It 19 %7h _ 1 I _I "OA_; ; ,_ir_ ] ,p ;" ; t4 791 _,_ 1 ,_, I Ic

I|(CV) Altitude |or 1'o13%|,1r1| _l'hEIf_ dl'_,t Cn[ ',tart If _f}lif'(lli(lllii(llillll+ll_ _lHl(ll_lllllllllllHIfl'bll_

- [I I I |)c_lr_ll jllli"d_.' ITTJNL'Ii_"_ Illl|lJtlql/1 IlIIIL' ', _4 I f)llllliitl)(lllilliliifl _ _'l I Iqtll(llllllillil(tltlll _'

T42) I)c,lrblt htifn inliiJ|l_ifl lime _ 421, tililiIH)llllJiilfl;ll; 4_ lll#lillilillitllliltiili);

I(4 ) ()l'hlial dc%Lt*l'l[ Inlfhi|l(;n |1111¢ _, l%i_ _()l)llilt 1#}{)#lillie'l)4 Ili _ 7¢'_H,'IIIIII;I If Ill+It4

iiS) _rt'l.'lllr_ ,lllllu_J_' In.lnt.'liw.'r inlfl,llhm [HII_ _ Illl) "__l)()lilil)lltililitfF% i(ff#') _ii(ll)llfl(llll)ll+tl'_

rt61 PlL_niryIrllthlflOll llllll.' ', J I J l_1tllill(llifilil)lltlt'_ I J I ?'i#llfftllqHl(lli(l �\T# 7t I nfr_ r inll;.llll_rl IllI1L' _, [ I '_I"_(lltlt'llll)(tJiilttI_ ] I ll_Tiiltllllllllllllli+tl_

--- #Ill. _) ('(l_lldln,ill+' lr,ill_hlrlllJlllin lrlilll li'| 4%t'_ at .%1 P to _l'l - _ 12_'#1 t_1%76]_+111) J tlq411i7llli4il_k4*li#l

J%1:%,11 dl.'_lrhll 1311In I I%llk' lh,iI t'lt'llll'rll_ ill lhl_ - 61111 Illlil %l)_(l*lltl - ;_t%<,4t_i"_',f I I*l_tlill

m.il rl x ,irlJ ,111,,il b_,(liil'n I in,if ric I,_ j rl, ,_itl¢ rt, iI j _ ._2 _ 71 f> l t t)9_,#_ill+(ili - 1716 If_ 11 _,H_4 1% i(lh

I,_lh_ 1111,_12,l;13,#21 i_l_,iT2.t,U,}l,_j._,_.lj ¢i_ll7;,144._111194_2+1Fil 221'tlltt4<ll,#_X-ln
- '_9241_4 S49444 _ I *t)l) 1_'i2 qf,_2 Ill24 l •�0�4(_ll_(i I tIF4(ilI._ilC)+tI(I - _l._#Hiq#_() 144f_ 11 _+llil

- I hi Ill) "_()l# .__iJ _ L)+111I q4 _4_ ".'q lt414 ] 4 *fill

4t484141i_7t}c1241 iii - t144h]nN2t'Pkl'+llll

_14"'4 tk2"4Xk4tt +till I 1(t tl -_ft ti'_ 1-11)_ ( i ( ill

#lil.ll) ('liiifdlll_ilt' Ir,lriqlirnlJllon from %,'1 i%t,_ ,if .%1P h, % I - 7l I__ 171J,t414_h t'#*.(iii - 11 lf.l¢tTtlll_4(I.3kllilll

,ll, G*_.i IiIt, llr hll I_iifll.. _ - 1_4li71191 I 1%9_ _ilillli -btlf, 4 f l,ii_ 1% 11 U_ litll

22" 7 lht Iq929_ili,1111 - t 7 lib I h 112_i¢,4 I "/till

_h117_442llli)4(_ 2 Itil 221_illil441 lli_,li-Ill

- lq24i)4I_1)f44_ I +Ill! l_Nt124_,l,,._ lil24 f •�Ø�4i_lt_tll lllk4ill) _lilt+lltl - I;_iil#litlliJ 14.1fl 11 _Iflll

- t_llJ9 7211i) 21%%"hi t I ill 94 24#_'_1P IN 1414 tllll

4_tXl141)27t2t124*lln - tl 44t 211,1i_l;lk l "illll

I'14" 74 1Vi2 74 I'IN'I'I¢ I" I - I Ill t4._tl l#_14'I" 4 _llll

AI4) ('lillldlll.llt.' Ir,ln%ilirlllJlltl_l Irlllll %,i..lit _, .if ,t_l P lit _ | 7t l} l "1 1271 tt_ I tllll - 4,)*# I<l_ll_)111_4_11. _ Iltl

jl.l+,l .ll oll_lf,iI dr'lit'hi llllll.llliill - #t4117l)94J 1 ._l)_ _lt I@iltl - "ill I I I l_ll't4 tii(_tl*ltl l

._277 Ill 1199._9141111,1 - t4 t 2 I 49 lq',hli 1 _ #llll

6"9_17 II)194 7211.11Itl) Nht_tl_._444 t_1111N+IIII

- 691)t_9 77 225 2#_41)¢1h t - 1 fltllf,li, I till iillf _ 1il tt I

24 _.%_ 19"# 24._ 742+1)1) - I ql, l I f f_ll_;,t.14 tail I ¢ i ill

- 11942.1t_7J13114 II -S4II_l:qlTlhtl_l-12

l.lllltqll21ll_illilg" I iliil - t_)hll ] _ll_il._4?htllll

94 22._ 7 I .185 I _) I Iltlill _i 19411 fil_t_liAq t411 ��@�I

AI6) ('ot_rdlnll¢ IlJrlll;irnlallltrl lllilll Vi. 1%l'1 .it Si P Ill li'l - hlll_lll_64Vl.t._7_il)lt [ i_,I_74J 21144 I I_tittil

•l%l'_ at prvcrlll], - 7944974 _'7N_ -_6_,_ �Œ�-7 %_1i ? I ._9{l tl_lltih*l,,;

7t9 11 19 1 j_t, lliS+iill - 1_4 14')4_1_2._4_ I illii
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Table 5 (contd)

P.JrJo'.'cr I)ctmhl,,n i ml_ VI 1 \ f,,v:, \ I 2 k.4t:.,

V(()I I IIIII1,11',t'lot.lllt'_,h)r tt_'rllllllaldr'sit'lit t,rl t tmh+ur'..I ,rod 2. II/,, 165211'17_4942;_+ ):_ 3()';21197"_4q47:_+11_

V'1t21 respct tl_el) 11,'_ 251 984466q3991"_ 1_ 2K(#)8441.6`;:_1t'11+113
VII'Y) Vole(if) |t)lLqlnst.lnl ',clot. lI_ d¢%_.l,.,lll If,/_, .SiI(I()O()(HHI(Ii)(I(HI+((I 8DIII)(IlllIII(II)IIIHHI*III

('NII.]RlqlI lermlnJIdestcn( c_mh,ur I ttbc111tlc'nls II ';19 17 '84dlS'44+(C `;191n37/184;',;1'_(_'4"+(_2
('NIt. RI(2) h ('NII_rRI(I) _'(NI{'RII2) , % -_('NIIRI(3) / V 2 ,, ()(lllll()tl(llt(l()llllll(t (l{)/l{)(l{)(_qH)lJlJhill
('NI('RI(_) (4),_V3 +('NIt kit5) , V4 ,.2'It 4q(121868166(t/Pl-()l 41_(121F'_8166()lJl-f_l

('NI UR 1141 ,3 ;t2 - 8,_681_56221J1667 -04 - 811681156221H_.fi"/-_4
('N*I(rR 1131 ,4,11-_ 4892616731t4_51 -t)? 48926fl0 7394 _`;b-fl-
('N aI_rR211) Terminal dc'..tcnI tontour 2 t(�t.'lllt lelll _, It 511428843119928"+(12 51142P;8431_99282+1_2

('N] UR2121 ,, (1¢)(1{Illll(l(ll Ill(It t(lll (HI(lit( IllJ)(IglJlIll)lIll
( N1 ['R2(31 s',ll 72166119_L;2t428-()1 721h6(199323428-01
( N I 1.'R2141 s3/ll 2 - 93165 _3761)21 _11-(_4 - 9_ 1653 _761J2191_-114
('Nat;R215) s4,'lt 3 554679861_66 ] 21L_7 5`;467981,11¢,6"_2{I-II7

V/('i)I) I)¢orbH dcha-V h)r Is( burn l(/s 511811 236221 5 �dt811h2362205+1_
V(('(_2I 1)fort}if dclt4-_ h)r 2nd burn II/s (II)(HI(III{IIHI(IiHIIHI (HIIIO()III)(IIHHH)(IH

V(\| ll,s 1511624(1804268+H5 151322112739134+{_`;
V(_ I Inertial _,t'l_,_ll} al elllr} in Iotal '.crll,..al dl 11,) It,,, 38774722781_4511+(13 291137834_ I t9 h+[
V(ZI c()ordlna_c,, ll/s - 428711531724524 _ t _, -251o64266111671+(t_

tt(I ) I hire, altitude ,dim,.' lat}dn]g M|c ti 80649084954711+116 8_ :_94_ 6q'_'_lt)l_'+',6
RII'I Planet rJdn_• ,H ]andm,e ",He 11 t I 117349216188+118 I 1_197QT_l171929+|18

A(I I I ntr} pllC_.l r.ttc pul_ nomtal tt_cllltlcn _. rad/s - 46651182826687q-113 - 56711115'_1t#)2c)_ - 3
All 21 &0 =A(I I)x t+A(I 21>, 12 / " -tad, s" 241_9893_(126432-1_6 - 2391 4143143198-(_6

O(('L) I_,lraehutc roll an_:lcch,m,.._ r,Jd - 1716542"_606995+01 266;_8 _81 72731_6+ II

K((0)rl) (;ravHy grathcnl .ut 1I) s"2 - 221114744572449-(_5 - 22131 223_729 _9-_s
K((,)I (;r.ivnu, gradient al entry ,-2 - 17843044878578-(_5 - 179418117369155-{15
(;1OI Accelerall_m (_1gravity at 111 It/'. 2 122372811165855 `���`�12281113h96_421_.(2

R(XI',) It - 37839557222424+(_7 - 3673511_36788111+{17
R(¥! ) Inerhal pod.ilion J! entry m I{_t,iIVcrlltal ;ll TI)

C(:_rdlnales IT - 291397119324 !9-] ; (I(((I()(I(I/HI(IIHIII(H)
R(ZI ) It - 113075113747749+(_8 - 11320824957924+o8

--V(XS) _ " lt/s 6168472112q12416.(13 .14396452737 12+(13--
V(YS) Landm_r_.llevel(_cl(_ it TI) In h,cal verltca] at 111

ct_ordin,ltt.s 1t/s 38774722789450+1_3 2911_7834611119t18+(13
V(ZS) It/,, 711979311503091+111 3961624'_434857+01

--Hi)eltit Altitu0, ".nc at entry l_/,, -43905(111318684+04 -443172(15519357+f14 -
93TU "l.ne from 6/24/76 t;MT to SIP _ ,.771350011111#)11+(17 62113969111H1110111t+117

RA Right asccn_,i(m of landing silo on 6/24/76 r,id .37979',929811543+{11 68548924619`;117+OII

- A(II ) Pitch chan_e a( cnlr.v rad .14643526285481)+00 146435262854811+(111
"IT(IA) lime betv, een 1,,.1and 2nd deorb_t burn• ,, .(}()(({lO(lOl(O(,IOO00 ()llOOOil(tO()()tlOOll

V(SI-) Vch)tlt,'v to depl.y slagpah{m temperature ,,cnsor 11/s 361:89238649591+114 ,3611892'_8649591 +114

-- r('IP) Thorn. I pulsing time limit s 7(lOf111(](}O()(H](i(llrl+(i2 71100110(1111111110(111+(12--
"1(180) ] imc ((,r coast roll maneuver _ .6455(101")0(100()(111+f14 646701111001101)(ff)+04
A(5) ('oordnnatc (ramformatlon from VL axes ,it SIP h, VL -.73323717887637+00 -4991t9973272647+00

axes afler coa,;t roll maneuver - 64(170943159820+1111 - 7951 I 1597411116+1111
* .2277163399298:1+110 -.3432158894 2269+ f_()

-.67997302518712+t)(! -8660251t1056q62+011

69089792252642+011 45905788147787.110
-.24555397255747+00 1981561_4967524+O(I
.I 1580432793257-11 .4997(1748(_25596-I 2

-.33489025.'q(_0967+00 396.', 11611513495+0_1

-.94225713851911+¢)0 - qlS11586567765+(){(

- tCOI -- Backup time hit dcorbll burn I s 1791. 1782
tC02 Backup time fl)r deorblt burn 2 • (I. O.
t(05G) Backup time fi)r t) 05-.¢ went s 116911. 11530

-- tIPROBI'J Backup time tor I.I kmi_ ,'vent ', 11813. 11657

_. !!105(;) Altitude for re-initialization at O.05-g even( ft 259635. 257666
MMrl Tnn_efr(,m Sol 0 midnight at ,anding _nle to separation s 46341 23444
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Fig. 22. VO-2/VL-2 relativegeometryat deorbit

be initiated at E-9 rain (command T(5)). The preentry phase The manual parameters presented in Table 5 will be dis-

forVL-2 was delayed until E-3rain in orderto keep the Sun cussed next. Deorbit burn cutoff backup time tCOI was
out of theRPAportwhileelectrontemperaturemeasurements selected so that an overbum would still keep the "L from
were beingmade. This requiredthat the VL-2attitude maneu- exceedingthe steep entry angle constraint(- 17.4 deg)of the
vet for preentry be initiated at E-6 rain. The required.VL entry corridorand not deplete propellantto such an extent
attitude at the beginningof preentrywas specifiedby matrix that attitude control would be impossibleduring subsequent
A(6). The VL begana slow pitch maneuverfromthis attitude trajectoryphases. For VL-1the numericalvalue of tCOI was

; in order to maintainthe RPAport essentiallyparallelto the obtainedfrom tCOI= 1757 + 6 + 28 s, where 1757s wasthe
VL relativevelocity vector until entry, i.e., until 800,000 ft nominalcutoff, 6 s was the GCSCcutoff time error,and28 s
above the areoid at touchdown.This pitch maneuverwas a correspondedto an ove:bum whichwould change the entry

;_ quadratic function of time (with respect to preentry start) flight path angle from the nominal -16.87 deg to the steep _.
defined by polynomial coefficients A(E1) and A(E2). The constraintof - 17.4deg. ForVL-2theoverburncomponentof

_- slow pitch was interrupted momentarilyat entry by a step tC01 was different: it was 19, not 28 s, since tile VL-2nom;- ._.
change in pitch (definedby A(IE)) to place the VL in the nal entry flight path angle was - i7.03 deg. BackuptimetC02

,. aerodynamicallytrimmedorientation.The slow pitch maneu- was set to O, since the deorbitburn was a one-burn, not a
_. vet then maintainedthis trimmed orientation until aerody- two.bum.

namicmomentstook overat 0.05 g.
j

The backup time t(O5g) for the 0.05 g event was selected
The parachute phaseroll command0(CL)was designedto to ensure attitude stability in the worst-caseentry situation. ,:

producethe requiredVLleg 1 azimuthat touchdown,which Thisworst-caseentry situationwould occur at a 30 shallow
i forVL-Iwas320 degandforVL-2was210 deg. entry in the rain#atmospherewith30 low CD andCz,,30 low _
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L/D, and 99c,4 tailwind. For VL-I, t(05 g) was set at 177 s were obtained bv defining 30 tenmnal descent lgmtlon rain/
after entry; for Vk-2, it was ;et at 173 s. max velocity cases to produce rain/max propellant consump-

tion case;, respectively. The inaxiillUnllgnltmn veh)city case

The backup time t(PROBE) lbr tile 1.1 km/s event was was defined by a 30 shallow entry lhght path angle, the minos
selected to be greater than tile worst-case situation producing atmosphere, a 3o high terrain height, a ¢_ty:;tailwmd, a 30 Ingh
the longest time interval between entry 7"(7)and the 1.1 km/s A/S L/D. al,d 30 low A/S and parachute aerodynamic coeffi-
event, yet soon enough tc prevent interference with tile par> cmnts. The minimum ignition velocit) case was delined by a

chute deployment event. "lhe latest that the 1.1 kmls event 3o steep entry flight path angle, tile maXPs atnlmphcre, a 30
could have occurred Is 282 s after T(7). This would occur lbr a low terrain, no wind. nomina! A/S L/I), and 3o high A/S and

30 shallow entry in tile minp atmosphere with 30 low CO and parachute aerodynamic coefticlents. Tile imn,'nlax values for

CI, 30 high L_D, and a 99% tailwind. The earliest that para terminal descent propellant remaining and the minimun_
chute deployment could occur Is 337 s after Tt7). This would planet-relative velocity at parachute release were obtained
occur tbr a 3o steep entry in the ,nax,o atmosphere with 30 using methods described in the Navigation Plan l Ref. I ). Min/'
high Co , CL, and L/D and a 99_ headwind. Therelbre a max leg 1 aznnuths at touchdown were obtained b._ appl._mg
judicious selection of t(PROBE) for both VL-1 and VL-2 was die maxmmm expected inertial roll hold atUtude excursl,m
T(7) + 300 s, dunng the paracht,te phase. And finally, the nmmnum post-

land relay hnk duration was obtained t¥om Mon_e Carlo analy-
Parameter H(05 g), wluch was used to re-initialize the navi- sesconducted pretlight.

gation computations for altitude at lhe 0.65-g event, was
selected as the midpoint altitude between the extreme alti- D. Descent Relay Performance
tndes at which 0.05 g could occur in the entire set of atmo-
sphere models. This approach minimized the maximum alti- The predicted nominal and adverse descent relay perf,_r-

mantes for VL-1 and VL-2 are shown in Figs. 23 and 24,
tude error, respectively. The 1-W and IO-Wmode phases of the descent

Parameter MMTI, the Mars mission time increment, was the trajectory are indicated in these figures. Note, however, that
the I- and 10-W modes were actually 1.7 and 10.20 W, respec-

time difference between SFP GMT and Sol 0 midnight GMT a:
lively, for VL.I, and 1.4 and 9.68 W, respectively, for VL-2.

the nominal landing site. For VL-I, SEP v,as commanded at
The predicted performance assumed tile reference star to be

202/08:32:15 and Sol 0 midnight at the landing site was 201/ Canopus for VO-I and Vega for VO-2. The predicted nominal
19:39:54. For VL-2, SEP was commanded at 247/19:19:29 and adverse initial postland link durations were 14.4 and
and Sol 0 midnight at the landing site was 247/12:48:45. 12.2 rain. respectively, for VL-I, and 17.9 and 14.7 rain, re-

spectively, for VL-2.

C. Descent Trajectory Dispersions

Trajectory dispersions were predicted for the nominal VL V. Reconstructed VL Flight Path Summary
, descent trajectory design in order to verify that the dispersed

trajectory parameters would not vmlate constraints. The pre- This section present" the CBE's of the VL descent trajector-
dieted entry and touchdown dispersions for the nominal VL-I ies. Detailed entry ph ..d ,Jtmusphere reconstruction is
and VL-2 descent trajectory designs are summarized in discussed in Sections V,_ ;'ll. respectively.
Table 6.

Table 9 summarizes the CBE's of pertinent VL-I and VL-2
Tables 7 and 8 present the constraints checklists for the descent trajectory parameters from SEt' to TD. The predicts in

final VL-I and VL.2 _escent designs, respectively. The ratio- this table represent the best a priori predicts and so are not
hale for the constraints themselves was presented earlier in necessarily identical to the nominal descent trajectory designs.
Section I!. Many of the minimum and/or maximum values The reconstructed trajectory parameters in this table were
appearing in this table were obtained by applying both the actually the result of a 2-step process. The first step consisted

,. statistical and nonstatistical dispersions in Table 6 to the nomi- of reconstructing the trajectory from entry to touchdown with
) ¢ nal VL descent parameters, The methods employed for obtain. LTARP, using the a priori entry state, the SATOD landing site

;' ing the rain/max values for parameters not appearing in fix, and entry phase IRU and measurement data. The second
Table 6 will be discussed next. The min/max values of the step consisted of reconstructing the separation-to-entry seg.
VL-Sun angle and the RPA/UAMS angle of attack were ob- ment of the descent trajectory with the reconstruction mode

"_ tained by applying the maximum attitude limit cycle excur- of LTOP. This latter process employed a weighted least
sions expected during the appropriate descent trajectory squares algorithm to process the CBE of the SEP state vector

phase. Required terminal descent propellant min/max values from SATOD and the entry state vector estimate generated by

._,,. i II ..... IIIII IIII II - II II II IJ_ | • 1 r_L_
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TablE, 6. Predicted VL entry and touchdown oillperlions

VL-I VL-2

Parameter
30 statistical Non;t_tistical Nonstatist]cal 3o statistical Nonstattstlcal

error atmosphere error ATBS error error atmosphere error
.............................

lqxed entry altitude errors

VI 0.628 m/s NA 0.017 0.635 m/s NA

T/ 0.203 deg NA 0.076 0.191 deg NA

_I 0.098 deg NA a 0.197 deg NA

t 26.56 s NA 3.57 29.55 sec NA

LAT 0.307 deg NA a 0.299 deg NA

LONG 0.309 (leg NA a 0.343 deg NA

Fixed entry time errors

V1 25.22 m/s NA a 28.35 m/s NA

7/ 0.849 deg NA a 0.969 deg NA

_I 0.342 deg NA a 1.126 deg NA

h 35.55 km NA a 39.92 km NA

LAT 1.107 deg NA a 1.533 deg NA

LONG 1.576 deg NA a 1.897 deg NA

Entry phase

qmax 6.06 Ib/ft 2 -23 --',6 -1.31 5,64 Ib/ft 2 -23 -'-,6

qDEP 0.51 Ib/ft 2 -0.4 ..-, 1.0 0 0.52 Ib/ft 2 -0.4 -'-, 1.0

MDE P 0.042 -0.06 --, 0.34 0 0.044 -0.06 --*0.34

Touchdown

Z t 34.4 s -15 --, 40 6.8 35.4 s -15 -, 40

: DR 70.0 km ±30 18.2 58.8 km ±12

XR 50.7 km 0 -0.3 37.6 km 0

,, aNot significant. ,.

i
i
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Table 7. VL-1 descent constraints checklist

Parameter Nominal value Mmlmum/nIdximum _alue ('.nstr:lmt

Inertial entry flight path angle -16.89 deg -17.(t9/-16.61 Scc "1able 8

Inertial entry velocity 4.6105 kln/s NA/4.6112 See I able

Maximum dynamic pressure I 12.6 lb/l t2 N A/124 6 See "lablc 8

Deployment dynamic pressure 6.567 Ib/ft 2 5.66/8.1)8 Sec "1al)lc 8

I)eployment Mach number 1.014 NA/1.40 See lablc 8

VL-Sun angle 137.2 deg I ? 1.2/143 2 See Table 8

Coast time 3.082 h NA/3.090 Scc 1 able 8

Ter.ninal descent propellant required 152.0 Ib 144/I 73 See Table 8

Terminal descent propellant remaining (per tank) 16.5 lb 6.5/23.9 See Table 8

Minimum planet-relative velocity at chute release 169 ft/s I 15/NA See Table 8

RPA/UAMS angle of attack at pie-entry 0.5 deg NA/I.5 See Table 8

Leg 1 aztmuth at touchdown 320. deg 310/330 3(1/)_ A Z -'z 341;

Initial postland link duration 12.2 mm I 1.0/NA See Table 8

Table 8. VL-2 descent constraintJ checklist

Parameter Nominal value Mmimum/maxtmum value Constraint

inertial entry flight path angle -I 7.03 deg °17.23/-16.84 -I 7.7 _: "YE< -I 5.9

Inertial entry velocity 4.6135 km/s NA/4.6141 ;'/:. < 4.625

Maximum dynamic pressure 115.8 Ib/ft 2 NA/127.4 qmax < 144

Deployment dynamic pressure 6.54 Ib/ft 2 5.62/8.06 5.0 < qD < 8.6

Deployment Mach number 1.041 NA/1.43 M D < 2. I

VL-Sun angle 120. deg 114./126. Sun angle > 110

Coast time 3.038 h NA/3.046 t c < 5.0

Terminal descent propellant required !52. Ib 144./173. W T < 185.0

Terminal descent propellant remaining (per tank) 16.5 Ib 6,5/23.9 h'R < 26.0

Minimum planet-relative velocity at chute release 172.9 ft/s ! 18./NA VR > 100

RPA/UAMS angle of attack at pre entry 0.5 deg NA/! .5 _ ,g 20

Leg 1 azimuth at touchdown 210. dee 200./220. 190 < Az < 230

Initial postland link duration 14.7 min 12.S/NA At ;) 10.4

"/ t
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Table 9. Descent reconstruction summary

VL-I VL-2

Parameter
Predict Estimate A(o-level) Predict l'snmatc A(o-levcl)

Separation (MEQ SEP+0)
X 15480.259 km 15480.340 km 0.08 km (.04) 12990.758 km 12990.932 km 0.17 km (.06)

Y 7617.091 7617.090 -0.001 ('_0) -4991.806 -4992.063 -0.26 (. 15)
Z -13234.228 -13234.296 0.068 (.07) -16509.059 --16508.515 0.54 (.21)

_" -1.160690 km/s -1.160683 km/s 7.0E-6 (.1 I) -.044430 km/s -.044438 km/s -8.1.,-6 km/.,,(~0)

_' 0.410977 0.410977 ~0 (~0) .856233 .856244 1.101'-5 (.24)
Z, 0.572120 0.572117 -3.0E-6 (.02) 1.065381 1.065392 1.10I';-5 (.14)

Deorbit

AV 156.0 m/s 156.310 m/s 0.199% (I.26) 156.0 m/s 156.086 m/_ 0.0555; (.35)

CA 85. ° 914 86. ° 155 0._241 (.84) 85Y 106 85.° 343 0.° 237 (.82)
CLA 97.°384 97.°373 -0.°011 (.04) 91.°927 91.°765 -0. _ 162 (.56)

Coast

iRp A from 7"4 to TI80 137.°5 127.°9/141.°9 9.°6 122.°1 114.°3/128._2 7.' ,_
iRp A from TI80 to T5 129.°8 122.°5/135.°i 7.°3 114. ° 109.0/120.2 6,°1
aVL from E-6 m toE -19.°5 -19.°9/-18.°9 0.°6 -19.°5 -19.7/-19.1 0.°4
aVL from E to .05 g -11.°1 -10.°9/-10.°4 0.°7 -!!.°1 -11.2/-10.7 0.°4
iRp A fromE-6 m toE-0 IIO.°0(_E-6 m 109.°8/!!9.°5 NA 70.°0(='E-3 m 69.9/74.6 NA

118.°6 (_ E-0 74.°9 (a/':-0

Entry
7"7 11513.s NA NA 11357,s NA NA

Vi 4.61000 km/s 4.60989 km/s -I.10E-4 (.01) 4.61430 km/s 4.61216 -2.14E-3 (.23)
-rI -16.°900 -16.995 -0.095 (.341 -I 7.°005 - 17.084 -0.079 (.25)
¢_1 54. ° i 73 54.145 -0.028 (.25) 44. ° 790 44.754 -0.036 (. I0)
• 3635.57 km 3635.41 -0.16 (.01) 3626.96 km 3628.77 !.81 (.14)
LAT (areocentric) 12. ° 575 12.503 -0.072 " 20) 36. ° 586 36.476 -0.11 (.22)
LONG 62.° 004W 62.15 IW 0.147 (.28) 243.°036W 243.13 !W 0.095W (. 15)

Entry
r 3635.57 km NA NA 3626.96 km NA NA

V1 4.61000 km/s 4.60978 -2.2E-4 (l.gS) 4.61430 km/s 4.6134 -9.0E-4 (4.25)*
3'1 -16.°900 -16.999 -0.099 (1.46) -17.°005 -17.042 -0.037 (.58)
¢Jl 54. ° 173 54.144 -0.029 (.89) 44. ° 790 44,802 0.012 (. ! 8)
t 11513.0 $ 11512.9 -0.1 (.01) i 1357.0 s 11358.34 1.34 (.14)
LAT (areocentric) 12.°575 12.°498 -0,077 (.76) 36.°586 36.54 -0.05 (.46)
LONG 62.°004W 62.158W 0.154W (1.50) 2,_3.°036W 243.049W 0.013W (.11)

Entry phase

qmax 112,49 Ib/tt 2 96.5 -15.99 (NA) 115.75 Ib/ft 2 99.3 -16.45 (NA)

: qdeploy 6.57 Ib/ft 2 6.8 0.2 (NA) 6.536 Ib/ft 2 6.3 -0.2 (NA)

M#deploy 1.014 1.1 0.1 (NA) 1,041 1.05 0.01 (NA)
Touchdown

t 12035.6 s 12050.8 15.2 (NA) 11868.2 s 11900.9 32.7 (NA)
Terrain height -2.3 km - !.4 0.9 (0.9) - 1.7 km - 2.8 - 1.1 (1. ! )
LAT (areocentric) 22.°369 _2.23 -0.14 (NA) 47.°596 47.646 0,050 (NA)
LONG 47.°535 W t'.93W 0.40W (NA) 225.° 845W 225.680W -0.165W (NA)

Azimuth leg 1 320.°0 :;21.°6 !.6 (0.24) 210.°0 210.°1 0.1 (0.02)

*The entry state best estimates are the result of • backward intcffation of the final state near touchdown. The abnormally large fixed alti'nde
velocity error is probably the result of small accumulated velocity errors obtained in the forward fdterin I process. All other indications are
thtt the true velocity was much closer to the predict.

t
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LTARP in the first step of this process to reconshuct the best Table 10. Actual vs predict Vi. SOE

separation-to-entry trajech_ry. In Table 9, _ is defined as tile (all limes in seconds from separation)
difference between the reconstructed and prethcted values, -- -

except for the coast phase, where ,._ is defined :is Ihe m:txJ- vI I Vl 2
mum magnitude difference. Note that the cstinlales el the I.vcnt ........Prcdlt t Actual Prod]el Actual
coast Fhase Jingles are given :_sthe rain/max values whlcl', were .......

observed over the entire coast phase. I,nd el dcorbl! burn 1757. 1760. 1757. 11757.

l'ntry radlu_ 1513. 11513 11357. 11358.

Table IO compares the acutal event-dependent VL sequence o.t15g 1665 11652. 11505 t 1495.
of events with tile predicted SOIL All times are referenced to

separation and are rounded to the nearest second, qm,._ 1713. I 17t_7. 11553 II 553
1.1 ,n/s 1761. 1176(I. 116(1(I. 11606.

Figures 25 and 26 depict the CBF.'s of tile contributions of M/F 1933 11943. II 767 II 792.

all error sources to the VL-I and VL-2 landing site errors, Terminal de,,cent igniti_m 1993 12f105. 11826. 11856.
respectively. Tile reconstructed error sources correspond to (pyre fire)

reconstructed entry state, .*ltmosphere, win,t:,, and aeroshell Constant velocity ,,l_rl 12029 12043 I 1861. I 1893.

LID characteristics. For VL-1, the dominant contributor to Touchdown 12036. 120bl. 11868. 11901.
the landing site error was tile deorbit execution error nlore

specifically, the deorbit A V magnitude error. The errors due to
VL aerodynamks aiid v¢iv,ds ::,ere ,..,1_,_imp_lrl:mt Although

tile deorbit execution error was also mlportant for VL-2, tile separation checkout tile accele,ometel bu;; ¢.t'2hility data

dominant contributor to the VL-2 landing site error was th," showed very little ,'ariabihty, m,hke the relatively large vana-
VL aerodynamics modeling error. A more detailed explanation

of the VI., aerodynamics modeling error can be found in tions Vvll,,ll were observed during the VL-I pre-separation
checkout. Table I I shows the landing error contributions due

Section VI, where the unusual observed trim angle of attack vs
to each deorbit execution error. In the entry trajectory recon-Mach number characteristics are discussed. The sin;diet contri-
struction plocess, tile winds can o,dy be estimated below

bution of the deorbit execution error to VL-2 was very likely about 25 kin. For VL-I, analysis of the high-altitude attitude
due to the fact that the VL-2 axial accelerometer was of higher
quality than the VL-! axial accelerometer. During VL-2 pre data indicated that the vehicle "cocked" slightly, producing a

cross-range error. This cross-range error can be explained by an

average wind of about 30 m/s from the east, which also corre-
sponds to the estimated wind at 25 km altitude. This inferred

22.6 48.21......T I 1 ! I 1 T-- _---T_"-

..,I , , , , , ...I" , , , 'i'?'1
41.1 411.0 47.9 47.11 47.7 47.6 47,5 47.4 226.4 "-26.2 226.n 225.8 225.6 225.4

LONGITUDE,°W LONGITUDE,°W

O - TAIIGET t - ODERROR 4 - WINDS O - TARGETI - ODERROR 4 - WINDS
, x - CK I - DOEXECUTIONERROR5 - VLAERODYNAMICS X - C_ 2 - DOEXECUTIONERROR5 - VLAERODYNAMICS

$ - ATMOSPHERE 6 - UNEXIq.AINED 3 - ATMOSPHERE 6 - UblEXI_AINED

Fig._ VL4llnd_g8it,error Fig.N. VL.2lanaing,imerror
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Tablet1. VLentryflightpathangleendtouchdownerrors
reaultlngfromeachdeorbltcontrolerror

VL-I: l.rr_,r due to

A magnitude In-plane Out-at-plane All dcorblt

error pointing error pOln{l._ error control ,_'rror_,

"rE error {fixed radius) -0.070 deg -0.009 deg -0.001 dcg -O.{)8() dc_2

I)R error at Ti) -21.6 km -2.1 km -0.4 km -24 I km

XR error at TI) 4) 59 km -0.003 km +0.12 km -0.47 km
.........................................

VL-2. I rror due to

_rE error (fixed radius) -0.019 deg -0.007 deg -0 I)08 deg -0.(|34 de,'

DR error at TD -4.52 km -0.85 km -I 98 km -7.35 km

XR error at TI) --0.02 km -O.01 km +1.47 km +1 44 km

high-altitt,de wind has been included in the VL.l wind tenth- Data used in tile reconstruction were
bution error. Tv,,o I-o dispersion ellipses are sh.-wn in Figs• 25 (I) Targeted entry state (pt),_ltlon, velocmty, and :tttxtttde)

and 26. The large ellipse represents the a priori control disper- and or;variance thereof.
_ions which were predicted prior to separation. Tile small
ellipse (a circle) ,cFres_'nts the knowledge dispersions tar the (2) Raw dynanuc data lilt frtm| I)I_CSI-I"(tabulated gyrt)
final estimate of the landmg site from ""L.t,,,..'Op It should be and accelet,mleter telemetry data. all properly scaled
noted that the reconstructed trajectories which modeled d;e and tale-tagged)
above reconstructed error sources also satisfied tile observed

(3) l_teasttrt:me.n_data file from DI CSI T (tabulated RA.

VL entry sequence of events and qmax" TDLR. pressure anti ic::_.perature measttrements, cali-
brated and tinue-taggeu).

Plots of reconstructed and observed descent relay perfor-
mance time histories are shown in Figs. 27 and 28 for VL-I (4) Post.touchdown measurements (ODP landed position
and VL.2, respectively. The reconstructed descent relay per- fix. and pressure :rod temperature measurements from
formance was computed using the best reconstructed descent the meteor,_logy ext_eriment).
trajectories and, in th2 case of mission 2, with an anomalous

VO roll attitude of -22 deg off Vega. which was the final The dynamic data were preprocessed by the program
estimated attitude after stabilizauon. PREPR, which (after data editing and filling any gaps present)

yielded a file of smoothed time hist,ries of angular velocity
and acceleration for each vehicle axis. PREPR did nothing to

Vi. EntryTrajectory Reconstruction the measuremeut data except to arrange tile data into a file
with time-sequencing co(responding to tilat of the dynamic

This section documents the trljectory ceconstruction data file (this could result in negligible time-tag shifts).
results obtained by the Lander Flight Path Analysis Team
following the landings of VL-! and VL-2. Trajectory, atmo-
sphere, and vehicle parameter esttmates are presented, along The actual reconstruction was done by the program
with estimate uncertainties, in addition, characteristics of each LTARP. By means of a planetary model and the PREPR

dynamic data t31e,LTARP propagated the targeted entry state :reconstruction are discussed, with mention of difficulties en-
forward in tinre in the manner of a strapped-down inertial

countered and resulting accuracy implications.
navigator, in so doing, angular velocity da,a w:_ integrated to

A. Ooecdptlon of Process keep track of vehicle attitude, and total acceleration (sensed
from the PREPR dynamic data file plus computed gravitation)

in order to facilitate understanding and correct interpreta, was integrated to provide velocity and position time-histories. 1
1' tlon of results, a brief description of the overall reconstruction At selected 'ime points corrections were applied to the state

process used is given, with pertinent details added in later thus computed by processing with a Kalman.Schmidt filter RA

t sections as reqt fled. and TDLR measurements from the PREPR measurement data
t
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VL-2 RELAY LINK DESCENT PERFORMANCE PROFILE]
RELAY COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT (RCE) /
MODE IV (1 watt) i
DATA PATE = 4 kbps
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file. After similarly processing the position fix shghtly betbre Owing to sot'tw',_ modehng hmltatlons, tile (hm)th-order)
touchdown, the resulting final state was integrated back to reference areoid was modeled as a spheroid with polar and
entry to provide a continuous reconstructed tralectory, equatorial radii shown in Table 14. Thi_ surface matched tile

radms of the reference areoid exactly at the targeted landing

This trajectory was then "frozen." and the atmosphere site and was very close in tile general area of each site. The
reconstructed thereon. Working from entry to touchdown, data contained in this report is with respect to this spheroidal
LTARP computed dynamic pressure from sensed acceleration, smface. For statistical purposes it was regarded as an alhtude
using a priori aerodynamic data. Density was computed from reference with zero uncertainty. ODP landed posmon fixes
dynamic pressure, based on the velocity history from the together wHh lo uncertainties are presented m Table 15.
frozen trajectory (modified by wind estimates). Pressure was

Nominal terrain height profiles were deduced fm bothcomputed by integration of density with respect to altitude in
landers from available contour map,) and input tc LTARP bythe hydrostatic equatmn. Temperature was then computed
means of tables. Plots of these profiles are included m Figs. 20from densi)y and pressure by means of the equation of state.
and 30. The Io uncertainty of each profile was regarded asWind estimates were based on a comparison of a priori aerody-
-+I kin.

namic trim predictions with those computed fvr the frozen
trajectory on a no-wind basis. Pressure and tem[erature inca-

Aerodynamic tables were constructed l'lom data in Ref. 2,
surements from the PREPR measurement data ile were pro- with Io uncertainties as folh)ws.
cessed by the Kalman-Schmidt filter at selected times to pro-
vide atmospheric corrections. Finally, a continuous recon-

Aeroshell phase axial force coefficien! vs Math number andstructed atmosphere was obtained by means of a deterministic
run of the flozen trajectory, incorporating a wind vs altitude total angle of attack, el .%';.
table and other parameter estimates from previous fihering

Aeroshell phase trim angle of attack vs Math number (for
runs. nominal CG offset of 1 83 in.), -+0.5deg.

B. DilIII Parachute phase drag coefficient vs Math number, -+45"_-.

The primary data used for the initialization of the recon- C. Fntw Tral_lo_ Reconstruction Results
struction process is presented in this section. The a priori entry
state and covariance for each mission are shown in Table 12. The VL-I and VL-2 reconstructed trajectory variables are
Also shown is the transformation from the MEQ comdinate recorded at various times of interest in Tables 16 and 17, along
system to the a priori directiolt of the body axes at entry. The with uncertainties in the estimates, Tables 18 and 19. These
a priori uncertainty in body aqitude was ! deg (i o) in pitch, variables are plotted in Figs. 3 ! to 47 for VL-I and Figs. 48 to
yaw, and roll. The uncertainties in system parameters are 65 for VL-2, with significant events noted, and design limits

: documented in the Navigation Plan. included where applicable. Comparisons of estimates with pre-
dicted values were given earlier in Table 9.

The IRU d_ta contained in the entry telemetry was con-
verted to engineering units using the scale factors shown in i. Discussion of results. Were it not for a data gap prob-
Table 13. Known biases ('determined in preseparation check- lem, which will be discussed, both the VL.I and VL.2 trajec-
out) were removed from the data and are also shown in tory reconstructions would have been simple and straightfor-
Table 13. These biases were also used by the onboard software ward, using LTARP and the procedures developed therefor
during each descent. (Ref. 3). Much of the de,.clopment work leading to LTARP

was aimed at providing the ability to cope with large (e.g., 30)
: entry dispersions, but for both vel" eles the entry dispersions

A radar altimeter scale factor of .9965 was apt_liedto the were about Ia or less. The fear of a large radar blackout region
decalibrated TM values to correct for terrain effects on signal and a resulting loss of reconstruction accuracy led to stadies
return time. A bi_s of about !7 m was identitied during and development " special procedures, but both landers ob.
instrument calibrations, but was not used in the reconstruction tained near-continuous radar altimeter measurements below

because of its variation with altitude and insignificance corn- 130 km altitude. Similarly, the TE,LR data was almost con-
pared with terrainuncertainty, tinuous where scheduled and of excellent qt,ality. A great

worry had been the anticipated poor quality of the dynamic
Values of model parau,eters critical to the reconstruction data, and much work went into PREPR to provide the capa-

are presented in Table 14. 1o uncertainties are given where bility to edit out numerou_ wild points and to fill gaps in the
significant, raw data prior to smoothing. Surprisingly, the data was of

.i

I
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Table 12. A priori entry state and covarience

I ntry Mate (MI O)

Parameter VL-I VI.-2

(;CSC time, s 11513. 11357

,_', _:m/s -1.00835 -4.0853 I

_", km/s -3.90904 -I .29505
,_, km/s 2.22757 1.71021

X, km -2633.44 1272.62
Y, km 2375.78 2619.54

Z, km 793.41 2161.78

: itour angle of Mar_ prime meridian, rad 3.48898 5 36033

Covariance X, _', 7-, X, Y, Z (units of entry state)

VL-I
...................................

l" .454628E-3 31

, I -.399004E-3 .355271E-3
]-. 130670E-3 .11858OE-3 .46862E-4

]--.205089 .177043 .058938 95.656

I-.748189 .660641 .216765 335.290 1235.277
L, .423299 -.377960 -. 134959 -190.734 - 700.423 413.90

VL-2

,_69558E-3 .580284E-3
.227811E-3 .475459E-3 .402q63E-3
•472355 1.007282 ._33365 1754.266
•148690 .301740 .257541 530.109 169.071
.205232 -.428525 -.365593 -753,121 -232.558 333.894

Attitude transformation, MEQ to body axes (at prepitch program initiation)

VL-I

1-,538920 -,339754 -,770800_

L.836957 -.112c33 -.535573j

vL-2

: J-.482538 .684999 -.545833 I

: L.203399 -.518513 -.830526J

; t

t
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Table 13. instrument bias snd scale factors Table 14. Model paramets:s and uncerta,ntles

Parameter VL-I VL-2 I o
Parameter Value

- uncertainty
X-gyro bias, rad/s -.31282E.4 -.9353E-._ ................

Y-gyro bias -.276331:4 -. 19730E-4 Mars gravitation constant u .428284431 5 km3/s 2

Z-gyro bias - 434OE-5 -.25360E-4 Harm .mic J2 .001965

X-gyro scale factor. 8.004221'-4 7.96527E-4 Mars rotation rate 70882191--4 rad/s

deg/pulse Universal ga_ constant .01)831434 km2f'K inol s2

Y-gyro scale factor, 7.903581".4 7.846981:.4 Ratio of specific heats '), 1,38 a l

deg/pulse Molecular weight of Iowet 43.3 a . I

Z-gyro scale factor, 7.92614E-4 7.93027L-4 atmosphere

deg/pulse

X-accelerometer bias, km/s 2 -1.0894E-5 -2.0129E-5 Radii o1 reference spheroid

Y-accelerometer bias. km/s 2 1.10671.:5 -6.745E-6 VL-I VL-2
, "7 .....

Z-acceleromet_,r bias, km/s" 7.478L-6 i.0167E-5

X-aceelerometer scale factor. 1.27219E-5 1.27754E-5 Equatorial radius, km 3393.470 3394.114
kin/s/pulse Polar radtus, km 3375.654 3376.294

Y-accelerometer scale factor, 3,182671::6 3.14868E-6

kin/s/pulse Lander mass

Z-accelerometer scale factor. 3.18009E-6 3.19154E-6 Entry mass, kg 982.93 981.63

kmHpulse Mass after aero,_heU drop. kg 789.25 787.95

Instrument bias added to the decalibrated TM value, scale aRegarded as constant below I00 kin.

factors applied to TM pulse counts by DECSFT. _ --

Table 15. ODP landed position fixqm, 1,r uncertainties

Patametcr VL-I VL-2

Radius, km 3389.4 ± .13 3381.35 ± I.

5 I ! I l l '- Latitude (areocentricL deg 22.23 * .01 47.67 _ ,05
• DEDUCEDFROM ,V_-IO TOPO MAP, LUNAE PALOSQUAD

.1_ -- Longitude (west), deg 47.93 ± .014 225.67 ± .05

i -d The numerical values in this Table differ from those In Table 10 of

the Satellite Orbit Determination chapter because the above entries are

with respect to the pr_.flight (i.e., Mariner 9) Mars pole, whereas theMI_IAL.

other entries are with respect to the inflight "solved-for" pore.Z -

;

.n. o - _ .2-
22

-i - _U 4

•DEDUCEDFROM TOFO MAP OF MAltSM-25M-3-,R/v_, 1976-2 I I __ _ ._ I l , I I , I
200 ,100 600 II00 I000 200 _ 600 800 tO00

RANGE FROMENTITY,km gANG, FROM ENTRY, luB

RII. m. VL4mminaltm'_ N_at _ Fig._. VL-2noml_ tem_ itettim_le
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Table 16. Viking trajectory I atmosphere reconstruction summary. Viking 1 reconstruction

M_)rtar Vernier
Variable Fntry (_.t15g Max c/ I.I kin/,, Touchdown

fire tgniti.n

GCSC time, s I 1513 ! 1652 I 1707 I 1760 11943 1211115 12050.8

VR, km/,_ 4.4177 4.5388 3.2139 1.1032 0.2327 11.11532 0.00._7

"YR"deg -17.758 -12.995 -7.962 -0.429 -53.392 -69.758

k R, deg 52.138 54.784 56.11811 56.343 55.547 -34.151 -

Altitude above MSL, km 242.8 78.3 32.2 25.8 4.3 -{).09 -I.5

Latitude, deg 12.51_3 18.286 20.447 21.376 22.208 22.224 22.228

W longitude, deg 62.151 54.072 50.747 49.260 47.932 47.928 47.931

oR, deg 0.60 0.003 -0.31 -11.48 -11.60 -3.116

#R' deg 11.119 O.12 -0.36 -0.52 -0.19 9.73 -

a R, deg -18.81 -I 1.19 -I 1.64 -12.49 -8.85 -13.411

Pressure, mb - .74E-3 .28 .54 4.42 7.211 7.62

Density, gm/cc - 30E-8 .87E-6 .16E-5 .I I IE-4 .159E-4 .165E.4

Temperature, g - 1411 165. 177. 214. 234. 24 i.

Mach no. ;>20. 15.4 5. ! i. I .2 !

Dynamic pressure, Ib/ft 2 - .6 96.5 22.0 6.8 .4 -

Range, km 0 574. I 799,6 898.5 986.5 988. I 988.4

Date: 9-5-76

• Time: 24i0/00:25:00.
Data sources: PREPFXAOO220, PREPFXA20277.
PREPR flies ENTRYDIG. ENTRYD2G; LTARP runs .ITFB5(, JTFB56,

.i
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Table 17. Viking trajectory / atmosphere reconetmdion sdmmlry: Viking 2 recortstruction

,Mt)r'.tr Vernier
Variable Entq, 0.05 g M,ix q I.I kin/,, l'ou_.hdown

tiff Ignlll()rl

(;('SC trait, s 11357 1149,_ 11553 11606 11791.8 I i"56 11900.87

V R. km/_ 4.4756 4.595 3.148 I, 1 .237 '15 I(1 .90.hi

'YR'deg -17.6221 -I 2.949 -7.443 -.O43 -50.8(I -80.3

XR, deg 42.7813 49.597 53.027 54.641 55.28 120.2

APitude above MSI,. km 240.99 77.69 29.80 24.71 3.12 -I,23 -2.8

Latitude. deg 36.476 43.258 45.791 46.758 47.638 47.647 47.646

W hmgi!ude, dog 243. I "t1 233.944 229.5{); 227.597 225.715 225.683 225.680

oR, d©g -.262 -.719 -.886 -.728 1.32 ¢,:-15.15 -51.61

#R, deg .132 -.121 -.059 .084 =2.53 ,,,:-135.01-89.01

aR, deg -19,262 -I I.I 15 -123)88 -12.985 -9 15 0:-87.34 -98.33

Pressure, mb - .OOO69 .30 .54 4.65 7.o9 7,78

Den.sity, gin/co - 27E-8 ,95E-6 .156E-5 .I IF-4 .161,:-4 .I 781":-4

Temperature. K - 126. 166. 179. 203. 229. 229.

Mach no. - :>20 15. I 5. I I.I)5 .20

Dynamic presxure, Ib/ft 2 -- .65 99.3 20.3 6.3 .42

Range. km O. 578. 817. 914. IO{)5, IOO6.8 IOO7.O

Date: 9-22-76.
Time: 266/20:4, ',.
Data _ources: V75cDilB, PPFVL21.A3, PREPFXBOO220.

A/S phase axial force coefficienl - 0.7% > nominal.
Parachute phase drag coefficient - 7% > nomineL

Hypentonlc attire variable, averaging - 12.5 deg.
PREPR files. EDIVL2C, EDIVL2D, ED2VL2P; LTARP run_: FWHJ20, 22, 27.28, 34

m
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Table 18. Viking trajectory / atmoiphirl rllconslruction summll_: Vl.-1, l,r uncertainties In estimates

.MorT.it Vernier
Variablc Enlry i i ll.Sg ,Maxq I. 1 kllli% I cllichd,,wrl

fli'c I,RI! II II in

(K'_(" time. % 11513 I 1f,52 I 171)7 I 1760 11')43 12llti5 121151il,I

I R' kmt_' .lllil lill(ll, l .I)#1ll7 ,ltllll_ .lllh'12 litlll} lllili}

"tit/, dog liJ I O21i tll 7 I117 {).S6 3h 4 ._

,XR, dog .:t._I flitl, i .ll36 .11¢#.t ._1) ] 7 ] I (,

Allilude ,ihlw¢ MSi., knl .9 .44 .2o .22 .21 .2 2

I.alilude, deg .ll69 .i)-llt .I)33 .032 .lt't 2 ._132 (_32

W long,rude, deg Ji73 .043 036 ._35 .()33 _135 _,f

¢IR. deg 41 25 .21i 20 ..+1 ,+5 1 4 3.8

_R odeg 054 .042 .039 .liSII ,29 w. I 3 } 9

.ll.. I i) .I ()a R, dey .o32 .l)21i .O17 .017 '__ O

Pre,_.iure. ",, ..._"_ 2.3 2.7 2 4 I. 7

Density, % 2.3 2.6 3.7 2.7 1.7 .8

Temperature, '_- 2.7 2.2 4. 1.8 1.3 .5

Ma_.-hn-.. ',';, 4 4. 3. 3.

Dynamic pressure. ?; 2. 2. 2. 2. 4.

Range. km 0. .O7 . I .I 2 .2 .25 .27

Table 19. t ;_lng _ / litlmmlphem reconstmctln summip#: VL-2, 1,r imcertlnties in llstimllis
................................

Mortar Vernier
Variable Entry 0.05 X 1%1av,q I. I km/s "r,,u, nd,wn

fire ignition

GCSC time. t 11357 11495 11553 11606 11791.l 11856 11900.tl7

Vii" km/s .001 I .O011 .ltll .(, I .I)OO3 .(Mtl)2 .I.)O2

I'R, dil .031 .O20 ,617 .i) I 7 .056 .36 4.5

kR. dill ./)5 i .038 .036 .093 .5 1.7 23.6

Altitude above MSL. km I. .83 .6 .5 .5 .5 .5

• hiltudi, dill .069 .040 .033 .O32 .o,,_ .032 432

W Ionllitudi, dill .073 .043 .036 .035 .035 .035 .l_35

oR. dell .41 .25 .20 .20 .41 ¢): 1.4 3.8

JJR'dig .054 .042 .039 .050 .29 _ : 1.3 3.9

all, ill .032 .020 .017 .I)17 .022 o'. 19 .19

i_¢iturc. % - 2.2 2.3 2.7 2.4 i. ,7

Dintttiy. _ - 2.3 2.6 3.7 2.7 1.7 .11

Tempentiun:. % - 2.7 2.2 4. l.tl !.3 .5

)itChno..% - -- 4. 4. 3. a. --

Dyaami pimun_. % - 2. 2. 2. 2. 4. -

IUmV. lua O. .07 .! .12 .2 .25 .27

ORIGINAL PAGE IS in
OF POOR QUALITY'
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r l -"_IKINC, LANDI:R I [NTR_
JPROGRAM LIARPIRUN f_,. JTFB561_RAJECTORYFILTE_INC, PUN-_
IFRAME No. 8 JDATE 083176 IDATA PROCLSSED'R_. TDLR. J

._. J _ IALDHA TRIM I
I ,VIKING LANDER 1 ENTRY , _I_ ,- , , I ----"_' F--_
IPROGR/'M LTARPi RUN Ntj. JTFB.%JTRAJ[CTORY FILTERING I !
JFRAM[ No. 5 JDATE 013176 JRUN - DATA PROCESSED/IRA.
J _ ITDLRr ALPHA TRIM I
I ! ' T I'-- I i _ I

1000 *,--- ,

]

__ 2oo- - _o -i
o i

. [

=- 1

0 I L L i

0 ,., I I I [ _ i,,eoo 11,700 _ i, 800 11,900 12,ooo
Ii,6_] 11,700 11,000 11,900 12,000 c-csc T.ME, $

OCSC TIME, s

Fig, 33. VL'I ItrtOe from efll_ t ve time
Fig.31. VL-1altitudeaboverMoe_e _ vstime

JVlKING LANDER i ENTRY
PROGRAM °.TARPRUN No. JTFIIS_ITRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN
F_ 1,4o.47 IDATE 013176 IDATA PROCESSED/I_A, tDl.i,

I I VIKING LANDER I ENiRYPROGRAM LTARP RUN No. JTF_.541 tRAJECTORY FILT[.RINO RUN -
e..--- ENTRy I J 1 'J FRAN_ 1',4o.48 DATE082876 DATA PROCI_SSED,/RA,TDLR,

i I ALPHA TRIMs T_ ....

i : t/-o..,
,'_ o -

VEINIER

I. I km/_ ...F _

TOLK:HDOWNTOUC

-2 t, _ t

JJ_ :r_. VlL,-1 _ _ 1'114_'_ _ vii _ 9115 _ 9117 _MI 989
1_,*4GE, k,.

FIg.,'MI.vl..1 _U_le _ m_m_m_m_kl veree_
?
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[ 1 IVIKING LANDER 1 ENTRY
|PROGRAM LTARP|RUN No. JTFB56JTRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN -

JFRAMENo. 1 |DATE 083176 J DATA PROCESSED/RA, TDLR, l VIKIN LAND_ ENTRY

sI _ _ r PROGRAMLTARP/RUNNo.JTJ:,,._IT_JECTORYF_LTER_NGRUN-FRAME No. 3 |DAT[ 083176 IDATA PROCESSED/RA, TDLR

4

100-
Z

>_ 3 - o

2 E O-

N

_ -I00 -

0 !1,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 12,0gO
_.L L

GCSC TIME, s 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 12,000

Fig.35. VL-1relativevelocityvs time GCSCTIME,s
Fig.37. VL-1relativeazimuthvgtime

VIKING LANDER I ENTRY
PROGRAM LTARP RUN No. JTFB56 TRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN o
FRAME No. 6 DATE 083176 DATA PROCESSED/RA, TDLR,

VIKING LANDER I ENTRY ALPHA TRIM
PROGRAM LTARF RUN No. JTFB56 TRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN - ! I ! I !
FRAMENo. 2 DATE 083176 DATA PROCESSED/RA, TDLR,

ALPHA TRIM
I 1 I 1

! -
: 0--

I

[ I I I I

-80 - 11,600 11,700 1t,gO0 11,9Q0 12,000

| I I | I J C_SC TIME, , i

11,6oo 11,?oo 11,1m _I,_o t2,ooo Flg.3g. VL-I afeocem_ IMlludevstlme _ •
i ¢,cscTIME,. 1

FIg._. VL.1relive flightperu_mgk_vstknM ,_
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VIKING bANDER I ENTRY _.5 i I I T I
PROGRAM LTARP RUN No. JTFB_ TRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN J
FRAME No. 7 JDATE083176 DATA PROCESSED/M, TDL_ ACTUAL VL-I I LOW SPEED

_0-- I J } ____ALPHA TR M n _ _ CONTOUR ---_ CONTOUR _..

HIGH

_- _ _._ _ SPEED
_ CONTOUR

- -2 I J _ J
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 o. 10

] l J J l PLANET RELATIVE VELOCITY, km/s
11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 12,000

GCSCTIME.s Fig. 41. VL-1 _ml_l de_ent performance

Fig. 39. VL-1 longitudevs time

VIKING LANDER I ENTRY
PROGRAM LTARP RUN No. JTFB56 TRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN-
FRAME No. 10 DATE 083176 DATA PROCESSED/RA, TDLR,

22.24 r ] J I 1 JALPHA TRIM
I

TOUCHDOWN

-, t = 12050 --_

t, 22.23 _q._ /_ VERNIER
\/IGNmON _ lOG-

Jr "t 4 °0.,9
. _ 12005 O

22.22 h. " 3.87 _ N

22.2;- z

22.2O , - -IOO

22.19 _ I ..... I I I I I I I
47.96 47.95 47.94 47.93 47.92 47.91 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 12 000

WE_'T.LONGITUDE, dell GCSC TIME, s

-. Fig._. VI.-1grmmdtr_, ne,r towhdow, Fig.42. VL-1pk,m mmw,lgm vsUme
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• VIKING LANDER I ENTR'Y
PROGRAM LTARP RUN No. JTFB56 TRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN -
FRAME No. 9 DATE 083176 JDATA PROCESSED/RA,

10 --1--_J [ ITDLR' ALPH] TRIM i

o

1 VIK NG LANDER I ENTRY
PROGRAM LTARP I RUN No. JTFB56 J TRAJECTORY FILTERING J

13 DAT 083176 RUN - DATA PROCESSED/
E RA, TDLR, ALPHA TRIM

FRAME No.

j 20-- I I ' I f I-10 , I 1 I I I 10
11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 12,000

GCSC TIME, $ "_J

a.

Fig. 413.VL-1 planet _ _ vs tim (deeail) _ o
,3
> i

1 [VIKING LANDER 1 ENTRY J _'101_ --- "'" -_"_

PROGRAM LTARPIRUN No. JTFB56JTRAJECTORY FILTERING RUN -J

I0
,:_ .30 I I I ..I._

11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 12,000

._p GCSC TIME, s

_ Fie.U. VL-1tuna mkeev.-_ v. um

_ _ o _

-10 ,
;

11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 12,000 i

._. GCSCTIME,, !

t Rg. 44. VL-1 pllnet mhltlve Ilell vl time

" 261 ,_
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PROGRAM LTARP RUN No. FWHI7 VIKING LANDER 1
FRAME No. 8 DATE 080976 SMOOTHED TRAJECTORY RUN

35O 1 r 1 I t

3(',0-

VERNIER IGNITION

250 - 1_ CHUTE SEPARATION

100

50
MORTAR FIRE

ol I I L I I
' 11,940 11,960 11,980 12tgO0 12,020 12,040

G(:SC TIME, I

FIe.46. VL-I F.ulotPIll vatlme
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ORIGINAL PAG]_18
OP POOR QUALITY

PROGRAMLTA._ RUNNo. FWH17 VIKING LANDERI ENTRY
SMOOTHEDTRAJECTORY PROGRAMLTARPRUNNo.FWHJ37

FRAMENo. 9 DATE080976 RUN LOWALTITUDE FRAMENo. 7 DATE091776 VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY-40
f I I I I I I I 1 I ....

IOO0

o
"MORTAR Z

-7o-FIRE :_

-80 - _jVIEi /_t. j_ ._RNIERIGNITION---_ /_ 200

CHUTESEPARATION--
-9C I 1 1

11,940 11,960 11,980 12,000 12,020 12,040 0 I i I I 111,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900

GCSCTIME, $ GCSCTIME, s

Fig. 47. VL-1 Euler theta vs time

Fig. 49. VL-2 range from entry vs time

PROGRAMLTARPIRUNNo. FWHJ37J

PROGRAMLTARPRUNNo.FWHJ37 VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY FRAMENo. 14 ]DATE091776 / VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY
FRAMENo. 4 DATE091776 J I I I i

_i.__l ENTRY i , , _-- ENTRY

_ 20o- -

i _' _, o.os
ioo

t _ . .0501m_le¢'--_ "__.._TOUCHDOWN--i

I_, _ _, VERNIER MAX QIGNITION

= k '_'T" F'"-I \ "

--=-'.'_ , \ o , , , MORTARF,,E------_0 200 400 600 800
I000

0 J I J I I I_NGE FROMENTRY, kinJ/IO0

11,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 !1,800 11,900 VERNIERIGNITION _/
GCSCTIME, I TOUCHDOWN

Iqg.4L VI.-| eltltuclealmvembre4nceemoklveUme Fig.60. VL-2adtltud,/_.e m_mw,mld w nmg, {
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1 T -PROGRAMLTARPRUN No.FWHJ37 PROGRAMLTARPRUNNo. FWH137
:RAMENo. 15 DATE091776 VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY FRAMENo. 2 IDATE091776 j VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY

4 "---I J i---L-T 1

g 2- -E
,.L; -20

<

o

1 VERN,ER__,
.-,_____ S.ARATEc,,.,'rE---"_
,_ INTERSECTCONTOUR-_/-_

TOUCHDOWN---'t- -80

-4 I I 11,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900
1005 1006 1007

RANGEFROMENTRY, km C_...SCTIME, $

Fig. 51, VL-2 liUtude above reference embed vs renge Fig. 53. VL-2 relative flight path angle vs time

T T
PROGRAMLTARPRUN No.FWHJ37 VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY _ItOGRAMLTARP_RUNNo. FWHJ37_

$ FRAMENo. , DATE091776, I , , , -- --F.F._RAMENO. 3 J.DATE091776"_ V GLANDER2ENTRY..... r

o0,. /
i

t i _ -too-

i o I I ,-J._,L j ! .I._
!1,400 11,800 11,600 11,700 II,OOO 11,900 11,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900

i GCSCTIME, t GCSC TIME, =

" i F'Ig.R. VI.-2relm_vekx_ v= tim FIll.lVl. Yr.-2marble=_,,th v=Ume

i ,

)
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I _VJK_NG LANDER 2 ENTRYPROGRAM PROGRAM LTARP RUN No. SMOOTHED TRAIFC'[_R'v' R|JN

LTAJRON.o.FW"J371V'K'"G_=ER2E"'RY FRAMENo.30iDAT_0_,.6ILOW_'_TITO_............FRAME No. 5 /DATE 091776 I

i I i l _ 47.73 _ T-_ 1 T

48 _

47.72 -
DROP CHUTE

46-- - h = -1.4kin "_
'l

i 44 - i 47.71

_ 42 -g ..',
_" _ _.7.70

----" km4o - "_ _'_ TOUCHDOWN_'--"87_
MORTAR

38 -- 47.69 FIRE -_

36-

i ] J J 1 47.68 _ J. 1 J.
11,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 -225.61 -225.60 -225.59 -225.58 -225.57 -225.56

GCSC TIME, s LONGITUDE, deg (EAST)

Fig. 55. VL-2 latitude vii lime Fig. 57. VL-2 latitude vs longitude

,OO_M'T'_'I'uNNo.F_J"I "OO_ML_AR'I,UN_._J"IV,K,_O_NOE_'_,*1
' I I ! i "t 4- _ ' I

=: /

: d

i _ -23o
i E _' -

: 2 _ 0i
q

_, -,40 -2 __:::E:E:: i::: OUR "_;i.. I I I , I I -3 l l ,

11,400 I1,_0 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 0.1 0.2
_- r GCSC TIME, s PLANET RELATIVE VELOCITY, knv/s '_

FIll.U. YL._loaoItud,vetim, Fig.Ell. VL-IIt_Mi c_nt _
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i RUN No. FWHJ37RUNNo. FWHJ37 PROGRAMLTARPPROGRAMLTARP VIKING lANDER2 ENTRY VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY

FRAMENo. 8 DATE091776 FRAME.No. i ) DATE091776
I0 l I I I l 20 I I I I

0

5
_ 40_ _

60 -

-I0 I I I I I 80 I I I I I
11,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,900 11,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 11,900 11,900

GCSCTIME, s GCSCTIME, s

Fig. 59. VL*2 planet relative sigma vs time Fig. 61. VL-2 planet relative iJphl Vl lime

IPROGRAMLTARP:RUNNo.FWHJ37 PROGRAMLTARP_RUNNo. FWHJ37_

FRAMENo. 9 DATE091776 VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY FRAMENo. 12 _DATE091776 / VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY
1 I | I i 1 I I 1 I

|0 B m

• 100-

• r

o

,if

_- -I0 -

I

! -to I I I I I I 1 I I I" tt,,Ioo H,soo il,6oo tt,_oo" tl,eoo tt,,poo I_,,Ioo tl,soo tt,doo _,7oo _t,eoo w},9oo

i GCSCTIME, s GCSCTIME, I
,!

FIg.I0.VI..Ipl=nelmlellvebet=v=tlme FIll.I_.VL-IlulecPltlv=tlme
¢

: IN
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attitude error inherent in the gap-filled dynamic data. no
PROGRAMLTARFRUNNo.FWHJ37 VIKINGLANDER2 ENTRY continuous trajectory from entry to touchdown could beFRAMENo. 13 DATE091776

0 .! t I I I found which satisfactorily fit all the measurement data. While
efforts were made to recover the lost dynamic data, a two-
piece solution (with attitude discominuities and small velocity
discontinuities at the gap) was generated which fit the data

-20- _ quite well. Most of the atmosphere reconstruction was based
on this two-piece trajectory. Finally, after playback of the
entry data from the lander, the gap was filled with real data

._ and a continuous dynamic file was generated by PREPR of a
•40 _ quality needed by LTARP for a good l-piece trajectory recon-

struction. Th_ssame story applied virtually without change to

VL-2.

•-6o - For both reconstructions the initial residuals for each type
of measurement processed during the l-piece filtering runs
using the final versions of the dynamic data files are presented
in Table 20. These were almost unbelievably small - especially

-a0 1_- those for VL-I. In particular, the VL-I TDLR residuals imply
that the relative velocity eector and vehicle attitude were

_1 I I I I '
11,400 11,500 11,600 11,700 11,800 11,9(]0 known quite accurately before the TDLR went on, contrary to

GC.SCTIME,s expectations based on premission studies. This attests to the
accuracy of knowledge of the entry state, the low drift rate of

Fig. 63. VI.-2Eule¢therevstime

Table 20. Initial memumme_ residuals

excellent quality except for a short (i.e., approx 2 s) gap
following parachute deployment for both VL-I and VL-2. Radaraltimeter

VL-I VL-2
That short gap, however, gave a great deal of trouble in

both cases, it appeared in a region of great dynamic activity, GCSCtime,t 11600.05 i 1446.45
and attempts to fill it by deducing a wave-form consistent with Altitude(meat.),km 131.7 131.9

' data on either side fell short of their mark. In effect, this Residual,km .28 ,27
resulted in a loss of attitude reference (several degrees) as
LTARP reconstructed the trajectory through the gap such that TDLR

' excessively large TDLR residualsoccurred when that measure-
ment become available. Because the attitude errors were no VL-I VL-2

longer consistent with the covariance matrix being propagated GCSC tin'e, s l 1960.9 ! 1812.8

_ by LTARP, the Kalman filter responded to the TDLR resid- Relativevelocitymagnitude,m/tec 71.2 63.6
ualsby making fal_ corrections to velocity and to the positi:'_ BeamI residual,m/t !.12 -5.27 ,
variables, which by that time were heavily correlated with

; velocity. Here another factor entered, in that the largeTDLR Beam2 residual,m/t .123 -2.60 ,,

; residuals exceeded the linear range of the filter equations. Beam3 residual,roll 1.18 .80
Nevertheless, the f'dter was thus able to "explain" the initial Beam4 residual,m/t 1.54 -!.73

; large TDLR residuals and to keep the remaining ones to
i touchdown at near-respectable values. However, after process- ODPtouchdownpositionfix

- _ ing the ODP position fix at touchdown, the smoothed (i.e., VL-I VL-2
continuous) trajectory obtained by integrating th,, dynamic

• t_. data back to time of entry was not of acceptable quality. Radiustealdual,km .29 -3.29 '_

_ Measurementresidualswere not too bad back up to parachute Latitudereddual,dell .143 .062

deployment, but from there on back the RA residualsbecame longitude_qidual,dell -.O00S .147

1 pmgremivelyworse. To rephrase the above simply - with the i

d
I
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1 /

PROGRAMLTARP RUNNo. FWJ2BRI VIKING L.ANDER2 ENT,_Y JFRAMEr,lo. 8 DATE091376 j SMOOTHEDTRAJECTORY

I RUN LOWALTITUD[

I I 1 I

MORTARFIRE
0

-50

-100

-150

-200

._ -250

_-_

-350

-450
/VERNIERIGNITION

o5t0

-650 CHUTESEPARATION

-700

-7_11 I I I I I '
11,800 11,130 11,140 II,NIO 11,180 12,GOO

G<:S¢TIME. ,
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I PROGRAMLTARPJRUNNo. FHJ2BR[ VIKING LANDER2 ENTRY Table 21. Measurement residuals, VL-1 and Vl.-2,

t 71 SMOOTHEDTRAJECTORY smoothed trajectories

FRAMENo. 9 DATE0913 6 J RUNLOWALTITUDE

-40 I I ......
_ ODP touchdown position ft\

VL-I VL-2
1

-50 II Radius. km .05 -. 18
II

t Latitude, deg .I)57 02t
[._mglludc, dog .()(_41 .(I(|9,

rI'DLR remdualsa

(;CS(' tune, _ Beam I Beam 2 Beam 3 Bedm 4

-70 ...........

VL-I
VERNIER -- ---

\ t _ IGNITION --1 C-CHUTE
_ \ % L | I SEPARATION 1960.9 1.12 .41 .69 82

_v_RTAR_ I_. I,_ _ 1970.9 .15 -.11 -.18 .41-80 - - _RTAR

R !_l_j 1980.9 .01 -.93 -.69 .18

1990.9 -69 -.26 .19 -.42
2000.9 .07 .2(, .06 -.09

-90 1 2009.9 -.33 -.58 -.49 -.04
11,800 11,020 11,840 11,860 11,880 11,900 2019.1 -.25 -.27 -.46 -.29

C,CSC TIME,, 2029.1 .38 .23 .66 .09

Fig. 65. VL-2 EuIM theta vii tIme 2039.1 .20 .26 .69 .22
2040. I -.36 -. 15 -.21 -.43

VL-2

the gyros during coast, tile accuracy of the IRU and RA, and .....

the high quality of the smoothed dynamic data processed. The ! 1812.8 , I0 -. 17 -. 17 .24I 1820.8 -.03 -.41 -.09 .05
landed position residuals were also quite small,corroborating 11826.8 .01 -.36 1.05 .09
the above. The radius residual of VL-2 indicated some incon- 11830.8 -.24 -.54 -.45 -.05
sistency in the way the TDLR processing results in altitude 11840.8 -.14 -.51 -.78 -.20
changes through correlation with velocity which has built up !1850.8 -.35 -.77 -.11 .47

11860.8 -.58 -.85 -.76 -.22in the c:_variancematrix. This effect, never observed in test
11870.8 -.12 -.19 1.06 1.38

activities with simulated data, was prominent in processing all 11880.8 -.I 5 -A7 .70 !.03

the Viking dynamic data files (except the final one for VL-I), 11884.8 -.16 -.35 .75 .91
and is not yet understood. At any rate. its slight effect on
position reconstruction accuracy was offset by the informa- aFollowing is a tabulationof representative residualsin m/s

obtained by sampling those printed out in the backward pa,lses
lion in the ODP position fix. of the finalfilteringruns.

The final continuous I-piece reconstructed trajectories thus
obtained for both VL-I and VD2 appear, on the basis of

measurement residuals (see Table 21). to be highly accurate. In An exception, however, was terrain elevation from MSL.
fact, they were much better than any obtained during develop- Because L'rARP'sequations of motion involved radial position
ruent tests and flight team test and training activities using from the center of the planet, which was observable to the RA
simulated telemetry data, and were excellent bases on which only through an intemrediate surface of uncertain location,
to reconstruct the atmosphere, inclusion of a bias to the nominal terrain heigh, table as either

a solve.for or consider parameter was necessary. The latter
- proved adequate in the Viking reconstruction due to the

2. Solve-for perimeters. Capability existed in LTARP to relative accuracy of the nominal terrainprofiles deduced from
augment the state with solve.for parameters of significance, the available contour maps. In spite of the above, however.
and most of the procedures were developed on this basis, accuracy figuresin this report are derivedfrom filtering runs in
Thanks to the precision of the IRU, RA. and TDLR, no which the stale was augmentea with the most significant
significant effect on results could be noted by treating their dynamic and measurenlettt parameters as sotve-fors. Estimates

' scalefactors,biases, etc., as solve.foror constrictparameters, obtainedweresonearnominalthat they will not berepo,ted.

NI

I
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3. Local vs overall reconstruction accuracy Fhe re,,on- better tie point with the planet zs needed, i.e., through ava]l-

struction philosoph2, underl3,ing the resttlts _;nth,s rept_rt ,s abdlty at IRU data to tile pomt where the vehicle is at rest.
one of identffymg a trajectory which best iit_. m _ nunimum

variance sense, a variety of measureme0, and other dat:J taken 4. Integration step size and PREPR smoother length. The

at different t,nes during entry. As a result, the local tit was PREPR sm,)others selected were short (i.e.. 7 po,nt) during the

not always as gt)t)d in an)' given subreg, on as might be ,)b- lirst few second_ enc()mpassing entry and the patch maneuver
rained by some less ct,mprehcnstvc method. Tw,_ cxampl,:s of folluwin_ entr_, long (J.c.. 4,t ptqnt) front there until just

this are significant and will now be discussed, belbre mortar fire. a,d short (Le.. 7 p_)int) tile rest of the way
d()wn. These lengths were ch(_sen tu pay,de accurate tracking
of the large amplitude changes durmg perl,;ds of great dynamic

a. b.'ntrv state'. The estimated entry state was the fin:d activiu, and to Jilter out the hLt'h-frcqt,ency, low-amplitude

result of a determnliStiC run in negative time startingat tt)uch, effects unwanted in a traject_ry mtended for atmosphere
down and ending a_ entry. The nature t)f flus tr:ijectu_' was rec_nstructlon. They als(_ all,wed tJ_e uf J larger integlatn(m

such that the entry state thus liSt:lined wa,; quite sensitive to step si/c in I.'IARP dowtl l() tile parachute pit:use. It should be

small errors nn the touchdown estimate, and in add,lion, pri- p,_i,,ted ,,at, however, that the tralect_ry thu,. reconstructed i.s
marily because of IRU uncertainties, the touchdt_wn stale ,,niq,,ely nlated It) the snlt_u'.her-mtegratzun step size eumbina-

uncertainty was amplified as the state was propagated back up t,,n used. Although a thfferen cumbinatnon will. by means of

to entry. It was thus often found that a better enhy est,mate :in LTARP filtermg run. restdt in all entry state and tralech,r)
(at least for selected variables) could be obtamed by mean_ of with apparently _)nly msigniticant dilfere,ces, a det,-'immlst,c

a restricted , m that wa., terminated in the aeroshell phase run starting with :m entry bt_te ttnmatchcd I,_ the _m_tb.er-

after processing early RA data. with its Sinai state being integr:lt,_m step size c_)mbinatit_n being used may differ sial'tiff-
propagated back to entry. Though belle, in entry ahltude and cantly (e.g.. several hundred meters m altitude at t_uchd_'vn).
vertical velocity, such an entry state would, lit general, be

incapable of defining tile other trajectory parameter.,, to all F_)r tile Viking recun.,trt, ctl(m tl,e fundamental choice was

a_.-uracy suitable for the st,bsequent atmosphere reconstruc- smo_)tl,er length. The mtegration step s_/e schedtde was then
tion. The estimates presented in this report were (,brained for chosen so as st, mmimi/e computer run time without degrad.

bo!h landers by backward integration of the touchdown state ing accuracy of results. Step size,; thus varied from 0.I to 0.5 _.
computed in a complete forward filtering run. The VL.I and depending tin prevailing smoother length and nature of run.
VL.2 entry states thus obtained are believed to be sufliciently

accurate for all fore_en purposes because of the h_gh quality
of the dynamic data received from the landers.

D. Vehicle Subsystem Performance

h. Trajecro_, in _,i('inity of touchdown. As the reconstruc- I. Aerodynamics. Reconstructed dynamic pressure and

tion proceeded through the parachute and terminal descent Mach number time histories are presented in Figs. 66 to 69 for

phases, processing TDLR and RA data. the velocity and post- both landers. Figure 70 gives reconstructed trim angle of
lion (relative to touchdown position) were determined quite attack curves, together with design curves.
accurately. Throughout the long llight from entry, however.

pcnition and velocity became strongly correlated, such that the 2. Aermhell phase. The o_r,., vs M curves for the two
post.touchdown ODP position fix n,)t only corrected radius, bnders are qualitatively similar to each other, hut dztfer dis-
latitude, and longitude, but applied a correction tt_ velocity as tinctly in shape from the a ptori curve: ,.,f Keg. 2. Above M_¢h
well. The velocity history, though improved on an overall basis 3 the reconstructions were b,,sed on plar.et-relative ratl_r than

over the entire trajectory, was thus degraded in the vicinity of air-relative velocity, but are believed accurate, in that un.

touchdown. Although this may be by an insignificant amount rea_nably large winds would be required to alter them sig.
for most purposes (e.g., only a fraction of a meter per second), nihcantly. At Mach 5, where flight path angle was approxi-

it might be unacceptable, for example,for accmately inferring mately zero, for example, the results were virtually inse.titive
• the terrain slope in the neighborhood of the landing site from to horizontal wind. There, a vertical wind of about 18 m/s

RA measurements. Similarly. the terminal velocity and posi- would be required io explain a I-deg difference. Although
tion histories may not be sufficiently accurate for deducin_ such a vertical wind might not be totally unreasonabk con-

physlc_,l properties of the wit from landing imp_,'t velocities sidering surface dopes, it was fairly well ruled out as a factor
and the ground track leading to tottehdown, or for assessing by the similarity of the VL.I and VL-2 curves.
vehicle behavior during touchdown, For such uses a limited

recmstmction fitting only selected data in the v_cmity of Below Math 3, where winds were being estimated, the
touchdown would be preferable. Even for this, however, a accuracy of the a priori curve became quite important. Here

t
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Fig. 70. Planet relative angle of attack vs Mach No.

LTARP tended to reconstruct a wind which, when combined phase pressure and temperature measurements, estima:ed scale
with planet-relative velocity, resulted in a reconstructed attire factor corrections to be applied uniformly over the entire
curve qualitatively similar to the a priori nominal, though Mach range to the nominal axial force coeffi,.icnt table as
biased away from it. tbllows:

Characteristics of the atmospheric computation algorithm CA scale factor
below Mach 3 deserve discussion. The feedback loops were
rather involved, as can be seen from Fig. 71. Mach number was VL-I !.012
cemputed from dynamic pressure and then used in a table VL-2 _.007
lookun of aero coefficients, which were subsequently used to

compute dynamic pressure. Accuracy (and indeed stability) of 3. Parachute phase. The attitude reconstructions of
the process in some Mach regions was of concern. The same Figs. 46, 47, 64, and 65 showed large-amplitude pitch and yaw
holds to a lesser extent for angle-of-attack feedback effects. In oscillations following mortar fire, for both VL-i and VL-2,

particular, in the neighborhood of Mach i.2, Ottrim Was highly with recognizable coning motion continuing thereafter. The
sensitive to Mach number, which was reflected in the wind density reconstruction for VL-2 was well.behaved, with a
estimation uncertainties given in Fig. 72. Fortun,-tely, this plausible (after smoothing out oscillations attributed to atti-
occurred at the end of the aeroshell phase, where the trajec- tude excursions) density vs altitude plot over the entire para-

; tory was bending over rapidly and the atmosphere reconstruc- chute phase. Pressure and temperature measurement process-
tion was becoming less sensitive to wind estimates, ing gave an estimated scale factor correction of 1.08 to be

applied uniformly to the nominal drag coefficient over the
At higher Mach numbers the accuracy of the LTARP atmo- entire parachute phase. Similar treatment of VL-I data, how-,¢,

spheric estimates was sensitive to real gas effects. The 5% 30 ever, seemed to indicate that for about 18see following de-

/ tolerance on axial force coefficient was assumed to adequately ployment the parachute was not fully reefed, with the product ,

i cover these, but recent analyses exploiting stagnation pressure CoS being about 15% less than nominal. At that point CoS
,, measurement data indicated that that value was too low and jumped rather suddenly to about 7% greater than nominal. _
_i ",hat LTARP final dynamic pressureand density above Mach 3 The interpretation here given was that the drag coefficient was i

i might be on the order of 6% too high due to real gas effects 7% high over the entire phase, with the parachute being only
q not being modeled. LTARP, however, by processing end-of- about 80% reefed for 18 s following mortar fire. Other inter-
!
i

t ill ,t

!
"4 ,:
!
I
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Fig. 71. Atmosphere estimation loops

sO 1 1 4. Terminal descent performance. Altitude-velocity plots
(Figs. 41 and 58) indicate that the terminal descent phase was

._ nominal for each lander, with the velocity contours being

d 40 - closely followed after intersection. Figures 40 and 57 show the
- ground tracks during terminal descent. VL-2 took a rather

interesting tum just before touchdown, accompamed by an

i 3o _ unscheduled change in velocity (possibly the result of theTDLR locking on a cloud of dust, as has been conjectured).

_ _, 2o_ _ 5. Inertial reference unit. Results of the trajectory recon-

struction "ndicate that uncertainties associated with the IRU
were well within tolerance and the least significant of all those

J affecting the process. Gyro accuracy is illustraled bv attitudes

10- 1

:_ ! __G2 IPTA_O_UTE PHA at entry:
ENTS

_._ o I ' Targeted Actual At o.olo 0.020 0.030
_ UNCERTAINTYIN WINDCOMPONENTESTIMATES,km/'s VL-J

Fill. 72. VL-1 anti VL-2 _ eglmtlon uncemintles o deg 0 .6 .6
deg 0 .I .i

c_ deg -19.5 -18.8 .7

pretations involv_,g wind and attitude situations were perhaps VL-2

equally plausible but did not lead to different atmosphere o deg 0 -.3 -.3
conclusions. /3 deg 0 -.1 -.1

a deg -19.5 -19.3 .2
Ground track plots (Figs. 40 and 57) show the manner in

which the motion of the landers was rapidly arrested after !
deployment, with motion relative to the planet defining the The a priori I o uncertainty for each of these was regarded :

_t wind direction thereafter, as 1 deg, primarily allowing for gyro drift during coast.

'|
, r ,¢

h273

1
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Leg 1 azimuth at touchdown was another measure ofgyro the estimate), so planet-relative, rather than the unknown
accuracy: air-relative velocity was the basis for density computation. At

........... small 3'R an unknown in-plane wind V w will introduce a

LTARP Gyrocompa_iug fractional error or" -Pl/w/V R 121c¢_mputed densnty, which
........... becomes significant as veloc]ty decreases. For Vikmg this oc-

VL-I deg 321.6 321.6
curred where altitude was changing only slowly, thu_ convrib-

VL-2 deg 210.1 209,2
................... uting to a physically implausible jog in each of the preliminary

density-altitude plots. The upper aeroshell phase data ofEstimated corrections to the accelerometer scale factors
Figs. 73 to 82 rellect zero-wind assumption down vo the point

were essenhally zero. where wind becomes significant in the density calculation.
lnherenl are estimated scale factor corrections to the axml

6. Radar altimeter and TDLR. Estimated corrections to the
torte coefficient made tm the basis of pressure and tempera-

RA and TDLR scale factors were essentmlly zero. RA bias was
ture measurement processing during lower phases and post-

inseparable from the terrain height estimate, touchdown.

VII. Environmental Estimates 2. Lower aeroshell pha_. Wind estimation was begun for
both landers at a point where 7R had dropped below about
-6 deg (M _ 3, altitude _24 ks). This process in LTARP

A. Reconstructed Atmosphere/Winds
involved comparing a priori trim a and/3 with planet-relative

The atmosphere estimates based on VL-I entry data are values emanating from the trajectory reconstruction process.

presented in Table 16 and Figs. 73 to 77; those on VL-2 data The difference was attributed primarily to a combination of
m Table 17 and Figs. 78 to 82. Uncertainties in these estimates horizontal wind and error in the a priori trim characteristics,

are presented in Tables 18 and 19 and Fig. 83. with estimates of each bemg made in accordance with their
uncertainties. The resulting wind estimates are presented in

Wind estimates are presented in Figs. 84 and 85 for VL-I Figs. 84 to 87. These were manually extended above the
and Figs. 86 and 87 for VL-2. Uncertainties in these estimates altitude threshold defined by 3' = -6 deg in such a manner as

were presented in Fig. 72. to include cross-plane estimates not subject to 3' limitation and
in-plane estimates which improve the density plots in the

Reconstructed terrain profiles are presented in Figs. 88 and vicinity of tile jogs described in the previous paragraph. The

89. The wind and atmosphere reconstructions are inseparable VL-I wind p,ofile above 25 km also includes results of a study

and will be discussed together. The figures and data presented made to force consistency between reconstructed wind, trajec-

are a composite of results obtained from runs made addressing tory, and event times. Uncertainties in the wind estimates
individual phases, within an overall iterative procedure. The presented vs altitude in Fig. 72 reflect !o uncertainti,.s of 0.4
discussion follows in a like manner, and 0.3 deg in knowledge of attire and _trim, respectively,

including both aerodynamic and CG "fset uncertainties,

I. Upper aeroshell phase. For both VL-1 and VL-2 the
accelerometer threshold for computation of density occurred Note that the wind uncertainties were of the same order of

at about 115 km altitude above the areoid. Above that altitude magnitude as the estimates themselves, especially in the case of

sensed axial acceleration was rather erratic, with attitude con- VL-2, for which the winds appear to have been small enough
trol disturbance predominating. Density at ! 15 km was found during the aeroshell phase to be ignored in the atmosphere
to be about 5.E-I 1 g/cc and pressure on the order of I.E-5 rob. computations.

Because of the inaccuracy associated with picking a starting

value for pressure, its estimate did not become reasonably Atmosphere estimates of Figs. 73 to 82 were obtained for

accurate until the increase in pressure below ! 15 km had the lower aeroshell phase by means of LTARP runs in which

exceeded the starting value several fold. This was at an altitude the wind profiles of Figs. 84 to 87 were approximated by
of about 100 kin. Temperature, being computed from pressure tabular input. Final results incorporated the axial force coeffi.

and density, thus had a threshold of about 100 kin. VL-I and cient scale factor estimates based on pressure and temperature

VL-2 altitude and velocity time histories were quite similar measurements processed below the aeroshell phase.

t during their respective aeroshell phases, with flight path angle

l staying near zero over a period of about 100 sec, during which 3. Parachute phase. Atmosphere reconstruction in the para-
velocity decreased from about 4 km/s to about 0.6 km/s. In chute phase was complicated by the large-amplitude attitude

this region it was not possible to obtain a good wind estimate excursions that followed parachute d_pioyment. These are
i (the uncertainty in the estimate would have greatly exceeded presented in terms of the Euler angles _ and ¢i(yaw and pitch)

I

I
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1

PROGRAM L'I'ARP_RUNNo. FWHI2(_VIKINGLANDER1ENTRY temperature measurements.Becauseof the erratic nature of
FRAME No. 14 [DATE 082476 I ATMOSPHERE SMOOTHING

RUN the density estimate during the parachute phase, the actual
lo0 1 l times of start of the terminal descent phase were not used.

Rather, carefully selected points were chosen for both VL-I
, , and VL-2 several seconds back into the parachute phase, where

$ so - i - computed density had a mean value between peaks of oscilla-

d i tion.

6

._ 6o - 5. Pressure and temperature measurement processing. The

i reconstructed aeroshell and parachute phase atmospheres forboth VL.1 and VL-2 were "adjusted" as a final step by
_ 40 processing selected measurements:

(1) Sta_ation pressure: just before mortar fire.

_t 20 (2) Pressure and temperature: just before vernier ignition.

(3) Pressure and temperature: post-touchdown.
0 • "7

I I
100 2oo 360 This yielded estimates of overall .,tale factor corrections to be

rEMPE_TU_E,°K applied If the aeroshell phase axial force coefficient table and

Fig. 77. VL-1altitudeabove referenceareoid vs temperature to the parachute phase drag coefficient table which, in com-
bination with the wind table based on a priori trim charac-
teristics, resulted in an atmosphere that fit the measurement

in Figs. 46, 47, 64 and 65. The wind estimation algorithm for data at the ends of the aeroshell, parachute, and terminal
the parachute phase assumed that, on the average, the direc- descent phases. It should be noted that this procedure arti-
tion defined by these angles lay on a 6 deg cone about the fically explains, by means of fixed scale factor corrections of
air-relative velocity vector. A horizontal wind was then defined the aerodynamic coefficients, differences due to the combined
by the difference between planet-relative and air.relative veloc- effects of:
ity vectors. Inherent in this approach was an error during most
of the parachute phase (after the initial rapid decrease in (1) Eirors in the reconstructed wind.

relative velocity to around 60 m/s) of about 6 m/s in the
horizontal wind estimate. This was the main contributor to the (2) Neglect of real gas effects in generation of the aero-

coefficient tables.
wind uncertainties reported for the parachute phase in Fig, 72.

" Again, especially for VL-2, the uncertainties in the estimates (3) Use of free-stream Mach number, rather than that
were of the same order of magnitude as the estimates them. behind the shock wave, in table lookup.

; selves.

, The wind profiles of Figs. 84 to 87 reflect rather drastic B. Terrain Profile=
manual smoothing of the original estimates to remove ques-

; tionable large oscillations following parachute deployment. The terrain profiles of Figures 88 and 89 were oStained

; Parachute phase atmosphere runs were then made, with these by means of LTARP runs which compared altitude estimates
\ profiles being approximated by tabular input. Final results of the VL.I and VL-2 reconstructed trajectories with corre-

incorporated parachute drag coeffident scale factor estimates sponding radaraltimeter measurements. Nominal scale factors
based on pressure and temperature measurements processed were used for the latter. Also shown on the figures are the
during the parachute phase and post-touchdown, profiles deduced from Mars topographical maps and table-

, input to the program as nominal.

," _ 4. Terminal descent phase. Atmospheric variables were !
computed by LTARP during terminal descent by propagating The Io uncertainty associated with the VL-I terrainheight

the final values of the parachute phase to touchdown assuming estimates varies from about 0.2 km at touchdown to 0.9 km at i
_ hydrostatic equilibrium and a constant temperature lapse rate entry. For the VL-2 estimates corresponding uncertainties are ;.

i deduced from lower parachute phase and post-touchdown 0.5 and l kin.
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VIII. Postland Relay Link Figure 90 shows the final VL-I ICL update in relation to
the original onboard ICL (which assumed a landing at the AI

Tile discussion of the VL/VO postland relay hnks will be site on July 4) and the July 10 baseline ICL (which assumed a
divided into two parts. The first part discusses the procedures landing at the AIWNW oite on July 20). The total sequence of
and requirements which were used in flight operations for tile events stored onboard tile VL was structured so that the relay
various relay link phases. Also discussed in this section is the playback sequence could be shifted by up to -+40minutes in
process of defining the re'.ay transmission start times m the Lander Local Time without introducing conflicts with other
Initial Computer Load (ICL). The second part treats tire actual scheduled events. A station-keeping trim (SKT-2) was assumed
relay link performance history from Sol ! to the end of the in the design of the fin',d ICL update to avoid vir.lating tb:s
primary mission for both landers. -t40-r_inute constraint. Since a communication hnk with VL-1

was r_tablished, the ICL beyund Sol 12 was not executed.
A. Proct'dures, Requirements, and ICL Definition However, as is described in the Maneuver Analysis Chapter,

SKT-2 was redesigned to accomplish another purpose.
To protect against failure to achieve a command link with

the VL after touchdown, it was necessary lhat a prepro-
grammed mission be defined (and loaded into the VL GCSC Figure 91 shows the final VL-2 ICL update in relation to
prior to separation) to enable the landed VL to ft,nction and the original onboard ICL (which assumed a landing at the
collect science data until a link could be established. The set of original BI site on September 4) and a preliminary ICL for the

,.ommands corresponding this preprogrammed mission con- final s;'._.
stituted the ICL. A subset of the ICL was the set of prepro-
grammed VL relay link transmission start times. The proce- After touchdown the actual VL landed attitude and lati-

dures and requirements relating to the preprogrammed trans- tude were extracted from the GCSC octal memory readout. In
mission start times were fundamentally different from those addition, estimates of the VL latitude, longitude, and radius
employed during the postland primary mission. Prepro- were obtained from the SATOD team after a few days of VL
grammed mission relay link planning acknowledged increased tracking. All this information, along with actual observed relay
uncertainty in predicting relay link performance and timing link performance, was used to reduce the uncertainty in pre-
becau._e of a lack of knowledge of VL landed position and dieting relay link performance on fu,'ure Sols. Because of the

attitude and of communications subsystem performance, long lead time (approximately 20 d:'.ys) in the Long Range
Earlier Monte Carlo studies showed that 17.1-min link dura- Planning cycle, where the relay link playback durations were
tions at bit error rates less than or equal to 3 X 10-'a could be set, the reduced uncertainty in relay geometry and per-
achieved with 99% probability during this mission phase for formance was not fully utilized in the onboard VL data
VL-I; 17.2-minute durations at bit error rates less than or acquisition and playback sequences until Sol 19 for VL-I and
equal to 5 X 10-4 for VL-2. These durations reflected disper- Sol 18 for VL-2.
sions in VI.. '-'aded position and attitude, VO orbit uncer-

• tainties, and communications systems performance at the OSS
of adverse tolerances. Lower bit error rates were predicted for

B. Actual VL Relay Link Performance HistoryVL.2 links because of the more favorable relay geometry

between VL-2 and VO.2. !. VL-I/VO-I relay links. All VL.1 relay links were with
VO-I. The VL-I relay links were complicated by VL-I power

Mission Planning responded to this situation by recording mode anomalies. Originally designed to transmit at 30 watts
only 17.1 minutes of playback (two tape recorder tracks) and during relay links, VL-I inexplicably transmitted in the l-wattby transmitting this data in the "loop mode" such that the

: 17.1 minutes of data would be transmitted twice to account mode on SOls2 and 3. This p'ecipitated a redesign of SKT-2
for start time uncertainties. This ensured that no data would be on Sol 12 to provide favorable geometry in case the l-watt-

mode anomaly recurred. However, this anomaly did not reap-lost in the event that the relay performance window shifted as
pear after Sol 3. Transmissions continued in the 30-watt mode

a resultof the actual landed position and attitude. In defining for Sols 4 through 39. The power mode was intentionallythe relay transmission start times in the ICL, the LFPAT
reduced to 10 watts for the final links on Sob 40 through 43positioned the middle of the playback data structure (end of

first loop, beginning of second loop) defined by MissionPlan. because of observed VL transmitter power degradation on
: ning at the middle of the predicted QSS adverse link. This earlier links.

midpoint was based on bit error rates of 3 X 10.3 and

" 5 X I0-4 for VL-I and VL-2, respectively. The final start Relay link start times after SOl 11 utilized the CBE of

• times corresponding to this positioning of the recorded data actual VL-I landed attitude and position. The landed position
wereuplinked at SEP-39 hours. (LAT, LONG) was tabulated earlier in Table9. The following

_L
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16:2o "_t w t 1 I } i.e.. the relative positioning of RTI and, in this case, four

_ ORIGINAL ON-BOARD ICL } tracks of P/B in the loop mode.

16:00-_Dt_.G__CA -] Examples of typical relay link perftmnance during ,,tiler
15:.4o- phases of the VL-I landed mission are shown in subsequent

"'-"_-,,._-_---_ uDPAT_,.., _ / figures. Figure 93 shows an example of tile anomalous 1-watt-v
15:.20

____"_t_O preprogrammed mission. An exanlple of the standard 30-watt
_ "-,x__ . _ _ mod_ transmissions that occurred on Sols 2 and 3 of the

15:.00- ".._<_._j. J _ relay link performance during the primary mission phase is

"'_'_;',."o ] ] shown in Figure 94. Finally, an exanlple ofthe lO-Wrelay link
14:4o- lAStSOLUPDATED_ _ performance during the final 4 Sols of the primary mission is

SKTo2 I shown in Figure 95.
l i v t l I i

o 5 Io 15 20 25 a0 Typical look vector traces through the VI+-I and VO-I
sot. antenna patterns can be seen in Figs. 96 and 97, respectively.

Fig. gO. VL-1tmnsmisslon slirltlmes In these antenna pattern traces, ri_e and set refer to the
predicted start and stop of the 2 X 10-2 BER links.

9:40 I I I I I

+40rainBOUNDARYFROMICI._ 2. VL-2]VO-2 r, lay links. The initial relay links with VL.2
_._ PREUMINAP.Y PLAN (AUG 27) ---,, \

_ ---........ _ were, of course, with VO-2. These links were maintained

9:20 ___,_--.,.,......_ through So126, at which time the VO-2 orbit plane change

maneuver was perfomled. Relay link start times after Sol 11

__ ,, utilized the CBE of actual VL-2 landed attitude and position.

.s 9:0o- _"17 ..... _ /----a.,,____'_q'-"- - The landed position (LAT, LONG)was tabulated earlier in

..= _._//vUPDATE-'J _. Table9. The reconstructed VL-2 landed orientation was

" __O/, v " obtained from the postland GCSC memory readout: a landing
-_ a:40- _',* slope magnitude of 8.2 deg, a landing site down slope azimuthORIGINALON-BOARDICL---/ "_te#/• . of 277.7 deg, and a leg 1 azimuth of 209.1 deg. Unlike certain

VL-I relay links, VL-2 always transmitted in the 30-W power
a:20 mode. For VL-2/VO-2 links, VO-2 was locked on Vega.

s:0¢ I I I I I The observed VL-2/VO.2 relay link performance was very
5 lo is 2o 24 close to the predicted nominal performance. Figure 98 shows a

SOL typical VL-2/VO-2 (Sol S) relay link. As can be seen in

Flg. 91. VL-2tmnsmlsllon slld llmu Fig. 99, VO-2 passes directly overhead so that the VL-2/VO-2
look vector traced through a good region of the VL-2 antenna
pattern. In this figure are shown the look vector traces for

reconstructed VL, I landed orientation was obtained from the SOls! and 26 to show how the antenna trace drifted from the

, postland memory readout: a landing slope magnitude of 2.99 first to the last VL-2/VO-2 link. The prelanding predict of the ,
deg, a landing site downslope azimuth of 285.18 deg, and a leg Sol 1 trace was about midway between the actual Sol i and
1 azimuth of 321.91 deg. For all VL-1/VO-1 links, VO-I was ,g_l26 traces. Figure 100 shows the corresponding look recto,

J locked on Canopus. traces through the VO.2 antenna pattern. In these antenna

•_ +" pattern traces, riseand set refer to the predicted start and stop
: _+ The observed VL-I/VO.I relay link performance was gen- of the 2 X 10.2 BER links.

'{'; erally close to the predicted nominal performance. Figure92

: _ shows a typical preprogrammed VL-I/VO-I (Sol 9) relay link. Figure 101 presents a plot of a typical VL-2/VO-2 relay
: _; The received signal power (dBm) is plotted as a function of link following the completion of the preprogrammed mission.

_ Earth received time (ERT). Also shown on the plot are the At the bottom of the plot is shown how the link was utilized
;" ++" threshold power levels for bit error rates of 2 X 10-2 and during this phase of the mission, i.e., three tracks of recorded

",+:- 5 X 10-4. These are the bit error levels crucial to real-time data transmitted in the standard mode (not the loop mode).
+_ imaging (RTI) and recorded data playback (P/B). respectively. Note that additional RTI was scheduled at the tail end of the
_+_: At the bottom of the plot is shown the actual link utilization, link in order to take into account the unexpected beneficial

.- 2S7 I
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multipath effect on link perfom,ance at the tail end ot the were handled by VO-I. All these links were characterized by
link. low ele,,ation angles of VO-I with respect to VL-2, which is in

direct contrast to tile overhead lint.s with VO.2 (Fig. ,0_,_).The
3. VL-2/VO-I relay links. On VL-2 Sol 20 VO.! per- traces through the VO-I antenna patlen: are shown in

formed a maneuver to resynch it over VL-2. Test links Fig. IOO.The observed and predicted receivedsignal power for
between VL-2 and VO-I were conducted on Sols 21.23. and a typical VI,-2/VO-I relay link (Sol 45) is shown in Fig. 102.
25 to verify that VL-2/VO-I links were acceptable before Unlike VL-2/VO-2 relay link utilization, f_,r VL-2/VO I th_
terminating VL.2/VO-2 links. The test links were acceptable, data playback was shifted earlier in time to take advantage of
although they did show significant multipath effects. From the beneficial multipath effect at link rise. For all VD2/VO-I
Sol 27 to Sol 61 (end of primary mission) all VL.2 relay links links, VO.I was locked on Canopus.

-90
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